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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction  
 
The process of loanword adaptation and its many intriguing aspects is a rapidly 
growing area of linguistic investigation. The two key questions recurring in the 
literature of loanword studies are: are there any general patterns of loanword 
adaptation, and if so, which forces drive the process(es) that result in these patterns. 
Two different views can be found in these studies depending on whether perception 
is thought to be relevant to adaptation or not. In the first view, often referred to as 
the ‘phonological view’, it is argued that it is the native phonological production 
grammar of the recipient language (RL) that determines adaptation patterns (e.g., 
Hyman 1970; Danesi 1985; Paradis & LaCharité 1997, 2008; Paradis & Prunet 2000; 
Jacobs & Gussenhoven 2000; LaCharité & Paradis 2000, 2005; Paradis & Tremblay 
2009). In this view it is assumed that perception only plays a limited role, if any, in 
adaptation. That is, loanwords can generally be perceived faithfully by RL speakers, 
especially by those speakers who have reached the level of being proficient 
bilinguals in RL and the source language (SL). 
  The second view is the ‘phonetic view’, according to which perception 
plays a crucial role in the process of loanword adaptation (Silverman 1992; Yip 
1993, 2002, 2006; Takagi & Mann 1994; Rose 1999; Gbéto 2000; Steriade 2001; 
Kim & Curtis 2002; Kang 2003; Kenstowicz 2003, 2005, 2010; Kenstowicz & 
Suchato 2006; Peperkamp & Dupoux 2001, 2003; Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp et 
al. 2008; Broselow 2004, 2009; Iverson & Lee 2006; Smith 2006; Adler 2006; 
Davidson 2007; Boersma & Hamann 2009a). The proponents of this view may 
disagree, however, on how much perception can contribute to adaptation. One group 
of authors considers that adaptation is carried out only in perception. Peperkamp and 
collaborators in a range of papers typically represent this view. They claim that 
almost all adaptation is due to perception. The other group considers that several 
different steps can be involved in adaptation and perceptual adaptation is one of 
these steps. This group is represented by Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), Kenstowicz 
(2003, 2005), Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a).  
 This dissertation readdresses the two questions formulated above on the 
basis of a study of loanword phonology in which Mandarin Chinese (MC) is the RL. 
To further assess, or contribute to further assessing, the issue of the ‘phonological’ 
versus the ‘phonetic’ view as sketched above, this dissertation argues that factors 
that have not received much attention in the field have to be taken into consideration. 
They are (a) input types, including orthographic input, acoustic input and combined 
orthographic and acoustic input; and (b) adapter types, such as RL monolingual 
speakers, non-proficient RL speakers of SL and proficient bilinguals of RL and SL. 
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On the basis of a series of small scale adaptation experiments, seven different 
loanword adaptation processes (adaptation ‘scenarios’) are introduced; see Table 1. 
   

Table 1 Seven loanword adaptation scenarios 
 

Factor 1 Factor 2 
Scenario 

Input Type Adapter Type 

1 RL monolinguals 

2 
Orthographic input Non-proficient 

RL learners of SL 

3 RL monolinguals 

4 
Acoustic input Non-proficient 

RL learners of SL 

5 RL monolinguals 

6 
Orthographic +  Acoustic input Non-proficient 

RL learners of SL 

7 
Orthographic input / 

Acoustic input / 
Orthographic +  Acoustic input 

RL/SL proficient bilinguals 

 
Scenarios 1 and 2 involve purely written input. The scenarios are different in that in 
scenario 1 the adapters are RL monolingual speakers while in scenario 2 they are 
non-proficient RL learners of SL. Scenarios 3 and 4 are the ones in which only 
acoustic input is presented to the adapters. The adapters can either be RL 
monolingual speakers (scenario 3) or non-proficient RL learners of SL (scenario 4). 
Scenarios 5 and 6 refer to the adaptations performed on the basis of both 
orthographic and acoustic input. The adapters again are either RL monolingual 
speakers or non- proficient RL learners of SL (scenario 5 vs. scenario 6). Scenario 7 
concerns the adaptations carried out by RL/SL proficient bilinguals. The input type 
does not affect the adaptation, since the bilinguals know what the underlying form of 
the target word is no matter which type of input is.  

In this dissertation, the scenarios having been clarified, the roles of the two 
factors will be put to the test. The empirical data that this dissertation investigates 
consist of two large sets: a large corpus of loanwords borrowed from English into 
MC during a variety of stages of the 20th century, and extensive results obtained 
from several adaptation experiments. The goals of investigating the two data sets are:  
 
1) to present an analysis of MC loanword phonology that can account for intricate 
adaptation patterns attested in a corpus of loanwords borrowed from English into 
MC.  
 
2) to show that depending on input and/or adapter types, loanword adaptation is 
driven by one or more of the following grammars: the native RL phonological 
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production grammar, the native RL perception grammar, the RL/SL interlanguage 
phonological production grammar and the RL/SL interlanguage perception grammar.  
 
Goal 1 is dealt with in Chapters 4 – 8 and goal 2 in Chapters 9 and 10. Throughout, 
this dissertation uses Optimality Theory (OT; McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; 
Prince & Smolensky 1993; Kager 1999; McCarthy 2002) and Stochastic Optimality 
Theory (StOT, Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma & Hayes 2001) as its general 
frameworks for adaptation analyses. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 immediately below spell 
out the two goals in more detail.   
 
 
 
1.2 Goal 1: analyzing MC loanword phonology based on a corpus study 
 
Similar to the corpus data used in previous studies such as Miao (2005) and Lin 
(2008), the English-to-MC loanword corpus data that this dissertation investigates 
show a fairly chaotic picture of adaptations. One English sound is often mapped to 
several MC sounds (i.e. one-to-many correspondence). For English onsets, only 
three single onsets [f, m, n] are found to have a one-to-one matching pattern. All 
other onset consonants have at least two MC outcomes. Regarding codas, only a 
very few consonants such as [f, v] demonstrate a clear one-to-one mapping pattern. 
All other codas have more than one output. In addition, none of the English vowels 
have a one-to-one matching pattern. For instance, English [e] has six different 
outcomes and [ ] has seven. In order to account for the intricate adaptation patterns 
observed, two approaches are taken. 
  The first approach follows from recognizing that factors that do not 
immediately have to do with phonetics or phonology can play an important role in 
adaptation. The majority of recent studies approach the area from a 
phonological/production and/or phonetic/perception perspective, but factors external 
to these can influence adaptation, too. The orthography of SL words is put forward 
as such a factor in literature such as Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006), Smith (2006), 
Miao (2005) and Friesner (2009). In the current corpus study, by the side of the 
plausible phonetic-phonological output, there are outputs that are hard to explain in 
that manner. It can be accounted for, however, by factors such as misinterpreted 
orthography and semantic association. Typical examples influenced by the former 
factor are <ou> in Plymouth  [p u.li.m u.s ]  ‘general-interest-thatch-
this’ and <ch> in Charlene  [t a.lw n]  ‘to check-order’. The pronunciation 
of <ou> in Plymouth is / / but it is misinterpreted as / / as in mouth and south. In 
Charlene <ch> should be / / but it was misinterpreted as MC Pinyin /t / whose 
written form is also <ch>. A typical example influenced by the latter factor is sonar 
[ .na]   ‘sound-to accept’. The character  [ ] is selected because its 
meaning is associated with that of the English source word even though there might 
be more faithful candidates for English [s ] such as [sou]  ‘old man’. In this 
study, output resulting from these external factors is kept distinct from the more 
plausibly phonetic-phonological output. It is argued that this approach has a clear 
advantage over that taken in a predecessor study such as Miao (2005), in which – 
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although Miao must be credited for pointing them out – all factors are intermingled 
and the grammar produces a sometimes large range of outputs, based on observed 
occurrences, but also based on quite different criteria. In order to do so, ‘chaos 
filters’ are proposed to filter out the complexity which results from external factors 
such as those mentioned. 

The second approach is to analyze MC adaptation at the CV(N)-sequence 
level, instead of (just) the level of individual phonemes. After chaos filters have 
removed the externally contaminated data, remaining outputs can be subjected to a 
more truly phonetic-phonological analysis. In reaction to previous studies which 
focused on phonemic adaptations, such as Miao (2005) and Lin (2008), it is 
proposed that analyzing at the CV(N)-sequence level is crucial in capturing and 
understanding MC adaptation. In the process not just foreign phonemes will be 
modified, but it must also be ensured that the combination of the selected MC 
phonemes can be expressed as an MC written form, i.e. as a character. In two MC 
loanword studies by Wu (2006) and Hsieh et al. (2009) these conditions are 
formalized as the OT constraints IDENT-LEX (by the former) and USE-LISTED-
SYLLABLE (by the latter). Such constraints play an important role when a supposedly 
optimal output syllable does not have any corresponding character(s) in MC. If so, 
the alleged ‘optimal’ syllable cannot in fact be optimal, and accordingly an 
‘originally suboptimal’ output will become so. Examples of how this works will be 
addressed in the exposition, using the OT framework of analysis.   

On the basis of these two approaches, an important conclusion reached in 
the discussion of the MC corpus data is that they can be accounted for by the native 
MC phonological grammar, i.e. adaptation as it appears in these data takes place in 
production. 
 
 
 
1.3 Goal 2: phonological vs. phonetic view in loanword adaptation 
 
From section 1.2, it seems that the corpus study provides evidence of the 
phonological view. However, the seven adaptation scenarios mentioned in section 
1.1 indicate that loanword phonology is far more complicated than what the corpus 
shows. In order to see whether the phonological view is also supported in other 
adaptation scenarios, a series of relatively large adaptation experiments will be 
reported on. Preliminary experiments underscoring the seven scenarios, lead to the 
predictions that (a) different input types lead to different adaptation outputs, and (b) 
different adapter types lead to different adaptation outputs.  
 As a first case study, English [Ce] adaptation into MC is used to test the 
first prediction. In the corpus, the input type is orthographic and the adapters of 
loanwords are argued to be MC learners of English whose L2 English level is higher 
than intermediate. Scenario-wise, loanword adaptation in the corpus is a case of 
scenario 2. The adaptation experiment of this case study is a case of scenario 4, in 
which the input is acoustic and the adapters are comparable to those in the corpus. It 
is shown that the adaptation outputs of the two data sets are different. In the corpus 
the adaptation is carried out in phonological production and it can be accounted for 
by the native MC phonological grammar. The adaptation outputs in the adaptation 
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experiment are more complex. When the L2 phonemes have been established in the 
adapter’s interlanguage, they will be perceived and stored faithfully. In this case, the 
adaptation output are the same as the one in the corpus. However, the adaptation will 
have been carried out already in perception if the adapter has not established certain 
L2 phonemes in her interlanguage. In this case, the interlanguage perception 
grammar governs the adaptation.  
 As a second case study, English [ve] adaptation into MC is designed to test 
the second prediction. The adaptation of this case study targets three groups of 
adapters. They are: MC learners of English, English learners of MC, and Dutch 
learners of MC. In the experiment, the input was purely acoustic. The adaptation 
outputs of English [ve] adaptation in MC of the three adapter groups are compared 
and shown to be different from each other. For MC adapters, it is the MC-English 
interlanguage perception grammar that determines the adaptation in perception and 
the native MC phonological grammar that regulates further adaptation in production. 
English adapters are expected to have no misperceptions of native sounds. Their 
adaptation is carried out in production, guided by their English-MC interlanguage 
phonological grammar. Dutch adapters use their Dutch-English interlanguage 
perception grammar to adapt English sounds in perception, and then they use Dutch-
MC interlanguage phonological grammar to perform further adaptation in 
production. 
 In sum, both predictions are borne out on the basis of the two case studies. 
The general conclusion is that loanword adaptation is driven by both phonology and 
phonetics depending on the input and adapter types.  
 
 
 
1.4 The structure of the dissertation 
 
The dissertation is structured as follows.  
 
Chapters 2 and 3 present relevant literature and show the importance of input and 
adapter types in loanword adaptation.  
 In Chapter 2, work such as Paradis & LaCharité (1997, 2008) and 
LaCharité & Paradis (2005) is used as an illustration of the ‘phonological’ view, in 
which adaptation is a matter of phonological production. Depending on whether or 
not perception can solely (or virtually solely) determine the central properties of 
loanword adaptation, the ‘phonetic’ view has two branches. Peperkamp et al. (2008) 
represent the view that perception is all. The second phonetic view argues that both 
perception and phonology play important roles. This is represented by work such as 
Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), Kenstowicz (2003, 2005), Broselow (2009) and 
Boersma & Hamann (2009a).  

Chapter 3 introduces the two factors, i.e. input and adapter types, allowing 
a differentiation among a range of different loanword adaptation scenarios. 
Considering the roles of these two factors, seven different adaptation scenarios are 
presented based on small scale adaptation experiments. The adaptation processes of 
the scenarios are analyzed in the framework of OT. This preliminary investigation 
suggests that different input and adapter types have different adaptation processes 
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and outputs. To provide more evidence for this finding, a larger scale of 
comparisons is presented in the rest of the dissertation, for instance, the comparisons 
of adaptation between the corpus and an adaptation experiment and between 
different adaptation experiments.  
 
This much introduced, an analysis of MC loanword phonology based on a corpus 
will be presented in Chapters 4 – 8.   

Chapter 4 presents the two languages whose interaction is under 
investigation: MC and English. The chapter specifically addresses those aspects of 
these two languages that are relevant to the contents of the later chapters, including 
MC tones, the consonant and vowel systems of MC and English, and these 
languages’ syllable structure.  

Chapter 5 provides general background information on borrowing into MC, 
specifically the borrowings from English into MC. It begins with a brief introduction 
of the history of loanword borrowing in Chinese. Next to the general introduction of 
loanword types in MC, an overview of the current loanword corpus data is presented, 
including the source of the data, the input of loanword adaptation and the loanword 
adapters in MC.  

Chapter 6 briefly discusses the ‘external’ factors affecting adaptation. It 
presents chaos filters, and explains what they are and do, using two case studies. The 
first case inspects the adaptation of the English onset [ ] in MC, examining the 
influence of the misinterpreted orthography. The second case examines the influence 
of semantic-association in the adaptation of the English onset [z] in MC.  

In Chapter 7, in order to set the stage for the analytical chapter of this part, 
background on the importance of the CV(N)-level to MC adaptation is provided. It 
starts with the phonemic analyses of Miao (2005) and Lin (2008). These studies 
show inter alia that foreign phonemes often have more than one adapted equivalent 
in MC; there is ‘adaptation variation’. Among the multiple outputs, both Miao and 
Lin make a distinction between optimal and suboptimal outputs depending on how 
faithful or less faithful the adapted forms are. In reaction to these studies it will be 
proposed that in the adaptation of a foreign form not just foreign phonemes are 
modified, but it must also be ensured that in the process the combination of the 
selected MC phonemes obeys phonotactic rules of MC syllable structure. In two MC 
loanword studies by Wu (2006) and Hsieh et al. (2009) these conditions are 
formalized as the constraints IDENT-LEX by the former and USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE 
by the latter. Such constraints play an important role when a supposedly optimal 
output syllable does not have any corresponding character(s) in MC. If so, the 
alleged optimal syllable cannot in fact be optimal, and accordingly an ‘originally 
suboptimal’ output will become optimal.  

Chapter 8 develops the analysis of loanword adaptation in the corpus at 
CV-sequence level based on three case studies. They are the adaptations of the 
English CV- sequences [Ci, C ], as in bikini  [pi.t i.ni] and Philip  [fei.li.p u], 
[C ] as in motor  [mwo.t wo] and cologne  [k .lu ], and [Ce ] as in radar  
[lei.ta] and Davis  [tai.wei.s ]. For each case study, loanwords that appear to be 
contaminated by external factors are excluded from the analysis by applying the 
orthography and semantic-association chaos filters. OT-based analyses at the CV-
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sequence level are proposed of these filtered data. The conclusion from this 
discussion is that, in the corpus, after application of the chaos filters, adaptation can 
be accounted for by the native MC phonological grammar.  
 
Chapters 9 and 10 put the roles of input and adapter types to test.  

Chapter 9 examines English [Ce] adaptation, as a case study, from a variety 
of angles. [Ce] adaptation in the corpus is performed by MC learners whose L2 
English competence is higher than intermediate based on the orthography of English 
source words, i.e. scenario 2. In an adaptation experiment, early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English, adapt English [Ce] based on purely acoustic input, i.e. scenario 
4. 1  The results of the corpus and those of the adaptation experiment will be 
compared. It will be shown that the multiple adapted forms of English [Ce] in the 
corpus can be accounted for by the native MC phonological grammar. The 
perception of English [Ce] is addressed in perception experiments. They were 
designed in the same way as the adaptation experiment and the subjects were also 
comparable to those in the adaptation experiment. Instead of testing adaptation, it 
tests the perceived forms of English input. Based on the perceived forms, the 
apparent processes leading to the results of the adaptation experiment will be 
analyzed. Compared to the adaptation in the corpus, it will be concluded that 
different input types will lead to different adaptation outputs. 

Chapter 10 discusses the results of an adaptation experiment, viz. English 
[ve] adaptation in MC, in which the input type is purely acoustic. This experiment 
targets three adapter types: early semi-advanced MC learners of English, 
intermediate English learners of MC and advanced Dutch learners of MC. The 
adaptation outputs of these three types of adapter are compared. It is shown that 
loanword adaptation by different adapter types is determined by different forces at 
different stages.  

Chapter 11 is the concluding summary. It surveys the main findings and 
contributions of this dissertation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Semi-advanced is defined here as the stage between intermediate and advanced. 
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                                                                CHAPTER 2 
 
 

PREVIOUS LOANWORD STUDIES  
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The process of loanword adaptation and its many intriguing aspects is a rapidly 
growing area of investigation. The key question recurring in this literature are: are 
there any general patterns of loanword adaptation, and if so, which forces drive the 
process(es) that result in these patterns. More concretely: is it the phonological 
grammar of the recipient language (RL), or is it the perception of the acoustic 
signals of source language (SL) words (especially the phonetic properties and details 
of these signals).1 The question whether perception is relevant to adaptation or not 
divides loanword studies into two opposing views. In the first view, often referred to 
as the ‘phonological view’, perception is irrelevant in the adaptation process (see 
references for this view in the next section). Conversely, perception plays a crucial 
role in the process of loanword adaptation according to the second view – the 
‘phonetic view’ (again, see references below). 

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 the position is discussed 
that phonological grammar fully accounts for loanword adaptation whereas the role 
of perception is at best trivial. The works of Paradis & LaCharité (1997, 2008) and 
LaCharité & Paradis (2005) are used as an illustration of this position. Section 2.3 
presents the ‘phonetic’ view. Depending on whether or not perception can solely (or 
virtually solely) determine the central properties of loanword adaptation, two sub-
views are discussed. Peperkamp et al. (2008) represent the view that perception is 
all, to be discussed in 2.3.1. Work which argues that both perception and phonology 
play important roles are Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), Kenstowicz (2003, 2005), 
Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a); these are discussed in 2.3.2. The 
concluding summary is in section 2.4.  
 
 
 
2.2 Phonological view – perception is irrelevant 
 
Some phonologists explicitly claim that loanwords can be perceived faithfully 
without any distortions by RL speakers, especially by those speakers who have 
reached the level of proficient bilinguals of RL and SL. Proficient bilinguals are 
those speakers who have developed two separate grammars, one of which is usually 
used at fully native level (i.e. the mother tongue, or RL in loanword adaptation), 
whereas the other is used at near-native level (i.e., the SL of loanword adaptation). 

1 In this chapter, only the phonological and phonetic influences are discussed. Other forces such as 
orthography have also been mentioned in literature. In the current dissertation, I will present these issues 
in Chapter 6.  
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These speakers include highly advanced RL learners of SL and perfect bilinguals. 
They have to be distinguished from the non-proficient bilinguals, who have not 
developed two distinct grammars, or at best only imperfectly so, such as non-
advanced RL learners of SL and probably all less than highly advanced RL learners 
of SL (cf. Broselow 2009). These investigators also argue, however, that it is the RL 
native phonological grammar that determines adaptation patterns (e.g., Hyman 1970; 
Danesi 1985; Paradis & LaCharité 1997, 2008; Paradis & Prunet 2000; Jacobs & 
Gussenhoven 2000; LaCharité & Paradis 2000, 2005; Paradis & Tremblay 2009). 
According to these authors, perception only plays a limited role in loanword 
adaptation.  

A good example of this view is work by Paradis & LaCharité, who in a 
series of papers (see the references just mentioned) claim that loanword adaptation is 
overwhelmingly driven by the phonological grammar of RL in production. Their 
claim is based on a large and varying loanword corpora database (Project CoPho).2 
They argue that perception plays just a limited role because the borrowers who 
perform loanword adaptation are mainly proficient bilinguals who have access to the 
SL phonology and know how the SL sounds are categorized underlyingly in SL.3 
Accordingly, the input to the adaptation process will consist of the faithful 
phonological representation of an SL form, the perception by the proficient 
bilinguals being perfect or near-perfect. In the case of a certain SL phonological 
category also existing in RL, the proficient bilingual borrowers will ignore phonetic 
differences between SL and RL and preserve the category on the basis of category 
proximity. If the SL segment is illicit in RL, the borrowers will replace it by an RL 
segment which is phonologically closest, in terms of features.  

LaCharité & Paradis (2005) present loanword adaptation patterns from their 
corpora to support their phonological view. They also point out that the phonetic 
view will predict adaptation patterns different from those found in the corpora. One 
piece of evidence comes from the adaptation of English lax vowels [ ] and [ ] into 
Mexican Spanish, Paris French and Quebec French. English [ ] and [ ] are modified 
into phonologically closer segments [i] and [u] respectively in all three RLs instead 
of into their correspondently phonetically closer segments [e] and [o]. The 
borrowers all chose to keep the feature [+high] of English [ ] and [ ] rather than 
matching the F1 and F2 formants of the vowels. 4  If the phonetic details are 
responsible for the adaptations, the expected outcomes should be the 
correspondingly acoustically closer vowels [e] and [o] in Spanish or Paris/Quebec 
French. Another such pattern is found in the adaptation of English voiced stops [b, d, 

] in Spanish. In phonetics, VOT (voice onset time) is often considered to be the 
criterion distinguishing voiced from voiceless stops within a language (Ryalls 1996; 
Benkí 1998; and others). With respect to English voiced stops, VOT is positive. 

2 The CoPho Project database contains 12 corpora of English and French loanwords in different languages. 
7 of which are English loanwords in Quebec City French, Montréal French, Paris French, Mexican 
Spanish 1, Mexican Spanish 2, Japanese and Calabrese Italian. 5 of which are French loanwords in 
Moroccan Arabic, Kinyarwanda, Lingala, Fula and Canadian English. 
3 The idea that proficient bilinguals are typical adapters is based on sociolinguistic literature such as 
Haugen (1950), Weinreich (1970), Lovins (1975), Poplack et al. (1988). 
4 It has been shown that listeners can distinguish different vowels primarily based on F1 and F2 formants 
(MacKay 1987; Kent 1997; Ladefoged 2001 and among others).  
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When producing an English voiced stop, vocal fold vibration starts within 30 
milliseconds of the release. The VOT of Spanish voiceless stops is comparable to 
that of English voiced stops, also ranging between 0 and 30 milliseconds. In contrast, 
the VOT of Spanish voiced stops is negative (0-40 milliseconds). Moreover, 
perception studies show that in the perception of the same onset stop stimuli, VOT is 
the criterion for monolingual Spanish and English speakers in deciding whether the 
stop should be categorized as voiced or voiceless (Flege & Eefting 1986; Strange 
1995). If the perception of the phonetic forms were to affect the adaptation, English 
voiced stops would be expected to be amended to Spanish voiceless stops. However, 
in the corpora English voiced stops are kept as voiced in Spanish. This indicates that 
the adapters tried to maintain the phonological category of voiced stops instead of 
keeping the phonetic differences between English and Spanish.  
 
 
 
2.3 Phonetic view – perception is relevant 
 
The proponents of the ‘phonetic view’ all hold that in loanword adaptation 
perception plays an important role (Silverman 1992; Yip 1993, 2002, 2006; Takagi 
& Mann 1994; Rose 1999; Gbéto 2000; Steriade 2001; Kim & Curtis 2002; Kang 
2003; Kenstowicz 2003, 2005, 2010; Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006; Peperkamp & 
Dupoux 2001, 2003; Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp et al. 2008; Broselow 2004, 2009; 
Iverson & Lee 2006; Smith 2006; Adler 2006; Davidson 2007; Boersma & Hamann 
2009a). Different from the phonological view, according to which the adapters are 
proficient bilinguals, there is no consensus among these authors whether adapters 
are monolinguals or bilinguals. Yip (2006), suggests that adapters are typically 
bilinguals. Peperkamp & Dupoux (2003), Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann 
(2009a) claim both monolinguals and bilinguals can perform loanword adaptation. 
Kenstowicz (2003, 2005, 2010) do not address this issue.  

Authors who agree that perception is involved in adaptation may disagree, 
however, on how much perception can do in loanword adaptation. One group of 
authors considers that loanword adaptation is carried out only in perception. 
Peperkamp and collaborators in a range of papers typically represent this view. They 
claim ‘all loanword adaptations that do not represent generalizations to a default 
pattern and that are not influenced by orthography to originate in perceptual 
assimilation’ (Peperkamp et al. 2008: 160). The other group considers that there are 
many steps involved in loanword adaptation and perceptual adaptation is just one of 
these steps. This group is represented by Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), Kenstowicz 
(2003, 2005), Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a). Below, the works 
of the former group will be presented in section 2.3.1 and those of the latter in 
section 2.3.2.  

 
 

2.3.1 Perception is relevant and it is all 
 
Peperkamp and colleagues try to develop the view that perception systematically 
determines adaptation (Peperkamp & Dupoux 2001, 2003; Peperkamp 2005; 
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Peperkamp et al. 2008). 5  They focus on two phenomena, namely 1) there are 
loanword adaptation patterns conflicting with native phonological alternations; and 
2) there are seemingly ‘unnecessary’ adaptations which cannot be explained in the 
phonological (‘non-perception’) view. One of the conflicting examples is the 
adaptation of English coda [s] in Korean. It is amended to [s ], as in mouse /maus/ 

 [maus ], while in native Korean coda /s/ is always realized as [t] in the surface 
form, as in /nas/  [nat] ‘sickle-NOM’ vs. /nas+ l/  [nas l] ‘sickle-ACC’. The 
example of unnecessary adaptation is that of English final stops in Korean. Korean 
allows final voiceless stops. In borrowing the English final stop [t], however, two 
things can happen: allowing faithful final voiceless stop as in cut /k t/  [k t] or 
inserting a vowel as in cut /k t/  [k .t ]. The latter is an ‘unnecessary’ 
adaptation.6 These phenomena can be modeled as loanword-specific rankings in an 
O.T. grammar (cf. Kenstowicz 2005 and Yip 2006, and see below), but Peperkamp 
et al. reject this device, arguing that from an acquisition perspective it causes a 
learnability problem (also see the discussion in 2.3.2.2 below): the loanwords that 
infants learn are already nativized, and it is unclear how infants can ever learn how 
to deal with ‘foreign’ words containing phonotactic structures that allegedly do not 
exist in their native language. Peperkamp et al. (2008: Abstract) conclude that 
‘loanword adaptations originate in perceptual assimilation, a process which takes 
place during perception and which maps non-native sounds and sound structures 
onto the phonetically closest native ones.’  
  To sustain this conclusion, they turn to the case of English and French 
word-final [n], which are adapted differently by Japanese speakers. Examples of this 
difference are as below (from Peperkamp et al. 2008: 130). 
 
(1)  a. Loanwords from English  
 pen  < pen 
 w kuman <  walkman 
 mons n  < monsoon 
 
 b. Loanwords from French 
 kannu  < Cannes  [kan] 
 parijennu < parisienne [pa izj n] ‘Parisian – FEM’  
 ter nu  < terrine  [t in]    ‘pâté, terrine’  
 
Japanese does not permit any consonant clusters in onset or coda positions. The only 
possible coda consonant is a moraic nasal consonant or the first half of a geminate. 
An asymmetry can be observed between English and French loanwords: English 
nasal codas are remained as codas whereas French nasal codas undergo vowel 
insertions. This could be due to three possible causes: a) differences in spelling 
between English and French; b) different underlying representations of English and 

5 Peperkamp et al. (2008), however, point out that the RL phonological grammar can play a role only in 
one exceptional case, namely overgeneralizations to a default pattern.  
6 Kang (2003) from a phonological perspective shows that the likelihood of vowel insertion correlates 
with the likelihood that the consonant is released in English. 
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French word-final [n]; and c) different phonetic realizations of final [n] in English 
and French.   

Peperkamp et al. first argue that an orthographic account cannot explain the 
asymmetry: the inserted Japanese vowel is [ ] (written as <u> in Japanese r maji) 
but not <e> as in the French word Cannes; in fact, [ ] seems to be the default 
epenthetic vowel to repair illegal codas and consonant clusters in loans. They also 
argue that a phonological account is not a good alternative. French nasal consonants 
and nasal vowels are both phonemic. In comparison, in English only nasal 
consonants are phonemic whereas English nasalized vowels are allophonic. Three 
French nasal vowels are / , , / and their oral counterparts are / , , /. A possible 
phonological account may involve an attempt to maintain the contrast between these 
two sets of French vowels in Japanese. The minimal pair is the adaptation of French 
Cannes [kan] vs. Caen [k ], the former being adapted to Japanese kannu whereas 
the latter to Japanese kan. This account fails to explain, however, the adaptation of 
French [iN]. Epenthesis still occurs when adapting the French vowel [i] followed by 
[n], as in terrine being adapted to ter nu in Japanese (see (1) above), even though 
this vowel does not have a counterpart nasal vowel.  

Since among the three possible causes, the first two fail to account for the 
asymmetry observed, Peperkamp et al. argue that the real cause of the asymmetry is 
the subtle phonetic difference between English and French word-final [n]. To show 
this, they performed two perception experiments. One of these tested the perception 
of English and French word-final [n] by monolingual speakers of Japanese, and the 
other examined the perception of French word-final [n] by Japanese learners of 
French compared to the perception of same by French native speakers. The first 
experiment was an identification task, in which Japanese monolingual speakers had 
to choose a word out of six options on an answer sheet every time they heard a 
nonce word, such as [m bi jun]. The results show that Japanese monolingual 
speakers identified French word-final [n] as [-n ] more often compared to the 
English final [n] (77.7% vs. 37.2%). The second experiment was a discrimination 
task, in which both Japanese learners of French and French native speakers were 
tested. They had to decide whether the third word in a sequence of three words was 
the same as the first or the second. One of the target word groups was [majijun] – 
[mabijunu] – [mabijunu], and one of the control word groups was [mabijun] – 
[mabijuni] – [mabijuni]. With respect to perception accuracy, the Japanese learners 
of French showed a larger significant difference between target items and control 
items (72% vs. 94.8% correct responses, F (1, 15) = 55.9, p < .0001). There was no 
such gap among French speakers (95.7% vs. 98.3%, F (1, 14) = 8.9, p < .02). Based 
on these results, Peperkamp et al. conclude that the asymmetry for word-final [n]-
adaptation in English and French loanwords in Japanese is due to the perception of 
the subtle phonetic details of final [n] in the two SLs. More generally, the authors 
conclude that adaptation takes place in perception ‘due to the automatic character of 
perceptual assimilation and primacy of perception over production’ (Peperkamp et 
al. 2008: 132).   
 Elaborating further, Peperkamp et al. propose a psycholinguistic model to 
account for loanword adaptation based on the framework established in Peperkamp 
& Dupoux (2003) and Peperkamp (2005), using various speech-sound processing 
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models, such as that of  Best (1994). This psycholinguistic model consists of two 
parts: one for speech perception and one for speech production. Speech perception 
involves both phonetic decoding (phonetic surface form  phonological surface 
form) and phonological decoding (phonological surface form  phonological 
underlying form), whereas in speech production, there occurs phonological encoding 
(phonological underlying form  phonological surface form) and phonetic encoding 
(phonological surface form  phonetic surface form). They argue that loanword 
adaptation occurs only in the phonetic decoding part of speech perception 
(Peperkamp et al. 2008: 154-155):  
 

‘During perception, an acoustic signal is first of all mapped onto a 
phonetic surface form, based on a continuous, universal format of 
formant transition. This universal phonetic representation is then 
mapped onto a language-specific discrete phonological surface 
form by the process called phonetic decoding (Best 1994); recall 
that this is the process responsible for perceptual assimilation of 
non-native sounds and sound structures to native ones…in our 
model, loanword adaptations are the reflex of a process that 
applies during phonetic decoding, whereas native alternations are 
the grammatical equivalent of the processes computed during 
phonological encoding. Loanword adaptation and native 
alternations are thus fundamentally different. ’  

 
Regarding the asymmetry between French and English described above, and now 
arguing in this model, they suggest that the reason that French word-final [n] causes 
vowel insertion while English word-final [n] does not, is that only the former has the 
schwa-like vocalic release (Peperkamp et al. 2008: 150). This vocalic release is 
assimilated to the Japanese least unmarked vowel [ ] in phonetic decoding. They 
furthermore argue that both monolinguals and bilinguals should act the same in spite 
of the latter’s L2 knowledge. This follows from their assumption that perceptual 
assimilation is an unconscious process. Hence, grammar does not interfere with 
loanword adaptation.7  

Peperkamp et al. have opened a new theoretical possibility in approaching 
loanword adaptation. Their model, they claim, succeeds in accounting for the 
conflicts between loanword adaptation and native alternations, and for seemingly 
unnecessary adaptations in which legal phonotactic structures are still modified. 
They are able to avoid postulating ‘loanword-specific rankings’ in a formal analysis. 
However, concerning this work’s perception-experimental results, questions can be 
raised as to the plausibility of the conclusion that Japanese speakers have perceptual 
assimilation when they hear a French word-final [n] but not when they hear an 
English one. First, the monolingual Japanese speakers demonstrated vowel 

7 The authors, however, point out two exceptional cases that cannot be accounted for by perceptual 
assimilations. The first one is adaptations affected by orthography. The second is adaptations that resort to 
default patterns in RL. They admit for the latter case RL phonological grammar plays a role in loanword 
adaptation instead of perception (see Peperkamp et al. 2008, footnote 6). The authors also add that 
phonological grammar is important only when there are further modifications after phonetic assimilation 
or simply when phonetic assimilation does not occur at all. 
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insertions after both English and French word-final [n]. Behind the averages quoted 
above of 37.2% vs. 77.7% lie insertions taking place in 45.8%, 52.9%, 19.6% and 
30.4% of the cases when hearing English stimuli pronounced by four different 
English native speakers, and in 72.5%, 64.2%, 97.5% and 76.7% when hearing 
French stimuli pronounced by four French native speakers.8 This shows that the 
consistency of perception of the English stimuli was not particularly high in this 
experimental lab setting9, with quite a lot of variation behind the average figure. It 
seems that it cannot be straightforwardly concluded that when Japanese speakers 
hear English word-final [n], there is no perceptual assimilation at all. Second, it is 
not shown in the study whether Japanese learners of French are aware of the 
phenomenon that French speakers, especially those from southern France, often 
pronounce a rather clear shwa at the end of the word in appropriate lexical items. If 
they are, then the difference between English and French word-final [n] is not just 
phonetics but also phonology, and hence different strategies may apply. Finally, 
vowel epenthesis after French word-final [n] may perform the function of 
maintaining a meaning contrast (but not phonemic contrast) in Japanese. L2 learners 
of French, including the Japanese learners in the second experiment, are bound to 
know that French has gender: they know the difference between parisien ‘Parisian-
MASC’ and parisienne ‘Parisian-FEM’. Japanese learners of French will be fully 
aware of the fact that in adapting these two forms, both threaten to end up with the 
same output form. As a result, the feminine form and its meaning would not be 
distinguished from those of non-feminine. 10  The solution to this grammatical 
problem adopted by the Japanese speakers may well be adapting parisien ‘Parisian-
MASC’ to parijen and parisienne ‘Parisian-FEM’ to parijennu. A similar argument 
may apply to the adaptation of two (well-known) French city names Caen [k ] and 
Cannes [kan], adapted to kan and kannu, respectively. It seems plausible that vowel 
epenthesis on the form with word-final [n] performs the function of again keeping 
the meaning contrast.  

 
 

2.3.2 Perception is relevant but it is not all 
 
Perception is relevant but cannot explain all adaptation patterns in adaptation. 
Representative proponents of this view are Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), 
Kenstowicz (2003, 2005), Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a). These 
works are divided into two groups depending on whether loanword-specific rankings 
or rules, of which examples will be presented below, are needed. In the studies of 
Silverman (1992), Yip (2006) and Kenstowicz (2003, 2005), such rankings or rules 
are needed. According to these authors, perception is merely a matter of the saliency 
of input sounds. Before loanwords enter production, less salient segments are 

8 Most responses with a final vowel insertion were given to English female speakers (45.8% and 52.9%) 
and French male speakers (97.5% and 76.7%). Peperkamp et al argue that such results were due to the 
fact that the final release of the stimuli produced by English female speakers ‘more often had vocalic 
formants’ and by French male speakers ‘on average had a longer relative duration’ (pp. 145 – 146).  
9 Peperkamp et al. (2008) argue that in lab-settings participants can perceive more accurately than in real-
life situations in which various degrees of noise can interfere. 
10 I am grateful to Marko Simonovic for bringing this point to my attention.  
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usually deleted and more salient ones often succeed in being retained; non-native 
sounds are replaced by native sounds in terms of the native phoneme inventory. In 
the view of Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a), on the other hand, 
perception is – simply – grammatical, in the sense of ‘applying the grammar’; no 
loanword-specific rankings or rules are needed.  
 
 
2.3.2.1 Loanword-specific rankings are needed 
 
 
2.3.2.1.1 Silverman (1992) 
 
Silverman (1992) advanced a loanword phonology model based on English loans 
and elicited forms in Cantonese, according to which loanword phonology consists of 
two different levels, the Perceptual Level (Scansion 1) and the Operative Level 
(Scansion 2). On the basis of the assumption that the adapters are Cantonese 
speakers who cannot have access to the phonological representation of foreign 
words, he argues that the input to the Perceptual Level is purely a superficial 
acoustic signal. At this level, ‘the native segment inventory constrains segmental 
representation in a uniform fashion, regardless of string position’. For example, 
Cantonese only has one coronal fricative [s], so Cantonese speakers will have 
difficulties perceiving differences among the fricatives [s, z, ]. When borrowing 
English fricatives [z] and [ ] in English words such as shaft and size, Cantonese 
speakers will have to ‘represent the Cantonese segment (i.e. [s]) closest in phonetic 
quality to the input (Silverman 1992: 298). As a result, Cantonese speakers perceive 
the English words as /s f/ and /says/, respectively. Silverman furthermore assumes 
less ‘salient’ segments are usually not perceived. For instance, final stop [t] in shaft 
is much less salient compared to the fricative [f]. However, the adaptation has not 
run its full course yet at this level. After Scansion 1, the output of the Perceptual 
Level enters the Operative Level. At this level, phonological operations are carried 
out guided by native syllable structure constraints. The word shaft leaves the 
previous level as [s f], but Cantonese does not permit [+cont] codas with the 
exception of the glides [j] and [w]. Hence, [s f] is changed to /sap/ at the Operative 
Level. Given that Silverman worked with rule-based theory, loanword special 
phonological rules are needed for these adaptations. Consequently, he argues that 
the operative process of loanword grammar exists in a domain different from the 
native grammar.  
 
 
2.3.2.1.2 Yip (2006) 
 
Yip (2006) follows Silverman in suggesting that perceptively more salient segments 
tend to be parsed whereas less salient ones tend to be deleted. Salient segments such 
as English fricative [s] are always parsed in Cantonese. Conversely, post-
consonantal stops are lost, for example, cast is /k a.si/ in Cantonese. However, the 
adaptations of English liquids [l] and [r] are more complex. They are parsed 
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depending on the context. The liquid [l] is parsed when it is followed by a vowel, 
such as lift adapted as /li p/. It is also retained when it follows an onset stop, as in 
plum being modified into /pow.l m/. On the other hand, it is deleted when it is in a 
#sCl- cluster, as in spleen becoming /sipin/. The liquid [r] is adapted to Cantonese [l] 
when it is before a vowel in the word initial position, as rum is amended as /l m/, 
whereas it is deleted in any clusters: friend is /f n/, and strawberry is /si .t .p .l j/. 
Some non-native segments can be perceived by the RL adapters, even though the 
percept of the RL adapters might be different from that of the SL native speakers. 
This sort of percept Yip calls ‘transformed percept’, and she argues that this is the 
input to the phonology. Then the grammar of RL will take charge, if necessary 
implying further modifications. English [l] and [r] are perceived word-initially, 
English [r] being perceived as Cantonese /l/. Additionally, [t] in lift is deleted 
because it is in post-consonantal position. Hence, ram is /l m/ and lift is /lif/. The 
grammar then takes over the adaptation task. /l m/ is already a grammatical syllable 
in Cantonese, so the grammar plays no role here. Nevertheless, for the misperceived 
form /lif/, the grammar affects the adaptation. /lif/ is further changed to /li p/ because 
Cantonese does not allow any fricative codas. The different treatments of English [l] 
and [r] in stop-liquid clusters are due to perception. The former is perceived so 
maintained whereas the latter is not perceived so lost.11 The deletion of English [l] 
and [r] following a #sC- cluster is suggested to be due to Cantonese speakers 
perceiving no liquids in either case and therefore the liquids are lost in both cases.   

Working within Optimality Theory, Yip (2006) allows a loan-specific 
element into her analysis: 12  a loanword-specific constraint MIMIC preserves 
information about the SL forms for RL interpretation. Her example is the adaptation 
of English vowels [ ] and [ ] in Cantonese. This case runs as follows. The minimal 
syllable in Cantonese is bimoraic, so vowels in open syllables must be long and 
vowels in stop-final syllables are usually short. Both long and short vowels can be 
followed by a nasal. In loaning, English [ ] is changed to Cantonese [ ] or [a ] 
when it is in an open syllable or before nasals. It is adapted to Cantonese [ ] when it 
is in a closed stop-final syllables (especially when the final stop is [k]). Moreover, 
English [ ] is amended to Cantonese [a ] when it is in an open syllable, but to [ ] or 
[ ] when it is in a closed syllable. In order to explain this variation, Yip compared 
the acoustic data of the English vowels to the Cantonese ones. English [ ] is 
acoustically closest to the Cantonese long vowels [ ], [a ] and [ ] and to the 
Cantonese short vowels [ ] and [ ]. English [ ] matches Cantonese long vowels [ ] 
and [a ] and short vowels [ ] and [ ] best. Except the vowel [ ], the loanword and 
the acoustic data seem to show a rather good correspondence. A perceptual 
experiment was also conducted. The results show that the best match for English [ ] 
are Cantonese [ ] and [a ] and for English schwa are Cantonese [a ], [ ] and [ ]. 

11 Yip does not explain why English [l] in stop-liquid clusters is perceived while [r] is not. 
12 Yip (1993) started applying constraint-based instead of rule-based theory to the adaptation of English 
loanwords in Cantonese. She claims that there is no need to have loanword-specific phonological rules 
which are not motivated by native phonology and loanword phonology is not special but can be 
accounted for by the same ranked phonological constraints of the independently constructed native 
phonology.  
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On the basis of the acoustic and experimental data, Yip argues that for each vowel 
the adapter has more than one option. Tableau 1 illustrates the production grammar 
of loanword adaptation in Cantonese, showing that English vowels [ ] has two 
optimal outcomes [a , ], as in /p n/  /p a / and / /  / /. The constraint 
MIMIC-VOWEL selects these two vowels since they match the quality of the input 
vowel best. According to Yip (2006: 967), ‘either of the two long vowels may be 
chosen, on a word-by-word basis. The short vowel is never picked […]’.  

 

Tableau 1 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in Cantonese 

 

‘pan’ /p n/ ‘angel’/ / MIMIC-VOWEL MIMIC-LENGTH 

p              * 

      p a  a   * 

          p   *!  

 

     Source: Yip (2006: 967, (27)) 

 
 

2.3.2.1.3 Kenstowicz (2003, 2005) 

 

Similar to Yip (2006), Kenstowicz (2003, 2005) argues that not just native 
phonology is at play but also perception of the SL phonetic details is crucial. These 
authors also share the point of view that there is need for loanword-specific 
constraints (such as Yip’s MIMIC-VOWEL), which can preserve SL phonetic 
information. Kenstowicz (2005: 20) states:  

  

“An OT grammar consists of Markedness and Faithfulness constraints 
ranked in a particular fashion. According to the model […] loanwords 
are subject to the same ranked set of markedness constraints as native 
lexical items. But loans can differ in terms of the ranking of faithfulness 
constraints. We shall call these loan-sensitive faithfulness constraints 
Output-Output constraints – in our case EO for English loans. In the 
default case the OO constraints occupy the same place in the ranking as 
corresponding IO [input-output] constraints and thus treat the loan the 
same as a native input.” 

 

Three different sorts of ranking can account for three different kinds of loanword 
adaptation distinguished by Kenstowicz: divergent repairs, importations and retreat 
to the unmarked. Schematically, shown as ranking differences in an O.T. grammar, 
these kinds differ as shown in (2).  
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 (2)          M >> F … M   >>   F   >>  M   >>  F  >>  M   >>   F … M >> F 
 
 
 
 
 
The notion of divergent repair refers to the adaptations involving repair strategies 
which contradict the native repair strategy. According to the schema, divergent 
repairs occur when the OO-F is ranked above its corresponding IO-F (see the arrow 
at ). One of the examples is the adaptation of English liquids into Korean.13 
Korean only has one liquid phoneme. This phoneme has two allophones: [-
continuant] lateral [l] and [+continuant] flap [ ]. The liquid is a lateral in syllable 
coda position, as in [mul] ‘water’. On the other hand, it is a flap when in intervocalic 
position, so the surface form of [mul+i] ‘water, nominative’ will be /mu. i/. Only the 
lateral liquid can be geminated, so [sin+ ok] ‘spring green’ becomes /sil.lok/. In OT 
terms, it is the markedness constraint *(V).lV that rules out candidates which 
contain an intervocalic lateral. This aspect of Korean native grammar can be 
accounted for by the ranking *(V).lV >> Dep-mora >> IO-Ident-[cont] (the 
continuance should be identical between the input and the output). However, when 
adapting English intervocalic [l], Korean adapters repair it by geminating [l] but not 
changing it to a rhotic, as in cola [k l ]  /k ol.la/. To explain the divergent 
repairs, Kenstowicz (2005) argues that the faithfulness constraint IO-Ident-[cont] is 
copied as EO-Ident-[cont] and ranked above the faithful constraints Dep-mora and 
IO-Ident-[cont].  

Kenstowicz furthermore posits that importations happen when the OO-F is 
high enough to dominate a markedness constraint in native phonological grammar 
(see the arrow at ). He illustrates this by the adaptation of English initial liquids in 
Korean. In Korean the liquid cannot appear in word-initial position, and an 
underlying initial liquid will undergo nasalization; for example, the surface form of 
[ ok+cha] is /nok.cha/ ‘green tea’. The markedness constraint *#L is ranked higher 
than the faithfulness constraint IO-Ident-[nasal]. However, recent Korean loans do 
not respect this grammar: English initial liquids are retained as liquid but not 
nasalized, as in line [la n]  / a.in/. To account for this ‘importation’, Kenstowicz 
argues that the constraint IO-Ident-[nasal] is cloned to EO-Ident-[nasal], this clone 
being placed above the markedness constraint *#L. As a result, the non-native 
structure is permitted in Korean.   

Finally, when the OO-F is demoted below the markedness constraint which 
is ranked below IO-F in native phonology, unmarked forms are preferred (see the 
arrow at ). Korean distinguishes its stops in three ways (in Kenstowicz’s notation): 
lax ([p], [-tense,-asp]), aspirated ([p , [+tense,+asp]) and fortis ([p’], [+tense, -asp]). 

13 See Heo & Lee (2005) for a different analysis of the adaptation of English liquids in Korean.  

OO-F

IO-F 
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Similarly, English stops also contrast in three ways. English voiced stops are 
modified to Korean lax stops, see target [ta t]  /t a .ket/. English voiceless stops 
are adapted as Korean aspirated ones, as in poker [p k ]  /p o .k a/. 
Nevertheless, when an English voiceless stop occurs in a #sC cluster context or in a 
post-tonic context, it maps to a Korean aspirated stop. It is independently known that 
Korean speakers can make the distinction between a voiceless aspirated stop and a 
voiceless unaspirated one: French loans in Korean show this. In French loans, 
Korean fortis stops match French voiceless stops, as in Paris [pari]  /p’a.ri/. Even 
though Korean speakers can make a one-to-one match to English stops, it seems that 
they do not pay attention to the phonetic differences in English voiceless stops in 
different phonological contexts. Kenstowicz considers this to be a case of ‘retreat to 
the unmarked’. The faithfulness constraint *Merge (keep the contrasts when 
mapping one level to another) is cloned and the clone is placed below the 
markedness constraint – Mindist-VOT=2 (Maximize the acoustic distance between 
pairs of sounds along VOT).14  
 
 
2.3.2.2 No loanword-specific rankings  
 
Although loanword-specific rankings (e.g., Kenstowicz 2005) are technically 
feasible, Peperkamp & Dupoux (2001) and Broselow (2009) notice that such 
rankings lead to the learnability problem. They point out that native lexicon 
provides no evidence for L1 learners to learn such loanword-specific rankings. 
Loanwords are often fully nativized for L1 learners.15 The English loanword in 
Korean k olla [k olla] ‘cola’ is a word that could in principle exist in Korean and 
can therefore not serve as input for the acquisition of a separate loanword-specific 
grammar. Hence, it is a mystery how these learners learn to deal with non-native 
sounds and sound structures. Below the works of Broselow (2009) and Boersma & 
Hamann (2009a) that argue against loanword-specific rankings are presented in 
2.3.2.2.1 and 2.3.2.2.2, respectively.  
 
 
2.3.2.2.1 Broselow (2009) 
 
Broselow (2009) argues that loanword-specific rankings do not have to be resorted 
to, to account for Kenstowicz’s examples. More specifically, she argues that the 
Fijian data Kenstowicz (2003) analyzed on the basis of loanword-specific rankings 
can be explained if it is assumed that perception is grammatical. Note that for 
simplicity, I do not change the notations in Broselow (2009): square brackets ([ ]) 
for phonetic forms and pipes (| |) for underlying forms.16 

14 See Oh (2004) for a different analysis of the adaptation of English stops in Korean. 
15 It is worth mentioning that all English loanwords in MC discussed in this dissertation are already 
nativized. Given the learnability problem, loanword-specific rankings are not assumed in the current 
study. 

In this dissertation, I adopt the bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a). In their model, 
both in comprehension and production there are three representations. 
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The Fijian stress system is quantity-sensitive: main stress is always on a 
final heavy syllable. In the absence of a final heavy syllable main stress will be on 
the penultimate syllable. Examples are given in (3a) – (3d) (i.e. (25) in Broselow 
2009: 214). 

 
(3) Fijian native vocabulary (cf. Schüz 1999, Kenstowicz 2003, Hayes 1995) 
 

a.  ma(káwa)  ‘old’ 
b.  (mà a)(wá )   ‘worthless’  
c.  (mà )( áwa)   ‘week’ 
d.  (kàmba) (tá-ka)  ‘climb with it’  
 

In addition, at the right edge of a word there must be a bimoraic trochee. Therefore, 
if the penult syllable is long while the final is short, the penult will be shortened as 
shown in (4a) vs. (4b).  
 
(4) Vowel shorting in Fijian 
 

a.  (sí i)    ‘exceed’ (underlying form |si i|) 
b.  (sì )( í-ta)   ‘exceed, trans’ 

 
Both Kenstowicz and Broselow point out that in Fijian native vocabulary vowel 
lengthening is never detected while it is common in loanwords. Loanwords from 
English are produced fully stress-faithfully, with the proviso that main stress is 
subject to the final bisyllabic stress window. Examples are shown in (5).  
 
(5) Vowel lengthening in loanword adaptation in Fijian 
 

a.  pa(t áma)  ‘pajama’ 
ta( áko)   ‘tabacco’ 
(t éli)   ‘jelly’ 

b.  mba(zá )   ‘bazaar’ 
gi(tá )   ‘guitar’ 

c.  (kò )(lóni)   ‘colony’  
      (tà )(féta)  ‘taffeta’ 
 
Main stress in Fijian is always either final or prefinal due to the bisyllabic window, 
and therefore main stress can be on an unstressed English syllable. This can be seen 
from the cases in (5c), in which antepenultimate English main stress is preserved as 
secondary stress. However, for the adaptation of English antepenultimate stress, a 
second pattern is attested, as in (kàli)(kó ) ‘calico’ and (pòli)(ó ) ‘polio’. Why should 
(kàli)(kó ) ‘calico’ be different from (kò )(lóni) ‘colony’?   

Kenstowicz (2003) suggests that Fijian speakers perceive English stress 
correctly, and adaptations occur in production. He argues that the high-ranked 
constraint MAXSTRESS, a loanword-specific constraint, determines stress 
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preservation. This constraint is ranked higher than the faithfulness constraint DEP-
mora (no insertion of a mora) which tolerates vowel lengthening. Thus (kò )(lóni) 
and (kòlo)(ní ) are preferred over ko(lóni). Moreover, the lengthened vowel should 
be as similar to the source vowel as possible because of the proposed Prosodic 
Prominence dimension (V < ‘V < ‘V ): an unstressed vowel being adapted to a 
stressed vowel is better than being amended to a stressed yet also lengthened vowel. 
As a result, (kò )(lóni) is chosen instead of (kòlo)(ní ). The same production 
grammar, however, will prefer (kàli)(kó ) over (kà )(líko): the final syllable of 
English ‘calico’ is underlyingly long, so the candidate (kàli)(kó ) does not violate the 
constraint DEP-mora while (kà )(líko) does. Since Kenstowicz’s analysis is solely 
based on loanword data, Broselow asks how Fijian native speakers can learn the 
ranking if the native lexicon provides no evidence. She argues that English stressed 
vowels are misinterpreted as long vowels already in the perception domain, when 
Fijian speakers map English phonetic forms to the underlying representations. In the 
production domain stresses are assigned according to Fijian native grammar. During 
the perceptual mapping, four perceptual mapping constraints determine how English 
stresses are interpreted. These are:  
 
(6)  Fijian Perceptual Mapping Constraints:  

a. FINAL VLONG: If the final V is more prominent than the preceding V, 
then assume it is long.  

b. CLASH LONG: If two prominent vowels are adjacent, assume the first 
V is long (that is, a stress clash signals length). 

c. *LONGV: Assume all vowels are short. 
d. ANTEPENULTVLONG: If neither the final nor the penultimate vowel is 

significantly more prominent than the antepenultimate V, then assume 
the antepenultimate V is long.  

 
For English calico [ k l ko], the constraint FINAL VLONG excludes candidates such 
as |kaliko| and |ka liko|, since the final vowel [o] is more prominent than the 
preceding vowel [ ]. Candidates with final long vowel survive. However, the 
candidate |kaliko | eventually beats |ka liko | given that the latter violates the 
constraint *LONGV twice while the former does so only once. With respect to 
[ k l ni] colony, the constraint FINAL VLONG does not play a role due to the fact 
that the final vowel [i] is not significantly more prominent than the preceding schwa. 
Yet, the constraint ANTEPENULTVLONG is crucial in this case. The antepenultimate 
vowel [ ] is more prominent than the following vowels, so it must be long. 
Accordingly, candidates such as |koloni| and |koloni |, containing a short 
antepenultimate vowel are out whereas candidates such as |ko loni| and |ko loni | 
having a long antepenultimate vowel survive. Finally the optimal output |ko loni| is 
borne out, because it only violates the constraint *LONGV once while the candidate 
|ko loni | violates twice. The constraint CLASH LONG plays an important role when 
two adjacent vowels are both prominent, as in [òméga] omega  |o meka|. All the 
underlying representations that Fijian speakers get from the perception grammar will 
then enter the production domain, where Fijian speaker assign stress to the 
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underlying representations on the basis of Fijian native production grammar: ALIGN-
R; TROCHAICFEET; BIMORAIC; MAXMORA >> PARSE SYLL.  

Differently from Kenstowicz, Broselow claims that modifications of 
foreign words start in the perception domain, and hence loanword-specific 
constraints are eliminated. She argues that it is the perception grammar that 
determines the adaptations of loanwords. She moreover suggests that ‘the 
constraints of the perception grammar may refer to fine-grained, non-categorical 
aspects of phonetic detail’. In addition, she claims that the perceptual constraints are 
used by Fijian native speakers when encountering unfamiliar native words. When 
the output of the perception grammar – a distorted form – enters to the production 
domain, Fijian native production grammar will take charge of assigning stresses to it.   

However, further evaluating these proposals, it seems a number of 
questions are in order. The first question is whether the prominence of vowels is 
based on the SL phonetic forms or the stored underlying forms. Broselow uses the 
duration of vowels in SL to determine whether one vowel is more prominent than 
the other, adopting the vowel duration scale from Crystal & House (1988), see (7). 
For instance, the vowels [o, ] are significantly more salient than the vowel [i, ] 
(155ms, 146ms vs. 107ms, 49ms), but they are not significantly different from the 
vowel [ ] (131ms). 
 
(7)  American English V durations 

  > au  > ai  >  o  >   >    >    >  ei  >   >    > u  >  i  >   >  >  >    >  
298  202  160  155  146  138  134   133  131  116  114  107  88   82   69  60   49 
   
This prominence scale seemingly applies to the English vowels at the acoustic level. 
The constraint ANTEPENULTVLONG does not play a role in the adaptation of English 
calico [ k l ko] (  |kaliko |) since the vowel [o] is as prominent as the vowel [ ]. 
But it is crucial for lengthening of vowel [ ] in the word colony [ k l ni] (  
|ko loni|) given that neither the schwa nor the vowel [i] is more prominent than the 
vowel [ ]. With respect to the constraint FINAL VLONG, we would therefore expect 
the prominence scale to be applicable to English vowels again. The vowel [i] in 
battery [ b t ri] (  |mbatiri |) is lengthened because it is more prominent than the 
preceding schwa. 17  Now reconsidering colony [ k l ni] (  |ko loni|). Since the 
constraint FINAL VLONG is ranked highest in the perception grammar of Fijian 
native speakers, this case should also undergo final [i] lengthening, which 
contradicts the actual adapted form. The only explanation is that Broselow applied 
the prominence scale to underlying representations, such as |koloni|, |ko loni|, 
|koloni | and |ko loni |. Lack of vowel lengthening of the final vowel |i| is due to the 
fact that |o| is more prominent than |i|. Therefore, none of the mentioned candidate 

17 The acoustic data adopted in Broselow (2009) is about American English. Therefore, we would expect 
that the word battery is pronounced with a rhotic vowel but not schwa. Accordingly, the final vowel [i] 
should not be lengthened because it is not significantly more prominent than the preceding rhotic vowel 
(107ms vs. 116ms). However, it is not known how these vowels were pronounced in the English that 
Fijians came into contact with. Broselow uses [ ] in the analysis of the adaptation of English word 
vinegar (pp. 222), suggesting that in battery it is not the rhotic vowel but [ ].    
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would violate the constraint FINAL VLONG. The second question concerns the extent 
to which prominence is the significant factor it is proposed to be. For instance, the 
vowel [i] in battery [ b t ri] (  |mbatiri |) is lengthened since it is significantly 
more prominent than the proceeding vowel (58ms difference). [ ] in the word colony 
[ k l ni] (  |ko loni|) is also lengthened, since its duration is significantly 
prominent than the final and penultimate vowels (97ms and 39ms differences, 
respectively).18 The third and the final question is how Fijian speakers map from an 
English source pronunciation immediately to the underlying representation. For 
example, English schwa is often mapped to different vowels in Fijian. The input 
English governor [ v n ] is stored as |ko ana| with no clear cause for the schwa 
becoming |a|. Differently motorcar [ mot k ] is mapped to |motoka | in which the 
schwa is |o| in the underlying representation.  

In the next section, the loanword adaptation model proposed by Boersma & 
Hamann (2009a) will be introduced.  
 
 
2.3.2.2.2 Boersma & Hamann (2009a) 
 
Discussing several adaptation patterns in Korean which are different from native 
alternations, Boersma & Hamann (2009a) argue that a ‘bidirectional model with 
three-level representations’ can account for both native phonology and loanwords in 
the language. The bidirectional grammar model (Boersma 1998, 2000, 2007ab) is 
shown in Figure 1.19 Phonetic forms are indicated by square brackets ([ ]), surface 
forms by slashes (/ /) and underlying forms by pipes (| |).  

18 Surprisingly, the schwa is lengthened in editor [ ed. .t ] (  |endita |), even though its duration is 
shorter than that of its proceeding vowel. 
19 This model is proposed by Boersma & Haman based on the L1 processing model of Boersma (1998 et 
seq.); it is called the ‘Serial Bidirectional Three-Representation Model’ in Boersma & Hamann (2009b). 
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Figure 1 The bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a): a single model for 
L1 grammar and loanword adaptation 
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Similar to Broselow (2009), Boersma & Hamann (2009a) do not need to assume any 
loanword-specific constraints and rankings (as represented by output-output 
faithfulness constraints in Kenstowicz 2003, 2005, and MIMIC in Yip 2006). On the 
other hand, these authors’ model is different from Broselow’s in two respects. 
Firstly, it is bidirectional, implying that the same constraints are found in both the 
comprehension part and the production part of the grammar. Differently from this, 
Broselow’s perceptual constraints do not play a role in the production part of the 
grammar. 

In the bidirectional model, each part – the comprehension part and the 
production part – incorporates three kinds of constraints: cue, structural and 
faithfulness constraints. For the listener, the interactions between cue and structural 
constraints are responsible for the mapping from a phonetic form to a phonological 
surface form; and the interactions between structural and faithfulness constraints 
determine how the surface form is recognized as an underlying form. For the 
speaker, the production of the underlying form to the phonological surface form is 
taken care of by a grammar in which faithfulness and structural constraints interact. 
To implement (production) phonetics, structural and cue constraints will map 
surface form to phonetic form. In the next paragraph, based on Boersma & Hamann 
(2009a), these authors’ explanation will be presented of Korean loanword 
adaptations and native alternations in one model. 

Korean plosives differ in being lax (/t/), aspirated (/t /) and fortis (/t’/), but 
not every plosive can appear at the surface level: all three plosives will be realized as 
lax in codas. Aspirated and fortis plosives have to undergo neutralization. Therefore, 
|p t | field is neutralized as /pat/ in the surface form (cf. |p .t | ‘field-locative’). 
The neutralization also applies to Korean native words of which the final consonant 
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is [s] – strident neutralization. For instance, the underlying form |os| ‘clothes’ is 
realized as |ot| in surface (cf. |os+ | ‘clothes-locative’). In contrast, when borrowing 
English words with final plosives, vowel epenthesis usually occurs. Examples are 
deck [d k]  /t .k /, [ p k.n k] picnic  /p i.k .nik/, [b s] boss  [po.s ]. With 
respect to final plosive adaptation, according to the authors, the perception grammar 
of English and Korean words is the same. The different modification strategies are 
due to a subtle phonetic difference between English and Korean plosives. The 
former are released whereas the latter are not.20 The cue constraint *[burst]/C(.)/ 
(“An auditory release burst should not be perceived as a phonological consonant in 
coda”) allows Korean final plosives to be faithfully perceived, recognized and 
produced, i.e. to function accurately in Korean phonology. Conversely, when 
Korean speakers hear an English final plosive, they perceive a non-existing illusive 
vowel (cf. Dupoux et al. 1999; Peperkamp et al. 2008). Accordingly, it can be seen 
that in this model illegal structures of loanword are repaired in perception where cue 
and structural constraints interact, whereas native alternations occur in production 
where faithfulness and structural constraints interact. Yet, most crucially the 
grammar in perception and production is the same grammar. Therefore, this account 
shares with Peperkamp et al. (2008) and Broselow (2009) the characteristics that the 
loanword adaptation process is automatic and no loanword specific constraints or 
rankings are assumed.21  
 Boersma & Hamann also present a case in which phonotactic restrictions 
are involved in loanword perception and production. The underlying form of the 
English noun country in Korean is |kuk|. When the word is placed before a word 
with a nasal onset, assimilation occurs. |kuk+min| ‘nation’ becomes /ku .min/ at the 
surface. It is argued by various scholars (e.g., Iverson & Sohn 1994) that this 
phenomenon is due to the syllable contact law (Hooper 1976, Murray & Vennemann 
1983; Vennemann 1988), which says that ‘a coda should not be less sonorous than 
the following onset’. In OT, this phonotactic restriction is formulated as the 
structural constraint SYLLCON (Davis & Shin 1999). Surprisingly, loanwords again 
show vowel epenthesis, as in picnic [ p k.n k]  /p i.k .nik/. To account for the 
conflict between native alternations and loanword adaptation patterns, Boersma & 
Hamann posit that in loanword adaptation inserting a vowel between [k.n] occurs 
already in perception due to the constraint SYLLCON.22 In comparison, the constraint 

20 To my knowledge Kang (2003) was the first to make the point that Korean listeners interpret English 
final release as a vowel.   
21 H. Kang (1996) captures the native phonology of the |os|  /ot/ case by the ranking IDENT (stri) >> 
DEP-V while he uses the inverse ranking to account for loanword adaptation as in the case of |st r s’|  
/s .t .r .s’ /.  
22 Hwang (2011) argues against this Boersma & Hamann account. She argues that if the constraint 
SYLLCon motivates vowel insertion in loanword adaptation, vowel insertions would be expected to occur 
in other illegal sound sequences in Korean that violate this constraint, such as nasal-lateral sequences and 
stop-lateral sequences. This is, however, not the case. A loanword such as online is adapted to [ollain], 
[onnain] or [onlain] in Korean but never to *[onirain]. She furthermore shows that the account contradicts 
the results of her behavioral (one discrimination and one categorization task) and ERP (Event-related 
Potentials) experiments. The experiments show that Korean listeners of English were less accurate in 
making distinctions between voiced stop-nasal sequences (e.g., [gn]) and voiced stop-vowel-nasal (e.g., 
[g n]) sequences than English native listeners but not so for voiceless stop-nasal sequences (e.g., [kn]) 
and voiceless stop-vowel-nasal sequences (e.g., [k n]). Moreover, Korean listeners of English tended to 
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SYLLCON does not influence the perception of native speakers in perceiving [km] in 
the native word [kuk+min] but it plays an important role in production.  
 Similar to Peperkamp et al. (2008), the bidirectional model does not 
assume the existence of loanword-specific rankings. In both models vowel insertion 
takes place in perception caused by misperception. They moreover have similar 
accounts of importations. Boersma & Hamann suggest that importations occur when 
the confusability of new segments is very low. Peperkamp et al. argue that non-
native sounds or sound structures can enter RL because there is no perceptual 
assimilation. The two models look alike yet are fundamentally different. Peperkamp 
et al. regard perception as non-linguistic. According to them, the adaptation of 
English picnic [ p k.n k] to Korean /p i.k .nik/ is due to perceptual assimilation that 
has nothing to do with phonological grammar. In comparison, the model used by 
Boersma & Hamann considers perception to be phonological, i.e. perception is taken 
care of by ‘the interactions between structural and cue constraints’ (pp. 31). These 
authors argue that the adaptation, [ p k.n k] picnic  /p i.k .nik/, is due to the 
phonotactic restriction of the syllable contact law, which requires that a coda must 
not be less sonorous than the following onset’. 
 In the bidirectional model, adaptation characteristically takes place when 
monolingual adapters perceive a foreign word which contains sounds or sound 
structures illegal according to their L1 phonotactics. The model in addition suggests 
that if adapters are bilinguals, their perception will not be taken care of by the native 
perception any longer. Consider the following quote (Boersma & Hamann 2009a: 
51): 

 
 ‘If this occurs, English loanwords may be filtered by L2 English 
perception rather than by native Korean perception, because L2 
listeners have been found to shift their perceptual boundaries 
depending on the language they think they hear (Elam, Diehl & 
Buchwald 1977; Boersma & Escudero to appear). Also, lexical 
storage may occur in terms of an L2 inventory rather than in terms 
of the native Korean inventory, because L2 listeners have been 
found to reuse their native inventories in lexical representations 
(Boersma & Escudero to appear). […]. In subsequent production 
in Korean, the bilinguals will then use the native Korean 
grammar.’ 

 
The bidirectional model thus includes two different scenarios. In scenario 1, 
adaptation is carried out by monolinguals and in the second scenario it is performed 
by bilinguals. In this scenario, loanword adaptation is determined by RL (i.e. L1) 
phonological perception grammar at the perception stage. In scenario 2, the bilingual 

perceive an illusory vowel after voiced stops; [gn], for instance, was perceived as [g n]. In contrast, they 
did not identify [kn] as [k n], which was similar to what English native listeners performed. However, her 
experimental results cannot be used as evidence against Boersma & Hamann’s view, given that the 
experiments look into the perception by Korean learners of English whereas Boersma & Hamnn’s 
analysis is about monolingual Korean speakers.   
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adapters will use their interlanguage perception grammar to perceive and their RL 
native phonological grammar to produce.                                                                                                  

As mentioned above, the bidirectional model shares with Broselow (2009) 
the advantage that no loanword-specific rankings (or rules) are needed. What seems 
to make the bidirectional model more attractive is the second scenario. The reason 
for this is the following. According to Broselow’s account, if non-native sounds and 
sound structures are faithfully perceived, importations of foreign words will occur. 
This is shown in her case study of English stress adaptation in Huave.23 However, 
the studies of Paradis & LaCharité have shown that modifications of non-native 
sounds and sound structures still occur when perception is faithful. The bidirectional 
model allows us to incorporate this situation. When no misperceptions are involved, 
the native RL phonological grammar in phonological production will regulate 
adaptations. The loanword corpus data that this dissertation will investigate show 
that non-native MC sounds and sound structures will still be changed to MC ones 
even if the perception of them is faithful (see Chapter 8 of this dissertation). In this 
respect, the bidirectional model will allow a better account of the current corpus data 
than Broselow’s model would. The current corpus data are, however, not the only 
data that need to be accounted for, as another current topic of investigation will be 
that of the online adaptation by early semi-advanced MC learners of English. A 
crucial difference between these two types of data is that the latter are based on non-
faithful perception. In Paradis & LaCharité’s model, where there is no place for 
perception, this is unexpected. In this respect, using the bidirectional model as an 
analytical tool in this dissertation will allow me, not only to give a better account of 
my adaptation data, but moreover to unify this account with that of my corpus data. 

 
 
 
2.4 Conclusion  
 
This chapter introduced two different views of loanword adaptation: the 
phonological view and the phonetic view.  

Paradis & LaCharité (1997, 2008) and LaCharité & Paradis (2005) 
represent the phonological view. According to this view, mechanisms of perception 
are not relevant to loanword adaptation. They argue that the perception of proficient 
bilingual adapters is very close to that of an SL native speaker, so the bilingual 
adapters can ‘accurately identify L2 sound categories […] they operate on the 
mental representation of an L2 sound, not directly on its surface form’ (LaCharité & 
Paradis 2005: 224). As discussed in 2.3.2.2.2, the phonological view only expresses 
one of the scenarios that the bidirectional model predicts.   

In contrast, Peperkamp et al. (2008), Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), 
Kenstowicz (2003, 2005), Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a) are 
typical examples of the phonetic view. These authors maintain that perception plays 
an important role in loanword adaptation. Among the proponents of the phonetic 
view, Peperkamp et al. (2008) are the most extreme. They argue that most of 
loanword adaptation is carried out via perceptual assimilation of non-native sounds 

23 This issue will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.  
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and sound structures into native language. In addition, according to them, perception 
is non-linguistic and phonological grammar only comes into play after perceptual 
assimilation. Silverman (1992), Yip (2006) and Kenstowicz (2003, 2005) agree that 
perception is only one of the steps in loanword adaptation. In this respect these 
authors agree with Broselow (2009) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a). The relevant 
distinction between these two groups of proponents of a moderate version of the 
phonetic view is that the former – Silverman, Yip and Kenstowicz – take perception 
to be pre-grammatical and loanword-specific rankings are often needed whereas the 
latter – Broselow and Boersma & Hamann – take it to be grammatical and no 
loanword-specific rankings are assumed. The latter two again differ in their views of 
production. According to Broselow’s account, if non-native sounds and sound 
structures are faithfully perceived, importations of foreign words will occur. On the 
other hand, Boersma & Hamann assume that faithful perception does not necessarily 
lead to importation. If the interlanguage perception grammar is sufficiently 
advanced, faithful perception of non-native sounds or sound structures is possible. In 
this case, the native RL phonological grammar governs adaptation in production.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

LOANWORD ADAPTATION SCENARIOS 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Chapter 2 showed that both phonological production grammar and (linguistic and 
non-linguistic) perception have been put forward in a range of previous work in 
explanations of cases of loanword adaptation. Some scholars hold the ‘phonological’ 
view and argue that the observed modifications are purely due to the influence of the 
phonological production grammar of the recipient language (RL, Paradise & 
LaCharité 1997; Jacobs & Gussenhoven 2000; among others). Others hold the 
‘phonetic’ view, claiming only perception of the source language (SL) can explain 
adaptation results (Peperkamp & Dupoux 2001, 2003; Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp 
et al. 2008). An intermediate view can also be found defended (Silverman 1992; Yip 
1993, 2002, 2006; Steriade 2001; Kenstowicz 2003, 2005, 2006, 2010; Broselow 
2009; Boersma & Hamann 2009a). For instance, both Silverman and Yip propose 
that adaptation involves two consecutive tiers: perception which filters out non-
native or non-salient sounds, and then, based on the (mis)perceived form, native 
phonological grammar determines further adaptation.  

Before trying to decide, or before further contributing to decide what 
causes adaptation results, factors have to be taken into consideration that do not 
usually receive much attention but that are extremely important in explaining 
adaptations occurring between languages which have very different phonological 
grammar and writing systems. The factors are 1) input types, including orthographic 
input, acoustic input and orthographic + acoustic input; and 2) adapter types, such as 
RL monolingual speakers, non-proficient bilinguals of RL and SL and proficient 
bilinguals of RL and SL. Previous loanword studies only addressed subsets of these 
two factors, and in this chapter, they will be readdressed. For instance, many 
previous studies only focused on purely acoustic input type. With respect to adapter 
types, the studies based on corpus data only address the adaptations performed by 
bilinguals; an example is the study by Paradis & LaCharité (1997). MC is of course 
a language that is especially suited for highlighting such under-researched issues. 

In order to illustrate the different aspects of the adaptation process which 
this thesis argues are worth considering, the adaptation of the English word Bell (in 
Bell Laboratories) into MC will be used as an example. Seven different scenarios of 
the adaptations of Bell will be presented. The bidirectional model of Boersma & 
Hamann (2009a) is adopted in this study, with the addition of the relevance of 
orthographic input and output; see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The bidirectional model with the addition of orthographic input and output 
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From among the different loanword adaptation models discussed in Chapter 2, this 
model is adopted here because (a) it considers perception to be a part of grammar 
(contra Silverman 1992, Yip 2006 and Peperkamp et al. 2008), (b) it avoids 
loanword-specific constraints and rankings (contra Yip 2006, Kenstowicz 2003, 
2005, 2010), and (c) even when perception of a foreign word is faithful, adaptation 
may still be carried out (contra Broselow 2009).  
 The current study argues that (a) in a careful study of loanword adaptation 
the view will be helpful that the grammars in perception and production can be 
different depending on the type of adapters, and (b) whether perception and/or 
phonological grammar play a role in loanword adaptation depends on two factors: 
input and adapter types.    

It will be demonstrated that the seven adaptation scenarios of this chapter 
often show one-to-many adaptation patterns. Stochastic Optimality Theory 
(Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma & Hayes 2001) is used in this dissertation as its 
framework for the analyses of such adaptation patterns. A brief introduction will be 
given in section 3.4.3.  

This much introduced, this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 
reviews relevant literature and shows the importance of input and adapter types in 
loanword adaptation. In section 3.3 a brief introduction of seven different adaptation 
scenarios is provided. Sections 3.4 – 3.6 discuss adaptations performed by 
monolinguals and non-advanced RL learners of SL. Section 3.4 discusses two 
scenarios in which adaptations are carried out based on purely orthographic input. 
Section 3.5 presents two scenarios in which adaptations are conducted on the basis 
of purely acoustic input. Section 3.6 introduces two scenarios in which both 
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orthographic and acoustic inputs are given to adapters. In section 3.7 adaptations 
performed by proficient bilinguals are discussed. Section 3.8 is a concluding 
summary.  
 
 
 
3.2 Input and adapter types 
 
It is the view defended here that two important factors affect loanword adaptation: 
input types and adapter types. 1  As for input types, every loanword adaptation 
process takes the orthographic input and/or the acoustic input of an SL target word 
as its logical starting point. In one version of word adaptation, the process consists 
of looking at the orthographic input of the target word.2 In contrast, adaptation can 
happen by considering just the acoustic input of the target word. The adapter may 
not be provided with the orthographic form or she just disregards the original written 
form. Moreover, the adapter may consider the combination of the orthographic and 
the acoustic input at the same time. Three types of adapters will be discussed: RL 
monolingual speakers, non-proficient bilinguals who have developed an 
interlanguage perception grammar and proficient bilinguals who have developed 
two both RL and SL grammars (cf. Broselow 2009).3  

In this section, the relevant literature will be presented, showing that 
different input and adapter types in loanword adaptation are much more important 
than assumed in the literature. In section 3.2.1 input types will be discussed. In 
section 3.2.2 it will be shown that different adapter types can result in different 
outputs. Section 3.2.3 is the summary.  
 
 
3.2.1 Input types: not only acoustic input 
 
Word adaptation happens among languages with the same or partly overlapping or 
different writing systems. Adaptation between English and Dutch is an instance of 
the first case, adaptation between Chinese and Japanese is an instance of the second 
case, and adaptation between English and Chinese and between Dutch and Japanese 
are instances of the third case. The adaptation methods can be the same whether or 
not the languages involved have different writing systems. For instance, when 
borrowing English acronyms such as ATM, CD, DVD and MP3, both Dutch 
adapters and Chinese adapters simply adopt the graphemes into their native 

1 Factors such as SL-RL dictionaries may play a role in the adaptation process as well. Such dictionaries 
can be very helpful for RL learners of SL. Suppose the English word benefit is adapted into MC. The 
written form benefit is presented to an MC adapter who is an L2 learner of English. From the orthography 
she cannot derive whether the e in be and ne are [e] or [ ]. However, she can use an EN-MC dictionary to 
find out that the first e is pronounced as [e] and the second one is [ ]. Accordingly, she will adapt the e in 
be and ne differently. As it is hard to find out whether the adapters used SL-RL dictionaries, this factor 
will be left out of consideration in this thesis. 
2 The concept of orthography here refers to the orthography of SL. It is different from the one that is 
mentioned in Boersma & Hamann (2009a), which refers to the orthography of RL. 
3 Chapter 10 of this thesis contains a report on English [ve] adaptation carried out by L1 English learners 
of MC and L1 Dutch learners of MC. 
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languages. Then Dutch speakers pronounce these acronyms in a Dutch way and MC 
speakers in an MC way. Of course, different from Dutch speakers, Chinese speakers 
have to tolerate the exotic orthography in their native language.  
 However, the adaptation methods can also differ considerably. With respect 
to adaptation between languages with a similar writing system, often adapters will 
adopt the written form directly into their native language without any orthographic 
modification. For example, French restaurant is adapted into English as restaurant 
[ res.t r. nt]. The spelling of the French word restaurant remains unchanged in 
English. The pronunciation, however, has been changed: the main stress is shifted 
from the last (French) to the antepenultimate (English) syllable. The Chinese word 

 [bwon.tsoj] ‘bonsai’ was borrowed into Japanese  ‘bonsai’ by importing 
the characters directly. 4  These cases illustrate that adaptation can be largely 
orthography-based.   

When the two languages involved have two different writing systems, such 
as MC and English, import based on the L1 writing is, of course, highly problematic, 
hence unlikely. The Chinese city name  [pei.t i ] ‘Beijing’ is borrowed into 
English by copying the Pinyin (Chinese alphabetic) form <Beijing> but not the 
characters < >, obviously because this would be completely unhelpful to 
virtually the entire English–speaking world.5 English native speakers pronounce MC 
Beijing as [bei. ] or [bei.d ], making their best attempt at pronouncing the word, 
given that even though the orthography does not look like English at first glance, it 
is still not excessively difficult to pronounce. They do not know that the MC <b> in 
Beijing is in fact voiceless.6 Similarly, an MC speaker will not adopt the alphabetic 
grapheme of English Bell into MC directly, since monolingual MC speakers cannot 
read English orthography. 

Purely acoustic input has been considered to be the input of loanword 
adaptation by many scholars (see references above). In contrast, orthographic input 
is rarely mentioned in the literature. Moreover, if orthography is mentioned, it is 
mostly used to account for exceptional adaptations (e.g., Lovins 1975, LaCharité & 
Paradis 2000, 2005, Paradis & Prunet 2000). Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006) and 
Smith (2006) are exceptions. They argue that orthography plays a bigger role than 
usually assumed. 

4 In Modern Chinese  ‘bonsai’ is pronounced [p n.tsai], but it was already borrowed into Japanese 
during the Tang dynasty (618 – 907, Middle Chinese period). In Middle Chinese (6th -10th Century), the 
pronunciation of  ‘bonsai’ is [bwon.tsoj] (from a Chinese rime dictionary Guangyun compiled in 
1007-1011). According to the principle of Sino-Japanese reading, i.e. on yomi, the reading of a Chinese 
character is the approximation of its Chinese pronunciation when it is was first introduced to the Japanese.  
5 Many readers will be thinking of Peking [ pi k ] at this point – the traditional customary name for 
Beijing in English. However, the original acoustic input of Peking is probably not MC. There are two 
hypotheses around. One says that the name was translated by French missionaries more than 400 years 
ago when MC did not have the [t ] sound but did have the [kj] sound. The other one assumes that the 
name Peking was borrowed from a Chinese dialect – Southern Min – spoken in the city of Xiamen (also 
called Amoy). This is a port where the first European traders landed in 16th century.  
6 English initial /b, d, / have devoicing (Collins & Mees 1996: 150). However, in the current study, the 
terms ‘voiced’ and ‘voiceless’ are used to label phonological contrasts: English /b, d, / are labeled as the 
former whereas /p, t, k/ as the latter.    
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Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006) posit that orthography can affect loanword 
adaptations via two strategies. The first is ‘reading’ adaptations. Adapters treat 
loanwords as if they were RL native words and read them according to the spelling 
regardless of the source pronunciations of the loanwords in SL, as in cul-de-sac 
from French [kytsak] to English [k ld s k]. The second is that adaptations are 
carried out based on ‘between-language grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence 
rules’. For instance, French learners of English are taught to pronounce English 
graphemes in a ‘standard’ way at school. For example, French learners of English 
learn to read the English grapheme <u> in words like but as the French vowel / /.  

Given that it is not easy to distinguish loanwords that are derived by the 
second strategy from the ones that are phonologically adapted, Vendelin & 
Peperkamp focused on the investigation of the impact of the second strategy on 
loanword adaptation. They conducted an online production experiment in which 
advanced French-English bilinguals were asked to ‘borrow novel English verbs and 
insert them in French sentences that would be shown on the screen’. The target 
vowels were English monophthongs [i, u, , , , , , ], the first four of which are 
found in French whereas the rest are not.7 The vowels were embedded in CVC 
nonce words, such as feap [fip], mab [m b] and pood [p d]. The predicted 
adaptation patterns, i.e. the expected ones based on the first and the second strategies 
are shown in Table 1 below (Table 3 in Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006: 999). 
Graphemes are rendered between < >. The authors collapsed pairs of vowels due to 
variation found in different dialects and among individuals. Their symbol /E/ is for 
/e/ and / /, /O/ for /o/ and / /, /Ø/ for / / and / /, /A/ for /a/ and / /. 

 
Table 1 Predicted adaptations for the American English phoneme-grapheme pairs 
following a ‘reading’ strategy and a between-language grapheme-to-phoneme 
strategy (Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006: 999) 

 

AE vowel ‘reading’ adaptation 
Between-language 

grapheme-to-phoneme adaptation 
/i/; <ea> ? /i/ 
/u/; <oo> /O/ /u/ 
/ /; <e> /E/ /E/ 
/ /; <o> /O/ /O/ 
/ /; <i> /i/ /i/ 

/ /; <a> /A/ /A/ 
/ /; <u> /y/ /Ø/ 
/ /; <oo> /O/ /u/ 

 

7 The phonetic notation of Vendelin & Peperkamp is maintained here, even though some cases are 
different from those used in this thesis. For instance, they did not use ‘ ’ to indicate the English long 
monophthongs such as [i , u , ]. Also, they use [ ] to indicate the mid front vowel as in bed. However, 
this study follows Collins & Mees (1996), using [ ] when the vowel is long-steady and using [e] to 
indicate the vowel in bed.   
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The experiment had two conditions. In the first condition just oral stimuli were 
presented to the participants. The second condition was the mixed condition, under 
which the same oral stimuli were given together with written forms. The experiment 
was designed such that orthography is the only crucial factor. The results of the 
experiment demonstrate that ‘the adaptations in the mixed condition follow the 
between-language grapheme-to-phoneme strategy more often than the adaptations in 
the oral condition’ (pp. 1002). The participants gave significantly more expected 
responses, for instance, in the mixed condition than in the oral condition when they 
adapted the English vowels / / (99.0% vs. 91.7%), / / (67.7% vs. 31.6%) and / / 
(93.8% vs. 76.6%). No significant differences were attested for the remaining 
vowels. To explain this result the authors argue that there must be an effect of 
orthography. For example, the adaptation of the English vowels / , , / will be 
expected to be adapted to English /E/, /i/ and /A/, respectively, no matter whether 
the predictions are based on phonology, phonetics or orthography. The authors thus 
conclude that loanword adapters are sensitive to the availability of the written input.  

Smith (2006) also claims that orthography can play a role in loanword 
adaptations. Her evidence comes from doublets of English loanwords in Japanese. 
Usually, illegal foreign coda consonants are repaired by vowel epenthesis in 
Japanese loanword adaptation. For instance, English cream is modified to Japanese 
kuriimu (see Smith 2006: 2). However, in loanwords data (such as those presented in 
Arakawa 1977; Ichikawa 1929 and Miura 1973), some deletion/epenthesis doublets 
can be found. One of the adapted forms results from vowel epenthesis, the other is 
derived from coda deletion. For example, English jitterbug is [d i. .ba] but also 
[d it.ta .ba . ]. Smith argues that the existence of doublets is due to different input 
types. When adapting an illicit coda, if the input type is auditory, the coda is deleted, 
whereas when the input type is orthographic, the coda is preserved via vowel 
epenthesis. For the jitterbug case, the final coda [ ] is deleted since it is not 
perceived by the adapter, and hence [d i. .ba]. On the other hand, when the 
spelling is provided, the adapter knows the existence of the coda. Accordingly, she 
repairs the illicit coda through vowel epenthesis.8  

The studies of Vendelin & Peperkamp and Smith both show that input 
types can be not only acoustic but also orthographic and a difference in input types 
influences adapted outputs.    

The next section will address Broselow (2009), arguing for the important 
role of adapter types.  
 
 

8  Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006) do not agree with Smith’s explanation that deletion is due to 
misperception. Their argument is based on the result of perceptual experiments, showing that Japanese 
speakers perceive a non-existing vowel within consonant clusters (Dupoux et al. 1999). They thus assume 
that misperception is the cause of epenthesis. However, their account fails to address deletion. Moreover, 
Dupoux et al. (1999) only tested onset clusters. It cannot be straightforwardly assumed, however, that the 
perception of coda clusters is the same as that of onset clusters. For the time being, therefore, Smith’s 
interpretation will be assumed to be plausible.      
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3.2.2 Adapter types 
 
The influence of different adapter types is rarely discussed in the literature. 
Broselow (2009) is an exception. Her study shows that monolingual adapters will 
have different adapted resulting forms from bilingual adapters, given that their 
perception grammars are different.   

Broselow reanalyzed earlier work by Davidson & Noyer (1996) on Spanish 
stress adaptation in Huave, an indigenous mid-Amerindian language spoken on the 
Pacific coast of Mexico. In the native stress system of Huave, if the final syllable is 
closed, then it will be stressed. If the final syllable is open, then the penultimate 
syllable will be stressed. Examples are given in (1). Moreover, final syllables in 
Huave are mostly stressed due to the fact that most morphemes end in a consonant.   
 
(1) Huave stress system (Kreger et al. 1981)  
 a. ará   ‘he does’  b. tara ás ‘I did’ 

c. tara asán ‘we did’   d. íke  ‘I’ 
  

(Cited from Broselow 2009: 200)  
 
Now, considering the loanword data, it is found that Spanish stress is adapted into 
Huave in three different strata, shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 Loanwords from Spanish to Huave in different strata 
     

 Spanish Huave Gloss 

ígado ík ‘liver’ Stratum 1: 
(most nativized) garabáto garabát ‘hook 

gwanábana gwanába ‘sweet-sop’ 
Stratum 2: 

mandádo mandáda ‘command’ 

médiko médiko ‘doctor’ Stratum 3: 
(least nativized) mjérkoles mjérkoles ‘Wednesday’ 

 
For all three strata, Spanish stress is always maintained. In Stratum 1, Spanish stress 
is preserved while the Spanish posttonic segments are deleted. The final syllables of 
loanwords of this stratum must be stressed and closed, which conforms to Huave 
native phonology. In Stratum 2, Spanish stress is again maintained while the final 
syllable is not required either to be stressed or closed. In Stratum 3, Spanish stress is 
faithfully copied without any other modifications. Davison & Noyer argued that the 
loanword shapes in these three strata are the results of three different production 
grammars, presented in (2).  
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(2) Stratum 1: MATCH(STRESS); TROCHAICFEET, ALIGN-R >> Free-V >> MAX  
 Stratum 2: MATCH(STRESS); TROCHAICFEET, ALIGN-R >> MAX >> Free-V 
 Stratum 3: MATCH(STRESS) >> MAX >> TROCHAICFEET, ALIGN-R >>Free-V 
 
They moreover posit, following a proposal by Itô & Mester (1995) on Japanese, that 
these three different production grammars exist in different lexical strata, where 
faithfulness constraints are ranked differently. The constraint MATCH(STRESS) 

requires that stress falls on the same vowel in the source language as in the loanword 
(Davidson & Noyer 1996: 69). The constraint TROCHAICFEET eliminates feet that 
are not bimoraic trochees. The constraint ALIGN-R requires the right edge of a 
prosodic word to be aligned with the right edge of a foot. The constraint Free-V 
rules out outputs that do not end in a vowel. MAX requires no deletions of elements 
of the input in the output.  

Reacting to Davison & Noyer, Broselow doubts the learnability of the three 
production grammars, since they are only motivated by the loanword data instead of 
the native language. She argues that different strata of loanwords are determined by 
different perception grammars that Huave listeners have developed during the 
increasing contacts with Spanish. Her argument is based on a sociolinguistic fact: 
the degree of bilingualism of Huave speakers has changed. 81% of Huave speakers 
were monolinguals until 1961 and only 6% of them were bilinguals (Diebold 1961: 
105). At present, however, the number of monolingual Huave speakers has declined 
dramatically. According to Kim & Park-Doob (2005), more than 90% of adults and 
100% of children can speak fluent Spanish, even though Huave is still the everyday 
life language.  

According to Broselow, the most nativized loanwords are the reflections of 
the native language perception grammar of Huave listeners who have little or no 
knowledge of Spanish, namely monolingual speakers. These listeners perceive the 
stressed syllables as word-final because of a highly ranked perception grammar 
constraint given in (3).  

 
(3) Huave Perception Grammar Constraint:  
 
ASSUMELEXWORDEDGE-V’C#:  
in mapping the acoustic signal to phonological representations, assume a word edge 
following each consonant preceded by a stressed vowel.  
 
So, the Spanish word ígado ‘liver’ is perceived by Huave monolingual speakers as 
/ig/, and then adapted to |ík| in production. In this stratum, i.e. Stratum 1, the native 
Huave perception grammar filters loanwords.9  In comparison, the less nativized 
loanwords (in Stratum 2) are the reflections of the perception grammar of bilinguals. 
Given the considerable change of familiarity with Spanish, the bilinguals have 
developed an L2 perception grammar. Suppose this L2 perception grammar allows 
words that end in V’CV, then for the Spanish word gwanábana ‘sweet-sop’, the 
adapted form will be gwanába in Huave instead of gwanáb. The least nativized 
loanwords (in Stratum 3) are, however, adapted by ‘bilinguals who have developed 

9 In citations original notations of Broselow (2009) are maintained here.  
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two clearly distinct grammars, one of which (the Huave grammar) imposes 
predictable stress on all words, and the second of which (the Spanish grammar) 
maintains lexically marked stress’ (Broselow 2009: 209). Spanish words such as 
médiko are loaned into Huave by such bilinguals who can perceive Spanish words 
without distortions. According to Broselow (2009: 208), ‘the increasing faithfulness 
to Spanish segments seen in later strata [i.e. Strata 2 and 3] is a function of 
increasing contact with Spanish, […], allowing a wider range of word shapes.’  
  
 
3.2.3 Summary 
 
The literature summarized above shows how input and adapter types affect 
loanword adaptation. Vendelin & Peperkamp (2005) show that in addition to reading 
adaptation, orthography can influence loanword adaptation via between-language 
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence rules. Smith (2006) shows that one loanword 
with two different adapted forms is due to different input types, one an acoustic type 
and the other orthographic. Broselow (2009) illustrates how different adapter types 
are relevant to the process of loanword adaptation. The adaptation carried out by 
monolingual speakers will be different from those performed by bilinguals. 
Moreover, different degrees of bilingualism will also result in differently adapted 
forms. In the remainder of this chapter, different adaptation scenarios will be 
presented. In each of these scenarios, both input and adapter type are considered.  
 
 
 
3.3 Loanword adaptation scenarios  
 
In this section different adaptation scenarios will be presented one by one. The 
scenarios will be illustrated by using the example of the adaptation of the English 
word Bell [be ] into MC. It will be shown how different input types, acoustic and/or 
orthographic, influence the process of adaptation and, moreover, that different 
adapter types, e.g., monolinguals, non-proficient and proficient bilinguals conduct 
adaptation in different ways. The bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a) 
is adopted with the addition of ‘orthographic input’. With this addition, the model 
can handle adaptation that is carried out based on purely orthographic or purely 
acoustic input, or the combination of both.  

The seven adaptation scenarios of this chapter are those of Table 3.  
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Table 3 Seven loanword adaptation scenarios 
 

Factor 1 Factor 2 
Scenario 

Input Type Adapter Type 

1 RL monolinguals 

2 
Orthographic input Non-proficient 

RL learners of SL 

3 RL monolinguals 

4 
Acoustic input Non-proficient 

RL learners of SL 

5 RL monolinguals 

6 
Orthographic +  Acoustic input Non-proficient 

RL learners of SL 

7 
Orthographic input / 

Acoustic input / 
Orthographic +  Acoustic input 

RL/SL proficient bilinguals 

 
Factor 1 is the input type of the target word, which – as explained – can be of three 
kinds: purely an orthographic input, purely an acoustic input, or a combination of 
orthographic and acoustic input. Adapter type is factor 2; it covers RL monolingual 
speakers, non-proficient RL learners of SL and RL/SL proficient bilinguals. 
Depending on the type of the input and the adapter, seven different loanword 
adaptation scenarios can be distinguished. The scenarios cover loanword adaptations 
which occur between two languages, especially when the writing system of SL and 
RL are different, as for instance in English versus MC.  
  Scenarios 1 and 2 involve purely written input. The scenarios are different 
in that in scenario 1 the adapters are RL monolingual speakers while in scenario 2 
they are non-proficient RL learners of SL. Scenarios 3 and 4 are the ones in which 
only acoustic input is presented to the adapters. The adapters can either be RL 
monolingual speakers (scenario 3) or non-proficient RL learners of SL (scenario 4). 
Scenarios 5 and 6 refer to the adaptations performed on the basis of both 
orthographic and acoustic input. The adapters again are either RL monolingual 
speakers or non- proficient RL learners of SL (scenario 5 vs. scenario 6). Scenario 7 
concerns the adaptations carried out by RL/SL proficient bilinguals. The input type 
does not affect the adaptation, since the bilinguals know what the underlying form of 
the target word is no matter which type of input is. Compared to the previous studies 
presented in Chapters 2, it is not difficult to see that studies such as Peperkamp et al. 
(2008) only addressed scenarios 3 and 4 and the study of Paradis & LaCharité (1997) 
focused on scenario 7.   

Sections 3.4 to 3.7 go through different scenarios of loanword adaptation 
processes one by one. The scenarios will be illustrated by using the example of the 
adaptation of the English word Bell [be ] into MC. In English the word Bell has a 
voiced plosive [b], a mid vowel [e] and a coda dark [ ]. All these sounds and sound 
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combinations do not exist in MC. This word is selected in order to clarify how 
knowledge of the L2 from ignorance to (near-) native level can affect adaptation in 
different ways and to different degrees. Monolingual speakers of MC do not have 
any knowledge of English, whereas MC learners of English have some to, perhaps, a 
large amount: obviously the English language competence of these L2 learners can 
be very different, ranging from beginner’s level, to intermediate to advanced (or 
near-native) level. In the current study, early semi-advanced MC learners of English, 
i.e. whose L2 English competence is at the early stage of higher than intermediate, 
will be used as an example to illustrate the adaptation of non-proficient MC learners 
of English in general.  
 
 
 
3.4 Adaptations based on purely orthographic input  
 
For the adaptations based on purely orthographic input, two scenarios will be 
discussed. The adapters are MC monolingual speakers in scenario 1 and early semi-
advanced MC learners of English in scenario 2. For each scenario, an adaptation 
experiment was conducted, in which the English word Bell was under investigation. 
Based on the experimental results, it will be shown how the bidirectional model of 
Boersma & Hamann (2009a) can account for adaptation in these two scenarios.  
 
 
3.4.1 Scenarios 1 and 2 
 
Scenario 1: orthographic input, RL monolingual speaker  
 
In this scenario, the adapter is a monolingual MC speaker, who for the scenario to be 
applicable must be able to read Latin alphabet or know MC Pinyin. If a monolingual 
MC does not have any knowledge of the alphabet nor MC Pinyin, she cannot borrow 
foreign words from a language with an alphabetic writing system. The adapter only 
speaks MC, so she will be clueless regarding how to pronounce the written English 
word Bell. Let us suppose that a monolingual MC who can read MC Pinyin adapts 
the English word Bell to MC. Nobody tells the adapter how to pronounce this word 
in English. In this case, the adapter attempts to map English graphemes to the 
correspondent written forms in MC Pinyin.   
 
Scenario 2: orthographic input, early semi-advanced RL learner of SL 
 
In this scenario, the adapter is an early semi-advanced L2 learner of English. The 
English graphemes for the L2 adapter in this scenario will be like those of MC 
Pinyin for MC monolinguals in scenario 1. The adapter uses grapheme-to-surface 
strategy to map English orthographic input to its surface form in comprehension 
based on her overall knowledge of English. However, it is an open issue whether the 
adapter has already established all relevant L2 English phonemes in her MC-English 
interlanguage grammar. Perhaps the adapter has [b], [e] and [ ] in her interlanguage 
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categories, or she has not succeeded in creating these English phonemes. For 
simplicity, it is assumed that in scenario 2 the L2 adapter can accurately map the 
English orthography inputs <b> to /b/, <e> to /e/ and <ll> to / /. The grapheme-to-
surface strategy is different from the ‘between-language grapheme-to-phoneme 
correspondent rules’ of Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006) in the sense that the latter 
include both accurate and inaccurate mappings. In order to find out whether this is a 
plausible assumption, adaptation experiments were conducted.  
  
 
3.4.2 Adaptation experiments of scenarios 1 and 2 
 
Experiment 1: Ten MC monolingual speakers participated in this experiment.10 In 
the current task, it was reported that most subjects knew what the alphabet in 
English is and some of them also know some English words such as hello and thank 
you etc. The orthography of the English word Bell was presented to three of the 
subjects via email and to seven of them on a sheet of paper. The latter subjects were 
tested in a quiet room. Their task was to transcribe the English word Bell to MC 
characters phonetically. What is noteworthy is that it is not difficult to find 
monolingual MC speakers in China but it is difficult to find monolinguals who can 
read Pinyin without knowing any English alphabet nowadays. Given that the 
subjects had free choices the results are very diverse. As shown in Table 4, there are 
eight different adapted forms (see phonetic form in production, each form with its 
own percentage for output in the experiment).11  
 
Experiment 2: Ten subjects who were early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
took part in the experiment. They had had English lessons from mid school till 
university (in total 10 years) in China and none of them had ever been to English 
speaking countries. Three of subjects worked at international companies in China; 
four of them were doing master or PhD program at Zhejiang University in China. 
The remaining three lived in the Netherlands, two of which were MC teachers in the 
Netherlands, given MC language courses in both English and Dutch and one of 
which was a bachelor student at a Dutch university. The subjects were presented 
with the orthographic input Bell via email and asked to transcribe the word into MC 
characters phonetically. The adapted forms obtained in this experiment are 
considerably more systematic than those of monolinguals. The orthographic input 
Bell was adapted to MC [pei. r] in 90% of the cases and to MC [pai. r] in 10% of 
the cases.  
 
 

10 I am grateful to Yuning Sun of Utrecht University, Zongli Chen of Yantai University and his friend of 
Yantai 1st Middle School for carrying out the adaptation experiments of this chapter, in which the 
adapters were MC monolinguals in Beijing and Yantai City (in Shandong Province).   
11 All subjects adapted the English word directly to MC characters. For simplicity, the characters are 
transcribed to their correspondent phonetic forms, here and in all the experiments presented in this 
chapter. 
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3.4.3 Analysis of adaptation in scenarios 1 and 2 
 
The adaptation processes of scenarios 1 and 2 can be illustrated in the bidirectional 
model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a). Two representations, i.e. orthographic input 
and orthographic output, are added, see Figure 2. The bidirectional model not only 
is an L1 model but can also be applied to L2 (Escudero 2005, Boersma & Hamann 
2009a: 51). It is noteworthy that monolinguals and bilingual adapters take different 
routes in the model. It will be shown how this model works when the adapters are 
monolingual and non-advanced RL learners of SL, respectively. Moreover, it will be 
shown where loanword adaptation takes place in this model and what determines it. 
Given that no acoustic input is involved, no true perception will occur and no 
phonetic form will be attested. Thus the [phonetic form] in comprehension and 
‘perception’ is indicated in grey in Figure 2.  
   
Figure 2 The bidirectional model with the addition of orthographic input and output: 

scenarios 1 and 2 
 

/surface form/
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[phonetic form]

PRODUCTION

|underlying form|

Phonological
production
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orthographic input

S
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STRUCT

[phonetic form]
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FAITH

CUE

STRUCT

 
 
Even though they are absent from the current two scenarios, it is possible that 
English phonetic forms and orthographic input can influence each other. For 
instance, adapters who are L2 learners of English will to some extent be aware of 
English phonetic forms, which might influence the interpretation of the orthographic 
input. In section 3.4.3.2 it will be reported that such cases can occur. The possible 
relationship between phonetic and orthographic input and output is indicated by 
dashed lines in Figure 2 (and later in Figures 3 and 4 below); its exact, and possibly 
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interesting, nature is not investigated in the current dissertation, and left for future 
research.   

As announced in section 3.1, Stochastic Optimality Theory (Boersma 1997, 
1998; Boersma & Hayes 2001) is used in this dissertation as its framework for the 
analyses of such adaptation patterns. A brief introduction runs as follows. Stochastic 
OT was developed by Boersma (1997, 1998) and Boersma & Hayes (2001) as a 
refinement of standard OT (McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; Prince & Smolensky 
1993; Kager 1999; McCarthy 2002), in order to incorporate into it an approach to 
variation in language data. Stochastic OT involves a learning algorithm, viz. the 
Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) that is different from the Constraint Demotion 
algorithm proposed by Tesar and Smolensky (1993). 

Stochastic OT differs from standard OT in two respects. The first 
difference is that stochastic OT employs a continuous ranking of relevant constraints 
instead of the ordinal ranking of standard OT. The second difference is that in 
stochastic OT the grammar is stochastic. This implies the following.  

As in standard OT, in order to arrive at an optimal output each candidate is 
supplied with an evaluation against its fellow candidates. In stochastic OT, however, 
the constraints are associated with ranges of values instead of single points. At every 
evaluation time every constraint has a value that is called selection point. Each 
constraint is assigned a numerical strictness value called ranking value that is stable. 
The ranking values of different constraints represent the hierarchy of the constraints. 
Consider the example below, in which the ranking values of C1 and C2 in (4) are 102 
and 92, respectively. 
 
(4) A continuous ranking with two constraints (C)  
 
 
 
  

Strict      102         92   Lax 
     (high ranked)           (low ranked) 
 
The ranges of C1 and C2 do not overlap at any selection point, and the ranking value 
of C1 is higher than that of C2, so C1 outranks C2. In this case, the ranking C1 >> C2 
is a normal categorical ranking as in standard OT. However, a higher ranking value 
does not always imply a higher rank. If the ranges of the two constraints overlap to a 
certain extent as in (5), ranking will not be fixed.  
 
(5) Free ranking 
 
 
 
 
  

Strict       91        89      Lax 
      (high ranked)           (low ranked) 
 

C1 C2

C3
C4

x

y
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In (5), the common ranking is C3 >> C4, since the range of C3 is mostly higher than 
that of C4. However, if the selection points are x for C4 and y for C3

 (indicated in 
black dots in (5)), the ranking will be C4 >> C3. If the rankings C3 >> C4 and C4 >> 
C3 yield different outputs, free variation will occur.  

Stochastic OT generates variation in such way that for each evaluation of 
the candidate set, the ranking value of each constraint is modified temporarily by 
adding a normally distributed noise value. The grammar yields variation when some 
constraints are ranked close to each other. For any two constraints C1 and C2, there is 
a probability P that C1 is evaluated higher than C2 (see Mattausch 2007: 110: “For 
any two constraints C1 and C2, the actual probability that C1 will outrank C2 for any 
given evaluation is a function of the difference between their ranking values, where 
the dependency is the cumulative distribution function of a normal distribution such 

that the mean  = 0 and the standard deviation  = 2 2  […]”). The precise formula 
that calculates the probability that C1 is evaluated higher than C2 can be found in 

Boersma (1998: 331, 15.9). 
Boersma (1997, 1998) postulates that if the difference in the ranking values 

of C1 and C2 is greater than 10, the constraint ranking can be considered obligatory. 
In such cases, the ranges of the two constraints are far apart from each other. 
However, when the two ranking values of C1 and C2 are fairly close, say less than 10, 
but not equal to each other, the ranges of the constraints will partially overlap. The 
optimal outcomes resulting from the rankings C1 >> C2 and C2 >> C1 will occur in 
different distributions. For instance, when the difference in ranking values is 3, the 
chance that we will get the optimal output that is C1-favored is about 86% and that is 
C2-favored is about 14%. When the ranking values of C1 and C2 are exactly the same, 
the ranges of the two constraints will be completely overlapped. True free variation 
is borne out if the optimal candidates yielded from the rankings C1 >> C2 and C2 >> 
C1 are different. In this case, the optimal candidates yielded from the rankings C1 >> 
C2 and C2 >> C1 will each occur 50% of the cases. 
 
 
3.4.3.1 Adaptation in scenario 1 
 
In scenario 1 the adapter is a monolingual speaker, say an MC monolingual speaker 
who tries to adapt the English word Bell into MC. The model starts from the English 
orthographic input, i.e. <Bell>. Given that no acoustic details are presented to the 
monolingual adapter, all the information that the adapter gets is the four letters, 
namely <b>, <e> and <ll>. In this scenario my assumption is that the adaptation 
occurs when the adapter maps from the orthographic input to MC Pinyin forms, 
which will be mapped to their surface forms in MC (see arrow Scenario 1 in Figure 
2). A large amount of variation can occur in the forms produced when adapters 
adapt more or less freely. This is what they tend to do, and is exactly what 
Experiment 1 shows. The process of adaptation of scenario 1 is illustrated in Table 4 
below. Brackets < > indicate graphemes.  
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Table 4 Loanword adaptation process of scenario 1 
 

Input Type: 
Orthographic input 

Bell 

Adapter type: 
RL monolinguals 

MC monolinguals 

MC Pinyin 

<bu, e, l> (10%), <bei, l> (20%),  
<bei, la> (10%), <bai, l> (20%),  
<bi, e, l> (10%), <bi, er> (10%), 
<bi, l> (10%), <bi, lu> (10%) 

surface form in 
comprehension 

/pu. .l / (10%), /pei.l / (20%),  
/pei.la/ (10%), /pai.l / (20%),  
/pi. .l / (10%), /pi. r / (10%), 
/pi.l / (10%), /pi.lu/ (10%) 

underlying form 

|pu l | (10%), |peil | (20%),  
|peila| (10%), |pail | (20%),  
|pi l | (10%), |pi r| (10%), 
|pil | (10%), |pilu| (10%) 

surface form in 
production 

/pu. .l / (10%), /pei.l / (20%),  
/pei.la/ (10%), /pai.l / (20%),  
/pi. .l / (10%), /pi. r / (10%), 
/pi.l / (10%), /pi.lu/ (10%) 

Scenario 1 

phonetic form in 
production 

[pu. .l ] (10%), [pei.l ] (20%),  
[pei.la] (10%), [pai.l ] (20%),  
[pi. .l ] (10%), [pi. r] (10%), 
[pi.l ] (10%), [pi.lu] (10%) 

 
The graphemes <b>, <e> and <l> all exist in MC Pinyin. The three graphemes are 
read as [pwo], [ ] and [l ], respectively in MC Pinyin. Based on the orthography of 
Bell, there are in total eight different Pinyin forms.12 Let us go through them one by 
one. 

For <bu, e, l>, three English graphemes are adapted one by one. When the 
adapter observes the English grapheme <b>, she will immediately think of the 
frequent MC Pinyin form <bu> whose Pinyin initial is <b>.13 The two English 
graphemes (<e> and <l>) will not have to undergo any changes. The forms <bei, l>, 
<bei, la> and <bai, l> suggest that the adapter tries to find a way to transcribe the 
English <be> combination, which does not exist in MC Pinyin. She either copies the 
grapheme <l> or simply adds the grapheme <a> that can be combined with any MC 
consonant. The Pinyin forms <bi, e, l>, <bi, er>, <bi, l> and <bi, lu> are more 
complicated. For <bi, e, l> (10%) and <bi, er> (10%) English <b> is mapped to MC 

12 It is not clear why MC monolinguals only transcribed one English l instead of two. 
13 According to the CCL (Center for Chinese Linguistics PKU) corpus, the character  [pu] (Pinyin bu) 
‘not’ is the most frequent character among all the characters whose Pinyin initial is b, see the link:  
http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/CCL_CC_Sta_Xiandai.pdf.     
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<bi>. It seems that the adapter knows what English <b> sounds like. Similarly, 
English <e> is mapped to MC <i> in <bi, l> (10%), <bi, lu> (10%), suggesting that 
the pronunciation of the English grapheme <e> is mostly probably known to the 
adapter as well. These two mappings raise a very important point: the monolinguals 
use their very little English knowledge, so the adaptation scenario will no longer be 
scenario 1 but scenario 2. Thus, the English grapheme <b> is in fact firstly 
interpreted as /pi/ and stored as |pi| in MC in comprehension, which is then produced 
as /pi/ in production. For simplicity, the forms <bi, e, l>, <bi, er>, <bi, l> and <bi, 
lu> have been put in this scenario. These forms would not be attested most probably 
if these monolingual speakers had no English knowledge at all. These two mappings 
are indicated in Table 4 in light grey. English <e> and <l> are either simply 
maintained as <e> and <l>, respectively, as in <bi, e, l>, or transcribed as MC 
Pinyin <er> as in <bi, er>, since <er> is the only Pinyin form that contains a vowel 
followed by a non-nasal consonant. In the forms <bi, l> and <bi, lu>, English <l> is 
maintained as <l> in <bi, l> but it is extended with the grapheme <u>.  

To model the mapping from English graphemes to MC Pinyin, Type I 
orthographic constraint is proposed, as defined in (6). A constraint such as this 
requires that an orthographic input <x> should not be written as an orthographic 
output <y>. This type of constraint takes one written form such as the English 
grapheme <b>, and maps it to another written form such as <b> in MC Pinyin.  
 
(6) Type I orthographic constraint:  
 
“xORTH should not be written as <y>ORTH”.  
 
The results of Experiment 1 show that English <b> is always mapped to MC Pinyin 
<b>, which indicates that *b <b> is outranked by other constraints such as *p <b> 
and *d <b>. The English grapheme <e> is mapped to MC <e>, <ei> and <ai>, 
indicating that a constraint such as *a <e> is ranked higher than *e <e>, *ei <e> and 
*ai <e>. English <l> is changed to MC <l>, <r>, <la> and <lu>, showing that *l <l>, 
*l <r>, *l <la> and *l <lu> are ranked lower than constraints such as *l <b> and *l 
<_> (l should not be written as nothing). The ranking of these constraints can be 
modeled in a stochastic manner, as in the framework of stochastic OT (Boersma 
1997, 1998; Boersma & Hayes 2001). For instance, the chance that the constraint *l 
<r> is ranked lower than constraints *l <l>, *l <la> and *l <lu> is 10%. For 70% of 
the cases the constraint *l <l> will be outranked by other constraints.14 

The mapping from MC Pinyin to surface form can be accounted for by the 
Type II orthographic constraint defined in (7). Such as constraint requires that a 
written input <x> should not be mapped to the surface form /y/. This type of 
constraint takes one written form as the input, such as <b> in MC Pinyin, and maps 
it onto a corresponding surface form, in this case MC /p/.  

 

14 One independent reader raised the question of why the standard measurement, i.e. that of ranking 
values of stochastic OT, is not used. Using percentages instead of ranking values in this dissertation is a 
way to link experimental results and variable rankings of constraints. It should be noted, therefore, that 
the variable rankings show the grammar of a group of speakers but not of an individual speaker. Hence it 
is possible that an individual speaker may have a fixed ranking of the constraints. 
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(7) Type II orthographic constraint:  
 
“<x>ORTH should not be mapped to /y/SF”.  
 
On the basis of the Pinyin knowledge, the MC monolingual adapter maps the Pinyin 
form <b> to /p/, which indicates the orthographic constraint *<b> /p/ is ranked 
lower than constraints such as *<b> /t/ and *<b> /i/. Similarly, for the orthographic 
input <e> and <l>, the low-ranked constraints *<e> / / and *<l> /l / will generate 
the surface forms / / and /l /, respectively.   
  Table 4 visualizes the stages of the adaptation process. The MC Pinyin 
forms will be mapped to the surface forms in production. And at the phonetic 
implementation stage, these surface forms will be mapped to corresponding phonetic 
forms. MC monolingual speakers will transcribe these phonetic forms as MC 
characters, which will be the final orthographic outputs.  
 
 
3.4.3.2 Adaptation in scenario 2 
 
In scenario 2 the adapter is an early semi-advanced MC learner of English who is 
presented with the English word Bell. According to the results of Experiment 2, 
there are two adapted forms: [pei. r] and [pai. r]. However, the adapted form MC 
[pei. r] is considered the only adapted form of scenario 2, and [pai. r] is excluded 
for the following reason. The single subject who produced this form explicitly 
reported that he made the adaptation based on his own pronunciation.15 This is an 
example of interactions between the absent phonetic forms and orthographic input 
(recall the paragraph below Figure 2). It is a different scenario from scenario 2. This 
adapter firstly maps the orthography to his non-native pronunciation, most probably 
[bai ], and then the phonetic form of this pronunciation maps to its surface form 
based on perception, i.e. the perceived surface form /bai /. In scenario 2, however, 
perception is not involved. Adapters map the orthographic input directly to the 
surface form in comprehension; see the arrow in Figure 2 above. The surface form 
of scenario 2 will be called ‘comprehension surface form’ in this dissertation in 
order to distinguish it from ‘perceived surface form’ that is based on perception.  
 

15  To further support this move, an additional ten subjects were tested. Their English level was 
comparable to the first ten. The adapted form was MC [pei. r], exceptionlessly. 
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Table 5 Loanword adaptation process of scenario 2 
 

Input Type: 
Orthographic input 

Bell 

Adapter type: 
RL learners of SL 

Early semi-advanced 
MC learners of English 

Surface form 
in comprehension 

/be / (100%) 

Underlying form |be | (100%) 

Surface form 
in production 

/pei. r/ (100%) 

Scenario 2 

Phonetic form 
in production 

[pei. r] (100%) 

 
The adapted form [pei. r] suggests that the L2 adapter can map the English 
graphemes <b> to /b/, <e> to /e/ and <ll> to / / accurately (see arrow Scenario 2 in 
Figure 1). This comprehension surface form will then be mapped to the underlying 
form |be | at the recognition stage. For this scenario, through the whole 
comprehension stage of this adapter, no adaptation actually occurs. Even though the 
underlying form |be | is faithfully stored, the adapter will not produce the faithful 
surface form /be / whose phonetic form is [be ]. The reason is straightforward: 
monolingual MC speakers cannot read and pronounce English words. In this 
scenario no adaptation occurs in comprehension, but these modifications take place 
in phonological production in terms of U-L-S (USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE, Hsieh et al. 
2009, will be introduced in Chapter 7 in more detail) and a set of faithfulness 
constraints. The definitions of these constraints are presented in (8). It is moreover 
argued that the ranking of U-L-S and the set of faithfulness constraints is that of the 
native MC phonological grammar.  
 
(8) Constraints of the MC native phonological grammar 
 
a. USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE: a syllable in the adapted loanword must have a precedent 
in the native inventory.  
b. DEP-coda: no insertions of coda.  
c. IDENT-cont: the manner feature – continuancy – of an output segment is identical 
to that of the input. 
d. IDENT-lab: the place feature (labial) of an output segment is identical to that of the 
input.  
e. IDENT-lat: the place feature (lateral) of an output segment is identical to that of the 
input.  
f. IDENT-asp: the aspiration of an output segment is identical to that of the input. 
g. IDENT-nas: the manner feature (nasal) of an output segment is identical to that of 
the input. 
h. IDENT-voicing: the voicing of an output segment is identical to that of the input.  
i. IDENT-Vft: the frontness of the input vowel is identical to that of the output vowel. 
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j. IDENT-Vhi: the highness of the input vowel is identical to that of the output vowel. 
k. IDENT-Vlow: the lowness of the input vowel is identical to that of the output 
vowel. 
l. DEP-(G)V: no glide insertions before a vowel. 
m. DEO-V(G): no glide insertions after a vowel.  
 
Given the faithfully stored form |be |, the adaptation of English |be| will be analyzed 
first and then that of | |.16 The former is presented in Tableau 1 and the latter in 
Tableau 2. For the sake of space, the constraints (8d) – (8h) will be called IDENT-
LANV, given that they are co-ranked. The letter ‘L’ stands for both labiality and 
laterality. Also, IDENT is abbreviated as ‘Id’ below. 
 

Tableau 1 English |be| adaptation by early semi-advanced MC learners of English,   
MC phonological grammar 

 

|be| 
U-
L-S 

DEP
- 

coda 

Id 
-

cont 
Id-LANV 

Id 
-V 
ft 

Id 
-V 
hi 

DEP
- 

(G) 
V 

Id 
-V 
low 

DEP-
V(G) 

a. /pi/    * (V)  *!    

b. /pa/    * (V)    *!  

c. /pj /    * (V)   *!   

d. /pei/    * (V)     * 

e. /p /  *!  * (V) *     

f. /pai/    * (V)    *! * 

g. /pou/ *!   * (V) *    * 

h. /p u/    * (V) *!   * * 

i. /pwo/     * (V) *!  *   

j. /pu/    * (V) *! *    

k. /p / *!   * (V) *     

l. /pe/ *!   * (V)      

m. /p ei/    **!(A, V)     * 

n. /kei/    **!(L, V)     * 

o. /mei/   *! * (N)     * 

p. /be/ *!         

16 The reason why the analysis is carried out at CV-sequence level but not at phonemic will be illustrated 
in Chapter 7 of this dissertation. 
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In Tableau 1, U-L-S first rules out candidates (g), (k), (l) and (p), because these 
syllables do not have corresponding written forms in MC. Candidate (e) which has 
an inserted coda is penalized by DEP-coda. Id-cont and Id-LANV eliminate candidate 
(o) and candidates (m) and (n) because of their unfaithful continuancy, aspiration 
and continuancy and labiality of the onsets, respectively. Id-Vft and Id-Vhi, rule out 
candidates (h) – (j) and (a). Candidate (c) violates DEP-(G). In the end, candidate (d) 
is selected as the optimal output at the expense of candidates (b) and (f), which both 
violate Id-Vlow.  

English [ ] is a slightly velarized lateral (Collins & Mees 1996: 169). Its 
adaptation is illustrated in Tableau 2. U-L-S rules out candidate (h), which is not 
attested in MC. MAX-C does not allow any consonant deletions, so candidates (e) – 
(g) are ruled out. The consonant of candidate (d) has no laterality feature, and hence 
it is penalized by Id-lateral. Of the remaining candidates, candidate (a) is selected as 
the optimal output because it violates the low-ranked DEP-V (no vowel insertions), 
whereas candidates (b) and (c) are ruled out because of their violation of the higher 
ranked DEP-C(V) (no vowel insertions after a consonant).  

 
Tableau 2 English | | adaptation by early semi-advanced MC learners of English,   

MC phonological grammar 
 

| | U-L-S MAX-C Id-lateral DEP-C(V) DEP-V 

 a. / r/     * 

b. /la/    *! * 

c. / /    *! * 

d. / n/   *!  * 

e. /ou/  *!   ** 

f. / u/  *!   ** 

g. /  /  *!    

h. / / *!     

 
Combining the optimal outputs of Tableaux 1 and 2, the optimal output for English 
|be | will be /pei. r/. This produced surface form will undergo phonetic 
implementation to [pei. r]. The early semi-advanced MC learners of English will 
select corresponding MC characters as the final orthographic outputs.  
 
 
3.4.4 Discussion and summary 
 
Scenarios 1 and 2 resemble each other crucially in the absence of the relevance of 
genuine perception. The two scenarios are also different. Firstly, monolingual 
adapters do not apply their native (i.e. RL) phonological grammar, while for early 
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semi-advanced MC learners of English their native phonological grammar is 
involved. Secondly, in scenario 1 adaptation is done during the mapping from the 
orthography to MC Pinyin forms. However, in scenario 2 it is carried out in 
phonological production. Thirdly, the adapted forms attested in scenario 1 are highly 
variable: the input mid front vowel [e] becomes high front, high back or low; the 
coda [ ] is mostly adapted through vowel insertion ([l ] or [lu]). In contrast, the 
adapted forms of scenario 2 are very consistent: English [be] always goes to MC 
[pei] and the coda [ ] is always adapted to MC [ r].  
 In the next section, the scenarios will be presented in which only acoustic 
input is given to adapters. In scenario 3, the adapters are monolinguals and in 
scenario 4 the adapters are early semi-advanced RL learners of SL.  
 
 
 
3.5 Adaptations based on purely acoustic input 
 
Perception can be considered irrelevant in scenarios 1 and 2 in which the input is 
purely orthographic. In contrast, the major characteristic of the adaptations based on 
acoustic input is that perception plays an essential role. In this section, MC speakers 
borrowing the English word Bell will continue to serve as an example. Again, two 
experiments were carried out to check how adaptation would run in these two 
scenarios. 
 
 
3.5.1 Scenarios 3 and 4 
 
Scenario 3: acoustic input, RL monolingual speaker  
 
The adapter of this scenario is an MC monolingual speaker, which is the same 
adapter type as in scenario 1. Instead of the orthographic input of scenario 1, the 
input of this scenario is acoustic only. In this scenario, it does not matter whether the 
MC monolingual speaker can read the English alphabet. Given that by definition the 
MC monolingual adapter has little or no competence in English, the prediction is 
that the adaptation will be determined by the MC native perception grammar. 
 
Scenario 4: acoustic input, early semi-advanced RL learner of SL 
 
In this scenario, the adapter is the same as that of scenario 2, i.e. an early semi-
advanced MC learner of English. The input type, however, is the same as that of 
scenario 3, viz. acoustic input. Similar to scenario 2, it is predicted that the 
adaptation found in this scenario depends on the extent to which the L2 learner’s 
MC/English interlanguage grammar has developed (Escudero & Boersma 2004; 
Escudero 2005).  
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3.5.2 Adaptation experiments of scenarios 3 and 4 
 
Experiment 3: The English word bell under investigation in the experiment was read 
by a British English native speaker.17 Ten MC monolingual speakers were tested. 
Nine were middle school students tested in their classroom at Yantai 1st Middle 
School in Yantai. They were different from those who participate in Experiment 1. 
One subject was tested in a quiet room. All the subjects were told that they would 
first hear an English word once and then have to transcribe that word into MC 
characters phonetically. The pronounced word was played through loudspeakers in 
the classroom for the nine subjects and through headphones for the remaining 
subject. Similar to scenario 1, the results show a fair amount of variation. Seven 
different adapted forms were obtained, but none of these was attested in Experiment 
1 of scenario 1. The adapted forms can be found in the lower section of Table 6, 
where they are also compared to those of Experiment 1.  

It is not difficult to observe that there is a wider range of variation in 
Experiment 1 than Experiment 3. Moreover, the coda [ ] is mainly considered as a 
consonant and retained via vowel insertion in Experiment 1, while vowel insertion 
never occurs in Experiment 3.  
 

Table 6 The adapted forms of Experiment 3 vs. Experiment 1 
 

Experiments Adapted forms 

Experiment  3 
[pai.ou] (30%), [pa.ou] (20%), 
[pai. r] (20%), [pa. r] (10%), [pei. r] (10%), 
[pj ] (10%) 

Experiment 1 
[pu. .l ] (10%), [pei.l ] (20%), [pei.la] (10%),  
[pai.l ] (20%), [pi. .l ] (10%), [pi. r] (10%), 
[pi.l ] (10%), [pi.lu] (10%) 

 
Experiment 4: This experiment was carried out to see how early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English handle the acoustic input of English [be ]. Ten early semi-
advanced MC learners of English took part in the experiment. They were different 
ten subjects from those in Experiment 2. However, their English level was 
comparable to that of the subjects in Experiment 2. The same auditory item of the 
English word Bell as in Experiment 3 was used. The subjects were tested via email. 
They were asked to open the attached sound file, listen to it once and then transcribe 
it into MC characters phonetically. More adapted forms were obtained than in 
scenario 2: the 6 of them can be found in the upper section of Table 7, which 
compares them with the output of Experiment 2. Differently from what they do in 
Experiment 2, early semi-advanced MC learners of English adapt not only the 
English vowel [e] but also the coda [ ] in Experiment 4. In Experiment 4, English [e] 
is not only adapted to MC [ei] but also to MC [ai]. Moreover, English [ ] has three 

17 The native speaker was asked to read the following three sentences three times: a. The bell is broken; b. 
Robin Bell comes; and c. Please give me that Bell. One of the bells in sentence (b) was selected. 
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modified outputs: MC [ r], [ou] and [ u].  
 

Table 7 The adapted forms of Experiment 4 vs. Experiment 2 
 

Experiments Adapted forms 

Experiment 4 
[pei. r] (40%), [pai. r] (30%),  
[pei.ou] (10%), [pai.ou] (10%),  
[pei. u] (10%) 

Experiment  2 [pei. r] (10%) 

 
 
3.5.3 Analysis of adaptation in scenarios 3 and 4 
 
The bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a), with the addition of 
‘orthographic output’, is shown in Figure 3. 18  The absence of the orthographic 
output is indicated in grey. Again, the relationship between phonetic forms and 
orthographic input and output is indicated by dashed lines. 
 
Figure 3 The bidirectional model with the addition of orthographic input and output:  

scenarios 3 and 4 
 

/surface form/

Phonetic 
implementation

FAITH

[phonetic form]

PRODUCTION

|underlying form|

Phonological
production

STRUCT

CUE

/surface form/

|underlying form|

recognition

perceptionCUE

COMPREHENSION

orthographic input

FAITH

STRUCT STRUCT

[phonetic form]

orthographic output
 

 
The analysis of scenario 3 now proceeds as follows.  

18 It is noteworthy that the comprehension part of scenario 4 can be modeled by the Second Language 
Linguistic Perception (L2LP) model of Escudero (2005).  
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3.5.3.1 Adaptation in scenario 3 
 
Table 8 summarizes the process of loanword adaptation of scenario 3, using the 
results from Experiment 3. The adapter is a monolingual MC speaker, and the 
starting point of the model is the acoustic input [be ] at the comprehension stage. 
This scenario is exactly the same as that discussed in Boersma & Hamann (2009a). 
Since the monolingual speaker has little or no knowledge of English, her perception 
grammar will be her native perception grammar by default (Boersma 1998 et seq.; 
Boersma & Hamann 2009a). This is, when listening to some foreign sounds, her 
perception grammar will regulate her perception of the foreign sounds in terms of 
cue constraints (Boersma 1998; 2009). It can be plausibly claimed that the 
adaptation of scenario 3 takes place at the perception stage, when the phonetic form 
is mapped to the surface form.  

 
Table 8 Loanword adaptation process of scenario 3 

 
Input Type: 
Acoustic input 

[be ] 

Adapter type:  
RL monolinguals 

MC monolinguals 

Surface form  
in comprehension 

/pai.ou/ (30%), /pa.ou/ (20%),  
/pai. r/ (20%), /pa. r/ (10%),  
/pei. r/ (10%), 
/pj / (10%) 

Underlying form 

|paiou| (30%), |paou| (20%),  
|pai r| (20%), |pa r| (10%), 
 |pei r| (10%), 
|pj | (10%) 

Surface form  
In production 

/pai.ou/ (30%), /pa.ou/ (20%),  
/pai. r/ (20%), /pa. r/ (10%),  
/pei. r/ (10%), 
/pj / (10%) 

Scenario 3 

Phonetic form  
in production 

[pai.ou] (30%), [pa.ou] (20%), 
[pai. r] (20%), [pa. r] (10%),  
[pei. r] (10%), 
[pj ] (10%) 

 
The acoustic input [be ] is adapted when mapped to a perception surface form. Six 
different perceived forms were attested. All these surface forms will be faithfully 
recognized as underlying forms, given that they are all legal in MC. The underlying 
forms will then be faithfully mapped to surface forms in production. Finally, these 
produced surface forms will be faithfully mapped to phonetic forms at the phonetic 
implementation stage, as shown in the bottom section of Table 8. Adaptation of this 
scenario takes place at the perception stage. The perceived results of the experiment 
can be analyzed in terms of an OT perception grammar as follows.   
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Proposals for perception grammar have been advocated in recent years 
(Smolensky 1996a; Boersma 1998 et seq.; Pater 2004; Escudero & Boersma 2003, 
2004; Escudero 2005). The current study follows the work of Boersma and Escudero 
who propose that cue constraints as defined in (9) can evaluate the mapping from 
acoustic to surface form. 

 
(9) Cue constraints: “[x]AudF should not be perceived as /y/SF”.  

 
For instance, a cue constraint */i/ [F1 = 719 Hz] requires that an auditory F1 of 
[719Hz] should not be perceived as the phonological vowel category /i/”. OT 
analyses of the adaptations of English [b], [e] and [ ] are presented in tableaux 3, 4 
and 5, respectively. The voice onset time (VOT) of the English labial plosive [b] is 
about +11ms (Klatt, 1975). The VOTs of MC labial plosives, [p] and [p ], are about 
+14ms and +82ms respectively (Chao et al. 2006). Tableau 3 shows that MC 
monolingual speakers will perceive English [b] as MC /p/. MC does not have the 
phoneme /b/, thus candidate (a) is ruled out by the markedness constraint (i.e. the 
structural constraint) */b/ (/b/ is illicit). */p / [+11ms] requires that for the MC 
monolingual speakers a labial plosive with 11ms of VOT is not perceives as the 
aspirated voiceless one. As a consequence, candidate (c) is rejected. Candidate (b) is 
optimal since it only violates the constraint that is ranked lowest in the ranking. 

 
Tableau 3 The perception grammar of English [b] of monolingual MC speakers 

 

[+11ms] */b/ 
*/b/ 

[+11ms] 
*/p / 

[+11ms] 
*/p/ 

[+11ms] 

a. /b/ *! *   

 b. /p/    * 

c. /p /   *!  

 
MC monolingual speakers do not have [e] in their perception grammar. The question 
is which phoneme they will use to substitute for English [e] in perception. It is 
proposed here that this substitution is the process of English phoneme adaptation. 
Given that the test item of the perception experiments was produced by a female 
British English speaker, the formant values of MC female speakers will be adopted. 
Table 9 gives the average values of F1, F2 and durations of English non-high front 
vowel [e] of female speakers. The F1 and F2 values are from Deterding (1997), and 
they are averages over five female BBC broadcasters. The duration data are from 
Gregová (2008) based on English syllables recorded from the BBC.  
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Table 9 English [e] vowel formants and duration of English female speakers19 
 

 [e] 

F1 (Hz) 719Hz 

F2 (Hz) 2063Hz 

Duration 74ms 

 
The F1, F2 values and durations of MC vowels are presented in Table 10. Since 
English [e] is a mid front unrounded monophthong, only the relevant data of MC 
mid vowels ([ , , o]) and front unrounded vowels [a, i, ai, ei]) are given. The MC 
vowel formants are from Wu (ed. 1986) based on ten female MC native speakers. 
The durations of monophthongs are from Feng (1985) and those of diphthongs from 
Shih & Ao (1997).20 
  

Table 10 MC vowels formants of MC female speakers 
 

 i (j)   (w)o a ai ei 

F1 (Hz) 350 550 700 750 1100 1200 750 

F2 (Hz) 2900 2400 1450 1300 1550 1850 1750 

duration 
(ms) 

101 128 115 128 131 147 135 

 
To find out which vowel is closest to the input, the adapter will use F1, F2 and 
duration as perception cues. For instance, candidates /i/, / /, /o/ and /a/ will have 
violations of F2-related cue constraints */i/ [F2 = 2063Hz], */ / [F2 = 2063Hz], */o/ 
[F2 = 2063Hz] and */a/ [F2 = 2063Hz], respectively. Similarly, the F1-related cue 
constraints */i/ [F1 = 719Hz] and */a/ [F1 = 719Hz] will be violated by candidates 
/i/ and /a/. Duration-wise, candidates /ai/ and /ei/ will violate constraints */ai/ [74ms] 
and */ei/ [74ms], respectively.  

The native MC phonological grammar presented in Tableau 1 above shows 
that the highest-ranked vowel constraint is Id-Vfront.21 This reflects the observation 
that in adaptation the vowel frontness of output is never or hardly ever violated. 
Phonetically speaking, this implies that the F2 value that determines vowel frontness 

19 Two independent readers pointed out that to clearly understand what happened in the experiments, the 
formant values of the acoustic stimuli should be used. I fully agree. The F1 and F2 values of [e] in [be ] 
in the experiments are 795Hz and 1806Hz and the duration is 80.18ms. These values only differ slightly 
from what has been reported in the literature; hence the analysis here will not be affected.   
20 The acoustic data here are some indications of how MC speakers perceive new sounds. They are from 
Feng (1995), which seems a reliable study in the sense that the durations were measured based on six MC 
speakers, three males and three females, with different ranges of ages. In comparison, Shih & Ao (1997) 
only tested one male speaker. Unfortunately, Feng (1995) only reported the durations of the diphthongs 
together with their glides or nasals. Therefore, for diphthongs the data of Shih & Ao are adopted here. 
21 A similar argument can be found in Lin (2007, 2008), who, in her study of English vowel adaptation in 
MC, argues that vowel backness is retained more faithfully than other features.   
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is one of the most important acoustic cues to distinguish among vowels in the native 
perception grammar of MC speakers. Therefore, the F2-related perception 
constraints will be ranked above all the F1-related and duration-related perception 
constraints in MC native speakers’ perception grammar. Tableau 4 below presents 
the perception grammar of MC monolingual speakers. For the sake of space, it only 
lists the F2-related constraints. Since English [e] does not exist in monolingual MC 
speakers’ grammar, the structural constraint */e/ (/e/ is illicit) must be top-ranked in 
the perception grammar of these speakers. They do not have [ ] in their grammar 
either, so the structural constraint */ / (/ / is illicit) is high-ranked as well. There 
are four perceived outputs for them, to wit /ai/, /ei/, /a/ and /j /, indicating that DEP–
(G)V, */a/ [F2 = 2063Hz], */ / [F2 = 2063Hz], */ei/ [F2 = 2063Hz] and */ai/ [F2 = 
2063Hz] are at the bottom of the ranking. In the stochastic perspective, on the basis 
of the results in Table 8, the perceived forms /ai/, /ei/, /a/ and /j / will occur 50%, 
10%, 30% and 10% of the cases respectively when their correspondent cue 
constraint(s) is ranked lowest in the ranking. 
 
Tableau 4 The perception grammar of monolingual MC speakers: [e]  /ai, ei, a, j / 
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 a. /ai/           * 

 b. /ei/          *  

c. / u/     *!       
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English [ ] is a lateral approximant, pronounced with alveolar contact and slight 
velarization (Collins & Mees 1996: 169). The F1 and F2 values are from Espy-
Wilson (1992), and they are averages over two female and two male American 
English native speakers, shown in Table 11. The F1 and F2 values of MC [-n], [l], [ ] 
[ r] and [u], and are from Wu (1964), see Table 12. The F1 and F2 values of [ r] 
and [u] are averages over four male MC native speakers and those of [l], [ ] and [-n] 
are averages over their combinations with the vowels [a, o, , i, u, y] based on one 
male MC native speaker. The F1 and F2 values of MC [ou] and [ u] are from Wu 
(ed. 1986) based on ten MC male native speakers.22  

 
Table 11 English [ ] formants  

 

 [ ] 

F1 (Hz) 465 Hz 

F2 (Hz) 898Hz 

 
Table 12 The acoustic data of MC sounds  

 

 -n l  r u ou u 

F1 (Hz) 280 310 340 540 380 650 950 

F2 (Hz) 1480 1500 1620 1600 440 1100 1200 

 
Tableau 5 gives the perception grammar of English [ ] by MC monolinguals. For the 
sake of space, only crucial cue constraints are listed in the tableau.  

Candidate (i) (= / /) violates the top-ranked U-L-S, since it is not attested in 
MC. MC / r/ has the closest F1 value and MC /ou/ has the closest F2 value 
compared to the F1 and F2 values of the English input, respectively. The remaining 
three cue constraints are optionally ranked, and as a result, candidates (d), (e) and (f) 
are selected as optimal outputs. Using stochastic OT, the outputs /ou/, / r/ and /_/ 
will occur 50%, 40% and 10% of the time, respectively, when their corresponding 
cue constraint is lowest in the ranking.   

22 Wu (1964) only measured the data of monophthongs and consonants in MC. Therefore, the F1 and F2 
values of the diphthongs are taken from Wu (ed. 1986).  
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Tableau 5 The perception grammar of English [ ] of monolingual MC speakers 
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F2=898] 
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a. / n/   *!       
b. /lV/  *!        
c. / V/    *!      

 d. / r/        *  

 e. /_/         * 

 f. /ou/        *   

 g. / u/      *!    

h. /u/     *!     

i. / / *!         

 
 
3.5.3.2 Adaptation in scenario 4 
 
Now let us look at the adaptation process when loanword adaptation is conducted by 
RL learners of SL. Adaptation in this scenario is the same as the one that occurs in 
the oral condition of Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006). Table 13 is the summary of the 
adaptation process. The results are obtained from Experiment 4.  
 

Table 13 Loanword adaptation process of scenario 4 
 

Input Type: 
Acoustic input 

[be ] 

Adapter type: 
RL learners of SL 

Early semi-advanced  
MC learners of English 

Surface form  
in comprehension 

/be / (40%), /bai / (30%),  
/bei ou/ (10%), /bai.ou/ (10%),  
/be u/ (10%) 

Underlying form 
|be | (40%), |bai | (30%), 
|beiou| (10%), |baiou| (10%), 
|be u| (10%) 

Surface form  
in production 

/pei. r / (40%), /pai. r / (30%), 
/pei.ou/ (10%), /pai.ou/ (10%),  
/pei. u/ (10%) 

Scenario 4 

Phonetic form  
in production 

[pei. r] (40%), [pai. r] (30%), 
[pei.ou] (10%), [pai.ou] (10%),  
[pei. u] (10%) 
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Similar to scenario 3, the model starts from the phonetic form [be ]. However, 
different from scenario 3 in which adaptation occurs at the perception stage, it can 
be concluded that loanword adaptation takes place in different stages depending on 
the extent to which the MC learners’ interlanguage grammar has developed. For a 
certain L2 phoneme, if the learner has not learned it, the adaptation will occur at the 
perception stage. In contrast, if the learner has learned the L2 phoneme and created a 
new category for it, the adaptation will only take place at the phonological 
production stage.  

Whether or not early semi-advanced MC learners of English can perceive 
English [b] accurately as /b/ or as MC /p/, the produced form will be MC [p] anyway. 
No perception experiment of English [b] was conducted, so for simplicity it will be 
assumed that English [b] was perceived faithfully by the MC learners. It is moreover 
assumed that the adapted form [ r] is also adapted based on the faithful perception 
of English [ ]. Assuming faithful perception shows that it is possible for MC 
learners of English to create English phonemes in their interlanguage grammar, a 
feat that is impossible to monolinguals of scenario 3 above.  

Experiment 4 shows five different adapted forms in Table 13. The stored 
forms |be| and |bei| will be amended to MC /pei/ according to the MC native 
phonological grammar illustrated in Tableau 1 in section 3.4.3.2. Thus, it cannot be 
known whether the adapted form [pei] in [pei. r] (40%), [pei.ou] (10%) and [pei. u] 
(10%) was obtained based on |be| or |bei|. For simplicity, it is assumed that the 
adapted form [pei.ou] is based on /bei.ou/ and the adapted forms [pei. r] (40%) and 
[pei. u] (10%) are based on the perceived forms /be / and /be. u/, respectively. As a 
result, the perceived forms of Experiment 4 are those of the underlying form section 
of Table 13. An OT analysis of the results obtained in comprehension is given in 
Tableau 6 below. It illustrates the interlanguage perception grammar of English [e] 
of early semi-advanced MC learners of English. Compared to Tableau 4 above, the 
English non-high front monophthong / / is also listed as a candidate. The F1 and F2 
values of this vowel are 1081Hz and 1799Hz and the duration is 94ms (Deterding 
1997).  
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Tableau 6 The interlanguage perception grammar of English [e] of  
early semi-advanced MC learners of English  
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Compared to scenario 2 in which /e/ is the only perceived form, more perceived 
forms of English [e] are attested in scenario 4, i.e. /e/, /ei/ and /ai/. Clearly, when the 
input is changed from orthography to acoustics, the accuracy of faithful perception 
of English [e] declines. Compared to scenario 2, the faithful perception rate in 
scenario 4 reduces, from 100% to 50%. In contrast, the rate of misperception 
increases: the misperceived forms /ei/ and /ai/ are obtained for 10% and 40% of the 
cases, respectively. These results indicate that orthography can urge adapters to 
perceive foreign sounds more faithfully. Using stochastic OT, the cue constraints 
*/e/ [74ms], */e/ [F1 = 719Hz] and */e/ [F2 = 2063Hz] are outranked by other 
constraints in scenario 4 is 50% whereas in scenario 2 it is 100%. The chances that 
*/ai/ [F2 = 2063Hz] and */ei/ [F1 = 719Hz] on the other hand are ranked lowest are 
40% and 10%, respectively in scenario 4 but zero in scenario 2.  

Tableau 7 covers the perception of English [ ] by early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English. In comparison to Tableau 5, candidates, /_/ and / r/, are not 
optimal because MAX and */ r/ [F1 = 465] are now higher-ranked. */ u/ [F2 = 898] 
and U-L-S are co-ranked with */ou/ [F2 = 898], which gives three optimal outputs: 
/ u/, /ou/ and / /.23 The former two outputs are misperceived forms of English [ ], 

23 Tableau 7 shows that one of the optimal outputs is / u/, which was not attested in Experiment 3. 
However, this might be due to the fact that the experiments were conducted in a very small scale. It is 
predicted that if Experiment 3 were carried out in a larger scale, the perceived form / u/ would be attested 
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while the latter is the result of faithful perception of English [ ]. In a stochastic 
interpretation, the outputs / u/, /ou/ and / / will occur 10%, 20% and 70% of the 
time, respectively, when their corresponding cue constraint is lowest in the ranking.   
 

Tableau 7 The interlanguage perception grammar of English [ ] of  
early semi-advanced MC learners of English  
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The perceived forms of Experiment 4 will be mapped to the underlying forms of 
Table 13. At the phonological production stage, the non-MC phonemes will undergo 
further adaptation. |be| and | | will be adapted to /pei/ and / r/ respectively according 
to the MC native phonological grammar shown in Tableaux 1 and 2. Accordingly, 
the produced forms and the phonetic forms will be those of the lower two sections of 
Table 13.  
 
 
3.5.4 Discussion and summary 
 
This section presented two loanword adaptation scenarios (scenarios 3 and 4) in 
which the input is purely acoustic. The adapters in scenario 3 are MC monolinguals 
and the adapters in scenario 4 are early semi-advanced MC learners of English. 
Similar to the difference between scenarios 1 and 2 in section 3.4, monolingual MC 
adapters tend to have more variable outputs than early semi-advanced MC learners 
of English. In scenario 3, four outputs are attested for English [e] and three for 
English [ ], whereas in scenario 4, three outputs are obtained for both English [e] 
and English [ ]. In scenario 3 the adaptation takes place at the perception stage 
governed by the MC native perception grammar. In addition, if the target word 

as well. Accordingly, */ u/ [F2 = 898] would rank optionally together with other constraints such as */ou/ 
[F2 = 898].  
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contains no native sound or sound structures, there will be no faithful perception. 
However, scenario 4 allows faithful perception to a certain extent, depending on the 
extent to which the interlanguage grammar of MC learners of English has developed. 
The misperceived English phonemes will be amended in comprehension, but the 
English phonemes that are accurately perceived but do not exist in MC, will only be 
adapted in phonological production.  

As for the scenarios 1 and 3 in which the adapters are MC monolingual 
speakers, the most distinctive difference is that in scenario 1 no perception grammar 
is involved, whereas in scenario 3 the MC native perception grammar determines the 
adaptation. Compared to scenario 1 in which MC monolingual adapters carry out 
adaptation based on purely orthographic input, scenario 3 does not have outputs that 
contains high vowels. Moreover, the English coda [ ] is no longer considered as an 
onset [l].  

With respect to the scenarios 2 and 4 in which the adapters are early semi-
advanced MC learners of English, scenario 2 only has one output, namely [pei. r]. 
In contrast, the outputs of scenario 4 are considerably more diverse: five outputs are 
attested, viz. [pei. r] (40%), [pai. r] (30%), [pei.ou] (10%), [pai.ou] (10%) and 
[pei. u] (10%).  
 In the next section, the scenarios will be presented in which not only 
orthographic but also acoustic input is presented to adapters. Again two different 
scenarios are discussed; one involves monolingual adapters and the other non-
proficient RL learners of SL.  
 
 
 
3.6 Adaptations based on both orthographic and acoustic input 
 
In the previous sections adaptation scenarios were discussed in which the adapter 
has only orthographic or only acoustic input. This section will address two more 
possible scenarios, for when the adapter is presented with both orthographic and 
acoustic input. An attempt will be made to establish whether the result of loanword 
adaptation will be different when both orthography and acoustic inputs are presented 
to adapters. Again, the English word Bell [be ] will serve as an example.  
 
 
3.6.1 Scenarios 5 and 6 
 
Scenario 5: orthographic and acoustic input, RL monolingual speaker  
 
Loanword adaptation of this scenario is carried out by the same type of adapters as 
in scenarios 1 and 3. The adapter is a monolingual MC speaker. The input of this 
scenario contains both orthographic and acoustic information, i.e. Bell and [be ]. 
The adapter must have some knowledge of the English alphabet in order to read the 
word. For the adaptation of this scenario, the prediction is that the adapter will use 
both orthography and acoustics simultaneously. An adaptation experiment will be 
presented to show the adapted forms of this scenario.  
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Scenario 6: orthographic and acoustic input, early semi-advanced RL learner of SL 
 
The adapter competence level of this scenario is the same as that of scenarios 2 and 
4, viz. that of the early semi-advanced MC learner of English. The input includes 
both orthography and acoustics, i.e. Bell and [be ]. Again, an experiment was run to 
be able to observe actually adapted forms. 
 
 
3.6.2 Adaptation experiment of scenarios 5 and 6 
 
Experiment 5: This experiment was conducted to check how the adaptation was 
performed in this scenario. Ten monolingual MC speakers who were middle school 
students participated in the experiment. They were different from the subjects 
participated in Experiment 1 and 3. The experiment was conducted in their 
classroom at Yantai 1st Middle School in Yantai. The auditory file was the same as 
the one used in Experiments 2 and 4. Each subject was given a sheet of paper. They 
were told that they would hear an English word only once through the loudspeakers 
in the classroom and that the written form of the English word they would hear was 
presented on the paper. The subjects were asked to do one task: after the sound was 
given, they should transcribe the English word as MC characters on the basis of the 
information provided to them. The results of this experiment (i.e. Experiment 5) are 
considerably less varied than those of the experiments in scenarios 1 and 3 (see 
Table 14).  
 

Table 14 The adapted forms of Experiment 5 vs. Experiments 1 and 3 
 

Experiments Adapted forms 

Experiment 5 
[pai.ou] (30%), [pai.l ] (40%), [pai. r] (10%), 
[pei.ou] (10%), [pei.l ] (10%) 

Experiment  3 
[pai.ou] (30%), [pa.ou] (20%), 
[pai. r] (20%), [pa. r] (10%), [pei. r] (10%), 
[pj ] (10%) 

Experiment 1 
[pu. .l ] (10%), [pei.l ] (20%), [pei.la] (10%), [pai.l ] 
(20%), [pi. .l ] (10%), [pi. r] (10%), 
[pi.l ] (10%), [pi.lu] (10%) 

 
In comparison to the adapted forms obtained in Experiments 1 and 3, the form [l ] 
appears to be orthography-based and [ou] acoustics-based. It is difficult to tell, 
however, whether the adapted forms [pai], [pei] and [ r] are orthography- or 
acoustics-based.  
 
Experiment 6: Ten early semi-advanced MC learners of English took part in this 
experiment, which was conducted via email. They were different subjects from 
those in Experiments 2 and 4. Their English level was comparable to that of the 
subjects in Experiments 2 and 4. The same auditory form as used in Experiments 2 
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and 4 was presented. The written form of the English word Bell was given in the 
email message and the sound file was sent along in an attachment. The subjects were 
instructed to open the attachment after having observed the written form Bell in the 
email message. They were asked to listen to the file only once and then transcribe 
the sound into MC characters. Three adapted forms obtained in the experiment are 
presented in Table 15. It is noteworthy that there are more adapted forms in this 
scenario than in scenario 2 but fewer than in 4. Among the four adapted forms of 
Experiment 6, it seems certain that [ou] and [ u] for English [ ] are acoustics-based, 
whereas the forms [pei], [pai] and [ r] could be caused by orthography and/or 
acoustics. 
 

Table 15 The adapted forms of Experiment 6 vs. Experiments 4 and 2 
 

Experiments Adapted forms 

Experiment 6 
[pei. r] (70%), [pai. r] (10%),  
[pai.ou] (10%), [pai. u] (10%) 

Experiment 4 
[pei. r] (40%), [pai. r] (30%),  
[pei.ou] (10%), [pai.ou] (10%),  
[pei. u] (10%) 

Experiment  2 [pei. r] (10%) 
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3.6.3 Analysis of adaptation in scenarios 5 and 6 
 
The adapted forms obtained in scenarios 5 and 6 suggest that both orthography and 
acoustics play a role in loanword adaptation. The adaptation process of scenarios 5 
and 6 can again analyzed using the directional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a) 
with the addition of orthographic input and output, as in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 4 The bidirectional model with the addition of orthographic input and output:  

scenarios 5 and 6 
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3.6.3.1 Adaptation in scenario 5 
 
Table 16 illustrates the adaptation process of scenario 5. For monolinguals, there are 
three possible adaptation processes. First, the adapter behaves the same as that of 
scenario 1: she will modify the foreign word solely based on the orthography and 
ignore the acoustic input. In this case, no perception grammar is involved. Second, 
the adapter adapts the foreign word solely based on the acoustic input as in scenario 
3 while ignoring the orthography. In this case, her perception grammar plays an 
important role in her adaptation. Third, she combines both orthographic and acoustic 
information. Her adaptation will be partly based on orthography and partly covered 
by her perception grammar.  
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Table 16 Loanword adaptation process of scenario 5 
 

Input Type:  
Orthographic + 
Acoustic input 

Bell & [be ]  

Adapter type:  
RL monolinguals 

MC monolinguals 

Surface form  
in comprehension 

/pai.ou/ (30%), /pai. r/ (10%), /pai.l / (40%) 
/pei.ou/ (10%), /pei.l / (10%) 

Underlying form 
|paiou| (30%), |pai r| (10%), |pail | (40%) 
|peiou| (10%), |peil | (10%) 

Surface form  
in production 

/pai.ou/ (30%), /pai. r/ (10%), /pai.l / (40%) 
/pei.ou/ (10%), /pei.l / (10%) 

Scenario 5 

Phonetic form  
in production 

[pai.ou] (30%), [pai. r] (10%), [pai.l ] (40%) 
[pei.ou] (10%), [pei.l ] (10%) 

 
Comparing the adapted forms of scenarios 1 and 3, it can be observed that both MC 
[pai] and [pei] are attested. Highly interestingly, MC [pai] and [pei] are the adapted 
forms also obtained in scenario 5. It seems that these two forms can be produced 
using either orthography or acoustics or both. The surface forms /pu/ and /pi/ in 
scenario 1 and /pj / in scenario 3 are not found in scenario 5. This suggests two 
things. First, the surface forms /pu/ and /pi/ are eliminated by the effect of acoustics. 
Having heard what the foreign word sounded like, the adapter realizes that the vowel 
following the onset is neither /u/ nor /i/. Second, the perceived surface form /pj / 
(bie in Pinyin) has vanished because of the influence of orthography, seeing that 
there is no i following the onset in the written form of the English word. With 
respect to the English coda [ ], it is obvious that the adapted form [l ] is based on 
orthography and the adapted form [ou] on acoustics. The adapted form [ r] could be 
due to either the influence of orthography or acoustics or both. According to 
scenario 3, it is also possible that the coda [ ] is deleted only based on acoustics. The 
grammar was shown in Tableau 5 in subsection 3.5.3.1 above. However, deletion of 
[ ] is prevented in this scenario since the orthography suggests that there is a sound 
after English be. The adapter sees the orthography of Bell and reads the <l> in MC 
Pinyin [l ], since the orthographic constraint *l <_> (the orthographic input l should 
not be perceived as nothing) is high-ranked. This adaptation process was discussed 
in section 3.4.3.1 above.  
 In this section it was shown that the adaptation carried out by monolinguals 
occurs at the perception stage, covered by the MC native perception grammar. This 
also happens in scenario 3 when the adapter carries out adaptation only based on the 
acoustic input. However, the elimination of certain perceived surface forms takes 
place in mapping the orthographic input to the surface form. As discussed above, for 
English [be], after the elimination of /pu/ written <bu> in MC Pinyin and /pi/ written 
<pi>, only MC /pai/ and /pai/ survive as perceived surface forms, which will 
eventually become MC [pai] and [pei] in production. The adapter can also insist on 
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modifying the foreign word solely based on orthography, ignoring the acoustics. 
This can be seen from the adapted form <l> [l ] for English [ ].    
 
 
3.6.3.2 Adaptation in scenario 6 
 
Table 17 is the summary of adaptation in scenario 6. Similar to scenario 5, three 
adaptation processes will be possible: solely orthographic adaptation, solely acoustic 
adaptation and the combination of orthographic and acoustic adaptation. Loanword 
adaptation occurring in this scenario is the same as that occurring in the mixed 
condition of Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006).  
 

Table 17 Loanword adaptation process of scenario 6 
 

Input Type:  
Orthographic + 
Acoustic input 

Bell & [be ]  

Adapter type:  
RL monolinguals 

Early semi-advanced  
MC learners of English  

Surface form  
in comprehension 

/be / (60%), /bei / (10%),  
/bai / (10%), /bai.ou/ (10%), /bai. u/ (10%)   

Underlying form 
|be | (60%), |bei | (10%),  
|bai | (10%), |baiou| (10%), |bai u| (10%) 

Surface form  
In production 

/pei. r/ (60%), /pei. r/ (10%) 
/pai. r/ (10%), /pai.ou/ (10%), /pai. u/ (10%) 

Scenario 6 

Phonetic form  
in production 

[pei. r] (60%), /pei. r/ (10%) 
[pai. r] (10%), [pai.ou] (10%), [pai. u](10%) 

 
Similar to scenario 4, the adaptation of this scenario can be argued to depend on the 
extent to which the L2 learner’s MC-English interlanguage grammar has developed. 
If the adapter has successfully created English phonemes /b/, /e/ and / / in her MC-
English interlanguage grammar, she will perceive these phonemes faithfully, which 
will be mapped to surface forms. The surface forms will be then mapped faithfully 
to underlying forms. The loanword adaptation in this case will only take place in 
phonological production. Conversely, if the adapter has no English /b/, /e/ or / / in 
her interlanguage grammar, the adaptation will occur already at the perception stage 
just as in the case of the monolinguals in scenarios 1, 3 and 5.   

In the current scenario, it is assumed, as earlier, that English [b] is 
accurately perceived by the early semi-advanced MC learners of English. Both [be] 
and [bei] are predicted by the OT grammar in Tableau 1 in section 3.4. Therefore, 
the adapted form [pei. r] (70%) could be adapted based either on |be | or on |bei |. 
For simplicity again, it will be assumed that one case of [pei. r], i.e. 10% was 
amended based on |bei | and the other six cases, i.e. 60%, were based on |be |. 
Therefore, the perceived forms of Experiment 6 will be: /be / (60%), /bei / (10%), 
/bai / (10%), /bai.ou/ (10%), /bai. u/ (10%) as shown in Table 17. 
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It can be observed that three perceived forms, viz. /e/, /ei/ and /ai/, were 
again obtained for English [e]. Thus, the MC-English interlanguage perception 
grammar presented in Tableau 6 above can again account for these perceived forms. 
Appealing to stochastic OT, the optimal outputs, /e/, /ei/ and /ai/, occur with 
corresponding percentages as shown in Table 17, when their correspondent cue 
constraint(s) is ranked lowest in the ranking.  

 
 
3.6.4 Discussion and summary 
 
The adaptation of English [e] by early semi-advanced MC learners of English in 
scenarios 2, 4 and 6 will be compared here. The interlanguage perception grammar 
of early semi-advanced MC learners of English shown in scenario 6 is more 
advanced than in scenario 4. This is shown in the distribution of the faithful and 
unfaithful perceived forms /e/ and /ai/ of the three scenarios. English [e] is faithfully 
perceived in scenarios 4 and 6 for 50% and 60% of the cases, respectively. English 
[e] is misperceived as /ai/ for 40% and 30% of the time in scenarios 4, and 6, 
respectively. The highest rate of faithful surface form in comprehension is found in 
scenario 2 in which the input is purely orthographic whereas the lowest is found in 
scenario 4 in which the input is purely acoustic. This suggests that the orthography 
Bell urges the adapter to perceive the input [e] more faithfully.  

The distribution of the adapted forms of English [ ], viz. [ r], [ou] and [ u], 
are shown to be different in the three different scenarios. This suggests that at the 
perception stage, the rate of faithful perception of English [ ] is different. In scenario 
2 it is shown that all English [ ] cases are faithfully mapped to its surface form in 
comprehension, viz. / /. In scenarios 4 and 6, even though the same three perceived 
forms / /, /ou/ and / u/ are obtained, the distributions of these three forms are 
different: 70%-20%-10% vs. 80%-10%-10%. These perceived forms can be 
accounted by the interlanguage perception grammar shown in Tableau 7. The 
different distribution of the surface form / / in the three scenarios also suggests that 
orthography aids the adapter’s perception. 

To sum up, the perceived forms of Experiment 6 will be stored as indicated 
in the middlemost two sections of Table 17. Similar to scenarios 2 and 4, the 
underlying forms will undergo phonological production, regulated by the native MC 
phonological grammar presented in Tableaux 1 and 2 (see section 3.3.2). 
Accordingly, the produced surface forms and phonetically implemented forms will 
be those of the lower two sections of Table 17.  
 
 
 
3.7 Adaptation by RL/SL proficient bilinguals 
 
Proficient bilinguals have two relatively well-developed separate grammars 
(Broselow 2009). The adaptation of the English word Bell [be ] into MC by such 
proficient bilinguals will be taken as an example in this section. 
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Scenario 7 
 
Input type: Orthographic input or acoustic input or orthographic & acoustic input 
Adapter type: proficient bilingual 
 
In this scenario the proficient bilingual has developed good English and MC 
grammars. When she hears the English word Bell [be ], she can perceive the word 
faithfully as /be / using her native English phonological grammar, storing it as |be |. 
Then the decision has to be made how to produce this word. It is essential to know 
whether she uses English grammar or MC grammar in production. If the 
phonological grammar in production is her English grammar, the word will be 
borrowed into MC without any modifications. Even though she can produce the 
English word perfectly natively, she clearly knows that MC dose not have the 
phonemes /b/ or / / and also MC does not allow any non-nasal codas. 24  And 
importantly, no characters can express the syllable /be /. She will presumably also 
be aware that monolingual MC speakers cannot easily produce the marked structure. 
The most natural is assumption is that in production the MC native phonological 
grammar will be adopted. The stored form |be | will be adapted to /pei. r/ according 
to that grammar as presented in Tableaux 1 and 2 in section 3.4. The produced form 
will be implemented as the phonetic form [pei. r].  
 
 
 
3.8 Conclusion 
 
This chapter introduces two important factors that affect loanword adaptation: input 
type and adapter type. The former factor includes three separate kinds: purely an 
orthographic input, purely an acoustic input or a combination of orthographic and 
acoustic input. The latter factor covers RL monolingual speakers and different 
degrees of RL learners of SL. Depending on input and adapter type, seven different 
loanword adaptation scenarios were presented from section 3.4 to section 3.7. The 
scenarios were illustrated using the example of the adaptation of English Bell [be ] 
into MC. It was shown how different input types, acoustic and/or orthographic, 
affect the process of adaptation. It was moreover demonstrated that different adapter 
types, monolinguals and different degrees of bilinguals, conduct adaptation in 
different ways.  
 This chapter also dealt with issues such as where loanword adaptation takes 
place and what determines (the shape of) loanword adaptation. To answer these 
questions, the bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a) was assumed, 
with the addition of possible orthographic input and output. For monolingual 
adapters, it was argued that when the input is orthographic only, the perception 
grammar of the adapters is not involved. If the acoustic input is available, loanword 
adaptation will occur in perception, and the native RL perception grammar 

24 She certainly can produce the target word in the English way. However, the process will be outside of 
the scope of loanword adaptation that the current dissertation investigates. 
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determines adaptation. With respect to non-proficient bilingual adapters, it was 
shown that the adapters can map the orthographic input to the surface form in 
comprehension accurately when the input is purely orthographic. In this case, the 
adaptation will be done in the phonological production determined by the native RL 
phonological grammar. When the input type is purely acoustic, there are two 
situations depending on whether the interlanguage grammar allows the SL 
phoneme/structure in question. When not, loanword adaptation will occur at the 
perception stage governed by the interlanguage perception grammar. Otherwise, 
loanword adaptation will only occur in phonological production, where the native 
RL phonological grammar of the adapter determines further adaptation. As for 
proficient bilinguals, perception is always faithful. The adaptation will only be 
carried out in phonological production regulated by the native RL phonological 
grammar.  

Compared to previous loanword studies, such as Paradis & LaCharité (1997, 
2008) and Peperkamp et al. (2008), the bidirectional model with the additional 
components of orthographic input and output can handle loanword adaptation to a 
wider extent. It can account for adaptation that is carried out based not just on purely 
acoustic input but also purely orthographic input, and the combination of both. It can 
also deal with the adaptation carried out by monolinguals (just as the bidirectional 
model) and different degrees of bilinguals (similar to the L2LP model of Escudero 
2005). Some previous studies, however, only accounted, or only tried to account, for 
sub-domains of the complete domain of loanword adaptation. For instance, the 
adaptation scenario that Paradis & LaCharité treated was in fact scenario 7, and 
Peperkamp et al. only addressed scenarios 3 and 4. Moreover, the current model can 
be extended to account for the loanword adaptation performed by L2 learners of RL, 
English learners of MC, for instance.25 An adaptation experiment of English [be ] 
targeting English learners of MC is what immediately springs to mind here, but this 
was not included in this dissertation’s investigation due to lack of time and subjects. 
It is predicted, however, that the adaptation of English learners will be done in 
phonological production, which is covered by her English-MC interlanguage 
grammar. It is because Bell [be ] is an English word that, independently of the form 
in which this word is presented to an English speaker, she will perceive it faithfully 
as /be / and store it faithfully as |be |. In Chapter 10 another case study will be 
presented of how English learners of MC and Dutch learners of MC adapt English 
[ve] compared to MC learners of English. 
 

25 One example that comes to mind is that of the European missionaries coming to China since 1598. 
From the 16th century to the 19th century they were the main communicators between China and Europe. 
The missionaries learned Chinese in China. They furthermore translated The Bible and other works on 
western science, mathematics, astronomy, etc. into Chinese. In their works, western proper names and 
new scientific terms were massively rendered into Chinese. They also translated many Chinese classical 
works into European languages and made it possible for Europeans to understand more about China. 
Among all the priests, two Italian Jesuit priests’ contribution is particularly important. They are Michele 
Ruggieri (1543 – 1607) and Matthew Ricci (1552 – 1610). They were two of the first few western 
scholars who mastered Chinese script and Classical Chinese. They wrote the first Portuguese-Chinese 
dictionary, which is the first European-Chinese dictionary in history. In addition, Ricci was the first to 
invent a system to transcribe Chinese characters in the Latin alphabet. 



CHAPTER 4 
 
 

LANGUAGES UNDER INVESTIGATION 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter presents the two languages whose interaction is under investigation: 
Mandarin Chinese (MC) and English. The chapter specifically addresses those 
aspects of these two languages that will be relevant to the contents of the later 
chapters. Section 4.2 is a brief introduction into MC tones. The consonant systems 
of MC and English are presented in section 4.3, and the vowels in section 4.4. In 
section 4.5, I discuss these languages’ syllable structure. Section 4.6 is the 
concluding summary. 
 
 
 
4.2 MC tones 
 
MC is a tone language. A single syllable, which usually corresponds to a word, can 
have different meanings depending on the tone: tone is contrastive. Four tones can 
be distinguished, which are usually notationally expressed by digits 1 to 5; these 
digits correspond to relative pitch values: high level tone is 55, high rising tone 35, 
low falling-rising tone 214 and high falling tone 51. The pitch values are shown in 
(1). They are referred to as 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th tone in the order just given.  
 
(1) The pitch values of MC tones 
 

 
 
Examples are given in (2). In (2a), the syllable [ma], when bearing the first tone 
means ‘mother’, whereas it means ‘hemp’ with second tone, ‘horse’ with third tone 
and ‘to scold’ with fourth tone. The syllable [ji] can also mean different things when 
bearing different tones, as illustrated in (2b). In this study, numerical pitch values 
are used to indicate the tones of MC characters. 
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(2) Tone contrast in MC 
 

Tone Pitch    Pitch  Example 
number  pattern    value 

a.  
        1  high level   55  [ma]55  ‘mother’ 
        2  high rising    35  [ma]35  ‘hemp’ 
        3  low falling-rising  214  [ma]214  ‘horse’ 
        4  high falling   51  [ma]51 ‘to scold’ 
b.  
        1  high level   55  [ji]55  ‘one’ 
        2  high rising    35  [ji]35  ‘aunt’ 
        3  low falling-rising  214  [ji]214   ‘already’ 
        4  high falling   51  [ji]51 ‘meaning’ 
 
Arguably MC syllables can be divided into the two basic types: full and weak (e.g., 
Chao 1968, Duanmu 2000, 2007). Full syllables were shown in (2) above. They are 
the set of syllables with different tones. MC weak syllables bear the neutral tone (T0) 
that does not have an intrinsic pitch value compared to full syllables. Depending on 
the tone of the preceding syllable, the pitch value and contour of the neutral tone 
changes (Chao 1968). Examples are given in (3). Also see more discussion of MC 
neutral tones in Duanmu (2007: 241) and Lin (2007: 98). Note that in (3) ASP 
means ‘aspect marker’. 
 
(3) The neutral tone in MC 
 
TONE    SYLLABLE CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
T1 + T0 = 55 + 2  [fei]55[l ]2    ‘fly ASP (flew)’ 
T2 + T0 = 35 + 3  [lai]35[l ]3   ‘come ASP (came)’ 
T3 + T0 = 21 + 4  [mai]21[l ]4   ‘buy ASP (bought)’ 
T4 + T0 = 51 + 1  [mai]51[l ]1   ‘sell ASP (sold)’  
            

Source: Duanmu (2007: 241) 
 
 
 
4.3 Consonants 
 
MC and English consonants are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In the 
tables, the vertical axis shows the manners of articulation of the consonants and the 
horizontal axis gives the places of articulation. MC has 25 consonants, shown in 
Table 1.1 English has 24 consonants (see Table 2). 

1 Many other studies also list the three alveolo-palatals /t , t , / in the consonant table (C. Cheng 1973 
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Table 1 MC consonants 

 

 bilabial 
labio-
dental 

dental 
post-

alveolar 
alveolo-
palatal 

pala-
tal 

velar 

plosive p p   t t     k k  

fricative  f s    x 

affricate   ts ts  t   t  t   t    

nasal m  n     

approxi-
mant 

w,   l   j,  w 

      
                       Source: Lin (2007:41) 

 
Table 2 English consonants 

 

 
bi-

labial 
labio-
dental 

dental 
alveo-

lar 
post-

alveolar 
pala
-tal 

velar 
glo-
ttal 

plosive p b   t d   k   

fricative  f v   s z     h 

affricate     t  d     

nasal m   n     

approxi-
mant 

w   l r j w  

      
      Source: Collins & Mees (1996) 

 
A number of aspects can be addressed that constitute crucial differences between 
MC and English. Starting with the consonants, these can be compared in three 
aspects, viz. voicing, aspiration and place of articulation. 
 

and others). Duanmu (2000) suggests that in MC they are a special case of consonant-glide combinations 
and omits these consonants from the consonant table. These two different views lead to different   
transcriptions of syllables containing palatal consonants. The former transcribes MC pinyin jie and qie to 
[t j ] and [t  in IPA respectively, while the latter transcribes them to [t ] and [t ]. In this 
dissertation, I follow the former transcription. This choice has no impact on the OT phonological 
grammar I propose.  
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4.3.1 Voicing 
 
Both MC and English have voiced and voiceless consonants. It can be deduced from 
the tables above that voicing is contrastive in English but not in MC. Some pairs of 
English consonants can be solely distinguished by voicing but no MC consonant 
pairs are of this kind. MC voiced consonants are sonorants, i.e. nasals and 
approximants, and none of them have voiceless counterparts. The rest of the MC 
consonants, all of the obstruents, are all voiceless, and do not have voiced 
counterparts. English is similar to MC in that its sonorants do not have voiceless 
counterparts. It is different in that some of the consonants differ in voicing. English 
voiceless (obstruent) consonants that have voiced counterparts are /p, t, k, f, s, , , 
t /. Their voiced counterparts, i.e. /b, d, , v, z, , , d / are presented in the shaded 
cells in Table 2. Thus, voicing is a very important (contrastive) feature of 
consonants in English but not in MC.   
 
 
4.3.2 Aspiration 
 
Aspiration is one of the features that can distinguish consonants. Different from 
voicing, it plays a more important role in MC than in English. MC has six pairs of 
consonants that contrast in aspiration, and they are all voiceless. They are plosives /p, 
p /, /t, t / and /k, k / and affricates /ts, ts /, /t , t / and /t , t /. English, on the 
other hand, only has voiceless aspirated plosives /p , t , k /. As is well-known, they 
are contextually determined allophones of voiceless plosive /p, t, k/. Aspirated 
plosives occur only in the onset of a stressed syllable, when not be preceded by /s/, 
as in panty, attack and barracuda (Hammond 2003: 226). Also, aspiration occurs 
word-initially independently of stress, as in parade, tomorrow and career 
(Hammond 2003: 225). Unaspirated consonants occur after the onset /s/, as in space, 
state and skate, and elsewhere in words, as in happy, alter and America. Comparing 
voicing and aspiration of MC and English, it can be seen that the former is a crucial 
feature to differentiate consonants in English whereas the latter is important in MC. 
English aspiration should not be ignored, however, because it is simply an 
allophonic feature in many words.  
 
 
4.3.3 Place of articulation 
 
With respect to place of articulation, three kinds of consonants can be distinguished 
– labials, coronals and dorsals – based on different articulators, namely the lips, the 
tongue tip and blade, and the body of the tongue.  

MC has four bilabial consonants /p, p , m, w/ and one labio-dental /f/. All 
these consonants are found in English as well. Moreover, English has the voiced 
counterparts of the bilabial plosive /p/ and the labio-dental /f/, i.e. /b/ and /v/, 
respectively.  

For coronal consonants, the two target languages differ from each other to a 
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considerable extent. MC has seven dentals, /t, t , s, ts, ts , n, l/, and four post-
alveolars / , t , t , /.2 The four MC post-alveolars are often called retroflex. With 
respect to English coronals, dental, alveolar and post-alveolar consonants are 
attested. Two dental consonants are / , / and six alveolars are /t, d, s, z, n, l/. 
Compared to MC post-alveolars, when producing English post-alveolars, / , , t , 
d /, the blade and front part of the tongue are raised (Lin 2007: 28).  
 Since dorsal consonants are articulated with the back of the tongue and velum, 
they are also called velars (as in tables 1 and 2). MC dorsal consonants are /k, k , x, 

/. English, on the one hand, has a voiced velar plosive / / and a fricative /h/ which 
are not attested in MC; on the other hand, it does not have the fricative /x/, which is 
found in MC. 

Some consonants have more than one place of articulation. It is important 
to realize from the outset that, like the primary place of articulation, the secondary 
articulation may play a role in adaptations as well. For instance, to produce MC 
alveolo-palatals, /t , t , both coronal and dorsal articulations are involved.  
  The next section introduces the vowels of MC and English.  
 
 
 
4.4 Vowels  
 
MC has five vowel phonemes /i, y, u, , a/ (e.g., Lin 1989, Duanmu 2007, Lin 
2007).3 The mid vowel has several allophones. However, scholars disagree on how 
to transcribe the variants of this mid vowel (e.g., Chao 1968; Cheng 1973; Xu 1980; 
Lin 2007). For instance, Lin (2007) argues that it has the three variants [e, , o]. She 
does not distinguish between the mid vowel allophone in the diphthong /ei/ and that 
occurring in syllable-final position, following a glide /j/ or / /. On the other hand, 
she points out that if the MC mid vowel is in syllable-final position, for some MC 
speakers it is phonetically closer to [ ] than [e]. However, the closer-to-[ ] sound is 
not shown in her phonetic transcription of MC sounds. In this study, the distinction 
between [ ] and [e] is made, since phonetic details may be relevant to loanword 
adaptation. 4 It is therefore assumed that the MC mid vowel / / has four variants, viz. 
[e, , , o]. Table 3 presents MC monophthongs, including the allophones. MC 
diphthongs are shown in Table 4. 
 

2 Regarding MC dentals, Lin (2007) pointed out that they ‘do not have very exact constriction location; 
they have been variably classified as dentals or alveolars or both’ (cf. Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996, 
Chao 1968, Duanmu 2000, Lin 2007). Following Chao (1968), Duanmu (2000, 2007) and Lin (2007), 
they are classified here as ‘dentals’. 
3 Not included in the vowel table are [ , ]: it is still under debate whether they are vowels or not (cf. Chao 
1968, Duanmu 2000, Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996 vs. Lee & Zee 2003, Zee 2003, Wu 2004). Following 
Lee & Zee (2003), in this study these two sounds are considered to be syllabic consonants, one is a dental 
approximant and the other is a post-alveolar approximant. Lee & Zee use the symbol / / for both.  
4 Note that Xu (1980) uses the symbol [E] for the closer-to-[ ] sound.  
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Table 3 Monophthongs in MC 
 

 Front Central Back 

 Unrounded Rounded  Unrounded Rounded 

High i y   u 

Mid e    o 

Mid      

Low a     

 
Table 4 MC diphthongs 

 

 Front Back 

Mid ei ou 

Low ai u 

 
Compared to MC, English has a rich vowel inventory. It is presented in Figures 1-4 
below. As will be clear it is based on British English. The reason for selecting this 
variety over others is that most ‘English’ loanwords dealt with in this dissertation 
are borrowings from British English not from American English.5  

 

5 British English is the variety of English that Chinese students learn at school. Many American movies 
and TV programs are being dubbed into MC, but it is true that American English is becoming more and 
more popular in China. However, British English seems to be still the source of the borrowings. One 
piece of evidence comes from the adaptation of the American English front vowel [ ] that corresponds to 
the back vowel [ ] in British English. The American movie star’s name Josh Hartnett is adapted to MC 
[ j u. .xa.nai.t ]  ‘tall-miscellaneous-breathe out-how-special’. Inspecting this case, 
firstly, the adaptation is not affected by orthography, English jo in Josh does not correspond to MC 
Pinyin qiao [ j u]. Secondly, the MC phonological grammar proposed in Chapter 3, section 3.4.3.2 
predicts that American [ ] will be adapted to an MC front vowel and British [ ] to an MC back vowel. 
However, [ ] is treated as a back vowel just as if it were British [ ]. So, it is plausible to argue that the 
source of the borrowings is based on British English. Of course, a small handful of loanwords were 
clearly borrowed from American English, especially those loanwords in which a postvocalic [r] sound 
survives, see Appendix G, Table 5.  
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Figure 1 Checked vowels of English   Figure 2 Free steady-state  
          vowels of English 
 

                          
 
Source: Collins & Mees (1996: 89 & 100) 

 
Figure 3 English closing diphthongs    Figure 4 English centering  
              diphthongs 
 

                             
 

Source: Collins & Mees (1996: 107) 
 
These MC and English vowels will be briefly discussed in sections 4.4.1 – 4.4.4. 
The MC and English monophthongs are described and compared in sections 4.4.1 – 
4.4.3. Section 4.4.4 presents MC and English diphthongs, and their differences.  
 
 
4.4.1 High vowels 
 
MC has three high vowels, namely, /i, u, y/ whereas English has four, /i , u , , /. 
The vowels /i, i , / are front and unrounded whereas /u, u , / are back and rounded. 
MC has a high rounded vowel /y/ which English lacks. Examples are given in (4).  
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(4) Examples of high vowels in MC and English  
 
VOWEL MC    ENGLISH  
 
a. /i/   [ni]214  ‘you’     
b. /u/   [pu]51   ‘no’     
c. /y/   [ly]51   ‘green’  
 
d. /i /      neat [ni t] 
e. /u /       boot [bu t] 
f. / /      bit [b t] 
g. / /      book [b k] 
  
It is worth mentioning that MC high vowels are not contrastive with their 
counterpart glides (e.g., Duanmu 2000, 2007; Lin 2007). An MC high vowel 
becomes its counterpart glide when it is in an onset position and is followed by a 
mid or low vowel. In this position, the corresponding glides of MC high vowels /i, y, 
w/ are /j, , w/, respectively. Comparative examples are shown in (5).  
 
(5) MC high vowels and glides 
 
VOWEL MC    GLIDE  MC 
 
a. [ni]214    ‘you’    [j ]214     ‘also’ 
    [mi]214  ‘rice’   [t ja]55   ‘home’ 

  
b. [ly]51    ‘green’   [ yn]35   ‘cloud’ 

    [ny]214  ‘woman’   [ ]214  ‘snow’ 
 
c. [pu]51    ‘no’   [wo]214  ‘I’ 
    [tu]35  ‘picture’   [twei]51  ‘right’ 
 
 
4.4.2 Mid vowels 
 
MC only has one mid vowel / /, the vowels [e, , , ] being allophones (recall 
discussion above). English has a much larger range of mid vowels. There are five, 
including the mid front vowel /e/, mid central vowels / , , / and mid back vowel 
/ /.  

MC has the mid front vowels [ ] and [e], English has /e/. According to Xu 
(1980), MC [ ] occurs only in syllable-final position when preceded by a glide /j/ or 
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/ /. 6 MC [e] occurs only in the diphthong /ei/ (further discussion of this diphthong 
in 4.4.4 below). English /e/ not only can occur as an independent monophthong but 
also as the initial vowel of the diphthong /e /. With respect to the mid central vowels, 
both languages have the vowel / /. MC / / can only occur before a nasal consonant, 
i.e. /n/ or / / as in [p n] and [t j ], whereas English / / can occur quite freely. In 
comparison to MC, English in addition has a central mid-high vowel / / and a 
central mid-low one / /, as in bet [bet], bird [b d] and but [b t], respectively. The 
mid back vowels in MC are [ ] and [o] and in English is / /. MC [ ] occurs only in 
syllable-final position in a CV syllable as in [t ] and [s ], and more crucially it 
cannot follow a labial nor a palatal consonant. MC [o] is either followed by /u/ as in 
[tou] and [kou] (see section 4.4.4) or preceded by the glide /w/ as in [wo] or [pwo]. 
Importantly, the only consonants that can precede [wo] are labials. Examples of the 
mid vowels are given in (6).  
 
(6) Examples of mid vowels in MC and English  
 
VOWEL MC    ENGLISH   
 
a. /e/      bet [bet] 
b. [    [j ]214  ‘also’      

   [ ]35 ‘to study’ 

a. / /   [p n]214 ‘root’  cinema [ s n. .m ]  
   [p ]51 ‘to jump]  consider [k n s d. ]  
c. / /      bird [b d] 
d. / /      but [b t] 
e. [    [l ]51 ‘happy’ 
f. [o]   [pwo]55 ‘wave’ 
g. / /      bought [b t]  
 
 
4.4.3 Low vowels 
 
MC only has one low vowel /a/. Similar to the allophones of the MC mid vowel, 
different scholars have different proposals. This study follows Lin (2007) who 
proposes that the MC low vowel /a/ has one allophone [ ]. MC /a/ occurs in contexts 

as follows: in syllable final position, before the dental nasal, between glide /j, / and 
the dental nasal /n/, and in the diphthong /ai/ (see section 4.4.4 below).7 But it cannot 
be followed by the velar nasal / / or the vowel /u/ (see section 4.4.4 below), where 

6 I follow Xu (1980) here because he gave more detailed analysis about the MC mid vowel.     
7 Scholars have different proposals on the transcription of [a] when it is between a glide [j] or [ ] and the 

dental nasal [n], so the [j_n] and [ _n] contexts. Chao (1968) used the symbol [ ] in [j_n] and [a] in [ _n]. 
Fu (1956) and Lin (1989, 2007) use [ ] for both contexts. Given that it is after all a front low vowel, [a] 
will be used for both contexts in this dissertation.  
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its allophone [ ] appears. Examples of MC low vowels are presented in (7). 
 
(7) Examples of low vowels in MC 
 
VOWEL MC    CONTEXT     
 
a. /a/    [ ja]51 ‘summer’  in syllable final position 
   [ma]214 ‘horse’  in syllable final position  
   [xwa]55 ‘flower’  in syllable final position 
   [san]55 ‘three’  before the dental nasal /n/   

   [jan]214 ‘eye’   between glide /j,  and the nasal /n/ 
 
b. [ ]   [m ]35 ‘busy’  before the velar nasal / / 

 
Compared to MC, English has a richer vowel inventory. It also has a front vowel / / 
and two back ones / , /. English examples are presented in (8).  
 
(8) Examples of low vowels in English 
 
VOWEL ENGLISH     
 
a. / /  cat [k t] 
b. / /  pass [p s] 
c. / /  hot [h t]   
 
 
4.4.4 Diphthongs  
 
MC has four closing diphthongs: /ei, ai, ou, u/ (Lin 2007). The former two are front 
vowels and the latter two are back. English has a far richer diphthong inventory. It 
has five closing diphthongs, viz. /e , a , , , a / and three centering diphthongs, 
i.e. / , , / (Collins & Mees 1996: 107). Four diphthongs (/e , a , , /) are 
front vowels and four (/ , , a , /) are back.  
 The following differences between MC and English diphthongs are worth 
mentioning. First, MC has more restrictive combinations of diphthongs than English. 
MC diphthongs consist of a mid or a low vowel followed by the high vowels /i/ or 
/u/. The first element of an English diphthong not only can be a mid or a low vowel 
but also a high vowel. The vowels that can occur as the second element of an 
English diphthong are not limited to high vowels / /, / /. The mid vowel / / is also 
allowed. In addition, MC /ei, ai/ and /ou, u/ end in /i/ and /u/, respectively, whereas 
English /e , a / and / , a / end in / / and / /, respectively.8 Moreover, the MC 

8 Lin (2007) mentions that the second part of MC diphthongs is not as high as the monophthongs /i/ and 
/u/, respectively, and can be transcribed as English / / and / /. In this study it will be assumed that the 
second part of MC diphthongs is [i] or [u].
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vowel /e/ only occurs in the diphthong /ei/ whereas English /e/ can occur as the first 
vowel in the diphthong /ei/ and as a monophthong. It is noteworthy that the MC 
vowel /a/ can occur more freely than the English vowel /a/, which occurs only in the 
diphthongs /ai/ and /a /. The diphthongs of the two languages are given in (9) and 
(10).   
   
(9) Diphthongs in MC  
 

Closing diphthong 
 front     back 

 
MC   /ei/  [pei]55 ‘cup’  /ou/  [kou]214 ‘dog’  
  /ai/  [tai]51 ‘bag’  / u/  [m u]55 ‘cat’ 
  
(10) Diphthongs in English  
 

Closing diphthong 
   front     back 
 
English /e / face [fe s]   / / boy [b ]   
  /a / time [ta ]   / / mow [m ] 
       /a / house [ha s] 

 
Centering diphthong 

   front     back 
  / / near [n ]   / / cure [kj ] 
  / / square [skw ] 
 
 
 
4.5 MC and English Syllable structure 
 
The syllable structure of MC is far more restrictive than that of English. There are 
two views of syllable structures in MC, a traditional one represented by Cheng 
(1973) and a contemporary one represented by Duanmu (2000, 2007). Neither 
allows complex onsets and codas and MC codas are limited to one segment, either 
/n/ or / /. However, one of the major differences between the two views lies in the 
pre-nuclear glide (G). 9  The traditional approach considers the glide (G) in 
consonant-glide (CG) combinations to be a separate sound, as [w] in [two]55  
‘many’ and [j] in [p ]35  ‘do not’. In contrast, the position taken in Duanmu’s 
work is more subtle. Following Chao (1934), the ‘glides’ are phonetically taken to 
be secondary articulations of plain onset consonants. Thus, [pjan]51 ‘change’, 
[swan]55 ‘sour’, and so on. In the latter example, “[s] and [w] are articulated at the 

9 More differences are discussed in Duanmu (2000, 2007) and Lin (2007).  
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same time. In contrast, [sw] in English words like sway are two sounds, in that the 
lip rounding of [w] occurs after [s]” (Duanmu 2007:25). This does not necessarily 
imply, however, accepting a whole range of “additional phonemes. Rather, it is 
possible for two phonemes to merge into a single sound” (Duanmu 2007:81). 
Recognizing the plausibility of Duanmu’s view, the current dissertation adopts the 
traditional view, because it makes it easier to compare MC sounds one-to-one to 
English sounds. Under this proviso, examples for every possible MC syllable type 
are presented in Table 5.  

Table 5 MC syllable types 
 

V  [ ]35  ‘goose’ 
GV [ja]35  ‘tooth’ 
CV [pa]51  ‘daddy’ 

CGV [lja]214  ‘two’ 

VC [an]55  ‘peace’ 
GVC [jan]51  ‘swallow’ 
CVC [k an]51  ‘to look’ 

CGVC [lja ]51  ‘bright’ 

VV [ai]51  ‘to love’ 
GVV [j u]51  ‘medicine’ 
CVV [k ai]55  ‘to open’ 

CGVV [ljou]51  ‘six’ 

 
English, on the other hand, allows consonant clusters both in onset and coda 
positions. A possible syllable in English could be (C)(C)(C)V(C)(C)(C)(C). The size 
of English consonant clusters varies both initially and finally, as illustrated in Table 
6 (see for instance Hammond 2003: 37).   
 

Table 6 English syllable types 
 

V 
‘A’ 

CV 
ray, raw 

CCV 
tray, draw 

CCCV 
stray, straw 

VC 
app, oat 

CVC 
rap, boat 

CCVC 
trap, bloat 

CCCVC 
strap, stroke 

VCC 
inch, AIDS 

CVCC 
rince, range 

CCVCC 
prince, trains 

CCCVCC 
sprint, strange 

VCCC 
angst, Omsk 

CVCCC 
text, banks  

CCVCCC 
sphinx, pranks 

CCCVCCC 
strengths, 
stretched 

VCCCC 
angsts 

CVCCCC 
texts, sixths 

? ? 
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The adaptation of complex English syllable structures into MC has been analyzed in 
detail in Miao (2005). Her main findings are that vowel epenthesis occurs more 
often than consonant deletion in the adaptation of English complex onsets and codas 
into MC and the epenthetic vowel must have the same place feature as its preceding 
consonant. The current dissertation, however, takes a different approach. It will 
concentrate on the adaptation of English CV(N) sequences into MC. This will be 
further developed in Chapters 7 and 8.  
 
 
 
4.6 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter the relevant background was provided to the sound systems of the 
two languages under investigation in this dissertation, MC and English. MC is tone 
language, with four contrastive tones on syllables. MC and English consonants were 
compared with respect to voicing, aspiration and place of articulation. An overview 
of MC and English vowels was provided. Finally, the differences in syllable 
structure in the two languages were illustrated. The next chapter will briefly 
introduce loanwords as they occur in MC, and the loanword corpus and the data it 
makes available, underlying much of the discussion in the second half of this 
dissertation.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 

 LOANWORDS IN MC 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter provides general background information on borrowing into Mandarin 
Chinese (MC), specifically from English into MC. Section 5.2 briefly introduces the 
history of loanword borrowing in Chinese. Section 5.3 provides an introduction of 
loanword types. Section 5.4 is an overview of the current loanword corpus data, 
including the source of the data, the input of loanword adaptation and the loanword 
adapters in MC. The concluding summary is presented in section 5.5. 
 
 
 
5.2 The history of borrowing in Chinese  
 
Chinese, including Mandarin Chinese and other dialects, is known to be an export-
minded language. It exported a large number of words to many Asian countries. 
Some neighbors like Japan, Korea and Vietnam even adopted the Chinese writing 
system. On the other hand, Chinese can also be said to be very conservative, since it 
is generally resistant to loan words from other languages (Norman 1988). Despite 
this manifest inclination towards purity, throughout history loanwords did enter 
Chinese and in fact survive until now. Three periods in the history are marked by 
considerable borrowings. The first period is from Eastern Han (AD 25 - 200) to 
Tang dynasty (AD 618 - 907), when Buddhist texts, originally produced in Sanskrit, 
were massively translated into Chinese. The second period began in the 16th century 
and ended in the early 20th century (during the Ming and Qing dynasties) when 
European missionaries came to China and introduced (western) scientific terms into 
Chinese. The third period started in 1978 when the Opening Policy was introduced, 
and runs until the present day: it is a period of increased and increasing contact of 
China with the western world as a result of which large numbers of words from 
European languages (including English) entered and enter into Chinese. 1  This 
dissertation focuses on loanwords that were borrowed from English mainly during 
the third period. Among the loanwords that entered into Chinese during the second 
period, only the ones are considered that are still in use today. 
 
 
 

1 For a more detailed discussion of the history of borrowing into Chinese, see Shi (2003), Chapter 2 and 
Miao (2005), section 2.1.3. 
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5.3 Loanword-types in Chinese 
 
Loanwords are borrowed into Chinese using four strategies, based on: (a) the 
pronunciation of SL words; (b) meaning of SL words; (c) a mix of (a) and (b); and 
(d) orthography. These four strategies also divide loanwords into four types: (a) 
phonemic loanwords; (b) semantic loanwords; (c) phono-semantic loanwords; and 
(d) graphic loanwords (Luo 1950).2 In what follows in this chapter, examples will be 
provided of each of these four types, adding, however, that this dissertation will only 
address phonemic loanwords and the phonemic aspects of phono-semantic 
loanwords, so type (a) and one aspect of type (c). Also notice that the pronunciations 
of English words in this dissertation are taken from the Cambridge English 
Pronouncing Dictionary (Jones et al. eds. 2003, 17th edition) and the discussion will 
address only loanwords borrowed into MC; hence the recipient language will always 
be MC, never any other Chinese dialect.  
 
 
5.3.1 Phonemic loanwords 
 
Phonemic loanwords are those for which the adapter tries to stay as close as possible 
to the pronunciation of the source word (e.g., Lü 1942; Luo 1950; Wang 1958; Gao 
& Liu 1958; Chao 1970). An example is English bar that is borrowed as MC [pa]  
‘bar’. In this example the English voiced unaspirated plosive [b] is modified to MC 
voiceless unaspirated plosive [p], and the English [ ] is adapted to MC [a]. 
Phonemic loanwords themselves can again be divided into two kinds. The first 
consists of cases that are purely phonemically transliterated into MC: these can be 
called purely phonemic loanwords. The adapter only tries to match the 
pronunciations of SL to MC, regardless of whether the characters chosen carry the 
meaning of the loanword. Examples are given in (1).  
 
(1) Examples of purely phonemic loanwords in MC 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
a. ounce  [ .s ]    abundant- manage 
b. domino [two.mi.nwo]   many-rice-promise 
c. romantic [lwo.man.ti.k ]  net-graceful-base-to conquer 
d. Olympic [ u.lin.p i.k ]  abstruse-forest-to match- 

to conquer 
e. London [lw n.tw n]   to match-honest 
f. Liverpool [li.wu.p u]   interest-thing-riverside 

2 There is no real consensus in the literature on how many types of loanwords should be distinguished (Lü 
1942; Luo 1950; Zheng 1958; Wang 1958; Gao & Liu 1958 and among others). For instance, Wang 
(1958) argued that, except for the phonemic and phonemic part of phono-semantic loanwords, borrowings 
based on meanings and graphemes are not true loanwords. Gao & Liu (1958) only excluded borrowings 
based on meanings. 
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g. Eddy  [ai.di]    dust-to enlighten 
  
Take the example of Eddy. Phonetically/Phonologically speaking, MC [i] is closest 
to English [i, i ] because both phonemes are high front vowels. MC [t] is closest to 
English [d] in terms of place and manner articulation. Both MC [t] and [d] are 
alveolar unaspirated plosives. Therefore, the prediction will be that English [ ] will 
be mapped to MC [i] and English [d] to MC [t]. This is what we find in Eddy  
[ai.ti] ‘dust-to enlighten’. 
  The second type of phonemic loanword is referred to as phonemic-semantic. 
(e.g., Lü 1942; Luo 1950; Wang 1958; Gao & Liu 1958). These cases are different 
from the purely phonemic loanwords in that they not only sound close to the SL 
words but also make an attempt at preserving the meaning. They must be 
distinguished from phono-semantic loanwords which contain two parts, i.e. the 
phonemic part and the semantic part (see section 5.3.2). 
  Examples of phonemic-semantic loanwords are given in (2).  
 
(2) Examples of phonemic-semantic loanwords in MC 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
a. Esperanto [ai.s .pu.nan.tu]   to love-this-not- 
       difficult-to read 
b. hacker [xei.k ]    black-guest 
c. Coca-Cola [k .k ou.k .l ]  tasty able-happy 
d. lemon  [nj .m ]    a kind of tree 
e. shampoo [ j .pwo]    aroma-wave 
f. media  [mei.t i]     matchmaker-body 
g. UFO  [jou.fu]     to conceal-to float 
 
The loanword not only has a pronunciation that is close to its source language 
pronunciation but also provides simple semantic cues as to its meaning. Obviously it 
is not always easy to meet these two requirements, so phonemic-semantic loanwords 
often involve noticeable deviations from what would be phonetically/phonologically 
expected (underlined in (2)). For instance, English [i ] and [d] in media in (2) are 
adapted to MC [ei] and [t ], respectively. Why do not the adaptations of English [i ] 
and [d] in media follow the pattern of Eddy in (1). The answer lies in semantics. The 
characters  [mei] ‘matchmaker’ and  [t i] ‘body’ make MC speakers associate 
the more heavily changed word with something that may connect people. See more 
phonemic-semantic loanwords in Appendix E. 
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5.3.2 Semantic loanwords 
 
Semantic loanwords are borrowed based on meaning. A semantic loanword is 
translated literally morpheme by morpheme. This type of loanword is found mostly 
when the SL word has at least two morphemes. Examples are given in (3).  
 
(3) Examples of semantic loanwords in MC 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
a. Microsoft [wei. wan]   micro-soft 
b. hotdog [ .kou]    hot-dog 
c. download [ ja.tsai]    down-load 
d. Silicon Valley [kwei.ku]   silicon-valley 
e. honey moon [mi. y ]    honey-moon 
 
Whether semantic loanwords should be considered as ‘being (or having been) 
borrowed’ is still debatable. Wang (1958) and Gao & Liu (1958) argued that foreign 
words that are imported purely based on meaning should not be considered to be 
loanwords, since they are simply the importation of foreign concepts with Chinese 
interpretation. However, other scholars (e.g., Luo 1950) include these words into the 
category of loanwords and call them ‘semantic loans’, or ‘loan translation’, or 
‘semantic translation’ (Masini 1993, Miao 2005, Chen 1999). In this study, semantic 
loanwords will be left out of consideration. 
 
 
5.3.3 Phono-semantic loanwords 
 
Phono-semantic loanwords are adapted on the basis of the combination of SL 
pronunciation and meaning ((e.g., Lü 1942; Luo 1950; Wang 1958; Gao & Liu 1958; 
Chao 1970). They contain two parts: one is phonemic and the other semantic. The 
phonemic part is the same as the purely phonemic loans. The semantic part is either 
the literal translation of part of the loanword or is added to the loanword to indicate 
the meaning. Compared to phonemic-semantic loanwords, pronunciation is 
irrelevant to the semantic part of the phono-semantic loanwords.  
  Typical examples are New Zealand and AIDS. The former is adapted to MC 
[ in. i.lan] ‘new-west-orchid’, in which [ in] is the literal translation for new and 
[ i.lan] is phonetic translation for Zealand. The latter is [ai.ts .pj ] ‘old-generate-
disease’, in which [ai.ts ] is AIDS and [pj ] is an indicator showing that this word 
is related to diseases. The function of the semantic part is important for MC speakers 
to better understand the loanword. English Nobel Prize is borrowed as MC 

 [now.pei. r.t j ] ‘promise-treasure-you-prize’, in which [now.pei. r] ‘promise-
treasure-you’ for Nobel is an adaptation based on pronunciation, and [t j ] ‘prize’ 
is a semantic translation of English Prize. Examples are presented in (4) and (5). The 
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semantic parts that are translated or added are underlined in the IPA forms and gloss 
parts. 
 
(4) Examples of phono-semantic loanwords (semantic part is literally translated) 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
a. New Zealand  [ in. i.lan]    new-west-orchid 
b. Nobel prize [now.pei. r.t j ]  promise-treasure- 

you-prize 
c. X-ray  [ai.k .s . . j n]  to love-to conquer- 

this-ray 
d. Berkshire [pwo.k .t yn]    eldest of brothers- 

to conquer-shire 
e. Northampton [pei.an.p u.tw n]   north-peace-general- 
       honest 
 
(5) Examples of phono-semantic loanwords (semantic part is an indicator) 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
a. AIDS  [ai.ts .pj ]    old-to generate- 

disease  
b. rifle  [lai.fu.t j ]    come-repeat-gun 
c. card  [k a.p j n]    to block-sheet  
d. Parkinson [p a.t in.s n.pj ]  scarf-gold-forest- 

disease  
 
 
5.3.4 Graphic loanwords  
 
Graphic loanword adaptations are carried out by importing the written form of an SL 
word directly into RL. In MC graphic loanwords can be found from Japanese and 
European languages, especially English (e.g., Gao & Liu 1958; Shi 2003). The 
Japanese loanwords were borrowed into MC by Chinese students and scholars who 
studied and worked in Japan between the 1890s and 1930s. They extensively 
introduced terms from the field of science, politics, education and military. New 
Japanese loanwords entered into MC through trade since the Opening Policy in 1978 
and most of them are brand names. Examples are presented in (6).  
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(6) Examples of graphic loanwords from Japanese  
 
CHARACTER JAPANESE MC IPA  MC GLOSS NOTES 
 
a.  Itochu  [yi.t .t u ] she-vine-loyal trade 
b.   Shimizu  [t j .t wei] clear-water engineering 
c.   Asahi  [t u. ]  morning-sun beer 
d.   Honda  [p n.t j n] root-field automobile 
e.  Shiseido  [ts . .t ] generate-life-hall cosmetics 
f.   Toshiba  [tu .t ]  east-sesame electronics 
 

  Source: Miao (2005: 33) 
 

MC also borrows European words based on orthography. This is remarkable because 
Chinese and the European languages have completely different writing systems. The 
European graphic loanwords are mainly letter words, which are called  [ts  
mu ts ] in MC (e.g., Liu 2002, Yang 2007). For example, English DVD is borrowed 
into Chinese as DVD which can appear in that spelling in a written Chinese text: 

DVD . ‘We know the DVD is a new invention’. For some letter 
words, MC characters are added to enhance the meaning. For example, the character 

 [t i] ‘machine’ is added to ATM, meaning that this object is a kind of machine.  
 
(7) Examples of graphic loanwords from English 
   
ENGLISH  FULL FORM    MC   
 
a. CD  compact disc    CD 
b. GDP  gross domestic product   GDP 
c. ATM  automated teller machine   ATM   
d. MP3  MPEG 1 audio player 3   MP3 
e. IBM  International Business Machines  IBM 
f. iPod  iPod     iPod 
 
 
 
5.4 The current corpus data 
 
 
5.4.1 The source of loanwords in the current corpus 
 
The corpus used in this dissertation contains 1194 English loanwords altogether. It 
consists of four parts: 
 
- 308 loanwords collected from the Dictionary of Loanwords in Chinese (Liu et al. 
1984) published by the Shanghai Wordbook Press; 
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- 17 loanwords from the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary (2005, 5th edition), 
edited by Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Research Institute of Language 
Department of Dictionary; 
- 292 loanwords from Place Names of the World (Zhou et al. eds. 2006), edited by 
the Proper Names and Translation Service in the Xinhua News Agency; 
- 577 loanwords from Common first names in Appendix 6 of the Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s English-Chinese Dictionary (Wehmeier et al. eds., 2004, 6th edition, the 
Commercial Press and Oxford University Press).  
 
These loanwords can be found listed in Appendices (Appendix A – D).  

From the Dictionary of Loanwords in Chinese, more than 2000 English 
loanwords were initially collected, of which 308 of these are taken into 
consideration in this study. The rest are mostly items from highly specialized 
chemistry or physics, such as ‘pipecoline’ [t ja.t i.p ai.tj ]; they are neither known 
by non-specialist (i.e., almost all) native English speakers nor MC speakers. This 
was established on the basis of a paper recognition test involving 4 (university 
trained) native English speakers and 15 MC speakers. In addition, those loanwords 
were excluded that were arguably borrowed from other languages, e.g., salon from 
French (Liu et al. 1984), or borrowed by dialect speakers, e.g., sofa by Shanghai 
dialect speakers (Shi 2003; Qian 2008, 2009; Yang 2007). Also excluded are the 
loans that are not in use anymore, mainly because the original loan has been 
replaced by a semantic calque, for example democracy was originally adapted to 
MC [t .mwo.k .la. i]  ‘virtue-worship-gram-pull-west’ but now is 
[min.t u]  ‘people-host’; the former version is not found any longer, having 
been replaced by the latter. 3  

The Contemporary Chinese Dictionary contributed 97 loanwords. However, 
there was a 58-item overlap with the Dictionary of Loanwords in Chinese, and 22 of 
them were excluded because the dictionary indicates that they were adapted by 
Cantonese speakers, or because they were highly specialist medical terms (e.g., 
thiophene) which are not commonly known by MC speakers. As a result, just 17 
loanwords from this dictionary were added to the current corpus.  

Place Names of the World contributed 292 cases. These were confined to 
place names from English speaking countries such as the United Kingdom, the 
United States of America, Australia and New Zealand, given that the current study is 
to investigate loanwords that arrive from English into MC.   

From the section of Common first names of the Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
English-Chinese Dictionary, simply all the names listed were added to the corpus.   
 
 

3  According to the regulations set up by the China National Committee for Terms in Science and 
Technologies (see also section 5.4.3 below), borrowings should be carried out based on Mandarin 
Chinese. So, the strategy taken in this dissertation is that if in previous loanword literature a loanword has 
been claimed to be borrowed based on another Chinese dialect, this loanword will be excluded from the 
corpus. Otherwise, I make the assumption that the loanword is borrowed based on Mandarin Chinese.  
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5.4.2 The input of English loans in MC 
 
With the exception of Miao (2005) and Lin (2008), rarely any literature mentions the 
issue of the exact input of loanword adaptation in MC. Miao claims that ‘contacts 
between Mandarin and Indo-European languages take place mainly through the 
medium of writing’ (pp. 55), indicating that the input is mostly orthographic. 
Similarly, Lin assumes that the input of loanword adaptation in MC is the 
orthographic form of the source language. The view that orthography is the major 
input of loanword adaptation in MC is indeed fully endorsed here. As for acoustic 
input, it is impossible to check whether the acoustic input of every loanword was 
available at the time of borrowing. Following Miao and Lin, it will be assumed in 
this study that the acoustic form was (or still is) most probably not, or at best only 
very occasionally, directly available to MC adapters.  
 
  
5.4.3 The adapters of English loans in MC  
 
If the issue is addressed at all, there is no real consensus in the literature on who, i.e. 
which sort of speaker/hearer with precisely which characteristics, is responsible for 
the adaptation of loanwords. This does not really come as a surprise given that most 
scholars work with different datasets and also partially different premises. This 
section briefly presents the different points of view, and clarifies and defends the 
current take on the matter. 

Most authors believe that both monolinguals and bilinguals perform 
adaptations. The concept of ‘bilinguals’, moreover, includes both non-proficient 
bilinguals and proficient bilinguals (see Chapter 2, section 2.2, cf. Broselow 2009). 
The clearest endorsement of this position can be found in work by Peperkamp & 
Dupoux (2001, 2003) and Boersma & Hamann (2009a). The odd authors out are 
Paradis and LaCharité who specifically claim in their work (Paradis & LaCharité 
1997, for instance) that – at least for their dataset – it is proficient bilinguals who are 
responsible for the adaptations. For those authors who believe that both mono- and 
bilinguals perform adaptations, an important issue is whether the adapters’ mono- or 
bilingual status actually matters. Peperkamp & Dupoux assume that it does not, 
whereas Boersma & Hamann assume that it does. These opposing views can be 
traced back to the differing status of perception in these works. Indeed, Boersma & 
Hamann assume monolinguals use their L1 perception and phonological grammars, 
whereas bilinguals use their interlanguage grammar and L1 phonological grammar. 
Peperkamp & Dupoux, on the other hand, assume perception to be extra-linguistic 
and consequently predict no differences between mono- and bilinguals. The current 
study, however, takes the view that for the case under consideration, that of the 
adaptations of English loans in MC, the adapters are almost always MC learners of 
English and their L2 English level typically is higher than intermediate, for reasons 
and considerations such as those below.  

Since the introduction of the Open Policy in China in 1978, contacts with 
other countries have increased if not – especially recently – exploded. Even though 
MC speakers accept acronyms like CD, VCD, DVD, using the Latin alphabet is still 
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not overwhelmingly popular in Chinese. For instance, in Chinese OPEC is  
[ou.p ei.k ] and APEC is  [ja.t ai.t i .x .tsu.t ] or 

 [[ja.t ai.t i .t i.x .tswo.tsu.t ], which is the literally translation of ‘Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation’. According to the Modern Chinese corpus data from 
the Center for Chinese Linguistics PKU (in total 477 million characters), OPEC only 
appears 1 time while  [ou.p ei.k ] appears 1669 times. Sociolinguistic 
studies, on the other hand, have shown that Chinese speakers, especially 
monolingual speakers, do not have much direct contact with the English language. 
Given that adaptations can only be made by people who are actually confronted with 
SL, this means that it is only the bilinguals that will adapt.  

Since English acronyms are the only forms surviving loaning that are not 
written in characters in MC (recall (7)), they are suitable to test whether Chinese 
speakers are familiar with the English language. Zou et al. (2005, 2006) investigated 
the attitude towards English acronyms and the familiarity of 144 English acronyms 
which they collected from the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary. In their studies 
they divided 272 MC speakers into three groups based on their level of education: 
middle school or lower (where students are taught at most 3 years of English 
proficiency), high school or professional school (at most 6 years of English) and 
college or professional college (at most 10 years). Roughly speaking, the subjects of 
the first group can be considered to be monolinguals, the second group beginners of 
MC learners of English (i.e. L2 beginners) and the college group intermediate MC 
learners of English. Zou et al. (2005) showed that MC monolingual speakers and L2 
beginners are much more reluctant to use English acronyms than intermediate L2 
learners. Among 272 subjects only 8.08% of the monolinguals and 8.45% of L2 
beginners accepted the use of English acronyms in MC. By contrast, 83.45% of the 
intermediate L2 learners had no problem with having English acronyms in MC. 
Therefore, adapters are highly unlikely to be MC monolingual speakers and L2 
beginners. If anybody, they should be intermediate MC learners of English or even 
advanced MC learners of MC. Zou et al. (2006) gave subjects three choices and 
each choice had its corresponding score.4 The first choice was ‘I understand this 
acronym’, which lead to 1 point. The second choice was ‘I have heard this word 
before but I do not know the meaning’, which was valued at 0.5 point. The last 
choice was ‘I have never heard of this word’, giving a subject 0 points. The average 
was 0.44 for the monolingual speakers, 0.61 for the L2 beginners and 0.66 for the 
intermediate L2 learners. The results show that neither L2 beginners nor even 
intermediate L2 learners show any great familiarity with English acronyms. In other 
words, judging from these investigations on English acronyms, if anybody adapts 
English words into MC, she will have to be at least an intermediate MC learner of 
English. 

Shi (2003) reports that a large role in importing new words is played by the 
China National Committee for Terms in Sciences and Technologies, founded in 
1950.5 This committee covers the translation of the following five subjects: Natural 

4 The survey was carried out in Weifang City, Shandong Province. Since Weifang is a semi-developed 
city, the results of the tests in the study can be taken to represent the Chinese student-speakers’ average.  
5 Shi (2003) in his book Loanwords in Chinese addressed the history of this committee (pp.220-222): 
‘Since 1950 Chinese government introduced Academic terms Unify Committee to regulate the translation 
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Sciences, Social Sciences, Medical Sciences, Literature and Arts and News. 
Relevant here is that the scholars of this committee are fairly advanced learners of 
English. Most of them have the experience of having studied or worked in English-
speaking countries. Among the members of the committee, for instance, LÜ 
Shuxiang studied at Oxford University from 1936 - 1938; CHIEN Wei-zang 
obtained a Ph.D. degree at the University of Toronto and was a researcher at the 
California Institute of Technology from 1942 to 1946; HUA Luogeng was a 
researcher at Cambridge University from 1936 to 1938, and a professor at 
University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign from 1948 to 1950. According to the 
guidelines, the loanwords listed by this committee are recognized as official.  

Shi (2003) also points out that the regulations for the translation of foreign 
people and place names were set up by this committee in the 1950s. They are given 
in (8).  
 
(8) a. Translation should be based on the Beijing dialect (viz. Mandarin  

Chinese); 6 
b. Translations should be based on the pronunciations of the original  
language;  
c. A single name should have only one translation, and words with the same 
pronunciation should have the same translation;  
d. Characters that are used should be easily understood. 

 
Part of the translations of proper names is done by the Proper Names and 
Translation Service in the Xinhua News Agency, following the regulations stated 
above. Similarly to the Terms committee, members who work at the Proper Names 
and Translation Service are also advanced MC learners of English. Therefore, proper 
names and terms that are officially recognized are adapted by advanced MC learners 
of English. By saying this, let it be clear that it is not implied that in practice 
bilinguals outside of these two offices cannot also carry out loanword adaptations.  

To sum up, in this dissertation adapters will be considered to be speakers of 
MC with a higher than intermediate L2 competence in English. Typically included 
are students and teachers at Chinese universities, especially those who study at 
English language departments, those who learned English up until and including 
university level, those who learned English abroad or are still studying or working 
abroad, especially in English-speaking countries, professional translators and 
interpreters of English and MC, and employees of the China National Committee for 
Terms in Sciences and Technologies, and the Xinhua News Agency, etc. 
 

of loanwords. In 1956 Editing Office for Science Terms replaced the committee and took charge of 
translation. The office stopped functioning due to the Culture Revolution from 1966 to 1976. Until 1978 a 
new office National Regulation Committee for Science Terms was organized (This office was renamed as 
China National Committee for Terms in Sciences and Technologies in 1985). This newly established 
committee makes decisions for new coming words.’  
6  Some early official translations are not based on MC, given that the corresponding loans were 
introduced before MC became the official language of China.  
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5.4.4 Two important questions  
 
In this chapter two important properties of loanword adaptation into MC were 
supported. First, the input type of the adaptation of English loanwords into MC is 
orthographic, and second the adapters are MC learners of English whose L2 English 
level is higher than intermediate. This raises two questions. The first question is 
whether these MC learners of English, when confronted with an English loan which 
is put to them in an English orthographic form, can map the orthographic input to its 
surface form correctly. The second is whether the adapters can lexically store loans 
in a form that is faithful to the English surface form. To my knowledge, there is no 
evidence in the literature that would allow us to answer these questions. In this 
dissertation it will be argued, however, that the answers to both questions are 
affirmative. In Chapter 3, section 3.4.2, it was shown that the early semi-advanced 
MC learners of English (in adaptation scenario 2) can know the pronunciation of 
English words without acoustic information on the basis of their English knowledge. 
It was furthermore shown that they are able to faithfully map the orthographic input 
to its surface form and faithfully store the latter in the lexicon. The argumentation 
will be elaborated further based on a comparison of the properties of the available 
corpus data in Chapters 5 – 8 of this dissertation, and the newly and experimentally 
obtained adaptation data presented in Chapters 9 and 10.  
 
 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
 
This chapter surveyed the literature on the history of borrowing from English in 
Chinese, including the borrowing strategies and types of loanwords. It moreover 
provided an overview of the current corpus data, including the sources and the 
choices made in assembling the actual corpus. This chapter also discussed the input 
and the adapters of English loanwords in MC. It was suggested that in the process of 
the adaptation of foreign words into MC, the orthographic form of the foreign words 
is present whereas the acoustic form is not (always) present. The typical adapters of 
loanwords are MC learners of English whose L2 English level is higher than 
intermediate.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 

 
EXTERNAL FACTORS AND CHAOS FILTERS 

 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The majority of recent loanword studies approach the area from a phonological 
and/or phonetic perspective (see the literature review in Chapter 2). However, it has 
also been suggested that external factors, i.e. neither phonetic nor phonological 
factors, can influence loanword adaptation. The orthography of SL words is put 
forward as such a factor in literature such as Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006), Smith 
(2006), Miao (2005) and Friesner (2009). 1  At first glance the English-to-MC 
loanword corpus data that this dissertation investigates show a fairly chaotic picture 
of adaptations. One English sound is often mapped to several MC sounds (i.e. one-
to-many correspondence). Appendix F – H, where the full range of data can be 
found listed, shows that, with respect to the adaptation of English onsets, only three 
single-phoneme onsets [f, m, n] are found which have a one-to-one matching pattern. 
All other onset consonants have at least two MC outcomes. Regarding codas, only a 
few consonants such as [f, v] demonstrate a clear one-to-one mapping pattern. The 
majority has more than one output. None of the English vowels have a one-to-one 
matching pattern. For instance, English [e] has six different outcomes and [ ] has 
seven. Clearly, questions that arise here are 1) why loanword adaptation is so 
complex in MC, and 2) how to account for the intricate adaptation patterns observed.  
 In the current chapter, it will be shown that some outputs make the 
adaptation more complex or, the word that will be used here, more ‘chaotic’. By the 
side of the phonetic-phonological outputs that can be reasoned, these outputs are 
hard to reasonably explain in that manner. However, they can be accounted for by 
external factors, such as misinterpreted orthography and semantic-association. 
Typical examples influenced by the former factor are <ou> in Plymouth  
[p u.li.m u.s ]  ‘general-interest-thatch-this’ and <ch> in Charlene  
[t a.lw n]  ‘to check-order’. The pronunciation of <ou> in Plymouth is / / but 
it is misinterpreted as / / as in mouth and south. <ch> in Charlene should be / / but 
it was misinterpreted as MC Pinyin /t / whose written form is also <ch>. Semantic-
association means the meaning of Chinese characters associated with that of English 
source words. In a previous study, Miao (2005) integrates these two external factors 
in her phonological analysis. This requires that her phonological grammar handles 
both phonological and non-phonological outputs, which is more than it can be 
plausibly supposed to do. A different approach from Miao’s is proposed. The cases 
that are contaminated by external factors are separated from the rest of the data of 
the corpus. In order to do so, ‘chaos filters’ are proposed to filter out the complexity 

1 Boersma & Hamann (2009a: 50 – 51) mentioned that orthography of RL forms can affect loanword 
adaptation as well.  
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which results from external factors. The phonological analysis in this dissertation 
only focuses on the data that remain after filtering. Furthermore, two case studies 
show that after filtering out the outputs that are contaminated by external factors it is 
possible to explain the remaining loanword data by a purely phonological account.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 briefly discusses the 
external factors in loanword adaptation. In section 6.3 the device of chaos filters will 
be introduced, including a discussion of what they are and why they are needed in 
MC loanword phonology. Section 6.4 presents the adaptation of the English onset [ ] 
in MC that is affected by misinterpreted orthography. As an example, section 6.5 
shows the influence of semantic-association in the adaptation of the English onset [z] 
in MC. Both sections 6.4 and 6.5 show that to account for loanword adaptation in 
MC with a fully phonological analysis, it is necessary to filter the chaos caused by 
orthography and semantic-association. Section 6.6 is the concluding summary.  
 
 
 
6.2 The role of external factors in loanword phonology 
 
 
6.2.1 Misinterpreted orthography 
 
Previous studies mostly consider the input of loanword adaptation as purely acoustic 
input (e.g., Silverman 1992; Yip 1993, 2006; Peperkamp et al. 2008). Another input 
type, however, i.e. orthographic input, is only sporadically mentioned by some 
investigators to account for exceptional adaptations (e.g., LaCharité & Paradis 2000, 
2005, Paradis & Prunet 2000). Noteworthy exceptions are Vendelin & Peperkamp 
(2006) and Smith (2006) who argue that orthography (of the SL) plays a bigger role 
than usually assumed. Their work was presented in Chapter 3, section 3.2.  

This chapter will specifically address the role of misinterpreted 
orthography in loanword adaptation in MC. This is different from the role of 
orthography in scenario 2 presented in Chapter 3 in which MC learners of English 
accurately map the English orthography to its comprehension surface form. The 
issue clarified here, on the other hand, is how the orthography of English words 
influences the adaptation in MC in sometimes unexpected ways, given that the 
writing system of MC is not alphabetic but character-based. In the current study, it is 
assumed that there are two ways that orthography can influence adaptation. The first 
is that the adapter based on her overall English knowledge misreads the orthographic 
English input. An example from the current corpus is the misinterpreted 
pronunciation of <a> in Abe  [a.pei]  ‘AFFIX-treasure’. The second is that 
English orthography influences the adaptation through MC Pinyin instead of 
characters, because orthographic correspondence can only be found between MC 
Pinyin and English orthography. The pronunciations of MC Pinyin do not always 
share the same pronunciation of their English counterparts, for instance <ch> in MC 
Pinyin is read as [t ] while in English it is often pronounced as [t ] or [ ]. A good 
example is: <ch> in Charlene is adapted to [t ]. This is because <ch> in Charlene 
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that should have been / / was misinterpreted as MC Pinyin /t / whose written form is 
also <ch>. 
 
 
6.2.2 Semantic-association  
 
Semantic-association, as a form of correspondence between the meaning of SL 
words and RL words, is hardly mentioned in loanword phonology. The RL in the 
current study is MC, in which almost every morpheme is a word. Thus, choosing an 
MC syllable for a corresponding English sound is also choosing a meaning. In this 
section a brief introduction will be provided into the MC writing system and 
characters. It will moreover be shown that loanword adaptation in MC is influenced 
by the meaning(s) of SL words and the selection of Chinese characters.  

The Chinese writing system is very different from the alphabetic writing 
systems speakers of Europe-based languages are used to: it is logographic. More 
specifically, the writing system is referred to as ‘logo-syllabic’ or ‘logo-morphemic’: 
every character represents one syllable and each of them represents a morpheme 
(e.g., Norman 1988 and Chen 1999). There are around 60,000 Chinese characters, 
6,000 of which are basic ones. However, only around 3,500 are in frequent use 
(Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China, 1988).  

Chinese is also known to have many homophones, which pose an 
additional challenge in loanword studies. Chao (1970) pointed out it is important in 
loanword adaptation to use proper characters that not only match the source 
pronunciations but also carry the meaning of the source word. The word proper 
means that the chosen characters should not have negative meanings and should not 
mislead readers to misinterpret the meaning of loanwords. In order to convey the 
meaning or characteristics of a foreign word, MC adapters go beyond sound 
matching and in fact they often give priority to semantic-association. Recall that in 
Chapter 5, section 5.3.1 a type of loanword was introduced, in the form of the 
phonemic-semantic loanword that involves semantic influence. For this type of 
loanword, the adapters not only consider the sounds but also the meaning.  

Consider the following situation, where characters correspond to the same 
phonetic-phonological syllable, bear the same tone but have different meanings. For 
instance, the MC syllable [ i]55 has 78 different characters and [p i]35 has 24 
different characters in the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary (Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences, Research Institute of Language Department of Dictionary ed., 5th 
edition, 2005). (1) and (2) below contain four examples for each syllable. 
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(1) Examples of Chinese characters for MC [ i]55  
 
CHARACTER  MC IPA  MC GLOSS 
 
a.    [ i]55  west 
b.    [ i]55  sunset 
c.    [ i]55  tin 
d.    [ i]55  to romp  
 
(2) Examples of Chinese characters for MC [p i]35   
 
CHARACTER  MC IPA  MC GLOSS 
 
a.    [p i]35  skin; naughty 
b.    [p i]35  temper 
c.    [p i]35  tired, exhausted 
d.    [p i]35  KIND OF MONSTER  
 
In principle, no matter which character an adapter chooses out of, say, those of (2), 
loanword adaptation is affected neither at the phonetic nor the phonological level. In 
the current corpus, the English word hippie is adapted to MC [ i]55 [p i]35. No 
matter which characters are chosen, such as (1a) and (2b) for MC [ i]55 and [p i]35, 
respectively, phonetically and phonologically speaking there is no difference. It is 
found in the corpus that the adapter meticulously chooses (1d) and (2a) for MC 
[ i]55 and [p i]35, respectively. The philosophy behind the choices is that the 
meanings of (1d) and (2a) can convey the meaning of the English word hippie better 
than other characters. However, cases such as hippie are rare in the loanword data. 2 
It is not easy to find characters whose both pronunciations and meanings are close to 
(or even the same as) those of the SL loan. In MC loanword phonology, to keep the 
meaning faithful is often preferred, whereas the requirement of matching 
pronunciation is more often given up. Examples are shown in (3).   
 
(3) Examples of loanwords in MC 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
 
a. Esperanto [ai.s .pu.nan.tu]  love-this-not-difficult-read 
b. Pepsi-Cola [pai. .k .l ]  hundred-business-able-happy 
c. sonar  [ .na]    sound-to accept 
 

2 Cases such as hippie and gene are not filtered out by the semantic-association filter even though this 
filter device could be applied to them. This is because such cases can also be accounted for by a purely 
phonological grammar. Given that it does not matter which method is used to treat these cases, in this 
dissertation, I have a preference to keep them in.  
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The most striking characteristic of these cases is that they often involve deviations, 
i.e. phonologically non-predictable outputs (Miao 2005). These are underlined in (3). 
In the following explanation of these examples, it will become clear how the 
meanings of characters affect (the predictability of) loanword adaptation in MC.  

The current loanword data show that all English [r] are changed to MC [l], 
except the Esperanto case, in which [r] is adapted to the MC nasal [n]. English [l] in 
principle is amended to its phonological faithful output – MC [l]. Moreover, MC has 
the syllable [lan], which would be the faithful output for ran [r n]. Additionally, 
there is a sufficient number of characters pronounced [lan]. Disregarding characters 
with negative meanings, such as  [lan]51 ‘rotten; messy’,  [lan]51 ‘trite’ and  
[lan]214 ‘greedy’, many characters are not bad candidates and could have been 
chosen, such as  [lan]35 ‘orchid’,  [lan]35 ‘blue’. However, the adapter decided 
to sacrifice the phonological faithful output [lan] and went for [nan], given that the 
latter conveys the meaning of the loanword. MC speakers associate Esperanto with 
a simple language that is easy to read. Pepsi-cola is adapted to [pai. .k .l ] 

 ‘hundred-business-able-happy’. Even though MC [p ei], [ i] and [k ou] (e.g., 
 [p ei]51 ‘to match’,  [ i]55 ‘west’ and  [kou]51 ‘to reduce’) are phonologically 

more faithful outputs for English [pe], [si] and [k ], respectively, the adapter gave 
up and retreated to less faithful choices [pai], [s ] and [k ], respectively. The 
reason lies again in semantic association. The meanings of the selected MC 
characters suggest that the drink can make everything smooth and happy, serving a 
good commercial purpose for the company. English [s] is mostly modified to MC [s], 
as in salad  [s .la]  ‘color-to pull’, soda  [su.ta]  ‘to revive-to beat’, 
and Parkinson  [p a.t in.s n]  ‘scarf-gold-forest’. However, [s] in sonar is 
adapted to MC retroflex [ ], since  [ ] ‘sound’ makes MC speakers associate 
the word with something that is related to sound. These examples show that 
loanwords that are semantic-associated often contain deviations in MC. See for 
some more examples of loanwords appearing in the current corpus data that involve 
semantic-association Appendix E.  
 
 
 
6.3 Two chaos filters in MC loanword phonology 
 
 
6.3.1 Chaos filters 1: orthography-filter 
 
In this subsection the orthography-filter will be illustrated. As mentioned above, the 
adaptation patterns from English to MC that the current loanword data show are at 
first blush rather chaotic. This is also noted in Miao (2005). She studies the 
adaptation of loanwords into MC from three source languages, i.e. English, German 
and Italian. She assumes that for a foreign sound, if not deleted, an MC sound that is 
closest to it both phonologically and phonetically will be selected as a correspondent. 
However, she also notices that there are many cases that do not follow her analysis, 
which she calls ‘deviations’. To account for the deviations, she argues that non-
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phonological factors, such as orthography, play an important role. For instance, in 
her analysis the foreign voiceless plosive codas [-p, -t, -k] are adapted to MC [p V, 
t V, k V] (V is an inserted vowel), respectively. However, the adaptation of the 
German voiceless plosive codas [-p, -t, -k] depends on the way they are written. 
When they are written as <b>, <d> and <g>, they get adapted to MC [pV, tV, kV], 
written in Pinyin <bV>, <dV> and <gV>, respectively. When they are written as 
<p>, <t> and <k> they get adapted to MC [p V, t V, k V], respectively, whose 
written forms in Pinyin are <p V>, <t V> and <k V>. The strong correspondences 
between the orthography of German words and MC Pinyin forms suggest that 
loanword adaptation is interfered with by an interpretation of orthography that can 
be considered a misinterpretation.  

Miao is fully aware of the fact that misinterpreted orthography is one of the 
main sources of chaos in her loanwords data. However, she still includes all the 
loanwords that are based on misinterpreted orthography and analyzes them from a 
phonological perspective. As a consequence, her phonological analysis has to 
tolerate more outputs, including both phonological and non-phonological outputs, 
than it can be reasonably expected to account for. In this dissertation, an 
orthography-filter is proposed to remove the data that are the result of misinterpreted 
orthography. For the German data, if all the loanword data that are based on 
misinterpreted orthography are filtered out, then the phonological generalization that 
German final voiceless plosive codas are adapted to MC [p V, t V, k V] will be 
predicted without exceptions or deviations in Miao’s terms.  
 
 
6.3.2 Chaos filter 2: semantic-association-filter 
 
The semantic-association influence can not only be observed in the current corpus 
data but also in the data presented in Miao (2005). Given that a large part of her data 
consists of company and brand names, the influence of semantic-association is very 
noticeable. The adaptation of these names often involves deviations to meet 
commercial purposes. As Miao noted, when the adaptation is influenced by 
semantics, deviations occur significantly more often than when the adaptation is not 
influenced by semantics. For singleton source codas she notes, for instance, that 
deviations occur in about 56% of the cases in which semantics is at play whereas 
deviations occur in only about 13% of the cases in which semantics is not at play. 
Regretfully she refrains from taking these factors into account in her analysis. 
Indeed, instead of filtering out the deviant cases that have little or nothing to do with 
phonology proper but rather with orthography and/or semantics, she keeps them in. 
This of course multiplies the number of possible outputs that have to be accounted 
for. In order to approach a more purely phonological analysis, in this dissertation a 
strategy different from Miao’s will be pursued. Since semantic-association is 
responsible for a large number of deviations that are attested in the current loanword 
data, it will be considered very important here, to make available a means to attack 
them in order to reduce the ‘chaos’ they cause in the data. This will take the form of 
a filter, to be called the semantic-association filter.  
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In the following two sections, two case studies are presented to demonstrate 
how the chaos filters presented here, misinterpreted orthography and semantic-
association chaos filters, make the data cleaner. They are the adaptations of English 
onsets [ ] and [z]. The first case focuses on filtering misinterpreted orthography and 
the second case mainly concentrates on filtering semantic-association. First, the 
adaptation patterns of two English onsets will be presented provided by the current 
loanword data. Second, patterns will be analyzed from a purely phonological 
perspective, within the OT framework of grammatical analysis. Third, the deviant 
patterns will be approached using chaos filters. The important result of this approach 
will be the demonstration that the adaptations of English sounds in MC are far less 
chaotic than first appearances suggest, and can be fully accounted for by 
phonological grammar after filtering out the loanwords that are influenced by 
misinterpreted orthography and semantic-association. 
 
 
 
6.4 Filtering orthography: the English onset [ ] adaptation in MC 
 
 
6.4.1 Data  
 
Table 2 shows the adaptation of the English onset [ ] in MC. Three outcomes are 
attested in the current data. A more detailed discussion of these data is presented 
below.  
 

Table 2 The adaptation of English onsets [ ] in MC 
 

EN MC No. (%) 

[ ] 24 (75%) 

[ ] 7 (21.88%) [ ] 

[t ] 1 (3.13%) 

Total [ ]  32 (100%) 

 
With regard to the post-alveolar [ ], MC [ ] being the only palatal fricative in MC, is 
expected to be the adapted consonant. However, the data show that only 75% of 
English [ ] is adapted to MC [ ]. 21.88% of English [ ] is modified to MC [ ] and 
3.13% to [t ]. Examples are presented in (4).  
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(4) The adaptation of English [ ] in MC 
 
i. Mapping 1: [ ]  [ ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. shock  [ jou.k ]    to rest-to conquer 
b. sherry  [ li  snow-interest 
c. Michigan [mi. j k n]    honey-to rest-root 
  
ii. Mapping 2: [ ]  [ ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Washington [xwa. .tw n]     gorgeous-prosperous- 

board and lodging 
b. New Hampshire[( in).xan.pu. . r] ( )  (new)-rare-cloth- 
       varied-you 
c. Shropshire [ .lwo.p u.(t n)] ( ) varied-to gather- 
       general-(city) 
 
iii. Mapping 3: [ ]  [t ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Charlene [t a.lw n]    to check-order 
 
 
6.4.2 Analysis of English [ ] adaptation in MC 
 
English [ ] is a palato-alveolar (also called post-alveolar) fricative. There are 32 
cases of English [ ] in the current loanword data, among which three different 
mappings are attested. English [ ] has the greatest preference for MC [ ] (75%). MC 
[ ] and [t ] are distant second and third. In the following, an attempt will be made 
first to analyze the data from a purely phonological point of view. Then it will be 
shown that involving orthography can account for the deviation outputs [ ] and [t ] 
in the data.   

Among the three MC outcomes, MC [ ] is an alveolo-palatal fricative, [ ] 
is a post-alveolar retroflex fricative and [t ] is a post-alveolar retroflex affricate. 
Like English [ ], the MC outputs [ , , t ] all involve two places of articulation, viz. 
alveolar and palatal. The relevant constraints are presented in (5) and an OT analysis 
of the MC phonological grammar is shown in Tableau 1. As pointed out in Chapter 
5, in the corpus, the input of the adaptation is the faithfully stored form. In this case, 
it is | |. Note that the candidates (b), (c), (f) and (g) are not attested in the corpus data. 
English / / is not a possible MC phoneme, hence it will be assumed to be excluded 
as a candidate at an early stage of evaluation.  
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(5) Consonant-related constraints 
 
a. IDENT-cont: the manner feature – continuancy – of an output segment is identical 
to that of the input. 
b. IDENT-dor: the place of articulatory – dorsal – of an output segment is identical to 
that of the input. 
c. IDENT-retro: the place of articulatory – retroflex – of an output segment is 
identical to that of the input.  
 
In Tableau 1, IDENT-cont rules out the candidates (b), (c), (e) and (f), since they 
contain a stop feature that English [ ] does not have. Among the remaining 
candidates, the candidates (d) and (g) are eliminated by IDENT-dor, since they are 
non-palatals. So, the optimal output is candidate (a). Its implemented phonetic form 
is [ ], which is the majority output of Table 2. Given the straightforward character 
of the analysis in Tableau 1 it is unexpected to find any adaptations of English [ ] 
that do not converge on MC [ ]. The question that imposes itself is what could be at 
the origin of these deviations. It will be argued here that the answer lies in 
orthography. To show this, the written forms of English [ ] will be compared to the 
MC outputs [ , , t ], demonstrating that there is a systematic correspondence 
between English orthography and MC Pinyin for each case that does not comply 
with Tableau 1.  
 

Tableau 1 The OT analysis of the adaptation of English | | in MC 
 

| | IDENT-cont IDENT-dor IDENT-retro 

 a. / /    

b. /t / *!   

c. /t / *!   

d. / /  *! * 

e. /t / *! * * 

f. /t / *! * * 

g. /s/  *!  

 
The three MC outputs [ , , t ] are written in Pinyin as <x>, <sh> and <ch> 
respectively. Among the 32 [ ] sounds, 19 of them are written in <sh>, 8 in <ch>, 2 
in <c>, 2 in <t> and 1 in <sch>. The written form of the phonologically optimal 
output MC [ ] (shown in Tableau 1) – <x> – is not found in the English words, 
whereas the written forms <sh>, <ch> and <s> are found in both languages. 
Comparing the orthography of English [ ] and that of the MC outputs, three 
phenomena can be observed. First, when the written form of English [ ] is <sh> it 
will either go for the phonologically optimal output MC [ ] (12/19) or for MC [ ] 
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(7/19), the latter being orthographically identical to the English input. Second, the 
same goes for English <ch>: MC loanwords will either go for MC [ ] (7/8) or be 
represented by the orthographically motivated [t ] (1/8). In comparison, other 
candidates such as MC [t ] (see Tableau 1) which is <q> in MC Pinyin are not 
attested in the loanword corpus data at all, whereas MC [t ] is. Therefore, it seems 
clear that the ‘chaotic deviation’ is caused by the misinterpreted orthography of 
English words. To keep the phonological analysis clear from interference of 
misinterpreted orthography, it is proposed here that such examples of chaos be 
filtered out. To remove such orthographic effect, the filter will be applied to the 
loanwords that are adapted based on orthography. A generalization of the adaptation 
of English [ ] is thus obtained: all English [ ] are modified to MC [ ] without any 
exceptions. The difference between the adaptation mapping patterns before and after 
filtering is presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 The English onset [ ] adaptation in MC, 

before and after orthography filtered 
 

EN MC Before filtering Chaos Filters After filtering 

[ ] 24 (75%)  24 (100%) 

[ ] 7 (21.88%) 7orth. 0 [ ] 

[t ] 1 (3.13%) 1orth. 0 

Total [ ]  32 (100%)  24 (100%) 

 
In the above, it is shown that after filtering out the loanwords that are affected by the 
misinterpreted orthography, it is possible to account for the remaining loanwords by 
the MC native phonological grammar alone.  

In the next section a case study will be presented showing that it is also 
important to filter out the influences of semantic-association in loanword adaptation 
in MC.   
 
 
 
6.5 Filtering semantic-association: the English onset [z] adaptation in MC 
 
 
6.5.1 Data 
 
The adaptation of English [z] in MC is very complex. Six MC outputs are attested in 
the corpus data as shown in Table 4.3 They are MC fricatives [s, , ] and affricates 

3 The two loanwords Eliza and Ozzie are excluded from the analysis here. Their adapted forms [ji.li.t a] 
for Eliza and [ u.t i] for Ozzie suggested by the Oxford Advanced Learners’ English-Chinese 
Dictionary (Wehmeier et al. eds., 2004, 6th edition) are not preferred in real life. As for Eliza, the adapted 
form [ji.li.sa] is far more frequently used. A simple google search shows that it is attested 2,210,000 times 
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[t , ts, t ]. MC fricatives [s, , ] are the most frequent outputs, consisting of 83.33% 
of the cases. 16.67% of the cases [z] is modified to MC [t , ts, t ]. Examples are 
given in (6).  
 

Table 4 The adaptation of English [z] in MC 
 

EN MC No. (%) 

[s] 9 (30%) 

[ ] 10 (33.33%) 

[t ] 1 (3.33%) 

[ts] 3 (10%) 

[ ] 6 (20%) 

[z] 

[t ] 1 (3.33%) 

Total [z]  30 (100%) 

 
(6) The adaptation of English [z] in MC 
 
i. Mapping 1: [z]  [s] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. mosaic [ma.sai.k    horse-to match- 

to conquer 
b. Kansas [k an.sa.s ]    to bear-a surname - 

this 
c. Isaac  [ai.sa.k ]    to stop-a surname- 

to conquer  
 
ii. Mapping 2: [z]  [ ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Suzanne [su. an.na]    KIND OF HERB-coral- 

used in feminine  
names 

b. Isabel  [ji. a.pei. r]   this (esp. a woman)-  
KIND OF HERB- 
treasure-you  

c. Louisa [lu.ji. a]     road-easy- 
       KIND OF HERB 

whereas the suggested adapted form [ji.li.t a] is only attested 103 times. With respect to Ozzie, the 
adapted form [ u.ts ] is attested 84 times whereas the suggested adapted form [ u.t i] is so only 4 times.  
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iii. Mapping 3: [z]  [t ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Byzantine [pai.t an.t j ]    to worship- 

to occupy-imperial  
court 

iv. Mapping 4: [z]  [ts] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Zoe  [tswo.ji]     to assist-this (esp. a  

woman) 
b. mazurka [ma.tsu.k a]    agate-ancestor- 

to block 
c. Hazel  [xei.ts . r]    black-this-you 
 
v. Mapping 5: [z]  [ ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. (New) Zealand [( in). i.lan]  ( )  (new)-west-orchid 
b. (New) Jersey [( in).ts . i]  ( )  (new)- to moisten- 

west 
c. Daisy  [tai. i]     to wear-west 
    
vi. Mapping 6: [z]  [t ] 
 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. benzene [p n.t j ]    a character created 
       for benzene-extract 
 
 
6.5.2 Analysis of English [z] adaptation in MC 
 
In this section it will be shown that the adaptation of English [z] in MC can be 
accounted for by purely phonological grammar after removing the chaos, focusing 
on filtering semantic-associated loanwords. English [z] is an alveolar fricative. It 
seems that English [z] does not have a great preference for any of the potential 
outputs. The current data show that the most frequently attested output is the MC 
retroflex fricative [ ] (33.33%). The MC dental-alveolar fricative [s] comes in 
second (30%). The third is the MC alveolo-palatal fricative [ ] (20%). MC affricates 
[ts, t , t ] are also attested for 10%, 3.33% and 3.33%, respectively. The data 
moreover demonstrate that only when English [z] is followed by a high front vowel 
[i ]/[ ], the output will be an MC palatal consonant. This is due to a phonological 
constraint that in MC dental, post-alveolar fricatives or affricatives cannot occur 
before a high front vowel or glide; this constraint will be called *Si. According to it, 
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when English [z] is followed by the high front vowels [i , ], the correspondent 
dental, fricative or affricate output will be palatalized. The seven observed outputs 
will therefore be divided into two groups: non-palatal MC consonants [s, , t , ts] 
and palatal ones [ , t , t ], presented in Table 5  below.  
 

Table 5 The adaptation of English [z] divided into two groups 
 

EN MC No. (%) 

[s] 9 (39.13%) 

[ ] 10 (43.48%) 

[t ] 1 (4.35%) 

[z] followed by 
vowels except [i , ] 

[ts] 3 (13.04%) 

Group 1: Total [z]  23 (100%) 

[ ] 6 (85.71%) [z] followed by 
vowels [i , ] [t ] 1 (14.29%) 

Group 2: Total [z]  7 (100%) 

 
The MC phonological grammar that governs these two groups of adaptation is 
illustrated in Tableaux 2 and 3. Tableau 2 shows the adaptation of English [zV] in 
MC, where V is a vowel that is not high and front. The adaptation of English [z ] is 
used as an example. Tableau 3 on the other hand illustrates the adaptation of English 
[z] followed by high and front vowels. [zi] is used as the input to represent English 
input [zi ] and [z ]. In Tableau 3 the structural constraint *Si is employed. Since MC 
does not have the phoneme /z/, candidates, /z/ and /zi/ are excluded from the 
tableaux. Observe that at this point the adaptation of English vowels will not be 
discussed. More detailed analyses of English vowel adaptation in MC will be 
presented in Chapters 7 and 8 of this dissertation. 
 

Tableau 2 The OT analysis of the adaptation of English |z | in MC 
 

|z | IDENT-cont IDENT-dor IDENT-retro 

 a. /sa/    

b. / a/   *! 

c. /t a/ *!  * 

d. /tsa/ *!   

e. / ja/  *!  

f. /t ja/ *! *  

g. /t ja/ *! *  
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 Candidates (c), (d), (f) and (g) are eliminated by IDENT-cont, given that they contain 
a non-continuant sound while the input English [z] is a continuant sound. Since the 
input is an alveolar and non-retroflex consonant, candidates (e) and (b) are ruled out 
by IDENT-dor and IDENT-retro, respectively, the former sound being a palatal and the 
latter being a retroflex. The remaining candidate (a) does not violate any constraints 
and hence is the optimal one. Compared to Tableau 2, the optimal consonant output 
MC /s/ is no longer optimal in Tableau 3. 
 

Tableau 3 The OT analysis of the adaptation of English |zi , z | 
 

|zi| *Si IDENT-cont IDENT-dor IDENT-retro 

a. /si/ *!    

b. / i/ *!   * 

c. /t i/ *! *  * 

d. /tsi/ *! *   

 e. / i/   *  

f. /t i/  *! *  

g. /t i/  *! *  

  
The high-ranked *Si rules out the candidates (a) – (d). Of the remaining candidates, 
candidate (e) is selected as the optimal output at the expense of candidates (f) and (g) 
in terms of IDENT-cont. In the spirit of standard OT tableaux, which select single 
outputs from a range of candidates, neither tableau 2 nor 3 show any variation for 
English [z] adaptation. However, according to the loanword data there still are five 
deviating output forms left, among which especially the output [ ] has a very high 
number of occurrences. Below it will be shown that it is semantic-association that 
gives rise to these deviations.   

According to Table 5, 43.48% of English [z], in total 10 cases, are amended 
to MC [ ], which is the biggest group. Among the 10 loanwords, 8 of them are 
feminine first names, one surname Windsor and one masculine name Alexander. It is 
these loans that seem to be especially susceptible to semantic influence. For instance, 
every feminine name contains the syllable [z ]. The MC counterpart is  [ a]55 
‘KIND OF HERB’, in comparison to  [sa]51 ‘Buddhist idol’ for [z ] in Isaac 
[ai.sa.k ]  ‘to stop-Buddhist idol-to conquer’. It is important to know that 
characters that refer to herbs, plants, flowers, jade, etc., are associated with feminine 
names in Chinese. Therefore, having to decide between the characters  [sa]51 
‘Buddhist idol’ that is phonologically more faithful and  [ a]55 ‘KIND OF HERB’ 
that is semantically more suitable (or faithful), adapters made that decision based on 
semantic faithfulness. If the input is a feminine name, the latter will be more likely 
chosen. The surname Windsor [w n. a]  ‘warm-KIND OF HERB’ is translated 
based on the work of Shakespeare the Merry Wives of Windsor. The translator used
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 [ a]55 ‘KIND OF HERB’ to indicate the feminine characteristics of the merry wives.4 
Alexander is  [ja.li. an.ta] ‘Asia-to experience-mountain-big’ in MC, 
which clearly tells people that it is a masculine name. The syllable [z n] in 
Alexander is adapted to MC  [ an]55 ‘mountain’ instead of the common characters

 [san]55 ‘three’,  [san]214 ‘umbrella’ and  [san]51 ‘to break up’, given that  
[ an]55 ‘mountain’ matches the characters of men, such as strong and stable. 
Likewise, the loanword Byzantine and benzene are also influenced by semantic-
association. Byzantine is [pai.t an.t j ]  ‘to worship-to occupy-imperial 
court’ in MC, indicating that it is a powerful and large empire. Benzene is [p n.t j ] 

 ‘a character created for benzene-extract’, conveying that this is a refined 
substance. Its output [ts] seems to be due to misinterpreted orthography. MC [ts] in 
Pinyin is written <z>, which is orthographically identical to the phoneme /z/ in 
English words such as Zoe  [tswo.ji]  ‘to assist-this (esp. a woman)’.  

Table 6 summarizes the filtering process described here. After removing 
the loanwords that are influenced by semantic-association and misinterpreted 
orthography, a new adaptation picture emerges. The newly obtained data show two 
generalizations. First, when English [z] is followed by a vowel that is not high and 
front, it will be adapted to be MC [s]. Second, when the following vowel is high and 
front, it will be modified to be MC [ ]. These two generalizations can be explained 
purely by the phonological grammar in MC shown in Tableaux 2 and 3.  
 

Table 6 The adaptation of the English onset [z] in MC before and after filtering 
 

EN MC Before filtering Chaos Filters After filtering 

[s] 9 (39.13%)  9 (100%) 

[t ] 10 (43.48%) 10sem. 0 

[ ] 1 (4.35%) 1sem. 0 

[z] followed by 
vowels except 

[i , ] 

[ts] 3 (13.04%) 3orth. 0 

Group 1:  
Total [z] 

 23 (100%)  9 (100%) 

[ ] 6 (85.71%)  6 (100%) [z] followed by 
vowels [i , ] [t ] 1 (14.29%) 1sem. 0 

Group 2:  
Total [z] 

 7 (100%)  6 (100%) 

 
Similar to the consequence of orthography filtering, filtering out the semantic-
association influence allows us to account for the remaining loanword data by purely 
phonological grammar, viz. the native MC phonological grammar. 

4 The translator is ZHU Shenghao (1912-1944). He is famous for his translation of Shakespeare’s work. 
His versions of Shakespeare’s works are still considered to be the best (Zhu & Wu 2006, 
http://www.translators.com.cn/archives/2006/12/818). 
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6.6 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter it has been shown that external factors such as misinterpreted 
orthography and semantic-association can affect the adaptation of loanwords into 
MC to a considerable extent. Previous studies such as Miao (2005) mingled these 
factors into a phonological analysis and tried to obtain a phonological grammar that 
predicts both phonological and non-phonological outputs. As a consequence, the 
phonological grammar had to tolerate considerable numbers of unexpected and 
seemingly deviating output forms. Here, a different approach was presented. It was 
proposed to use (what were called) chaos filters that can filter out all the chaos 
caused by external factors. The phonological analysis in this dissertation only 
focuses on the data that remain after filtering. Far from uninsightfully throwing 
away recalcitrant data, these filters remove data in which external factors, typical of 
a language such as MC when compared to English, interfere with the adaptation 
process.5 Two cases studies showed that filtering out the chaos indeed allowed 
obtaining a purely phonological grammar that can account for the remaining 
loanword data.    
 

5 An independent reader pointed out that I have not presented a general criterion that would allow one to 
distinguish between adaptations that have been influenced by semantics and those that have not. I agree 
that such a criterion would be desirable but would like to add two comments. The first is that it is beyond 
the scope of this dissertation to formulate such a general criterion and that it is – potentially – even 
beyond the scope of what lexical semantics can offer us at the moment. The reason for this is that such a 
general criterion would have to include a definition of semantic relatedness. In this respect it is interesting 
to note that the most developed lexical resource available to date – WordNet – would not allow us to 
relate hippie to naughty nor to play and it would also be unable to relate lemon to tree. The second 
comment is concerned with the fact that in the majority of the cases I have identified as cases in which 
semantics plays a role, I have followed observations made in the Chinese traditional loanword literature 
(e.g. Shi 2003). In this sense, the cases that are excluded based on the semantic-association filter are far 
from random. 



CHAPTER 7 
 
 

THE BIGGER PICTURE: FROM PHONEMES TO CV(N) 
 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter it was shown that the application of chaos filters allows us to 
analyze the remaining loanwords data in MC by purely phonological grammar. After 
chaos filters remove the loanword data that are contaminated by external factors, 
optimal outputs should be capturable by the MC native phonological grammar. 
However, as Miao (2005: 2) points out, not all deviating outputs can be explained by 
external factors. In this chapter, the deviating outputs that are not due to external 
factors will be called suboptimal outputs (as opposed to optimal outputs).1 It will be 
shown that such suboptimal outputs can be accounted for by the MC native 
phonological grammar.  

The principal focus of previous studies of loanword adaptation in MC, such 
as Miao (2005) and Lin (2008), is phoneme substitution.2 Both studies make their 
observations using Optimality Theory (OT) as their analytical tool. These studies 
show inter alia that foreign phonemes often have more than one adapted equivalent 
in MC; there is ‘adaptation variation’. Among the multiple outputs, both Miao and 
Lin make a distinction between optimal and suboptimal outputs depending on how 
faithful or less faithful the adapted forms are.  

In this chapter, in reaction to these studies it will be proposed that in the 
adaptation of a foreign form not just foreign phonemes will be modified, but it must 
also be ensured that in the process the combination of the selected MC phonemes 
obeys phonotactic rules of MC syllable structure. This typically happens in 
adaptation in a language such as MC in which syllables are expressed as characters. 
Thus, it is argued that the selected MC syllables must be expressible also as an MC 
written form, i.e. as a character. In two MC loanword studies of Wu (2006) and 
Hsieh et al. (2009) these conditions are formalized as the constraints IDENT-LEX by 
the former and USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE by the latter. Such constraints play an 
important role when a supposedly optimal output syllable does not have any 
corresponding character(s) in MC. If so, the alleged optimal syllable cannot in fact 
be optimal, and accordingly an ‘originally suboptimal’ output will become optimal. 
Once we move from the phonemic to the syllabic level by recognizing the important 

1 Miao (2005) distinguishes optimal and deviant outputs and Lin (2008) optimal and permissible outputs. 
Both of them aim to have a single grammar link a single input to multiple outputs of varying degrees of 
acceptability. In this study the deviant outputs of Miao and the permissible outputs of Lin will both be 
called suboptimal outputs.  
2 The adaptation of complex consonant onset and coda clusters is analyzed in Miao (2005). As pointed 
out earlier, this dissertation focuses on the adaptation of singleton onsets immediately followed by a 
vowel. Lin (2008) mainly focuses on phoneme adaptation. But she also extends her analysis to [ N] 
sequences.  
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role of syllable phonotactics and associated character-writing in MC adaptation, 
there will be two consequences. First, one-to-many mapping patterns reduce to one-
to-one, giving a more ‘standard’ grammatical procedure. Second, Miao’s and Lin’s 
arguably non-standard variation system with optimal and suboptimal outputs will no 
longer be motivated.  
  This chapter is organized in the following way. Section 7.2 presents the 
phonemic studies of Miao (2005) and Lin (2008). To prepare the stage for the 
current analyses in the next chapter, background on the importance of the CV(N) 
level MC loanword phonology is provided in sections 7.3 and 7.4. Section 7.3 
discusses Miao’s and Lin’s analyses beyond the phonemic level; and section 7.4 
presents work involving the CV(N) level, the crucial references in this section being 
Wu (2006) and Hsieh et al. (2009). Section 7.5 is the conclusion. 
 
 
 
7.2 Miao (2005) and Lin (2008) 
 
In this section a summary will be presented of two previous studies in MC loanword 
adaptation: Miao (2005) and Lin (2008). As pointed out, these studies mainly focus 
on phoneme adaptation. A currently important point these studies make is that there 
is no one-to-one correspondence between English and MC adapted phonemes: the 
correspondence is one-to-many. Miao shows this for consonants and Lin for vowels. 
For some foreign sounds Miao identifies up to 4 possible outputs and Lin even 
reaches 8.  

Miao (2005) investigates loanwords in MC from three source languages: 
English, German and Italian, focusing on consonant substitution and consonant 
cluster adaptation. 3  Lin (2008) examines English vowel adaptations in MC. 4 
According to both sets of loanword corpus data the mapping patterns of consonant 
and vowel adaptation in MC loanword phonology are rather intricate. In Miao’s data 
the English onset [s-] becomes MC [s-], [ -] or [ -] and English [w-] is adapted to 
either MC [w-] or [x-].5 In comparison to the consonant adaptation mapping patterns, 
the general mapping patterns of vowel adaptation seem even more chaotic. In Lin’s 
data the English high front vowels [i , ] are modified to MC [i] and [ai], the English 
mid front vowels, [e ] and [e], are adapted to MC [ei], [ai] or [i], and the English low 
front vowels [ ] has four MC outcomes: [a], [ja], [ai], and [j ].6 Some examples are 
given in (1) and (2).   

3 In the current chapter her loanwords from English are focused on, in order to compare them to those of 
Lin (2008). According to Miao, her loanword adaptation analysis holds for all the three source languages. 
4 Lin’s data are mostly names of ordinary people and place names, and therefore are fairly clean in 
comparison to Miao’s in the sense that they are less likely to be contaminated by external factors, e.g., 
semantics-association.  
5 Miao uses “/ /” for output phonemes in her study. Here, this notation is adapted to the current one which 
uses square brackets for (close to) phonetic output.     
6 Lin uses American English vowels for her study, but Miao (2005) and Hsieh, Kenstowicz and Mou 
(2005) are no doubt right that RP (Received Pronunciation) English is the main source for MC adapters. 
Thus British English vowel notation is used here rather than American English. This presentational move 
does not affect the discussion. 
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(1) Examples of loanwords from English in Miao (2005) 
 
a. [s-] 
ENGLISH MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS  
Said  [sai.t ]    competition-virtue  
Safeguard [ u.fu.t ja]   comfort-skin-good 
Sears  [ i. r.s ]   west-you-this 
 
b. [w-]   
ENGLISH MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS  
Walmart  [wo. r.ma]   fertile-you-agate 
(Time) Warner [(  tai).xwa.na] ( )  (time)-splendid-to accept 
 
(2) Examples of loanwords from English in Lin (2008) 
 
a. [i ], [ ] 
ENGLISH MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
Bill  [pi. r ]     to compare-you 
Wilson  [wei. r.s n]   mighty-you-forest 
 
b. [e ], [e]7 
ENGLISH MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS  
Reagan  [lei.k n]    thunder-root 
Blair  [pu.lei. r]   cloth-thunder-you 
Reagan  [li.k n]    inside-root 
Blair  [pu.lai. r]   cloth-KIND OF GRASS-you 
 
c. [ ] 
ENGLISH MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS  
Sam  [ an.mu]   mountain-nurse 
Gallup  [kai.lwo.p u]   lid-RIVER NAME-general 
California [t ja.li.fu.ni.ja]  to add-interest-fortune- 

nun-second 
Harry  [xa.li]    breathe out-interest 
Jackson  [t j .k .s n]   outstanding-to conquer-forest 
 

7 Lin takes both loanwords used in Mainland China and Taiwan (and Hong Kong and Macau). Reagan  
[li.k n] and Blair  [pu.lai. r] are used in Mainland China. Reagan  [lei.k n] and Blair  [pu.lei. r] 
are used in Taiwan (also in Hong Kong and Macau). In this study, it is argued that the different adapted 
forms are obtained based on different adaptation strategies. For instance, Reagan  [li.k n] is most 
probably adapted based on ‘reading adaptation’ (cf. Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006). In contrast, Reagan  
[lei.k n] is adapted based on the MC native phonological grammar.  
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Both authors, however, do observe certain tendencies. Miao observes that, when 
there is a suboptimal output for an obstruent or a nasal, it most likely implies a 
change of voicing/aspiration and/or place features; the manner feature of the input 
strongly tends to be maintained. For instance, the fricative onset [s-] has three MC 
outputs: [s], [ -] and [ -] whose manner feature are identical to that of the input. 
Among the three MC outputs, MC [s-] is the optimal output because it is faithful in 
place, and [ -] and [ -] are suboptimal, they are unfaithful in place. As for the 
adaptation of English vowels, Lin notices, for instance, that a vowel feature such as 
backness is more faithfully adapted than highness and roundness. In what follows, 
the adaptations of the English consonants [s-] and [w-] and English vowels [e , e] 
and [ ] will be taken as examples to illustrate Miao’s and Lin’s OT analysis, 
respectively.  

Following the P-map (Perceptibility-map) hypothesis of Steriade (2002), 
Miao claims that perceptual similarity is integrated into the phonological production 
grammar (cf. Kang 2003; Kenstowicz 2003; Adler 2006). An Optimality universal 
ranking (to be presented in (4) below) is proposed to account for consonant 
adaptation in MC loanword phonology. She argues that ‘loanword phonology 
optimally produces an adapted form that is perceived by the recipient language 
speakers as most similar to the foreign source pronunciation. […] the extent of 
deviation [i.e. suboptimal output] is constrained by phonology so that the adequate 
(although not the greatest) perceptual similarity can be attained.’ (Miao 2005: 9).8 
She assumes that the input of loanword adaptation is the source pronunciation of the 
loanword, assuming that the adapters are competent bilinguals. Importantly, the 
relevant perceptual similarity constraints (see (3)) and their ranking (see (4)) are 
proposed to be universal. The constraints and ranking in (4) are proposed to be 
universally ranked in order to avoid learnability problem caused by loanword-
specific constraints and rankings.  

 
(3) Constraints in Miao’s analysis 
 
a. IDENT (Manner): The manner feature of an output segment is identical to that of 
the input. (This constraint consists of a family of featural faithfulness constraints: 
IDENT [±approx], IDENT [±cons], IDENT [±cont], IDENT [±nas] and IDENT [±son]).  
 
b. IDENT (MajorArtic): The major articulatory region of an output segment is 
identical to that of the input. (Major articulatory regions = labial, coronal, 
dorsal/guttural) 
 
c. IDENT (Place): The place feature of an output segment is identical to that of the 
input.  
 

8 Some loanwords in Miao’s data are known to have been borrowed first into other Chinese dialects (such 
as Shanghai dialect and Cantonese) and then into MC: [fan. .lin] for Vaseline, for instance, is from 
Shanghai dialect (Qian 2008, 2009). In principle a chaos filter could filter out such items. The discussion 
in Chapter 6 did not use chaos filters to filter dialect interference, because the loanword data of the 
current study that are from dialects, are already removed.   
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d. IDENT (Voicing/Asp): The voicing or aspiration of an output segment is identical 
to that of the input.9 
 
(4) The universal ranking of the perceptual similarity constraints 
 
IDENT(Manner)>> IDENT(MajorArtic)>> IDENT(Place)>> IDENT(Voicing/Aspiration) 
 
Tableau 1 shows the adaptations of English [s-]. Tableau 2 formalizes the adaptation 
of English [w-]. In Tableau 2, “V” in [-dV] stands for inserted vowel, a notational 
convention I will also use in my discussion. Note that in Miao’s tableaux, as usual, 
“ ” is used to indicate the optimal output; “ ” indicates that, suboptimal outputs.  
 

Tableau 1 English [s-]  MC /s-, -, -/ 
 

[s-] IDENT(Manner) 
IDENT 

(MajorArtic) 
IDENT(Place) 

IDENT 
(Voicing/Asp) 

 a. /s-/     

  b. / -/   * [retroflex]  

  c. / -/   * [palatal]  

    d. /x-/  *! [dorsal] * [velar]  

   e. /t-/ *! [+cont]    
 

Source: Miao (2005: 83, (27)) 
 
In Tableau 1, candidate (e) is ruled out by IDENT(Manner), since it is not a 
continuant while the input is. IDENT(MajorArtic) eliminates candidate (d), since it is 
a dorsal fricative whereas the input is a coronal fricative. The remaining candidates 
are all alveolars. However, candidates (b) and (c) are different from candidate (a) in 
the sense that the former is a retroflex while the latter is a palatal. According to 
Miao’s interpretation, the optimal output of this tableau is candidate (a), given that it 
does not violate any constraints. Importantly, when this candidate is not selected as 
the adapted form due to some non-phonological factors, candidates (b) and (c) will 
be chosen even though they have a violation of IDENT(Place). Similarly, In Tableau 
3, Miao postulates that the major articulatory region of the input [w-] is [velar] 
instead of [labial]. The optimal output for the input [w-] in Tableau 3 is MC /u/ ~ 
/w-/ and /x-/ is suboptimal.10  
 

9 Miao adopts the system of Spencer (1996) to distinguish the features of consonants. Since Spencer’s 
system does not have an aspiration feature, Miao makes the move of subsuming aspiration under voicing.   
10 Miao separated the adaptations into two sorts: 1) when the underlying form is the glide [w-] and, 2) 
when the underlying form is the voiceless labio-velar fricative [ -]. For the second case, MC /x-/ is the 
optimal output and MC /u/ ~ /w-/ is the second optimal one.  
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Tableau 2 English [w-]  MC /u/ ~ /w-/, or /x-/ 
 

 [w-] IDENT(Manner) 
IDENT 

(MajorArtic) 
IDENT 
(Place) 

IDENT 
(Voicing/Asp) 

 a. /u/ ~ /w-/     

    b. /x-/ * [-cons],  [+son]   * [voicing] 

      c. /f-/ * [-cons],  [+son] *! [labial] 
* 

[labial] 
* [voicing] 

 
Source: Miao (2005: 89, (39i)) 

 
To analyze the adaptations in her data, Lin uses MIMIC constraints as proposed by 
Yip (2002, 2006).11 She notices that vowel backness is changed most reluctantly, so 
MIMIC BACK will outrank other MIMIC constraints, such as MIMIC ROUND, 
MIMIC HIGH and MIMIC LOW. Lin moreover argues that suboptimal outputs are 
attested for phonological reasons; these are:  
  
(5) The reasons of suboptimal outputs in Lin (2008: 372)  
 
a. the absence (or underspecification) of some vowel qualifies in the English input; 
b. the ambiguity of MC central low vowel in backness;12 
c. violation of one of the lower ranked MIMIC constraints. 
 
Tableaux 3 and 4 present the adaptations of English mid front vowels [e , e] and low 
front vowel [ ] into MC, respectively. The contents in “{ }” are the relevant vowel 
features of the source form. “bk”, “hi”, “lo” and “rd” stand for back, high, low and 
round respectively.13 According to Lin, the non-lowness of English mid vowels is 
absent (see (5) above) and the MC low central vowel [ac] (as in [wac] and [pac]) is 
ambiguous in backness.  
 

11  Note that these MIMIC-constraints can be taken as the equivalents of Miao’s IDENT-constraints 
(personal communication with Lin).  
12 Lin’s term ‘SM’ (i.e. Standard Mandarin) is changed here to MC.   
13 Lin uses “ ” to indicate the optimal candidate(s) and “>” to show the permissible output(s). Miao’s 
symbols are used in Lin’s tableau here for consistency.  
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Tableau 3 Adaptation of high front vowels [e , e] 
 

{-bk, -hi,  
-rd} 

MIMIC 
BACK 

MIMIC ROUND MIMIC HIGH MIMIC LOW 

 a. ei     

 b. ai     

 c. ac     

  d. i   *  

    e. ou/wo *! *   

    f. u *! *   

    g.  *!    

 
Source: Lin (2008: 373, (17a) and 375, (20a)) 

 
According to Tableau 3, high-ranked MIMIC BACK eliminates candidates (e) to (g) 
which have back vowels. Both candidate (a) and (b) are the optimal output because 
they do not violate any constraints. Candidate (c) is also one of the optimal outputs. 
It is a low central vowel whose backness is ambiguous, so it does not violate MIMIC 
BACK nor any other constraints. Candidate (d) violates one of the lower ranked 
MIMIC constraints, i.e. MIMIC HIGH, thus being the suboptimal output. Tableau 4 
illustrates that the adaptation of low front vowel [ ] in MC.  
 

Tableau 4 Adaptation of low front vowel [ ] 
 

{-bk, -hi,  
+lo, -rd} 

MIMIC 
BACK 

MIMIC ROUND MIMIC HIGH MIMIC LOW 

 a. ai/ja/an     

 b. ac     

  c. j     * 

    d. wo *! *  * 

    e.  *!    

    f. i   * *! 

 
Source: Lin (2008: 375, (19b)) 

 
The tableau shows that the optimal outputs are candidates (a) – (b) since they do not 
have any violation of any constraints. The suboptimal output is candidate (c), since 
it only has one violation of lower ranked MIMIC constraints. Candidates (d) – (e) are 
ruled out because they violate the highly ranked MIMIC BACK. Candidate (f) 
violates two lower ranked MIMIC constraints, thus being ruled out.  
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Both Miao and Lin allow multiple outputs in their OT analyses. Miao’s 
analysis aims to predict a range of adapted MC phonemes for each foreign 
consonant. Within the range, one will be optimal (as usual), and another or others 
will be suboptimal. Lin on the other hand, allows multiple optimal outputs and 
multiple suboptimal outputs. However, it is well-known that ‘standard’ OT cannot 
deal with, and in fact was designed not to deal with, one-to-many input-output 
mappings: there always is a single optimal candidate as the result of OT’s evaluation 
procedure of candidate outputs (e.g., Prince and Smolensky 1993). In contrast, the 
main point the current chapter makes is that one-to-one correspondence is possible 
when the adaptation is carefully analyzed at the CV(N) level.14 Closer inspection of 
Miao and Lin’s tableaux reveals that they are far from unproblematic. As for Miao’s 
tableaux, a related point is that of the fatal violation: a comparison of tableaux 2 and 
3 raises the question when a violation counts as fatal or not. In tableau 1, candidate 
(e) is ruled out since it fatally violates IDENT(Manner). Nevertheless, in tableau 2, 
candidate (b) survives even though there is the same violation of IDENT(Manner) as 
in candidate (c). Clearly which candidate can be a suboptimal output is in need of 
clarification and modification. With respect to Lin’s tableaux, there is the issue of 
candidate selection. Quite a number of candidates can be imagined that in an 
evaluation using Tableaux 3, for instance, will be no less good or bad than the 
optimal and suboptimal candidate(s). The possible candidates /ja, j , an, n/ will be 
as optimal as candidates /ei/ and /ai/. Similarly, in Tableau 4 the possible candidates 
/ei, n/ will be as suboptimal as the candidate /j /.  
 
 
 
7.3 Beyond phonemic analysis  
 
It is well-known (recall Chapter 4) that MC syllable structure is very restricted – MC 
is almost a CV language: it does not allow complex onsets and only [n] and [ ] are 
permitted as codas. The syllable structure templates of MC are shown in Table 1 (i.e. 
Table 5 in Chapter 4, section 4.5). Looking into corresponding phonemes, both Miao 
(2005) and Lin (2008) are aware of the importance of MC syllable structure 
templates in loanword adaptation. Miao uses -STR to penalize outputs that do not 
fit MC syllable structure templates when dealing with the adaptation of simplex non-
nasal codas and complex consonant clusters. Similarly, Lin uses OK-  (Yip 1993) 
when analyzing the adaptation of vowels and VN (vowel-nasal) combinations. 
Below this issue will be discussed more in detail.  
  

14 Loanword syllables that have non-nasal codas are not included, given that the codas are often treated as 
onsets and saved by vowel insertion or simply are deleted as shown in Miao (2005) and Hsieh et al. 
(2009). 
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Table 1 MC syllable structure templates 
 

V  [ ]35  ‘goose’ 
GV [ja]35  ‘tooth’ 
CV [pa]51  ‘daddy’ 

CGV [t ja]55  ‘family’ 

VN [an]55  ‘peace’ 
GVN [jan]51  ‘swallow’ 
CVN [k an]51  ‘to look’ 

CGVN [t jan]35  ‘front’ 

VV [ai]51  ‘to love’ 
GVV [j u]51  
‘medicine’ 
CVV [k ai]55  ‘to open’ 

CGVV [ljou]51  ‘six’ 

 
 
7.3.1 -STR in Miao (2005) 
 
Miao’s constraint -STR (syllable-structure) covers the syllable structures of MC. 
This constraint functions in the adaptation of simplex non-nasal coda and complex 
onsets and codas. This constraint is a complex of a set of constraints in (6).  
 
(6) -STR: constraints for MC syllable structures (Miao 2005: 129) 
 
a. NoCoda (Obs): An [-nasal] consonant cannot be a syllable coda. 
b. NoCoda [Labial]: A labial consonant cannot be a syllable coda. 
c. NoCoda (l, r):  A lateral or “r” cannot be a syllable coda. 
d. *Complex-Onset: No consonant clusters are allowed in syllable onset. 
e. *Complex-Coda: No consonant clusters are allowed in syllable coda. 
 
The function of -STR is to rule out candidates that do not fit MC syllable structure. 
The English word Forbes [f bz] is adapted to MC [fu.pu.s ]. The English word 
contains a coda cluster [-bz]. In OT terms, candidates /-bz/ is ruled out by 
*Complex-Coda which is one of the -STR constraints. In addition, neither [-b] nor 
[-z] can be an MC coda. Thus, candidates that contain codas such as /-b/ and /-z/ will 
be penalized by one of the -STR constraints, namely NoCoda (Obs). According to 
Miao, when adapting this word MAX constraints (no deletions) are ranked higher 
than DEP constraints (no insertions). Therefore, in order to fit MC syllable structure 
templates demonstrated in Table 1, both codas undergo vowel epentheses: [-b] is 
adapted to [pu] and [-z] is amended to [s ].  

It is true that -STR can rule out all candidates that have non-MC syllable 
structure. However, Miao fails to observe a very important point of MC syllable 
phonotactics: every MC syllable has to be realized as a Chinese character. The 
syllable [fu], for instance, has to be represented by a character such as  [fu]55 
‘man’ and  [fu]35 ‘fortune’. However, many syllables that are structurally legal are 
simply not attested in MC. As a consequence, there are no characters which can 
represent such syllables in MC. Typical examples are *[fi], *[t u], *[p ] and *[tin] 
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(as opposed to [fu]). Taking note of such structurally-legal missing syllables is 
absolutely crucial for loanword adaptation. Suppose the English words [b t] and [s t] 
are adapted into MC. -STR eliminates candidates such as [pit ] and [sit ], because 
their syllable structure shape does not exist in MC. According to Miao’s analysis of 
phoneme adaptation (see Tableaux 1 and 2 above), English [b-] and [s-] are 
optimally adapted to MC [p-] and [s-], respectively. The coda [-t] is modified to MC 
[t ] because MAX is ranked higher than DEP constraints. With respect to the 
vowel, the faithful output for English [ ] is MC [i]. Accordingly, the optimal output 
for English [b t] is predicted to be adapted to [pi.t ] and for English [s t] will be 
[si.t ]. The adapted forms seem to be very straightforward. However, there is one 
problem: both syllables [pi] and [t ] exist in MC and moreover they both have 
characters to represent them, but this is not the case for the syllable [si]. Even 
though just as [pi], the syllable [si] meets all the requirements of -STR, the 
combination of [s] and [i] is not attested in MC and hence there is no character to 
represent the syllable [si] either. At this stage, one has to look for another syllable 
that has legal MC syllable structure and is also attested in MC, such as [ i]. 
According to Miao, the optimal output for English [s] is MC [s] and the suboptimal 
outputs are MC [ ] and [ ] (see Tableau 1). The output MC [ i] will be optimal, 
given that both [si] and [ i] are missing from MC.  

It can be concluded that Miao’s -STR can deal with candidates that do not 
conform to MC syllable structure; but it fails to cover candidates that do fit MC 
syllable structure but are not attested in the language (and have no characters to 
represent them).   
 
 
7.3.2 OK-  in Lin (2008) 
 
The definition of OK-  is given in (7). According to Yip (1993: 272), OK-  is 
“really a package of constraints having to do with syllable structure”, which is used 
to penalize candidates that do not have Cantonese syllable structure templates. Lin 
(2008) applies it to analyze the adaptation of loanwords in MC. 
 
(7) OK-  (Yip 1993) 
 
a. ONSET: Avoid  [V; Avoid  [CC  
b. NUCLEUS: Nuclei may always be vocalic. Word-finally, nuclei may be any 
[+son]. 
c. CODA: Coda licenses Place, [sonorant], [consonantal].  
d. MINSYLL: minimal syllable in Cantonese is [ ].  

 
Lin observes the influence of syllable gaps in MC loanword adaptation: she clearly 
states that “as long as the output syllable is permissible and can be represented by a 
suitable written character, and as long as vowel backness is parsed, deviation in 
rounding and minimal deviation in height are allowed” (Lin 2008: 372). This 
indicates that her proposal is to extend OK-  so that its output has to be an ‘existing’ 
syllable rather one that ‘just fits’ MC syllable shape. Tableau 5 illustrates her 
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analysis of the adaptation of English mid central vowels followed by a nasal coda 
into MC. 
 

Tableau 5 Adaptation of English mid central vowels followed by a nasal coda 
 

{-hi}N OK-  
MIMIC 
BACK 

MIMIC 
ROUND 

MIMIC 
HIGH 

MIMIC 
LOW 

 a. N      

     b. N *!     

 c. an      

 d.       

     e. aiN *!     

     f. uN *!     

     g. eN *!     

 h. oN *!     

   i. iN    *  

   j. uN    *  

 
Source: Lin (2008: 374 (18b)) 

 
This tableau shows that in a configuration of English mid central vowels followed 
by a nasal coda, it is predicted that there will be three optimal outputs and two 
suboptimal ones.15 OK-  penalizes the candidates (b), (e) – (h) for different reasons. 
Candidates (e) and (f) are ruled out because they violate MC syllable structure 
templates: there is no VVN syllable structure template in MC (cf. Table 1 above). 
With respect to candidates (b), (g) and (h), it is because the combination of the 
vowels and nasals in these candidates are impossible in MC. MC [ ] occurs only in 
the syllable final position in a CV syllable, MC [e] is only attested in the diphthong 
[ei] and MC [o] occurs either in the diphthong [ou] or in the syllable final position 
preceded by the glide [w].    

Lin makes the correct observation that not only the restricted MC syllable 
structure templates but also existing MC syllables influence loanword adaptation. 
However, Lin restricted herself to a study of vowel adaptation. The consequence of 
this restriction is that she could not exploit the OK-  constraint to its fullest. 
Suppose the English loanword is [d n]. English [d] is adapted to MC [t] as shown in 
Miao (2005) and also the current loanword data. For the adaptation of [ n], 
according to Lin’s analysis the optimal outputs will be [ n], [ ], [an] and [ ] and 

15 The tableau in fact predicts six outputs, because the symbol ‘N’ includes both /n/ and / /, for example 
/ N/ covers both / n/ and / /. However, the ‘N’ in candidate /iN/ can only be /n/, and in /uN/ can only be 
/ /.   
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the suboptimal outputs will be [in] and [u ]. Crucially, among the predicted outputs, 
candidates [t n] and [tin] are missing from MC. If the combinations of the predicted 
onset and nucleus are impossible in MC, Lin’s analysis will always predict more 
outputs than empirically motivated. To avoid this problem, the current dissertation 
will go beyond the analysis that focuses on consonant-only or vowel-only (or 
maximally VN) correspondences and will integrate consonant and vowel (and nasal) 
correspondences at the CV(N) sequence level. In the following section, a 
preliminary analysis at the CV(N) sequence level will be shown based on Miao’s 
and Lin’s data. It will be argued that in such an analysis it is no longer necessary, 
more standard OT-like, to assume multiple outputs.  

  
 
7.3.3 CV(N) sequence analysis of Miao’s and Lin’s data 
 
Let us see what an analysis of some of Miao’s and Lin’s data will look like when the 
phonotactics of MC syllable structure are taken into account, as suggested here that 
they should. Consider their observations about English [s], [w] and [i]. According to 
Miao and Lin the following range of optimal and suboptimal outputs obtains for 
combinations of these sounds:  
 
(8) English phoneme  MC Optimal output MC suboptimal output 
 [s]   [s]   [ ], [ ] 
 [w]   [w]   [x] 
 [i]   [i]   [ei] 
 
The optimal outputs in (8) come as no surprise given that English [s], [w] and [i] all 
exist in MC. It is the suboptimal outputs that are unexpected: why would anyone 
select suboptimal outputs if the optimal ones are available? This is the issue that 
requires a shift of perspective from the phonemic to the CV(N) level. Once the 
syllabic level is involved, the answer is obvious: there is no reason to look at 
suboptimal outputs unless the combination of optimal phonemic outputs constitutes 
a non-existing syllable. This is exactly what happens in an attempt to adapt the 
English syllables [si] and [wi]: just selecting the optimal phonemic outputs will 
result in two non-existing MC syllables. Knowing this, an adapter has to give up 
either the optimal consonant or vowel output and adapt one of them, in a 
‘suboptimal’ way. For English [si] it is the consonant: this syllable is adapted to MC 
[ i]. For English [wi], it is the vowel [i]: this syllable is amended to MC [wei]. A 
more complete analysis of these cases will be presented in Chapter 8, section 8.2. 

As illustrated, the adaptations of English [si] and [wi] show that the MC 
consonant [ ] for English [s] and MC vowel [ei] for English [i] are not ‘suboptimal’ 
outputs but in fact optimal. Therefore, there is no need to assume multiple outputs 
once the move is made from the phonemic to the CV(N) level. In the next section 
two loanword studies that analyze adaptation at the CV(N) level will be introduced. 
That is, they differ from Miao (2005) and Lin (2008) in predicting one-to-one 
correspondence.  
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7.4 CV(N) sequence analysis: one-to-one correspondence 
 
This study is not the first to note the relevance of the structurally-legal but 
empirically absent syllables. In the next subsections two loanword studies will be 
discussed that implement a specific constraint to penalize adaptations that would 
imply non-existing syllables: Wu (2006) addresses tonotactically missing syllables 
and Hsieh et al. (2009) address phonotactically missing ones. In doing so, a 
foundation will be laid for my analysis in this dissertation in which viewing 
adaptation not just as a phonemic but also as a CV(N) level process, will be crucial 
to an understanding of MC loanword adaptation behavior. 
 
 
7.4.1 IDENT-LEX in Wu (2006) 
 
Wu (2006) observes that not all existing MC syllables can be combined with all four 
tones: [k a], for example, only has the first and third tone and [lan] misses the first 
tone. She argues that these tonotactic gaps are responsible for certain unfaithful 
tonal adaptations: 
 
(9) “Due to Mandarin’s unique morphemically based orthographic system, the 
permissible syllable composition is highly constrained by the language’s writing 
system, and it is relatively conservative in that almost all adapted sounds must have 
corresponding written forms that already exist. It is seldom the case that syllable 
shapes of loanwords result in an expansion of the syllabary. This is, in face of 
accidental/systematic gaps in the lexicon of the language, language users would 
often resort to strategies other than creating a new syllable that is originally missing 
in the language.” 

(Wu 2006: 232) 
 
Wu proposes a constraint called “IDENT-LEX” presented in (10) to penalize the 
candidates that do not have a corresponding written form/syllable in the native 
lexicon.  
 
(10) IDENT-LEX: There must be a corresponding written form/syllable in the native 
lexicon.  
 
In her study Wu found that generally English stressed monosyllabic words are 
adapted with the 4th, i.e. falling, tone (tone pitch value 51). However, [v ] in valve 
is amended to MC [fa]35 with a rising tone, which therefore is a suboptimal output. 
Wu, however, shows that this output is far from a suboptimal but simply the optimal 
output. This is illustrated in Tableau 6. 
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Tableau 6 The adaptation of English stressed [v ] in MC 
 

[v ] IDENT-LEX IDENT-V IDENT-Tone 

 a. /fa/35   * 

b. /fu/51  *  

c. /fa/51 *!   

 
Wu notices that [fa]51 has no corresponding written form in MC and hence violates 
IDENT-LEX. Candidate (b) violates Ident-V which requires that the output vowel be 
identical to that of the input.16 Candidate (a) is the optimal output even though it 
violates the tonal constraint.  
 
 
7.4.2 USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE in Hsieh et al. (2009) 
 
Hsieh et al. (2009) examine the adaptation of English coda nasals in MC. Similar to 
the findings of Miao (2005), they notice that the adaptations of English nasal codas 
in MC show variability in place. The optimal outputs for English [-n] and [- ] are 
MC [-n] and [- ], respectively, and their suboptimal outputs are [- ] and [-n], 
respectively, both unfaithful in place. Tableau 7 is the OT analysis of Miao (2005).  
 

Tableau 7 (i) English [-n]  MC /-n, - /; (ii) English [- ]  MC /- , -n/ 
 

(i) [-n] IDENT (Manner) 
IDENT 

(MajorArtic) 
IDENT 
(Place) 

IDENT 
(Voicing/Asp) 

  a. /-n/     

   b. /- /  * [dorsal] * [velar]  

    c. /-dV/ *! [+son],  [+nas]    

(ii) [- ]  

  a. /- /     

   b. /-n/  * [coronal] * [alveolar]  

    c. /-kV/ *! [+son], [+nas]    
 

Source: Miao (2005: 86, (32)) 
 
Different from Miao who simply considers the outputs that are deviating in place 
suboptimal, Hsieh et al. argue that the preceding vowel exerts influence on the 
adaptation of nasal codas in MC. In MC, rhyme harmony is required in the sense 

16 Since Wu focuses on tonotatic adaptation, she did not specify which aspect of vowels is targeted by Id-
V. In this case it is Id-back that will rule out candidate (b).  
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that a front vowel only occurs with the dental nasal coda [n] whereas a back vowel 
only occurs with a velar nasal coda [ ] (Duanmu 2000, 2007). As a consequence, 
syllables such as [ n] and [a ] are illicit. To account for the adaptation of English 
syllables [ n] and [a ], the authors argue that the constraint ‘Rhyme harmony’ is 
highly ranked. It dominates the faithfulness constraints, viz. the ‘loan sensitive’ 
Output-Output constraints IDENT-[back] (the backness of the input vowel should be 
identical to that of the output vowel) and IDENT-coda (the input coda should be 
identical to the output coda). As a result, English [ n] becomes MC [ ] and 
English [a ] is changed to MC [an]. 
 At this point it seems that the VN level analysis adequately accounts for the 
suboptimal outputs. However, Hsieh et al. also notice that the onset of VN rhymes 
can also affect the adaptation. Not every VN rhyme can follow all onsets, for 
instance, [ n] cannot be preceded by consonants such as [t, t , l]. The authors 
propose the constraint given in (11) to capture this phenomenon. 
 
(11) USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE: a syllable in the adapted loanword must have a 
precedent in the native inventory.  
 
This constraint is similar to IDENT-LEX of Wu (2009), and each is supposed to be 
undominated in its grammar. The adaptation of English [ten] into MC is used as an 
example, illustrated in Tableau 8. 17 IDENT-[front] and IDENT-[low] require that the 
frontness and the lowness of the output vowel be identical to that of input, 
respectively. IDENT-NasalCoda requires the output nasal coda be identical to that of 
the input.   

Tableau 8 shows English [ten] has only one optimal output, i.e. MC /t j /. 
USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE rules out candidates (a), (c), (h), (j) and (k), since these 
syllables are not attested in MC. Candidates (d), (f), (g) and (i) exist in MC but the 
frontness of their vowels is not identical to that of the input, hence they are 
eliminated by IDENT-[front]. As for candidate (b), it does not violate IDENT-[front], 
since the feature of the output [j ] is back. Among the remaining candidates, 
candidate (b) is selected as the optimal output, at the expense of candidate (e) which 
violates the higher ranked IDENT-[low].  
 

17 Tableau 8 is not identical to Tableau (17) in Hsieh et al. (2009). The original tableau was revised here 
for the following reasons. First, the transcription of the optimal output is not correct. It should be /t j / 
instead of /ti /. The /i/ in Pinyin <ting> is a glide instead of a vowel (Duanmu 2000, 2007 and Lin 2007). 
Second, Hsieh et al. use IDENT-[back] and IDENT-[high], which leads to wrong predictions. The optimal 
output will be [t an] which is not found in their loanword data. Third, Hsieh et al. only listed candidates 
(a) – (d), apparently failing to notice that candidate (e) is far more competitive than the other candidates. 
Fourth, Hsieh et al. seem to assume that the backness of English [ ] is underspecified; it is assumed here 
to be [-front] and [-back].  
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Tableau 8 English [ten] adaptation in MC 
 

 [ten] 
USE-LISTED-

SYLLABLE 
IDENT-
[front] 

IDENT-[low] 
IDENT-

NasalCoda 

a. /t en/ *!    

b. / t j /    * 

c. /t in/ * !    

d. / t o /  *!  * 

e. / t an/   *!  

f. / t w n/  *!   

g. / t /  *!  * 

h. / t on/ *! *   

i. / t /  *! * * 

j. / t w / *! *  * 

k. / t j n/ *!    

 
Tableau 8 on the one hand illustrates that MC [- ] is not a suboptimal output as 
assumed by Miao but the optimal output for English [-n] when examining the 
adaption at the CV(N) level. On the other hand, among the optimal and suboptimal 
outputs under Lin’s analysis, except one optimal output, the remaining optimal and 
suboptimal outputs are removed in an analysis at the CV(N) level. For instance, in 
Lin’s analysis English [en] adaptation will easily have five outputs: three optimal 
outputs / n, , an/ and two suboptimal outputs /in, j /. As pointed out above 
standard OT is designed to produce one-to-one mappings. Both the analyses of Miao 
and Lin fail to conform to this. The analysis of Hsieh et al. however does not have 
this problem. It analyzes loanword adaptation at the CV(N) level, resulting in one-
to-one mapping patterns.  
 
 
 
7.5 Conclusion 
 
The take-home message of this chapter is that the multiplicity of adapted forms one 
finds at the phonemic level in MC loanword adaptation disappears once the move is 
made of involving the CV(N) level. Previous studies such as Wu (2009) and Hsieh 
et al. (2009) noticed that in order to know which tone or phoneme among a range of 
MC tones or phonemes is selected as representing a foreign input, adaptations 
should be examined at the CV(N) level. However, their constraints IDENT-LEX and 
USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE that account for this phenomenon are only sporadically used. 
This dissertation on the other hand argues that these constraints have a pervasive 
influence in analyzing MC loanword adaptation. As a theoretical bonus, this type of 
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constraint allows us to analyze cases of adaptation such as those discussed in this 
chapter in a standard version of OT in which an input is linked to a single optimal 
output. This is a theoretical improvement on Miao (2005) and Lin (2008) who have 
to diverge from standard OT in order to allow for one-to-many mappings. The next 
chapter will provide additional support for this analysis on the basis of three fully 
developed case studies, focusing on the adaptation of English CV sound structures. 
In these case studies, USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE will be used to rule out candidates that 
have non-MC syllable structure and also that fit MC syllable structure but are not 
attested in the language. 18   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18  An independent reader pointed out that the constraints IDENT-LEX and USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE 
potentially have two different interpretations: (i) a simple check on the presence of a syllable in the 
lexicon, or (ii) an abbreviation of phonotactic well-formedness constraints. The former case is illustrated 
in Tableau 6, where the candidate /fa/51 is ruled out by IDENT-LEX because it does not exist in the MC 
lexicon and the latter is illustrated in Tableau 8, in which the candidate /t on/ for instance is rejected 
because it violates the MC phonotactics, i.e. rhyme harmony. In this dissertation, for the sake of 
simplicity, I use the constraint U-L-S as a term that covers both interpretations.  
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CHAPTER 8 
 
 

THREE CASES STUDIES:  
ENGLISH CV- SEQUENCE ADAPTATION IN MC 

 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
The previous chapter showed that analyzing loanword adaptation in MC at the 
phonemic level often predicts one-to-many mapping patterns (cf. Miao 2005 and Lin 
2008) and, from there, stressed the importance of analyzing adaptation in MC at the 
full CV-sequence level. Crucial references were Wu (2006) and Hsieh et al. (2009). 
Following these references, it is argued that since syllables are expressed as 
characters in MC, the selected MC syllables must be expressible also as an MC 
written form. This is formalized as the constraint USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE (U-L-S) by 
Hsieh et al. (2009). In the adaptation of a foreign form not just phonemes are 
modified, but it must also be ensured that in the process the combination of the 
selected MC phonemes obeys phonotactic rules of MC. A preliminary reanalysis of 
Miao’s and Lin’s data demonstrated the importance of the U-L-S constraint. 
Moreover, it was illustrated that analyzing loanword adaptation at the CV-sequence 
level can predict one-to-one mapping patterns. When an alleged optimal output 
syllable does not have any corresponding character(s) in MC, a ‘suboptimal’ output 
will become optimal.   

In the current chapter, the analysis of loanword adaptation at CV-sequence 
level will be further developed on the basis of three case studies: the adaptations of 
the English CV-sequences [Ci, C ], [C ] and [Ce ] in MC. These will be presented 
in sections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. For each case study, relevant loanwords 
that appear to be contaminated by external factors such as misinterpreted 
orthography and semantic-association are excluded from the phonological analysis 
by using chaos filters as proposed in Chapter 6. As a consequence, the analyses will 
be based on data that have been filtered. Working within an Optimality-Theoretic 
framework, proposing an OT grammar predicting adaptation for these case studies 
will be considered an important contribution. It will turn out to be able to account 
for the adaptation of English (input) forms in MC for about 90% of the current 
corpus. In section 8.5 character adopting strategies will be discussed, as also 
influencing adaptation. Section 8.6 is the conclusion.   
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8.2 Case study 1: English [Ci, C ] adaptation in MC 
 
 
8.2.1 Data 
 
The first case of adaptation is that of the English vowels [i, ]. Note that “English 
[i]” refers to English high front vowels and glides [i ], [i]and [j], since MC speakers 
do not distinguish them in adaptation (e.g., Lin 2008). The three sounds will be 
distinguished, however, when necessary. For instance, when talking about the word 
bikini, it will be specified that the three syllables are [b ], [ki ] and [ni].1 In this 
chapter English vowels [i] and [ ] are categorized in one group, because they are not 
distinguished in the current loanword data by adapters.  

Table 1 shows that these English vowels have ten different outputs in the 
MC corpus. The majority of English [i, ] is adapted to MC [i] (82.04%), and to MC 
[ei] (11.69%). The rest of the adapted forms are attested for 6.27% of the cases.   
 

Table 1 The adaptation of English vowels [i, ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[i] 443 (82.04%) 

[ei] 63 (11.67%) 

[ai] 13 (2.41%) 

[j , y ] 6 (1.11%) 

[ ] 7 (1.30%) 

[ ] 3 (0.56%) 

[u] 1 (0.19%) 

[ r] 1 (0.19%) 

[ ] 1 (0.19%) 

[i, ]   

[j n] 2 (0.37%) 

Total [i ]  540 (100%) 

 

1 The Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary (Jones et al. eds. 2003, 17th edition) is the reference for 
the pronunciations of loanwords in this dissertation.  
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(1) The adaptation of English vowels [i, ] in MC 
 
i. Mapping 1: [i, ]  [i] 
ENGLISH MC MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Olympic [ u.lin.p i.k ]  mysterious-forest-  
      to match-to conquer 
b. bikini  [pi.t i.ni]   to compare-base-peaceful 
c. Mississippi [mi. i. i.pi]  close-west-west-to compare 
 
ii. Mapping 2: [i, ]  [ei] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. David  [tai.wei]    to wear-to hold together 
b. whisky [wei. t i]   power-man-taboo 
c. Philip  [fei.li.p u]   fragrant-interest-common 
 
iii. Mapping 3: [i, ]  [ai] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Byzantine [pai.t an.t j ]   to worship-to occupy-palace 
b. bandage [p .tai]    to tie-belt 
c. Cecilia [sai. i.li.ja]  fortress-west-jasmine- 

the second 
 
iv. Mapping 4: [i, ]  [j , y ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Michigan [mi. j .k n]   close to-to rest-root 
b. Chichester [t i.t j s t ]  rare-close to-this-special 
c. cigar  [ y .t ja]   snow-the stem of lotus 
 
v. Mapping 5: [i, ]  [ ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. jacket  [t ja.k ]   double-layered-to conquer 
b. Manchester [man.t .s .t ]  graceful-clear-this-special 
c. Gothic  [k  t ]    elder brother-special 
 
vi. Mapping 6: [i, ]  [ ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Pepsi Cola [pai. k .l ]  hundred-affair-able-happy 
b. Louisiana [lu.ji.s an.na]  road-easy-this-peace-  

CHARACTER FOR GIRLS’ NAMES 
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vii. Mapping 7: [i, ]  [u] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Penelope [p ei.nei.lwo.p u]  to admire-inside-RIVER’S  

NAME-common 
 
viii. Mapping 8: [i, ]  [ r] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. emu  [ r.mj u]   KIND OF BIRD-CHARACTER  

CREATED FOR emu 
 
ix. Mapping 9: [i, ]  [ ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Utopia [wu.t wo.b ]   nothing-support-country 
 
x. Mapping 10: [i, ]  [j n] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. cyclamen [ j n.k .lai]   immortal- guest-to come 
b. Shilling  [ j n.li ]   first-order 
 
In Chapter 6 the point was made that misinterpreted orthography and semantic-
association play an important role in MC adaptation. Chaos filters were proposed to 
filter out the loanwords that are contaminated by these two non-phonological factors. 
For the current case, the data before and after filtering are presented in Table 2. 
Examples of misinterpreted-orthography-based loanwords are Gypsy  [t i.p u.sai] 

‘lucky-common-match’ and Massachusetts  [ma.sa.t u.sai]  
‘horse-Buddhist idol-all-fortress’.2 Examples influenced by semantics are media  
[mei.t i]  ‘match-maker-object’ and Utopia  [wu.t wo.b ]  ‘nothing-
support-country’. The former expresses that media acts as a match-maker between 
people, and the latter expresses the concept of Utopia – a country that has no 
fundamental support. For more loanwords that are influenced by semantics, see 
Appendix E. As shown in Table 2, cleaner data are obtained after the application of 
chaos filters.  

 

2 <se> [s ] in Massachusetts must have been read as [se], which will be adapted to MC [sai] (which will 
be presented in Chapter 9, subsection 9.2.2.2 of this dissertation).  
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Table 2 The adaptation of English [i,  ] in MC: before and after filtering 
 

English MC 
Before filtering 

No. (%) 
Chaos Filters 

After filtering 
No. (%) 

[i] 443 (82.04%)  443 (87.9%) 

[ei] 63 (11.67%) 6orth., 3sem. 54 (10.71%) 

[ai] 13 (2.41%) 
9orth., 2sem., 
1orth./sem. 

1 (0.20%) 

[j , y ] 6 (1.11%) 1orth., 2sem. 3 (0.60%) 

[ ] 7 (1.30%) 5 orth. 2 (0.40%) 

[ ] 3 (0.56%) 2orth., 1 sem.  0 

[u] 1 (0.19%) 1 orth. 0 

[ r] 1 (0.19%) 1sem. 0 

[ ] 1 (0.19%) 1sem. 0 

[i, ] 

[j n] 2 (0.37%) 1sem. 1 (0.20%) 

Total [i ]  540 (100%)  504 (100%) 

 
The adapted forms [ ], [u], [ r] and [ ] are completely eliminated by the chaos 
filters. Two mapping patterns clearly stand out, whereas four occur only in 7 out of 
503 cases. They are [ri]  [lai] in Humphrey, [r ]  [l in Horace, [ ]  [t ] in 
Gothic, [ ]  [t j ] in Gilbert, [ ]  [ j ] in Michigan, [h ]  [ j ] in hysteria 
and [ ]  [ j n] in Shilling. These 7 cases will be set apart as outliers given their 
very low number of occurrences. Some of them are not completely enigmatic, 
however. For instance, the vowel [ ] in Gilbert is adapted to MC [j ]. This may be a 
case of influence by the following dark [ ], which is always amended to MC [ r]. 
Another example is Michigan which used to have another adapted form in MC, i.e. 
[mi. i.k n]  ‘close to-west-root’, in which [ ] is faithfully amended to MC [i]. 
This form was included in the book Cihai  ‘Sea of words’ (Shu ed. 1936, 1947), 
and it is the correctly adapted form for Michigan according to Chao (1961). 
However, the latest version of Cihai only includes [mi. j .k n]  ‘close to-to 
rest-root’ which is the one we find in the current data. One of the possible reasons is 
that the adapter speaks one of the southern dialects such as that of Shanghai. In this 
dialect, the character  ‘to rest’ is pronounced as [ ik]. A similar explanation could 
be advanced for [h ] in Hysteria, [ ] in Shilling. However, the mappings [ri]  [lai] 
in Humphrey, [r ]  [l in Horace, [ ]  [t ] in Gothic remain mysterious.  

In the next section the two major adaptation mapping patterns will be 
analyzed at the CV- sequence level. The 7 cases that are set apart as outliers will be 
ignored and the other 497 cases will be addressed. It will be shown that the two 
outputs are optimal in that they are the first and only choice of adapters.  
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8.2.2 Analysis of English [Ci, C ] adaptation in MC 
 
In this section English [Ci, C ] adaptation in MC will be analyzed at the CV- 
sequence level. In the table(s), C stands for consonant. Note that no cases of [ji, j ] 
are found in the current loanword data. When the vowel lacks an onset, the symbol 
‘Ø’ is used. The two major adaptation mapping patterns, namely English [Ci, C ]  
MC [Ci] and English [Ci, C ]  MC [Cei], are the focus of this section. The 
relevant data is presented in Table 3.  
 

Table 3 Mappings of English [Ci, C ] adaptation in MC: after filtering 
 

Mappings Consonants No. (%) 

1. [Ci, C ]  [Ci] 
[Ø, b, p, d, t, , k, s, z, , , h, 
d , t , n, m, l, r]    

443 (89.13%) 

2. [Ci, C ]  [Cei] [f, v, w, p, r, tr] 54 (10.87%) 

Total  497 (100%) 

 
 
8.2.2.1 Mapping 1: [Ci, C ]  [Ci] 
 
For the mapping of English [Ci, C ]  MC [Ci], it can be observed that some 
consonants undergo palatalization and some do not. For instance, English [b ], [ni] 
and [pi] are adapted to MC [pi], [ni] and [p i], respectively, whereas [ki] is modified 
to MC [t i] and English [h ] to MC [ i]. The reason why palatalization occurs is that 
the corresponding MC consonants cannot be followed by a high front vowel or glide. 
The attested loanwords after filtering are therefore divided into two groups 
depending on whether the output consonant C is palatalized or not. C in the first 
(non-palatalized) group contains the null onset, non-velar plosives, the palatal 
fricative, affricates, nasals and liquids.3 A typical example is bikini  [pi.t i.ni] 

 ‘to compare-base-peaceful’. C in the second (palatalized) group stands for 
velar plosives and non-palatal non-labial fricatives. A typical example is hippie  
[ i.p i]  ‘frolic-naughty’.  
 
 
8.2.2.1.1 Mapping 1, group 1:  no palatalization 
 
In this section the mappings of the consonants that do not palatalize from English to 
MC will be discussed. The discussion of the data will be presented and followed by 
the analysis. 

3 Recall from Chapter 6 that English [ ] is adapted to MC [ ]. [ ] is a palato-alveolar fricative, so there is 
no extra palatalization process. Thus, this sound is categorized together with the consonants that do not 
undergo palatalization. For the same reason, English affricates [d , t ] will be in this group as well.  
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Data 
 

Table 4 presents the mappings of the null onset, non-velar plosives, the palatal 
fricative, affricates, nasals and liquids. None of these mappings involve 
palatalization. 
 

Table 4 Mapping 1, Group 1: English [Ci, C ]  MC [Ci] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[Øi, Ø ]  [ji] 35 100% 

[bi, b ]  [pi] 17 100% 

[di, d ] [ti] 27 100% 

[pi, p ]  [p i] 7 58.33% 

[pi, p ]  [pi] 4 33.33% 

[ti, t ]  [t i] 2 9.09% 

[ti, t ]  [ti] 20 90.91% 

[ i, ]  [ i] 2 100% 

[d i, d ]  [t i] 11 91.67% 

[d i, d ]  [t i] 1 8.33% 

[t i, t ]  [t i] 3 100% 

[ni, n ]  [ni] 52 100% 

[mi, m ]  [mi] 26 100% 

[li, l ]  [li] 64 100% 

[ri, r ]  [li] 94 98.95% 

Total 365  

 
In Table 4, the majority of Cs in English syllables [Ci, C ] is adapted to their MC 
faithful (predicted) consonants, referring to Miao (2005). The exceptions are in the 
shaded cells: [pi, p ]  [pi], [ti, t ]  [ti] and [d i, d ]  [t i]. These mappings 
are special because the presence or absence of aspiration of the MC onsets is 
different from that of the English input onsets. No acceptable explanations can be 
provided, phonetic or otherwise, for why these deviations occur. One of them ([ti] 
lacking aspiration) is quite systematic, the others are quite marginal, and together 
they constitute 6.85% of the cases, 25 out 365. They will be left aside in the present 
study, but it is also worthwhile to report an identification perception experiment 
addressing them showing for [pi, p ]  [pi] and [ti, t ]  [ti] that it is not in 
perception that the answer lies to this issue.  
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This experiment ran as follows. Twelve MC listeners took part; they were 
all L2 learners of English with an average age of 23.25. All of them were bachelor 
or master students at Utrecht University. Their average grade of IELTS 
(International English Language Testing System) is 6.58 (out of 9). According to the 
IELTS Band Score Scale, the English level of the subjects was between competent 
(score 6) and good (score 7), suggesting the subjects were early semi-advanced 
learners of English.4 The experiment used English nonce items read by an English 
native speaker in order to avoid the subject’s perception being influenced by the 
familiarity with some existing words. All items were bisyllabic with CiCVC or 
CVCiC syllable structures. The onset C in the Ci and CiC template was a plosive ([b, 
p, t, d, , k]). The onset C in the CVC and CV template was always one of the 
following consonants, [l, m, n]. The coda C in both CVC and CiC was a fricative ([f, 
v, s]). Each nonce word had one of the vowels [e, , ]. There were 3 different 
forms for both CiCVC and CVCiC nonce words, yielding 36 target nonce words in 
total. Also, 24 filler nonce words were embedded. For all items in the experiment, 
the stress was always on the first syllable. During the experiment, all of the auditory 
stimuli were presented twice, which indicated that each subject would hear 120 
nonce words in total, consisting of 36 × 2 = 72 target nonce words and 24 × 2 = 48 
filler nonce words (see all the stimuli in Appendix J). The experiment was run in 
Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2007). The subjects performed the experiment in the 
phonetic lab at UiL-OTS (Utrecht Institute of Linguistics-OTS). Every subject had 
to sit facing a computer screen wearing a pair of headphones. The instruction to 
subjects was in Mandarin Chinese. A small try-out experiment was done to clarify 
the procedure before the actual start of the experiment. For the try-out experiment, 
participants were told that all the forms they would hear in the experiment were 
English nonce words. When an auditory item was given, they had to decide whether 
what they heard was [m] or [n] by clicking m or n, which were shown in two boxes 
on the computer screen. Only after clicking, the following trial would be presented, 
so subjects had enough time to make decisions. After the try-out experiment, 
subjects were also told that there would be six options in the real experiment, viz. 
English plosives [b, p, d, t, , k]. There were three possible breaks in the experiment, 
which subjects could take upon request. Trial order was randomized. The statistic 
results are given in Table 5. The degree of freedom (i.e. df) was 11. For each Ci 
sound sequence, there were six items, so the test value was 2, which was the chance. 
Note that the t value cannot be computed when the standard deviation is 0. This is 
marked by the symbol ‘ - ’ in the table.  

4 IELTS score information is from: http://www.ielts.org/pdf/Information_for_Candidates_booklet.pdf. 
IELTS 6.5 is equivalent to B2 CEFR level according to the mapping of the IELTS scale to the CEFR (see 
http://www.ielts.org/researchers/common_european_framework.aspx).  
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Table 5 The perception of English [plosive +i/ ]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 

Plosives Stimuli 
Correct 

Response 
Mean 

Sd. 
Deviation 

t value 
(df = 11) 

Sig. 

[biCVC] 100% 6.00 .00 - - 
[b] 

[CVbiC] 95.83% 5.75 .45 21.06 .000 ** 

[piCVC] 98.61% 5.92 .29 35.00 .000 ** 
[p] 

[CVpiC] 91.67% 5.50 .67 12.85 .000 ** 

[diCVC] 91.67% 5.50 1.17 7.42 .000 ** 
[d] 

[CVdiC] 97.22% 5.83 .58 17.00 .000 ** 

[tiCVC] 100% 6.00 .00 - - 
[t] 

[CVtiC] 100% 6.00 .00 - - 

[ iCVC] 97.22% 5.83 .39 25.22 .000 ** 
[ ] 

[CV iC] 97.22% 5.83 .39 25.22 .000 ** 

[kiCVC] 98.61% 5.92 .29 35.00 .000 ** 
[k] 

[CVkiC] 66.67% 4.00 1.54 2.25 .046 ** 

 
The results show that MC listeners can perceive English plosives before a high front 
vowel very well. The worst result is the one in which English [k] is in the final 
syllable of the stimuli: in 24 out of 72 cases English [k] was misperceived as [ ]. In 
comparison, MC listeners identified [p] in [pi, p ] for 95.14% of the cases (7 out of 
144), [t] in [ti, t ] for 100% of the cases. Given that MC has suitable characters such 
as  [p i] ‘skin’ and  [t i] ‘to lift’, it is not clear why the mappings [pi, p ]  [pi] 
and [ti, t ]  [ti] occur so frequently in the corpus.  
 
Analysis 
 
In this subsection the constraints will be discussed that are relevant to MC loanword 
phonology as currently discussed. The bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann 
(2009a) will be adopted5 to present OT analyses of the mapping of English [Ci, C ] 

 MC [Ci], in which the English Cs and their corresponding MC Cs are those of 
non-shaded cells of Table 4. Adopting this model implies that both a perception and 
a production grammar will be part of the discussion. All the constraints were already 
presented in Chapter 3. They are represented in (2) and (3). A first important 
constraint of the analysis is Hsieh et al.’s U-L-S, introduced in Chapter 7. It requires 
that an output syllable, or potential output syllable, must have a precedent in the 

5 Recall that in Chapter 2, subsection 2.3.2.2.2 the argument was presented why the bidirectional model of 
Boersma & Hamann is adopted in this dissertation.   
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native syllable inventory. The constraints (3c) – (3g) are co-ranked and they will be 
referred to as IDENT-LANV. Note that L can stand for both the features labial and 
lateral, the former is indicated as L1 the latter as L2 in some tableaux below. These 
constraints are outranked by the constraint IDENT-cont requiring that the manner 
feature (continuancy) of an output segment is identical to that of the input. Vowel-
related constraints are presented in (3). The ranking of these constraints will be 
shown below. Finally, ‘Id’ is used for “IDENT” in tableaux for the sake of space.  
 
(2) USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE: a syllable in the adapted loanword must have a 
precedent in the native inventory.  
 
(3) Faithful constraints: 
a. DEP-coda: no insertions of coda.  
b. IDENT-cont: the manner feature – continuancy – of an output segment is identical 
to that of the input. 
c. IDENT-lab: the place feature (labial) of an output segment is identical to that of the 
input.  
d. IDENT-lat: the place feature (lateral) of an output segment is identical to that of the 
input.  
e. IDENT-asp: the aspiration of an output segment is identical to that of the input. 
f. IDENT-nas: the manner feature (nasal) of an output segment is identical to that of 
the input. 
g. IDENT-voicing: the voicing of an output segment is identical to that of the input.  
h. IDENT-Vft: the frontness of the input vowel is identical to that of the output vowel. 
i. IDENT-Vhi: the highness of the input vowel is identical to that of the output vowel. 
j. IDENT-Vlow: the lowness of the input vowel is identical to that of the output 
vowel. 
 
In Chapter 5 it was shown that loanword adaptation in MC is most probably done by 
MC learners of English whose L2 English competence is higher than intermediate. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the orthography of loanwords is available to these 
adapters (cf. Miao 2005 and Lin 2008). Recalling the seven adaptation scenarios 
presented in Chapter 3, the adaptation taking place in the corpus appears to be a case 
of scenario 2. It was shown that in this scenario MC adapters can accurately map an 
SL orthographic input to its comprehension surface form and also faithfully store 
that form in the lexicon. According to Boersma & Hamann (2009a: 52), when 
faithful perception and storage occur, the (L2) loan adapters will use their native 
phonological production grammar to conduct adaptation. In the next paragraph, from 
among the inputs of Table 4, the adaptation of English [bi] will be used as an 
example to illustrate the mapping of English [Ci, C ]  MC [Ci].  
 The MC adapter maps the graphemes of English [bi], such as <bi> and 
<bea> accurately to their comprehension surface form /bi/, which will then be stored 
as |bi|. Then, loanword adaptation will be carried out in subsequent production. 
Using this stored form the (OT) MC native phonological grammar that accounts for 
the adaptation of English |bi| is presented in Tableau 1. U-L-S is top-ranked as 
argued in Chapter 7. In addition to U-L-S and the constraints of (2) and (3), the 
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faithfulness constraints DEP-(G)V and DEP-V(G), banning insertion of glides 
before and after a vowel, respectively, are also involved. Note that for /b/- initial 
candidates only /bi/ is listed. MC lacks the phoneme /b/, so all /b/-initial candidates 
will be ruled out by the constraint U-L-S.  
 

Tableau 1 English |bi| adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|bi| 
U-
L-
S 

DEP
-

coda 

Id-
cont 

Id-LANV 
Id 
-V 
ft 

Id 
-V 
hi 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id- 
V 

low 

DEP 
- 
V 

(G) 

 a. /pi/    * (V)      

b. /pa/    * (V)  *!  *  

c. /pj /     * (V)  *! *   

d. /pei/    * (V)  *!   * 

e. /pai/    * (V)  *!  * * 

f. /pwo/    * (V) *! * *   

g. /pu/     * (V) *!     

h. /p / *!   * (V) * *    

i. /ti/    **! (L1, V)      

j. /p i/    **! (A, V)      

k. /mi/   *! * (N)      

l. /li/   *! * ( L2)      

m. /pin/  *!  * (V)      

n. /bi/ *!         

 
In Tableau 1, U-L-S eliminates candidates (h) and (n) and DEP-coda rejects 
candidate (m). Candidates (k) and (l) are eliminated by Id-con due to their deviating 
continuancy feature. Candidates (a) – (g), (i) and (j) all have a violation of Id-
voicing. Candidates (i) and (j) are rejected because the former also violates Id-labial 
and the latter Id-aspiration. Of the remaining candidates, candidate (a) is selected as 
the optimal output. Candidates (f) and (g) are ruled out by Id-Vft and candidates (b) 
– (e) are so by Id-Vhi.  

After the application of the production grammar, the adapter will carry out 
the implementation of the phonetic details of the optimal output /pi/. Since /pi/ is 
attested in MC, the adapter will implement the phonetic details of /pi/ to arrive at the 
acoustic output [pi].  
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8.2.2.1.2 Mapping 1, group 2:  palatalization 
 
In this section the mappings of the phonemes that do palatalize from English to MC 
will be discussed and analyzed. The adaptation of English [Ci, C ] of this group is 
presented in Table 6. The consonants involved are English [ , k, s, z, , h]. All the 
consonants are modified with palatalization while keeping the high front vowel 
faithful.  
 

Table 6 Mapping 1, Group 2: English [Ci, C ]  MC [Ci] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[ i, ]  [t i] 5 100% 

[ki, k ]  [t i] 1 5% 

[ki, k ]  [t i] 19 95% 

[si, s ; i, , hi, h ]  [ i] 47 100% 

[zi, z ]  [ i] 6 100% 

Total 78  

 
English [ i, ] syllables are modified to [t i]. English [ki, k ] have two adapted 
forms, one is [t i] and the other is [t i]. According to the MC native phonological 
grammar in Tableau 1, the aspiration of English [k] is predicted to be maintained. 
However, such mapping is only found in a single case: [ki]  [t i] is attested in the 
loanword kaki  [k a.t i]  ‘to block-this’, which is also adapted to [k a.t i] 

 ‘ONOMATOPOEIA-ONOMATOPOEIA’ in the loanword data. Table 4 above 
indicated that English syllables [pi, p ] and [ti, t ] both have two adapted forms, one 
with aspiration ([p ] and [t ]) and the other without ([p] and [t]). This seems to 
suggest that MC adapters sometimes ignore the aspiration of English voiceless 
plosives when these are followed by a high front vowel. Moreover, the aspiration 
tends to be lost most when the voiceless plosive is the English [k] and especially 
when this velar plosive is in the final syllable. In the loanword data 73.68% of 
English [ki, k ] (14 out of 19) occurs as the final syllable of the loanwords. 
Interestingly, this phenomenon was also observed in the identification perception 
experiment presented in Table 5 in 8.2.2.1.1. When English [k] followed by a high 
front vowel is in a final syllable, it was misperceived as [ ] in 33.33% of the cases. 
English [k] was misperceived significantly more than other English voiceless 
plosives, e.g., compared to [p], t (11) = 4.18, p < .01. To explain this phenomenon, 
the relatively less accurate perception of the aspiration of [k] in [ki, k ] might have 
an articulatory origin. Indeed, to articulate velar plosives [ , k], there has to be velar 
closure, during which the tongue is against the velum (Collins & Mees 1996: 162). 
Thus, the amount of compressed air that is released must be less. In addition, when 
articulating high front vowels, the opening of the mouth is smaller compared to 
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other vowels. Thus, it is plausible that the aspiration of [k] in syllables [ki, k ] is not 
as strong as in [p] and [t] in syllables [pi, p ; ti, t ]. As a consequence, it should not 
come as a surprise that the aspiration of [k] in English [ki, k ] is sometimes left 
unrealized in adaptation.  
 English non-labial fricatives [s, z, , h] when followed by a high front 
vowel also undergo palatalization. They are amended to the only palatal fricative 
MC [ ].6 In the current analysis this is considered an outlier case. For English [si, s ], 
the MC adapted form [ i] can be demonstrated not to be sub-optimal but optimal, 
consider Table 7.  

 
Table 7 English [si, s ] adaptation in the current corpus 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[ i] 36 (76.59%) 

[ j n] 1 (2.13%) 

[ y ] 1 (2.13%) 
[si, s ] 

[sai] 9 (19.15%) 

Total [si, s ]  47 (100%) 

 
To get a clearer picture of these mapping patterns the chaos filters are applied to 
these cases.7 First, the two MC outputs [ j n] and [ y ] are semantically associated. 
MC [ j n] is found in the word cyclamen  [ j n.k .lai]  ‘immortal-guest-
to come’. The adaptation is done by ZHOU Shoujuan (1895 – 1968). In his book 
Among Flowers and Trees (1981), he gives the following reason for translating 
cyclamen to [ j n.k .lai]  ‘immortal-guest-to come’: since cyclamen 
flowers look like rabbit ears, and there is a moon rabbit living on the moon together 
with the goddess Chang E according to Chinese folklore, the word [ j n.k .lai] 

 ‘immortal-guest-to come’ will give people the impression that the flowers 
come from the place where immortals live. Cigar is modified to MC [ y .t ja]  
‘snow-stem of lotus’. This adaptation is due to the Chinese poet XU Zhimo (1897 – 
1931) who ended up with this particular adaptation because white and grey cigar ash 
is like snow and a cigar body looks like the stem of a lotus root.  

Second, the mapping [si, s ]  [sai] is based on misinterpreted orthography. 
The adapted form MC [sai] is attested when English [i] in [si, s ] is spelt as <e> or 
<y>, as in Dorset   [two sai t ] ‘many-fortress-special’, Sebastian 

6 There is one exception: English [zi, z ] is adapted to MC [t i] found in the name Ozzie. For the same 
reason that I presented in Chapter 6, footnote 2, this case is excluded from the current data.  
7 The loanword Simmons is adapted to MC [ i.m .s ]  ‘mattress-to dream-to miss’. The MC 
translation makes people associate with sleeping and is suitable for a mattress brand name. It is one of the 
cases of phonemic-semantic type of loanword. Since the adaptation does not cause any chaos to the 
loanword data, the chaos filter will not filter this word out.     
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 [sai.pa.s ti.an] ‘fortress-SUFFIX-this-end-safe’ and Gypsy   
[t i.p u.sai] ‘lucky-common-to match’. The mismatch between the pronunciation 
and the spelling might lead the adapters to follow the pronunciations of the spellings 
<e> and <y> rather than the pronunciation [i]. The adapters consider the spelling 
<se> as [se] and <sy> as [sai]. According to the current loanword data, English [se] 
is adapted to [sai], as in Cecily  [sai. i.li]  ‘fortress-west-jasmine’ (the full 
analysis will be presented in Chapter 9 of this dissertation). The comparison of 
English [si, s ] adaptation in MC before and after applying the semantics and 
orthography chaos filters is presented in Table 8.  

The filtered data clearly shows that English [si, s ] can be said to be always 
mapped to MC [ i]. Using English [si] to represent both English [si] and [s ], 
adaptation is carried out in phonological production in the same way as that of [bi] 
(see 8.2.2.1.1). This means that the graphemes of English [si], such as <si> and 
<sea> are accurately mapped to its comprehension surface form /si/ by an MC 
learner of English whose L2 English level is higher than intermediate. This surface 
form will be mapped to the stored form |si|, which will be the input to possible 
adaptation in phonological production.  
 

Table 8 The adaptation of [si, s ] adaptation before and after filtering  
 

English MC No. (%) Chaos Filters No. (%) 

[ i] 36 (76.59%)  36 (100%) 

[ j n] 1 (2.13%) 1 sem. 0 

[ y ] 1 (2.13%) 1 sem. 0 
[si, s ] 

[sai] 9 (19.15%) 9 orth. 0 

Total [si, s ]  47 (100%)  36 (100%) 

 
Tableau 2 gives the MC native phonological grammar that governs English |si| 
adaptation. In this tableau, the constraints IDENT-Vrd and IDENT-dor are added. They 
require, respectively, that the roundness and dorsality of the output vowel must be 
identical to that of the input. In MC, the phoneme / / can only be followed by a high 
front vowel or glide. In Tableau 2, only the most competitive / /-initial candidates, 
i.e. / i/, / y/ and / j / are listed. In contrast, the phoneme /s/ cannot be followed by a 
high front vowel or glide. For simplicity, only one /s/-initial candidate, /si/, is listed 
in the tableau.   
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Tableau 2 English |si| adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|si| 
U-
L-
S 

DE
P-
co 
da 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

Id-
V 
rd 

DEP 
- 

(G) 
V 

Id 
- 

dor 

Id
- 
V 
lo
w 

DE
P-V 
(G) 

 a. / i/         *   

b. / y/       *!  *   

c. /sa/      *!    *  

d. / j /        *!  * *   

e. /sj / *!     *  *    

f. /sei/ *!     *     * 

g. /swei/        *!   * 

h. /sai/      *!    * * 

i. /swo/     *! * * *    

j. /su/      *!  *     

k. /s /     *! *      

l. /ti/   *!         

m. /ni/    
*! 

 (N, V) 
       

n. / in/  *!       *   

o. /fi/ *!   * (L1)        

p. /si/  *!           

 
In Tableau 2 candidates (e), (f), (o) and (p) are non-existing syllables in MC, so they 
are eliminated by U-L-S. Candidate (n) is rejected by DEP-coda. Candidates (l) and 
(m) are ruled out by Id-cont and Id-LANV, respectively. Candidate (l) is penalized 
for its non-continuity and candidate (m) for its nasality and voicing. Id-Vft 
eliminates candidates (i) – (k) and Id-Vhi does so for candidates (d), (d) and (h). Of 
the remaining candidates, (b) and (g) violate Id-Vrd and DEP-(G)V, respectively. 
Therefore, candidate (a) is optimal. Since the optimal output / i/ is an attested MC 
syllable, the adapter will implement the phonetic details of / i/ to the acoustic output 
[ i]. Hence, the optimal output for English [si] is MC [ i]. 

This section presented the analyses of the adaptations of English [Ci, C ]  
[Ci] in MC, in which the English vowels [i/ ] are maintained faithfully. However, 
onsets such as velar plosives [ , k] and non-labial fricatives [s, z, , h] undergo 
palatalization when followed by high front vowels. This is due to the fact that their 
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supposedly optimal output syllables are missing in MC. Accordingly the supposedly 
suboptimal outputs, with palatalization, are optimal. This shows the importance of 
the constraint U-L-S and the move from the phonemic to the CV(N) level.  

In the following section it will be shown that U-L-S also plays an important 
role in the mapping of [Ci, C ]  [Cei].  

 
 

8.2.2.2 Mapping 2: [Ci, C ]  [Cei] 
 
The second major mapping [Ci, C ]  [Cei] is interesting because the English 
vowels [i/ ] are not kept as [i] in MC but are adapted to the MC diphthong [ei]. The 
data is presented in Table 9.  
 

Table 9 Mapping 2: English [Ci, C ]  MC [Cei] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[fi, f ]   [fei] 13 100% 

[vi, v ]  [wei] 22 100% 

[wi, w ]  [wei] 16 100% 

[tri]  [t wei] 1 100% 

[pi]  [pei] 1 8.33% 

[ri]  [lei] 1 1.05% 

Total 54  

 
English syllables [fi, f ], [vi, v ] and [wi, w ] are adapted to MC [fei], [wei] and [wei] 
respectively. [tri]  [t wei], found in the adaptation of the place name Coventry, is 
the only case in which an initial consonant cluster is adapted as one sound.8 As 
shown in the literature (for instance Miao 2005: 106, Table 4.8), foreign onset 
clusters CC- are often adapted phoneme by phoneme into MC. For example, the first 
consonant C is saved by vowel insertion, as in [kl-] in clone  [k .lu ]  ‘to 
conquer-to rise’. [pi]  [pei] is only found in the MC loan for copy [k u.pei]  
‘to beat-treasure’ and [ri]  [lei] only in the adaptation of the place name 
Canterbury [k an.t .pwo.lei] ‘pit-special-uncle-thunder’. 9  No 

8 However, this case need not be exceptional. Apparently the adapter considers [tr] to be one sound. 
According to the phonological grammar presented in Tableaux 1 and 2, it is predicted that the optimal 
output will be selected from among the MC affricates, [ts], [ts ], [t ] and [t ]. IDENT-LANV will 
eliminate the candidates [ts] and [t ] because of their lack of aspiration, and IDENT-retro (see Chapter 6) 
will reject the candidate [ts ] because it lacks a retroflex sound. Under this analysis, MC [t ] is the 
optimal output.  
9 Canterbury was translated by the Middle English expert FANG Chong (1902 – 1991) for Chaucer’s 
(1343 – 1400) Canterbury Tales.  
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explanations can be provided for these two mappings. Just as earlier, the adapters of 
the corpus can accurately map the graphemes of English [fi], [vi] and [wi] to their 
comprehension surface forms, i.e. /fi/, /vi/ and /wi/, respectively. These surface 
forms can be stored faithfully as |fi|, |vi| and |wi|, respectively. In tableaux 3 and 4 
below, the adaptations of English |fi| and |vi| are used as examples to illustrate the 
mapping of English [Ci, C ]  MC [Cei]. They show that and how the native MC 
phonological grammar captures the adaptation. The constraint Id-Vrd does not occur 
in the tableaux. First, the corresponding MC onsets of English [f, v, w] cannot be 
followed by the MC high front round vowel [y]. And second, the back round vowels 
that can combine with the corresponding MC onsets are already ruled out by the 
higher ranked constraint Id-Vft. Since MC does not have the phoneme /v/, all the 
/v/-initial candidates will be ruled out by U-L-S. For simplicity, only two /v/-initial 
candidates, i.e. /vi/ and /vei/ are listed in Tableau 4.  

 
Tableau 3 English |fi| adaptation, MC phonological grammar 

 

|fi| 
U-
L-
S 

DEP
-

coda 

Id-
con

t 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-V 
low 

DEP-
V(G) 

a. /fi/ *!          

b. /fa/      *   *!  

c. /fj / *!     * *    

d. /fei/      *    * 

e. /fai/ *!     *   * * 

f. /fwo/     *! * *    

g. /fu/      *!      

h. /f / *!    * *     

i. /fin/ *! *         

 j. / i/     *! (L1)    *   

 k. /mi/    
**! 

(N, V) 
      

 l. /pi/   *!        

 
In Tableau 3 candidates (a), (c), (e), (h) and (i) are ruled out by U-L-S, since they are 
non-existing MC syllables. Candidate (l) is ruled out by the constraint Id-cont 
because of its continuancy. The constraint Id-LANV rejects candidates (j) – (k), given 
that candidate (j) is not a labial fricative and candidate (k) has no fricatives. The 
input vowel is a high front vowel, so Id-Vft eliminates candidates (f) and (g). The 
remaining candidates (b) and (d) both violate Id-Vhi, and (b) also violates Id-Vlow. 
Hence, the optimal output is (d).  
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Tableau 4 below shows that MC /wei/ is the optimal outcome for English 
|vi|. Candidates (a), (b), (d), (e), (k), (o) and (p) are not attested in MC and hence 
ruled out by U-L-S. Candidate (n) is ruled out because it is a stop. Candidates (l) – 
(m) are rejected due to their non-labiality and nasality, respectively. Candidate (f) is 
out since its voicing is not identical to that of the input. Id-Vft rejects candidates that 
contain a back or a low vowel, to wit (i) and (j). The remaining candidates (c), (g) 
and (h) all violate Id-Vhi and Id-dor. But candidate (g) wins, since candidates (c) 
and (h) are eliminated by Id-Vlow.  

 
Tableau 4 English |vi| adaptation, MC phonological grammar 

 

|vi| 
U-
L-
S 

DEP
-

coda 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id- 
V 
hi 

DEP 
-(G) 
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP-
V 

(G) 

a. /fi/ *!   * (V)       

b. /wi/ *!       *   

c. /wa/      *  * *!  

d. /wj / *!     * * *   

e. /vei/ *!     *    * 

f. /fei/    *! (V)  *    * 

g. /wei/      *  *  * 

h. /wai/      *  * *! * 

i. /wo/     *! *  *   

j. /wu/      *!   *   

k. /w / *!    * *  *   

l. / i/     *! (L1)    *   

m. /mi/    *! (N)       

n. /pi/   * !         

o. /win/ *! *         

p. /vi/ *!          

 
The outputs of Tableaux 3 and 4 – /fei/ and /wei/ – are existing MC syllables, so 
their phonetic details will be implemented faithfully to MC [fei] and [wei] 
respectively by the adapters. A similar tableau can be established for [wi] but neither 
for [pi] nor [ri]. Given the low frequency of the latter two outputs, this will be 
accepted as a limitation of the analysis. 
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To sum up, in this section English [Ci, C ] adaptation in MC was taken as 
an example, showing that it is crucial to analyze adaptation in MC at the CV-
sequence level given the highly constrained MC existing syllables. In the next 
section, the same strategy will be adopted to account for the adaptation of English [ ] 
and its onsets in MC. It will again be shown that alleged suboptimal outputs are in 
fact optimal.  
 
 
 
8.3 Case study 2: English [C ] adaptation in MC 
 
 
8.3.1 Data 
 
Table 10 shows the adaptation of English shwa [ ] in MC. The first impression is 
this is a fairly intricate process. 11 adaptation variants are attested, among which 
there are low/ high/ front/ back MC monophthongs and all possible MC diphthongs. 
In addition, there is no [ ]  [ ] mapping. The most frequently occurring adapted 
form is MC [a], in 59.29% of the cases. The second most adapted forms are MC [ ] 
(12.39%) and [wo] (11.80%). The other nine cover about 20% of the cases. 
Examples are given in (4).  
 

Table 10 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[ ] 42 (12.39%) 

[wo] 40 (11.80%) 

[u] 17 (5.01%) 

[j ] 7 (2.06%) 

[a]  201 (59.29%) 

[i] 9 (2.65%) 

[ ] 2 (0.59%) 

[ei] 12 (3.54%) 

[ai] 7 (2.06%) 

[ou] 1 (0.29%) 

[ ] 

[ u] 1 (0.29%) 

Total [ ]  339 (100%) 
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 (4) The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 
 
i. Mapping 1: [ ]  [ ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Salem  [sai.l .mu]   to block-bridle-nurse 
b. internet [jin.t .(w )] ( )  reason-special-(net) 
c. cologne [k .lu ]   subject-to rise 
d. Arthur  [a.s ]    AFFIX-majestic 
 
ii. Mapping 2: [ ]  [wo] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Albert  [ai. r.pwo.t ]  KIND OF HERB-you-uncle- 

special 
b. motor  [mwo.t wo]   to rub-to support 
c. humor  [jou.mwo]   conceal-silence 
d. Caroline [k a.lwo.lin]   to block-net-beautiful jade 
 
iii. Mapping 3: [ ]  [u] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Jennifer [t n.ni.fu]   pearl-girl-not 
b. Beverley [pei.fu.li]   treasure-not-interest 
c. calorie [k a.lu.li]   to block-road-inside 
 
iv. Mapping 4: [ ]  [j ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Angela [an.t j la]   peace-outstanding-to pull 
b. Benjamin [p n.t j mj ]   root-outstanding-bright 
c. Rachel [lei.t j . r]   thunder-to cut-you 
 
v. Mapping 5:[ ]  [a] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. baroque [pa.lwo.k ]   to cling to-RIVER’S NAME- 
      to conquer 
b. Freda  [fu.lei.ta]   not-thunder-to reach 
c. pizza  [pi.sa]    to compare-Buddhist idol 
d. Olympia [ u.lin.p i.ja]  mysterious-forest- to match- 
      the second 
 
vi. Mapping 6: [ ]  [i] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. aspirin [a.s .p i.lin]  AFFIX-to take charge of- 
      to match-forest 
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b. angel [an.t i. r]   peace-fine jade-DIMINUTIVE 
c. Emily  [ai.mi.li]    KIND OF HERB-rice-jasmine  

flower 
 
vii. Mapping 7: [ ]  [ ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Hazel  [xei.ts r]   black-year-you 
b. Hampshire [xan.pu. . r]  rare-cloth-mix-you  
 
viii. Mapping 8: [ ]  [ei] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Veronica [wei.l .ni.k a]  to connect-bright-girl- 

to block 
b. Pamela [p a.mei.la]   handkerchief-MEI flower- 

to pull 
c. Nevada [nei.xwa.ta]   inside-gorgeous-to reach 
 
ix. Mapping 9: [ ]  [ai] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Russell [la.sai. r]   to pull-to block-you 
b. Valarie [wa.lai.li]   tile- KIND OF HERB-beautiful 
c. Elizabeth [ji.li. a.pai]  this (esp. a woman)- 

beautiful-KIND OF HERB-
white 

 
x. Mapping 10: [ ]  [ou] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Reuters [lu.t ou.( )] ( )  road-transparent-(agency) 
 
xi. Mapping 11: [ ]  [ u] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Plymouth [p u.li.m u.s ]  general-interest-thatch-this 
 
Similar to case study 1, chaos filters will be used to obtain a cleaner data set. Based 
on this new set, the data will be analyzed within the OT framework.   
 First, loanwords contaminated by misinterpreted orthography will be 
subjected to the orthography chaos filter. For the most frequently attested mapping, 
English [C ]  MC [Ca], it is observed that the onsets that precede the shwa 
include all possible English singleton onsets. It seems that for this mapping English 
onsets do not influence the adaptation of shwa at all. However, it seems that the 
influence of English onsets is in fact overridden by the orthography of English shwa. 
In 193 out of 200 cases the spelling of the shwa is <a>, which is the same spelling as 
that of MC [a] in Pinyin. Additionally, the mapping English [C ]  MC [Ci] is also 
found to be based on misinterpreted orthography, as in aspirin  [a.s .p i.lin] 
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 ‘AFFIX-to take charge of-to match-forest’. With regards to the mapping English 
[C ]  MC [Cwo], it can be observed that all [ ] that follow the alveolar onsets are 
written as <o>, as in Bristol  [pu.li.s t wo. r]  ‘cloth-inside-this-to 
support-you’. The spelling <o> leads the adapter to select sounds whose Pinyin 
spelling contains <o>. Therefore, it is plausible that [alveolar + ]  [alveolar + wo] 
is mislead by orthography. The two mappings English [C ]  MC [Cei] and 
English [C ]  MC [C u] are also influenced by misinterpreted orthography. [b ] 
in Lambeth and [m ] in Pamela are adapted to MC [pei] and [mei], respectively, 
since the adapter considers <be> to be [be] and <me> to be [me]. In section 8.4 it 
will be shown that the MC native phonological grammar will cause [be] and [me] to 
be modified to MC [pei] and [mei], respectively. The same holds for the only 
example of the mapping of English [C ]  MC [C u]: Plymouth  [p u.li.m u.s ] 

 ‘general-interest-hatch-this’.  
 Second, the corpus will be examined to see whether its vocabulary is 
influenced by semantic-association. If so, such items will be filtered out. For the 
mapping English [C ]  MC [C ] one loanword is filtered out by the semantic-
association chaos filter: Coca Cola  [k .k ou.k .l ]  ‘tasty-able-
happy’. The loanword Esperanto [ai.s .pu.nan.tu]  ‘to love-this-not-
difficult-to read’ found in the mapping English [C ]  MC [Cu] is filtered out as 
the MC adapted form can be considered an example of semantic association. Three 
loanwords are examples of semantic association in the mapping of English [C ]  
MC [Ca], as in mammoth  [m .ma]  ‘valiant-CHARACTER CREATED FOR 
mammoth’. It shows that mammoth is a kind of animal given that the radical of the 
character  ‘CHARACTER CREATED FOR mammoth’ is a sign of animal. Finally, 
consider loanwords such as vermouth  [wei.mei.s ]  ‘taste-beautiful-to 
miss’ and Reuters (News Agency)  [lu.t ou.( )] ( ) ‘road-transparent-
(agency)’. The former expresses that the liquor is so tasty and nice that one will miss 
it after drinking it. The latter indicates that the new agency is good at showing the 
truth. Table 11 is the new data set that has been filtered by orthography and semantic 
chaos filters. 
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Table 11 The adaptation of English [ ] in MC: before and after filtering 
 

English MC No. (%) Chaos Filters No. (%) 

[ ] 42 (12.39%) 1 sem. 41 (43.16%) 

[wo] 40 (11.80%) 20 orth. 20 (21.05%) 

[u] 17 (5.01%) 1 sem. 16 (16.84%) 

[j ] 7 (2.06%)  7 (7.37%) 

[a]  201 (59.29%) 193orth., 3sem. 5 (5.26%) 

[i] 9 (2.65%) 6orth., 2sem. 4 (4.21%) 

[ ] 2 (0.59%) 1orth. 1 (1.05%) 

[ei] 12 (3.54%) 12orth., 1sem. 0 

[ai] 7 (2.06%) 6orth. 1 (1.05%) 

[ou] 1 (0.29%) 1sem. 0 

[ ] 

[ u] 1 (0.29%) 1orth. 0 

Total [ ]  339 (100%)  95 (100%) 

 
 
8.3.2 Analysis of English [C ] adaptation in MC 
 
Both English and MC have the shwa [ ]; shwa in MC, however, only occurs before 
a nasal coda. As shown in Chapter 4, besides shwa, MC has four other mid vowels: 
[e, , o, ]. Similar to shwa, their distribution is also very strict. The mid front vowel 
[e] can only be followed by [i] in the diphthong [ei], and [ ] can only be preceded by 
the glides [j, ]. The mid back vowel [o] occurs either before [u] in the diphthong 
[ou] or after the glide [w]. Importantly, the only consonants that can precede [wo] 
are labials. MC [ ] occurs only in syllable-final position in a CV syllable as in [t ] 
and [s ], and more crucially it cannot follow a labial nor a palatal consonant. In the 
corpus three MC mid vowels – [ , o, ] – are attested with different degrees of 
preference. To answer the question why this should be so, the analysis of the 
adaptations will be at the CV-sequence level, similar to case study 1 above. For each 
mapping pattern of English [C ], the corresponding onsets are sorted out in Table 12.  

The onsets of the different mapping patterns in Table 12 seem to be fairly 
chaotic. Quite some onsets appear in multiple mapping patterns, such as English [b, 
k, v, m, l]. Some order can be restored, however. For instance, the onsets of the 
mapping [C ]  [C ] are only alveolars and velar plosives, the onsets of the 
mapping [C ]  [Cwo] are only labials, and the onsets of the mapping [C ]  [Cj ] 
are affricates. In the next subsection, the mapping patterns 1 to 4 will be analyzed at 
the CV-sequence level, showing that all these patterns can be accounted for by the 
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native MC phonological grammar that was presented in Tableaux 1 – 4 above. No 
explanation can be provided for the mappings 5 to 8. Given that the cases of these 
mappings occur only marginally, this will be accepted as a limitation of the analysis. 
 

Table 12 Mappings of English [C ] adaptation in MC: after filtering 
 

Mappings Onsets No. (%) 

1. [C ]  [C ] [d, t, , k, s, , , , l, r] 41 (43.16%) 

2. [C ]  [Cwo] [b, p, v, m, w] 20 (21.05%) 

3. [C ]  [Cu] [k, f, v, l] 16 (16.84%) 

4. [C ]  [Cj ] [t , d ] 7 (7.37%) 

5. [C ]  [Ca] [k, f, m, n] 5 (5.26%) 

6. [C ]  [Ci] [b, n, r]   4 (4.21%) 

7. [C ]  [C ] [z] 1 (1.05%) 

8. [C ]  [Cai] [b] 1 (1.05%) 

Total  95 (100%) 

 
 
8.3.2.1 Mapping 1: [C ]  [C ] 
 
The onsets of this mapping are alveolars and velar plosives; see Table 13.  
 

Table 13 Mapping: English [C ]  MC [C ]  
 

Mapping No. % 

[d ]  [t , t ] 6 100% 

[t ]  [t , t ] 7 100% 

[s ]  [s ] 1 100% 

[ ]  [s ] 3 100% 

[ ]  [s ] 2 100% 

[ ]  [ ] 1 100% 

[l ] [l ] 3 75% 

[r ]  [l ] 5 71.43% 

[ ]  [k ] 4 100% 

[k ]  [k , k ] 9 81.82% 

Total 41  
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The OT grammar of English [Ci, C ] adaptations in MC obtained in the previous 
sections will be used to analyze the current mapping. Among all the cases of English 
[Ci, C ] adaptations, only 3 are found of nasal coda insertion (see Table 1 in section 
8.2.1). Compared to 94 cases of vowel feature changes (also see Table 1 in section 
8.2.1), and 78 cases of onset consonants feature changes (see Table 6 in section 
8.2.2), it can be concluded that inserting a nasal coda is (much) less preferred than 
changing vowel or onset consonant features. In OT terms, it is argued that the 
constraint DEP-coda (no insertions of codas) not only outranks the vowel 
faithfulness constraints but also the consonantal faithfulness constraints.  

English [d ] adaptation in MC will be used as an example here. Similar to 
the [Ci, C ] case, it is again assumed that the adapters who are MC learners of L2 
English whose English competence is higher than intermediate. They can map the 
orthography of English [C ] accurately to its comprehension surface form and then 
store the surface form /C / as |C | faithfully. |C |, being the input of the production 
stage, is adapted to MC forms based on the MC native phonological grammar; this 
adapted form’s phonetic details will be implemented faithfully by the MC adapters. 
 Tableau 5 shows the adaptation of English |d | in MC. Since MC does not 
have the phoneme /d/, for simplicity /d/-initial candidates are not listed in the tableau 
except /d /. It shows that the optimal candidate is candidate (j), viz. MC /t /. 
Candidates (d), (f), (l) and (o) are not attested in MC, thus violating U-L-S. 
Candidate (g) is ruled out by DEP-coda precisely because of its coda. Candidates (m) 
and (n) violate the constraint Id-cont. The constraint Id-LANV rejects candidate (k), 
since it has one more violation than other remaining candidates. Candidates (a) – (c) 
and (e) are eliminated by Id-Vft, candidate (i) by Id-Vhi and candidate (h) by DEP-
(G)V. They are all defeated by candidate (j), since the latter has no violation of the 
constraints mentioned. 
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Tableau 5 English |d | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|d | 
U-
L-
S 

DEP
-

coda 

Id- 
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
dor 

Id-V 
low 

DEP-
V(G) 

a. /ti/    * (V) *! *     

b. /ta/    * (V) *!    *  

c. /tj /    * (V) *!  *    

d. /tei/ *!   * (V) *     * 

e. /tai/    * (V) *!    * * 

f. /t / *!   * (V)       

g. /t /  *!  * (V)       

h. /two/    * (V)   *!    

i. /tu/    * (V)  *!     

j. /t /    * (V)       

k. /t wo/    
**!  

(A, V) 
  *    

l. /p / *!   
** 

 (L1, V) 
      

m. /n /   *! * (N)       

n. /l /   *! * (L2)       

o. /d / *!          
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8.3.2.2 Mapping 2: [C ]  [Cwo] 
 
The onsets of [C ]  [Cwo] are labials, [b, p, v, m, w] (see Table 14 below).  
 

Table 14 Mapping: English [C ]  MC [Cwo]  
 

Mapping No. % 

[b ]  [pwo] 7 77.78% 

[p ]  [p wo] 3 100% 

[v ]  [fwo] 3 30% 

[m ]  [mwo] 6 85.71% 

[w ]  [wo] 1 100% 

Total 20  

 
Only labial onsets are attested in this mapping. This is due to the fact that MC [ ] 
only occurs in CV syllables in which C cannot be one of the labials [p, p , f, w]. 
Thus, for English syllables such as [b ], the optimal output cannot be *[p ]. Tableau 
6 correctly predicts that the MC syllable [pwo] will be chosen in this case.  

The only labial onset allowed to precede [ ] is MC [m]. This would lead us 
to predict that English [m ] would become MC [m ], <me> in Pinyin. This, 
however, is not what is found in the current data. Chaos filters will not help us in 
this case either, so we seem to be facing a real mystery. This is particularly clear for 
the orthography filter: the spelling of English [m ] should urge adapters to take MC 
[m ] as the adapted form. Indeed, most [m ] in the data is spelt as <me>, as in 
Somerset  [sa. mwo.sai.t ]  ‘Buddhist idol-silent-to block-special’. 
These cases will be temporarily put aside, to be returned to in section 8.5 together 
with the problematic [e ], [de ] and [ ei] adaptations from case study 3.  

According to the grammar in Tableau 6, the optimal outcome for English 
[v ] will be MC [wo]. Why the actual output in the loanword data is [fwo] is not 
clear. A tentative guess is that this adaptation is done by speakers of some southern 
dialects, such as the Shanghai dialect. In MC, the only corresponding character for 
[fwo] is  ‘Buddha’,10 whereas in some southern dialects, such as Shanghai, it is 
pronounced as [v ] (Qian 2007), which also has a shwa nucleus.   

 

10 The character  [fwo] ‘Buddha’ has a second pronunciation [fu], occurring in the word  [f .fu] 
‘as if’.  
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Tableau 6 English |b | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|b | 
U-
L-
S 

DEP
-

coda 

Id-
cont 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-V 
low 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. /pi/    * (V) *! *     

b. /pa/    * (V) *!    *  

c. /pj /    * (V) *!  *    

d. /pei/    * (V) *!     * 

e. /pai/    * (V) * !    * * 

f. /p / * !   * (V)       

g. /p /  * !  * (V)       

h. /pwo/    * (V)   *    

i. /pu/    * (V)  * !     

j. /p / * !   * (V)       

k. /p wo/    
**!  

(A, V) 
  *    

l. /t /    
**!  

(L1, V) 
      

m. /m /   *! * (N)       

n. /l /   *! * (L2)       

o. /b / * !          

 
 
8.3.2.3 Mapping 3: [C ]  [Cu] 
 
Table 15 shows that the majority of the mapping [C ]  [Cu] is made up of two 
labial fricatives [f] and [v], in 81.25% of the cases. The remaining onsets are English 
[k] and [l].   
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Table 15 Mapping: English [C ]  MC [Cu]  
 

Mapping No. % 

[k ]  [ku] 1 9.09% 

[f ]  [fu] 6 85.71% 

[v ]  [fu] 7 70% 

[l ]  [lu] 1 25% 

[n ]  [nu]  1 33.33% 

Total 16  

 
Grammatically speaking, this mapping pattern is strange. According to the native 
MC phonological grammar presented in this study, for instance in Tableau 7, MC 
[Cu] cannot be the optimal output for English [C ]. All the adaptation variants of the 
English onsets of this mapping can combine with vowels [ ] and/or [wo], as in [k ], 
[l ] and [fwo]. So MC [ku], [lu] and [fu] will always lose since they are ruled out by 
higher ranked Id-Vhi, see Tableau 7. MC /fwo/ is the optimal output, given that it 
only violates the lower-ranked constraint DEP-(G)V, whereas other candidates have 
violation(s) of the constraints that outrank DEP-(G)V.  
 Why is this mapping attested in loanword adaptation? A tentative answer to 
this question is: the adaptations were carried out by southern dialects speakers, since 
all the first trading ports in China were southern cities, such as Canton (Cantonese), 
Shanghai (Shanghai dialect, one of Wu dialects) and Xiamen (Southern Min dialect).  
In the current data, nicotine is modified to [ni.ku.tj ]  ‘peaceful-ancient-
man’ and calorie to [k a.lu.li] ’to block-road-inside’.  ‘ancient’ and  
‘road’ are pronounced as [ko] and [lo] in the Southern Min dialect (Quanzhou 
region).11 It is not difficult to imagine that these two cases might be adapted by 
Southern Min dialect speakers on the basis of orthography.  
 The native MC phonological grammar predicts that English [v ] will be 
adapted to MC [wo] and English [f ] to MC [fwo]. However, there are no cases of 
such adaptations in the corpus. According to Tableau 7, MC [fu]  ‘not’ will never 
defeat [fwo]. So why is it that in the loanword data MC [fwo] and [wo] are the 
adapted forms for English [f ] and [v ], respectively? My guess is again the 
influence of dialects. In many southern dialects, the two characters  ‘not’ and  
‘Buddha’ have the same pronunciation. For instance, in Cantonese they are both [fat] 
and in the Shanghai dialect they are both [v ]. For adapters as southern dialect 
speakers there would be no difference between these forms. However, in MC these 
two characters are distinguished:  [fu] ‘not’ and  [fwo] ‘Buddha’.  
 

11  The Southern Min dialect pronunciations of these two characters can be found in the ‘Modern 
Quanzhou spoken corpus’ (Huang, 2006; website: http://solution.cs.ucla.edu/~jinbo/dzl/). 
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Tableau 7 English |f | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|f | 
U-
L-
S 

DEP
-

coda 

Id-
cont 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id- 
V 

low 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. /fi/ *!    * *     

b. /fa/     *!    *  

c. /fj / *!    *  *    

d. /fei/     *!     * 

e. /fai/ *!    *    * * 

f. /f /  *!          

g. /f n/  *!         

h. /fwo/       *    

i. /fu/      *!     

j. /f / *!          

k. /p / *!  *        

l. /m /    
*!  

(N, V) 
      

m. /s /    *! (L1)       

n. /f / *!          

 
 
8.3.2.4 Mapping 4: [C ]  [Cj ] 
 
The onsets of the mapping [C ]  [Cj ] are the two English affricates [d ] and [t ] 
(see Table 16), which are adapted to MC palatal onsets [t ] and [t ], respectively. 
However, these two MC onsets can only be followed by a high front vowel or glide, 
such as [t y] and [t j ]. On the other hand, syllables such as [t u], [t ] and [t wo] 
are illicit in MC. For the current mapping, the faithfulness constraint MAX-C seems 
to be at play, ruling out candidates that have deletions of consonants. Due to the 
limited space, the constraint MAX-C is only listed when presenting the OT tableaux 
of English affricate adaptations in MC. In addition, affricates are assumed to have 
both [+cont] and [-cont] features.  
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Table 16 Mapping: English [C ]  MC [Cj ]  
 

Mapping No. % 

[d ]  [t j ] 5 100% 

[t ]  [t j ] 2 100% 

Total 7  

 
Tableau 8 shows how MC /t j / becomes the optimal output for English |d |. 
Candidates (f) – (h), (j) – (l) and (n) are non-existing MC syllables, and are 
eliminated by U-L-S. Candidates (i) is penalized by DEP-coda due to its inserted 
coda. Candidates (d), (e) and (m) have violations of MAX-C. The remaining 
candidates all violate Id-LANV. Candidates (b) and (c) are selected at the expense of 
candidate (a), violating Id-Vhi. Candidate (c) defeats (b), since the latter is ruled out 
by Id-Vlow. 
 

Tableau 8 English |d | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|d | 
U-
L-
S 

D
EP
-

co
da 

M
A
X-
C 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. /t i/     * (V) * *!     

b. /t ja/     * (V) *  *  *!  

c. /t j /     * (V) *  *    

d. /t /    *!  * (V) *  * *  * 

e. / j /   *!  * (V) *  *    

f. /t ei/ *!    * (V) *      

g. /t ai/ *!    * (V) *    * * 

h. /t / *!    * (V)       

i. /t j /  *!   * (V)       

j. /t wo/ *!    * (V)   *    

k. /t u/ *!    * (V)  *     

l. /t / *!    * (V)       

m. /n /   *!   * (N)    *   

n. / d / *!           
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8.3.2.5 Summary 
 
To sum up, in this section the adaptation of English [ ] in MC was analyzed at the 
CV-sequence level. It was shown that the MC outputs – [C ], [Cwo], [Cu] and [Cj ] 
– are optimal despite the fact that they do not necessarily use the optimal mappings 
of the individual vowels and/or consonants. The crucial constraint at play is U-L-S 
which rejects outputs that lack a corresponding syllable or character in MC.  
 
 
 
8.4 Case study 3: English [Ce ] adaptation in MC 
 
 
8.4.1 Data 
 
English and MC both have a mid front closing diphthong, which is [e ] in English 
and [ei] in MC. One would expect these forms to be the in- and output of a mapping. 
However, the current corpus data show that English [e ] has five MC outcomes, see 
Table 17. Examples are given in (5). 
 

Table 17 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[ei] 26 (49.06%) 

[ai] 16 (30.19%) 

[j ] 1 (1.89%) 

[a] 8 (15.09%) 

[e ] 

[i] 2 (3.77%) 

Total [e ]  53 (100%) 

 
(5) The adaptation of English [e ] in MC 
 
i. Mapping 1: [e ]  [ei] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Wales  [wei. r. ]   power-you-soldier 
b. email  [ji.mei. r]   this (esp. a woman)-younger  

sister-DIMINUTIVE 
c. radar  [lei.ta]    thunder-to reach 
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ii. Mapping 2: [e ]  [ai] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Davis (cup) [tai.wei.s .(pei)] ( ) to wear-to tie up-this-(cup) 
b. AIDS  [ai.ts ]  ( )  KIND OF HERB-to spread- 
      (disease) 
c. Samuel [sai.mjou. r]   to block-fault-you 
 
iii. Mapping 3: [e ]  [j ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Jake  [t j .k ]   outstanding-to conquer 
 
iv. Mapping 4: [e ]  [a] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Adrian [a.t .li.an]  AFFIX-virtue-inside-peace 
b. Abe  [a.pei]    AFFIX-treasure 
c. Tasmania [t a.s ma.ni.ja]  pagoda-this-horse- 
      peaceful-the second 
 
v. Mapping 5: [e ]  [i] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA  CHARACTER MC GLOSS 
a. Negro  [ni.k .lwo]   peaceful-shelf-net 
b. peso  [pi.swo]    to compare-to seek  
 
As in the previous case studies, before analysis the chaos filters will be applied to 
filter out the loanwords that are affected by misinterpreted orthography and 
semantic-association.  All eight cases of [Ce ]  [Ca] are based on misinterpreted 
orthography, examples being Tasmania  [t a.s ma.ni.ja]  ‘pagoda-
this-horse-peaceful-the second and Adrian  [a.t .li.an]  ‘AFFIX-virtue-
inside-peace’.12 Table 18 presents the data before and after applying the chaos filters.  
 

12 Among the eight cases, there is one in which [e ]  [ja]: Abraham [ja.pwo.la.xan]  ‘the 
second-uncle-to pull-rare’. Yang (2007:238) argues that the character  [ja] ‘the second’ is used to 
transcribe the sound [a] in loanwords due to the influence of Min dialect. One of the typical example is 
Asia  [ja.t ou]  ‘the second-continent’, in which the character was read as [a]. This seems 
plausible, and therefore this case will be subsumed among other loanwords with a [ei]  [a] mapping. 
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Table 18 The adaptation of English [e ] in MC: before and after filtering 
 

English MC No. (%) Chaos Filters No. (%) 

[ei] 26 (49.06%)  26 (57.78%) 

[ai] 16 (30.19%)  16 (35.56%) 

[j ] 1 (1.89%)  1 (2.22%) 

[a] 8 (15.09%) 8orth. 0 

[e ] 

[i] 2 (3.77%)  2 (4.44%) 

Total [e ]  53 (100%)  45 (100%) 

 
The mapping [Ce ]  [Ci] is found in two loanwords: peso  [pi.swo]  ‘to 
compare-to seek’ and Negro  [ni.k .lwo]  ‘peaceful-shelf-net’. The only 
case of the mapping [Ce ]  [Cj ] is Jake  [t j k ]  ‘outstanding-to 
conquer’.  
 
 
8.4.2 Analysis of English [Ce ] adaptation in MC 
 
In the analyses of English [Ci, C ] and [C ] adaptations in MC it has been shown 
that analyzing at the CV-sequence level is important. This strategy is adopted here 
again. The onsets of the target loanwords are sorted out in Table 19. The symbol ‘Ø’ 
stands for an empty onset. 
 

Table 19 Mappings of English [Ce ] adaptation in MC: after filtering 
 

Mappings Onsets No. (%) 

1. [Ce ]  [Cei] [b, p, f, v, m, w, h, r] 26 (57.78%) 

2. [Ce ]  [Cai] [Ø, , d, s, n, l] 16 (35.56%) 

3. [Ce ]  [Cj ] [d ] 1 (2.22%) 

4. [Ce ]  [Ci] [p, n] 2 (4.44%) 

Total  45 (100%) 

 
The onsets of Mapping 1 in Table 19 are mostly labial consonants, for instance [b, p, 
f, v, m, w] and of Mapping 2 are mostly alveolar consonants, for instance [d, s, n, l].  
The onset of Mapping 3 is a palato-alveolar consonant. The onsets of Mapping 4 
contain the labial consonant [p] and the alveolar [n]. In what follows, these mapping 
patterns will be analyzed at the CV-sequence level. Except for the mapping [Ce ]  
[Ci] which is considered to be an outlier, it will be shown that all the mappings can 
be accounted for by the same grammar, i.e. the native MC phonological grammar 
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presented in sections 7.2 and 7.3 modulo the addition of two constraints that were 
irrelevant to the analyses presented so far. 
 
 
8.4.2.1 Mapping 1: [Ce ]  [Cei] 
 
Both English and MC have a mid front closing diphthong, plausibly implying the 
mapping of English [e ] to MC [ei]. Table 13 shows examples of this. The fact that 
the consonant mappings are mostly faithful is crucially due to the fact that the 
combination of the adapted onsets and the diphthong exists in MC. As shown in 
Table 20, all cases of English [e ] are modified to MC [ei], when it is a nucleus of an 
English labial onset (see examples in (5i) above). Syllables [he ] and [re ] also fall 
into this category.  
 

Table 20 Mapping: English [Ce ]  MC [Cei] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[be ]  [pei] 2 100% 

[pe ]  [p ei] 1 50% 

[fe ]  [fei] 1 100% 

[ve ]  [wei] 1 100% 

[me ]  [mei] 8 100% 

[we ]  [wei] 4 100% 

[he ]  [xei] 1 100% 

[re ]  [lei] 8 100% 

Total 26  

 
Before the analysis, the openness and closeness of vowels will be briefly discussed: 
they play an important role in loanword adaptations in MC. Figures 1 and 2 depict 
English monophthong vowels (e.g., Collins & Mees 1996: 62). Collins & Mees use 
the term ‘checked’ to refer to shorter vowels which do not occur at the end of the a 
word-final stressed syllable and ‘free steady-state’ to vowels which are longer and 
may occur in any context.  
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Figure 1 Checked vowels of English  Figure 2 Free steady-state   
       vowels of English 
 

Source: Collins & Mees (1996: 89 & 100) 
 
The so-called open vowels are English [ , , , , ( )], and the non-open vowels 
are [i , , u , , e, , , ]. The close vowels are [i , , u , ] and the non-close 
vowels are [e, , , , , , ( ), , ]. With respect to MC monophthong vowels, 
open vowels are [ , a, ] and non-open ones are [i, y, u, e, , , o]. The close vowels 
are [i, y, u] and the non-close vowels are [e, , , o, , a, ]. See Table 21 for a 
summary.   

 
Table 21 English and MC vowels in openenss and closeness 

 

 English MC 

Open vowels [ , , , , ( ) [ , a, ] 

Non-open vowels [i , , u , , e, , , ] [i, y, u, e, , , o] 

Close vowels [i , , u , ] [i, y, u] 

Non-close vowels [e, , , , , , ( ), , ] [e, , , o, , a, ] 

 
Both English and MC have closing diphthongs. The former include [e , a , , a ] 
and the latter [ei, ai, ou, u]. In this study, it is assumed that all closing diphthongs 
are [-open, +close]. The relevant constraints are given in (6) and their ranking will 
be illustrated in the tableaux below. Crucially, the addition of the two constraints 
will not affect the outputs of the tableaux presented earlier.  
 
(6) Constraints on the vowel openness and closeness 
 
a. Id-Vop: the openness of the output vowel should be identical to that of the input.  
b. Id-Vcl: the closeness of the output vowel should be identical to that of the input.  
 
As earlier the mapping pattern will be analyzed using two examples, viz. English 
[be ] and [re ] adapted in MC. As in the adaptations of English [Ci, C , C ], it is 
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argued that those of English [Ce ] are carried out in phonological production. The 
inputs, the graphemes of English [be ] and [re ], are accurately mapped to their 
comprehension surface forms /bei/ and /rei/, respectively, by MC learners of English 
whose English competence is higher than intermediate. Then these perceived forms 
will be stored as |bei| and |rei| in the adapters’ lexicons. At the production stage, 
these stored forms being the input, will be modified based on MC native 
phonological grammar. Tableaux 9 and 10 illustrate the OT analyses of English |be | 
and |re | adaptations in MC. Note that the constraints DEP-coda and MAX-C are not 
listed in the tableaux for the sake of space. Also, the /b/- and /e/-initial candidates, 
except /bei/ and /rei/, are not listed due to the fact that MC lacks the phonemes /b/ 
and /r/.  

 
Tableau 9 English |be | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 

 

|be | 
U-
L-
S 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id 
-V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

Id 
-V 
op 

Id-
V 
cl 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. /pi/   * (V)  *!       

b. /pa/   * (V)   *! *   *  

c. /pj /   * (V)   *! *     

d. /pei/   * (V)         

e. /pwei/ *!  * (V)     *    

f. /pai/   * (V)       *!  

g. /p u/   * (V) *!      *  

h. /pou/ *!  * (V) *        

i. /pwo/    * (V) *!   *     

j. /pu/   * (V) *! *       

k. /p / *!  * (V) *   *     

l. /p ei/   
**! 

(A, V) 
        

m. /wei/  *!       *   

n. /bei/ *!           

 
Candidate (9d) wins since it does not violate any constraints except one non-fatal 
one, i.e. Id-voicing. Tableau 10 selects candidate (10d) as the optimal output, 
because it does not have violations of any constraints which are violated by other 
candidates at least once. What is noteworthy is that even though both English and 
MC have an alveolar approximant ([r] and [ ]), English [r] is adapted to the MC 
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dental approximant [l], since both [ ei] and [ ai] are not attested in MC.13 Given that 
the optimal outputs of Tableaux 9 and 10 – /pei/ and /lei/ – are existing syllables in 
MC, their phonetic details will be implemented faithfully towards acoustic outputs 
[pei] and [lei] by MC adapters.  
 

Tableau 10 English |re | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|re | 
U-
L-
S 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

Id-
V 
op 

Id-
V 
cl 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. /li/     *!       

b. /la/      *! *   *  

c. /lj /      *! *     

d. /lei/            

e. / wei/        *!    

f. /lai/          *!  

g. /l u/    *!      *  

h. /lou/    *!        

i. /lwo/     *!   *     

j. /lu/    *! *       

k. /l /    *!   *     

l. / ei/ *!           

m. / ai/ *!         *  

n. /nei/   
*!  

(L2, N) 
        

o. /rei/ *!           

 
 

13 Each English onset [r] is adapted to MC [l] with one exception: [r] in Esperanto is amended to MC [n] 
with obvious semantic association (recall earlier discussion in Chapter 6, section 6.2.2). In the data of Lin 
(2007), English [r] is also found to be sporadically adapted to MC [ ]. She argues that ‘variation may be 
due to the fact that in SC (meaning Standard Chinese) [l] can combine with more types of rimes than [ ] 
can, and there are also more characters available for [l] initial syllables than those for [ ]-initial syllables.’ 
(Lin 2007: 249).  I agree with her argument. 
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8.4.2.2 Mapping 2: [Ce ]  [Cai] 
 
The onsets attested in the mapping of [Ce ]  [Cai] are the empty onset, alveolars 
[d, s, n, l] and the velar plosive [ ], as shown in Table 22. No cases of [te ], [ke ], 
[ze ], [ e ] and [ e ] occur in the current data. It seems plausible, however, to 
assume that these English syllables will undergo the same adaptation process as 
syllables such as [de ], [ e ] and [se ]. The unattested syllables will therefore be 
taken into account as well. To allow this, the set of target onsets is enlarged in the 
manner of the bottom half of Table 22.  

MC onsets [Ø, t , s, k ] cannot be followed by the diphthong [ei], so 
syllables such as *[ei], *[t ei], [k ei] and *[sei] are illicit in MC. MC onsets, [t] and 
[k], can combine with the diphthong [ei] and the combinations simply are [tei] and 
[kei], but interestingly there is only one character available for these syllables. In 
fact, the characters that represent these syllables also represent other sounds. The 
character for [tei] ‘to have to’ is , which is pronounced as [t ] (neutral tone) with 
the meanings ‘COMPLEX STATIVE CONSTRUCTION’ and [t ] (rising tone) ‘to get’. [kei] 
‘to give’ is represented by the character  that is also [t i] ‘to provide’. It is 
noteworthy that these three syllables, i.e. [t ] (neutral tone) ‘COMPLEX STATIVE 

CONSTRUCTION’ [t ] (rising tone) ‘to get’ and [t i] ‘to provide’, are not attested in 
the current loanword data. To my knowledge, they generally do not occur in 
loanword adaptation. For the time being, these cases are left aside and they will be 
readdressed in section 8.5. 
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Table 22 Mapping: English [Ce ]  MC [Cai] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[e ]  [ai] 5 100% 

[de ]  [tai] 6 100% 

[ e ]  [kai] 1 100% 

[se ]  [sai] 1 100% 

[ne ]  [nai] 1 50% 

[le ]  [lai] 2 100% 

[te ]  [t ai] 0  

[ke ]  [k ai] 0  

[ze ]  [sai] 0  

[ e ]  [sai] 0  

[ e ]  [sai] 0  

Total 16  

 
With respect to the syllables [lei] and [nei], it seems that there is no clear reason 
why the diphthong in these two syllables is modified to [ai], given that both [lei] and 
[nei] are attested in MC. There are 77 characters for [lei] and 14 characters for [nei] 
in the Contemporary Chinese dictionary (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 
Research Institute of Language Department of Dictionary ed., 5th edition, 2005). 
Some tentative suggestions concerning these unexpected mappings run as follows. 
For the syllable [lei], it can be observed that even though English [l] and [r] are both 
adapted to MC [l], MC adapters still try to make distinctions between English [l] and 
[r] to some extent. English [le ] is amended to MC [lai] whereas English [re ] is 
changed to MC [lei]. Why is MC [lei] the adapted form for English [re ] but not for 
English [le ]? My tentative explanation would be that adapters try to minimize the 
changes. If English [re ] is adapted to MC [lai], this would involve changes in both 
onset and nucleus. However, if it is amended to MC [lei], both English [le ] and [re ] 
will only involve one modification. As for the syllable [nei], only 2 out of 14 
characters are common:  ‘inside’ and  ‘discouraged’. In addition, 2 characters 
have at least two pronunciations and the rest are rather rare, such as  ‘weak’ and 

 ‘fish meat that goes bad’. In principle, the character  [nei] ‘inside’ is suitable 
for translation, and it is also attested in words such as Nevada  [nei.xwa.ta] 

 ‘inside-gorgeous-to reach’. For the [ne ] adaptation, a kind of ‘go-with-the-flow’ 
effect may be suspected: all [e ] following other alveolars are adapted to [ai], so is 
[n]. This case can also simply be an exception.  
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Tableaux 11 and 12 present the adaptation grammar of English |ke | and 
|de | in MC in phonological production. Similar to the [be ] and [re ] cases, it is also 
assumed that the adapters whose L2 English competence is higher than intermediate 
can map the graphemes of English [ke ] and [de ] accurately to their comprehension 
surface forms /ke / and /de /, respectively. The perceived forms will be stored in the 
lexicon as |ke | and |de |, which are the inputs of the adaptation at the production 
stage. There, it is the native MC phonological grammar that guides adaptation.  

 
Tableau 11 English |ke | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 

 

|ke | 
U-
L-
S 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

Id-
V 
op 

Id-
V 
cl 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. / k i/ *!    *       

b. /t i/     *!    *   

c. /k a/       *! *   *  

d. / k j / *!     * *     

e. /t j /      *! *  *   

f. /k ei/ *!           

g. /k wei/        *!    

h. /t ei/ *!        *   

i. /k ai/          *  

j. /k ou/    *!        

k. /k u/    *!      *  

l. /k wo/     *!   *     

m. /k u/    *! *       

n. /k /    *!   *     

o. /p ei/   *!(L1)      *   

p. /xei/  *!          

q. /kei/   *! (A)         

 
In Tableau 11, U-L-S rejects candidates (a), (d), (f), (h) and (l): they do not exist as 
syllables in MC. Id-cont rules out candidate (p) due to its continuancy. Candidates 
(o) and (q) have violations of Id-LANV. Candidates (j) – (m) are eliminated by Id-Vft, 
since they all contain non-front vowels. Id-Vhi and Id-Vop are violated by candidate 
(b) and candidates (c) and (f), respectively. Of the remaining candidates, (i), i.e. 
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/k ai/ is selected as the optimal output at the expense of candidate (g) which is ruled 
out by DEP-(G)V. Tableau 12 shows how for English |de | adaptation, candidate (d), 
i.e. /tei/, is the optimal output. The optimal outputs of both Tableau 11 and 12 are 
existing MC syllables, implying their phonetic details will be implemented by 
adapters as MC [k ai] and [tei], respectively. 
 

Tableau 12 English |de | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|de | 
U-
L-
S 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

Id-
V 
op 

Id-
V 
cl 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. / ti/   * (V)  *!       

b. /ta/   * (V)    *! *   *  

c. / tj /   * (V)   *! *     

d. /tei/   * (V)         

e. /twei/   * (V)     *!    

f. /tai/   * (V)       *!  

g. /tou/   * (V) *!        

h. /t u/   * (V) *!      *  

i. /two/    * (V) *!   *     

j. /tu/   * (V) *! *       

k. /t /   * (V) *!   *     

l. /pei/   
**! 

(L1, V) 
        

m. /t ei/   
**! 

(A, V) 
        

n. /lei/  *! * (L2)         

o. /dei/ *!           

 
Be this as it may, instead of the optimal output /tei/ of Tableau 12, the suboptimal 
output /tai/, that is, candidate (f), is actually attested in the corpus, see Table 22 
above. Similarly, the predicted optimal output for English | e | is MC /kei/, however, 
the suboptimal output /kai/ is the actual output in the corpus, shown in Table 22. 
This issue will be temporarily put aside and will be returned to in section 8.5.  
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8.4.2.3 Mapping 3: [Ce ]  [Cj ] 
 
The mapping [Ce ]  [Cj ] only occurs once in the data, namely Jake  [t j k ] 

 ‘outstanding-to conquer’; this case, however, is not an accident. As in other 
[Ce ] cases, it is assumed that the graphemes of English [d e ] are accurately 
mapped to its comprehension surface form /d e / by the adapters whose L2 English 
level is higher than intermediate. Then the perceived form will be stored as |d e |, 
and this is the input of possible adaptation in production, by the native MC 
phonological grammar. Note again that affricates are assumed to have both [+cont] 
and [-cont] features.  

Tableau 13 shows the adaptation of English |d e | in MC. Recall that in 
Tableau 8 above, the constraint MAX-C plays an important role when the target 
onset is an affricate. It rejects candidates that delete consonants. Candidates (f) - (g), 
(j) – (l) and (p) violate U-L-S. Candidates (d), (e), (n) and (o) are eliminated since 
they all have one violation of MAX-C. All the remaining candidates violate Id-
voicing, and candidate (m) also violates Id-asp. Of the remaining candidates, Id-Vft 
rules out candidates (h) and (i), Id-Vhi eliminates candidate (a). Candidate (c) is 
selected at the expense of candidate (b) which violates Id-Vlow. At the phonetic 
implementation stage, MC adapters will map the optimal output of the production 
stage /t j / to its acoustic output [t j ], since this syllable exists in MC.  
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Tableau 13 English |d e | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|d e | 
U-
L-
S 

M
A
X-
C 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id 
-V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

I
d
-
V 
o
p 

I
d
-
V 
c
l 

D
EP

-
(G)
V 

I
d
-
d
o
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. /t i/    * (V)  *!       

b. /t ja/     * (V)   * *   *!  

c. 
/t j /    * (V)   * *     

d. / j /  *!  * (V)   * *     

e. /tj /  *!  * (V)   * *     

f. /t ei/ *!   * (V)         

g. /t ai/ *!   * (V)       *  

h. /t jou/    * (V) *!    *    

i. /t j u/    * (V) *!    *  *  

j. /t wo/ *!   * (V) *   *     

k. /t u/ *!   * (V) * *       

l. /t / *!   * (V) *   *     

m. 
/t j /    

**! 
(A, V) 

        

n. /tei/  *!  * (V)      *   

o. /lei/  *!  * (L2)      *   

p. / d ei/ *!            

 
 
8.4.2.4 Summary 
 
To sum up, in this section the adaptation of English [Ce ] in MC was analyzed at the 
CV-sequence level. By doing so, it has been shown that all the MC outputs – [Cei], 
[Cai], [Cj ] – are optimal despite the fact that they do not necessarily use the 
optimal mappings of the individual vowels and/or consonants. The crucial constraint 
at play is U-L-S which penalizes outputs that have no corresponding syllables or 
characters in MC.  

In the next section, remaining problematic cases will be discussed, namely 
the adaptation of English [m ] from 8.3.2.2 and the adaptations of English [e ], [de ] 
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and [ e ] from 8.4.2.2. They are problematic since the native MC phonological 
grammar presented in this study predicts them not to be optimal. Below it will be 
shown, however, that they are in fact optimal: the analysis will have to take into 
account that MC has constraints on selecting characters.  
 
 
 
8.5 More about characters in MC 
 
The constraint U-L-S requires that every output must have a corresponding written 
character in the MC; the three case studies presented in sections 8.2 to 8.4 show that 
it plays an important role in MC adaptation. But this is not the entire story. 
Reviewing my complete collection of loanword data, it can be observed that certain 
types of characters are typically not found in loanwords. These are the characters for 
grammatical words, such as questions-words, particles, sentence-final particles, 
interjections, grammatical markers and modal verbs. They are listed in Table 23 and 
discussed in this section. 
 

Table 23 Characters that are not used in loanwords in MC 
 

Character type Examples 

1. question-words 
 [ wei]/[ ei] ‘who, whom’,  
 [na]/[nei] ‘where; which’, 

 [ n m ] ‘what’,  [ts n m ] ‘how; why’. 

2. particles 
 [t ] ‘ASSOCIATIVE; NOMINALIZER’, 
 [t ] ‘COMPLEX STATIVE CONSTRUCTION’, 
 [t ] ‘TO FORM AN ADVERBIAL ADJUNCT’. 

3. sentence-final particles 

 [ma] ‘QUESTION’,  
 [n ] ‘RESPONSE TO EXPECTATION’, 
 [pa] ‘SOLICIT AGREEMENT,  
 [a] ‘REDUCE FORCEFULNESS’, 
 [l ] ‘CURRENTLY RELEVANT STATE’,  
 [o] ‘FRIENDLY WARNING’. 

4. interjections 
 [a] ‘ah’,  [ai] ‘aha; oh; hay’,  [jo] ‘oh’,  
 [o] /  [o] ‘oh’,  
 [wei] ‘hay; hello’.  

5. grammatical markers 
 [pa] ‘BA’  
 [pei] ‘PASSIVE MARKER’ 
 [kei] ‘to give; PASSIVE MARKER’ 

6. modal verbs 
 [tei] ‘to have to, must’,  [n ] ‘can’, 
 [xwei] ‘can, will’,  [ j ] ‘to want’,  
 [kan] ‘to dare’. 
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Seemingly, the generalization formulated above is not literally true: characters such 
as  [ n] ‘what’,  [t ] ‘ASSOCIATIVE; NOMINALIZER’ and  [t ] (with neutral 
tone) ‘COMPLEX STATIVE CONSTRUCTION’/  [tei] ‘to have to, must’ do occur in 
loanwords. But then it must be recognized that most characters in Table 23 have 
more than one pronunciation. Examples are all the characters in the categories of 
particles and sentence-final particles. 14  The striking fact is that when these 
characters are used in loanword adaptation, none of the pronunciations listed in 
Table 23 is used. Examples are:  [ ] ‘mixed’ in Bush   [pu. ] ‘cloth-
mixed’,  [ti] ‘indeed’ in cortisone   [k .ti.su ],  [t ] (with rising tone) 
‘to get’ as in index   [jin.t ] ‘to guide-to get’.  

It can moreover be observed that some characters of Table 23 are unique 
for their corresponding syllables: for instance,  [jo] ‘oh’ is the only character for 
MC syllable [jo],  [tei] ‘to have to, must’ for [tei], and  [n ] ‘can’ for [n ]. In 
principle, whether an MC syllable has one or more characters does not affect 
adaptation. According to U-L-S, as long as the output syllable has a corresponding 
written form, it can be optimal. However, if the observation is on the right track that 
the characters in Table 23 are not used in loanword adaptation in MC, then the 
number of characters that an MC syllable is associated with becomes crucial. If the 
optimal output syllable only has one character and, moreover, this character is 
marked as not used in loanwords, then in adaptation the alleged optimal output has 
to be abandoned; the next best output will then be selected.  

Suppose an MC adapter is adapting English [de ] into MC. According to 
the OT grammar of Tableau 12 above, the optimal output is MC /tei/. This form, 
however, has only one corresponding character, viz.  [tei] ‘to have to, must’. Since 
this unique character is not available in adaptation, the next best candidate will be 
optimal, i.e. /tai/. The new tableau is Tableau 14 below, in which the new optimal 
output is indicated by ‘ ’. As the current loanword data shows, MC [tai] is, indeed, 
the adapted form of English [de ].  

A similar analysis can be worked out for the adaptation of English [m ]. 
The native MC phonological grammar predicts the optimal output is /m / which will 
be realized as [m ]. The only MC character for [m ] is ‘SUFFIX in question-words, 
such as what, why and how’. Given that this character is not commonly used in 
adaptation, the suboptimal output /mwo/ will (have to) be used, which is exactly 
what we find in the current corpus data. The character  has a second pronunciation 
[mwo] ‘small, tiny’. Even though neither  [m ] ‘SUFFIX in question-words, such 
as what, why and how’ nor  [mwo] ‘small, tiny’ are attested in the current data, 
my prediction is that if the character ever occurs in loanwords, it will be [mwo] 
‘small, tiny’ but not [m ] ‘SUFFIX in question-words, such as what, why and how’. 
Similarly, the predicted output [kei]  ‘to give, PASSIVE MARKER’ for English [ e ] 

14  Among the characters in Table 23, the two question-words  [ wei]/[ ei] ‘who, whom’ and  
[na]/[nei] ‘where; which’ have two pronunciations. However, these two characters will not be considered 
ones with two pronunciations in the current sense, because these pronunciations have exactly the same 
meaning. The two pronunciations are used in different speech styles, [ wei] and [na] are used in formal 
speech while [ ei] and [nei] in informal speech.  
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is not commonly chosen since it is a grammatical marker, as indicated in Table 23. 
So, the next optimal candidate will be [kai].  
 

Tableau 14 English |de | adaptation, MC phonological grammar 
 

|de | 
U-
L-
S 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id-
V 
ft 

Id-
V 
hi 

Id-
V 
op 

Id-
V 
cl 

DEP
-

(G)
V 

Id-
do
r 

Id-
V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. / ti/   * (V)  *!       

b. /ta/   * (V)    *! *   *  

c. / tj /   * (V)   *! *     

d. /tei/   * (V)         

e. /twei/   * (V)     *!    

 f. /tai/   * (V)       *  

g. /tou/   * (V) *!        

h. /t u/   * (V) *!      *  

i. /two/    * (V) *!   *     

j. /tu/   * (V) *! *       

k. /t /   * (V) *!   *     

l. /pei/   
**! 

(L1, V) 
        

m. /t ei/   
**! 

(A, V) 
        

n. /lei/  *! * (L2)         

o. /dei/ *!           

 
To sum up, it seems plausible to assume that certain types of characters are not 
commonly used in MC loanword adaptation and that MC adapters are aware of this 
fact. These characters are typically grammatical words such as questions-words, 
particles, sentence-final particles, interjections, grammatical markers and modal 
verbs. 
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8.6 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, the MC native phonological grammar proposed explains loanword 
adaptation in MC to a large extent.15 The strategy of analyzing loanword adaptation 
from English to MC at the CV-sequence level instead of (just) at the phonemic level 
was put into practice. Only looking at the adaptation at phonemic level causes two 
problems. One will end up with illicit MC syllables that have no written forms in 
MC. And multiple outputs will have to be allowed for one input. However, if the 
analysis is carried out at the CV- sequence level, these two problems will be solved 
at the same time. This is due to the constraint U-L-S (Hsieh et al. 2009), requiring 
that every output must have a corresponding written form in MC. What U-L-S does 
is to promote the suboptimal output when the supposedly optimal output is a non-
existing MC syllable that has no corresponding written form in MC. In comparison 
to the supposedly optimal output, the suboptimal output often contains a less faithful 
phoneme. From a phonemic mapping point of view, the less faithful phoneme is 
considered suboptimal. As a consequence, there will be faithful and less faithful 
outputs for one input. However, from a CV-sequence mapping point of view, the 
less faithful output is optimal, since the supposedly optimal output has already been 
ruled out by U-L-S.  

The important role of U-L-S in loanword adaptation in MC was illustrated 
on the basis of three case studies – the adaptations of English [Ci, C ], [C ] and [Ce ] 
in MC. One unified OT grammar, i.e. the native MC phonological grammar, was 
proposed to account for English CV-sequence adaptations in production. English [Ci, 
C ] are mostly adapted to MC [Ci] and [Cei]. When the corresponding MC onsets 
can be followed by MC [i], the adaptation variant is [Ci]. However, when they 
cannot be followed by MC [i], there are two options: (a) the corresponding MC 
onsets, i.e. velar plosives and alveolar fricatives, undergo palatalization and English 
[i, ] become MC [i], and (b) no palatalization of the corresponding MC onsets, i.e. 
labial fricatives is attested but English [i, ] are modified to MC [ei]. For both cases, 
the alleged optimal output [Ci], being an illicit syllable, is rejected by U-L-S. 
English [C ] is mainly adapted to MC [C ], [Cwo], [Cu] and [Cj ]. Except [Cu], all 

15 One independent reader pointed out that little independent evidence is provided for the constraints and 
rankings in the MC phonological grammar proposed in the current study. The production of the MC mid 
vowels /i/ and / / may provide us some evidence. In MC native phonology, there is a connection not only 
between dentals and palatals but also between velars and palatals. Cao (1987) reported that 85% of female 
and 29% of male native speakers have two varieties of pronunciations: palatalized dentals [sj, tsj, ts j, s , 
ts , ts ] and their corresponding palatals [ , t , t , w, t w, t w]. Chao (1931) reported that Beijing 
speakers change [k] to [t ] when it is followed by a high front vowel or glide. The connections between 
dentals, velars and palatals in MC seem to account for the palatalization of English dentals and velars 
when their following vowel is a high front vowel or glide in the loanword corpus (see section 8.2.2). In 
Chapter 4, section 4.4.2 it is shown that MC / / is changed to [ ] when it is in a CV syllable, to [wo] 
when C is a labial and to [j ] when C is a palatal (and to [ ] if the input [ ] is preceded by the glide [w]). 
This is exactly what we have seen in the adaptation of English [C ] (see section 8.3):  the OT grammar 
(e.g., Tableaux 5 – 8) predicts that the optimal output for English [C ] is MC [C ]. However, when the 
onset of English [C ] is a labial, the suboptimal output [Cwo] becomes optimal, and when it is a palatal, 
the sub-suboptimal output [Cj ] becomes optimal. Therefore, motivations for the constraints and rankings 
can be found in MC native phonology, showing that the OT grammar proposed is the MC native 
phonological grammar. However, given the scope of the dissertation, I leave this for future work. 
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the three adaptation variants can be accounted for by the native MC phonological 
grammar. When the corresponding MC onsets can be followed by MC [ ], the 
optimal output will be [C ]. When they cannot, the supposed optimal output [C ] is 
also eliminated by U-L-S and the suboptimal outputs [Cwo] and [Cj ] will be 
optimal. The former occurs when the onset is a labial consonant and the latter when 
the onset is an affricate. It was argued that the adaptation variant [Cu] is not 
obtained based on MC but on some Chinese dialects, such as the Shanghai dialect. 
English [Ce ] has three major adaptation variants, viz. [Cei], [Cai] and [Cj ]. The 
adaptation variant [Cei] occurs when the corresponding MC onsets can be followed 
by [ei]. The originally suboptimal outputs [Cai] and [Cj ] become optimal outputs 
when the corresponding onsets cannot be followed by [ei]. In this case, the alleged 
optimal output [Cei] is ruled out by U-L-S. It is noteworthy that even though both 
English [le] and [re] are predicted to be modified to MC [lei], this is not the case in 
the corpus. English [le] is adapted to MC [lai] and [re] to [lei]. The results seem to 
suggest that the adapters try to keep English [l] and [r] to some extent distinct in MC. 
To keep the changes minimal, they do not modify English [re] to MC [lai], because 
this would require changes in both onset and nucleus. 
 It was also observed that certain Chinese characters are not commonly used 
in loanwords. They are the characters for grammatical words, such as question-
words, particles, sentence-final particles, interjections, grammatical markers and 
modal verbs. When the optimal output syllable only has one character, in principle it 
will still be approved by U-L-S. However, when it is marked as not used in 
loanwords, then the suboptimal output will be optimal. This was shown by the 
mappings of [de ]  [tai], [m ]  [mwo] in the corpus: the characters of their 
alleged optimal outputs [tei] and [m ] only occur in MC once and they are part of 
the marked character set. As a consequence, the suboptimal outputs [tai] and [mwo] 
are optimal. MC adapters seem to be aware of the fact that these grammatical words 
are typically avoided in loanword adaptation.  
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 CHAPTER 9 
 
 

DIFFERENT INPUT TYPES, DIFFERENT ADAPTATION OUTPUTS 
 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
In Chapter 3, two important factors in loanword adaptation were addressed: input 
types and adapter types. Depending on these two factors, seven different scenarios 
were distinguished. Adaptation takes place in perception in some scenarios, such as 
scenario 3, and in phonological production in others such as scenarios 2 and 7. 
Moreover, adaptation is determined by different forces; in scenario 3 by the native 
RL perception grammar, in scenario 4 by the interlanguage perception grammar of 
RL and SL, and in scenarios 2 and 7 by the native RL phonological grammar. In this 
chapter the role of the factor of input type will be investigated on a larger scale. 
English [Ce] adaptation in MC will be used as a case study to show that if the input 
type is different, for example orthography vs. acoustics, and if the adapter type is the 
same, the adaptation processes and results will be different as well.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Using English [Ce] as a case study, 
section 9.2 will show that the range of adapted forms of English [Ce] in the corpus 
can be accounted for by the native MC phonological grammar proposed in this 
dissertation. The corpus of loanwords in MC used in this thesis contains adaptations 
by MC learners of English whose English level is higher than intermediate. The kind 
of adaptation is roughly that of scenario 2, based on the orthography of English 
source words. To find out whether different input types will generate different 
adaptation processes and outputs, adaptation based on acoustic input type is 
investigated. Section 9.3 will present an adaptation experiment. The adapters are 
early semi-advanced MC learners of English, i.e. whose L2 English is at the early 
stage of higher than intermediate. They will adapt English [Ce] based on purely 
acoustic input. The differences between the corpus and the adaptation experiment 
will show that different input types will lead to different adaptation processes and 
outputs. Section 9.4 reports two experiments testing the perception of English [Ce], 
the aim of which is to know what the perceived form(s) of the adaptation variants 
are in the adaptation experiment. The participants of the perception experiments 
were MC learners of English whose L2 English level was comparable to those 
participated in the adaptation experiment. Section 9.5 illustrates the adaptation 
processes in the adaptation experiment based on the perceived forms obtained from 
the perception experiments. In this section, the perception differences between the 
adaptation and perception experiments will be reported as well. The concluding 
summary is in section 9.6. 
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9.2 English [Ce] adaptation in the corpus: scenario 2 
 
Loanword adaptation in the corpus is roughly a case of scenario 2. As introduced in 
Chapter 5, the input type of loanwords in the current corpus is orthography and the 
loanwords are adapted by MC learners of English whose L2 English level is higher 
than intermediate. For simplicity, it will be assumed that they are early semi-
advanced MC learners of MC.1 Below the data of English [e] adaptation will be 
presented in 9.2.1, followed by the analysis of English [Ce] adaptation in 9.2.2.  
 
 
9.2.1 Data: English [e] adaptation in the corpus  
 
The adaptation of English [e] in MC as it appears in the current corpus data is shown 
in Table 1. Seven adapted outputs are attested. The majority of English [e] is 
modified to either [ei] or [ai], and [j ] and [ ] are not infrequent outputs, too. 
Examples from the corpus are given in (1).  
 

Table 1 The adaptation of English [e] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[ei] 48 (32.43%) 

[ai] 56 (37.84%) 

[j ] 16 (10.81%) 

[ ] 19 (12.84%) 

[i] 5 (3.38%) 

[wo] 3 (2.03%) 

[e] 

[a] 1 (0.68%) 

Total [ ]  148 (100%) 

 

1 Inspecting the adaptation result of scenario 2 in Chapter 3, early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
adapt the English word Bell to [pei. r] on the basis of orthographic input. This adapted form is predicted 
by the native MC phonological grammar and is identical to the one found in the corpus. This result 
suggests that as long as the adapters’ L2 English competence is higher than intermediate, they can map 
the orthographic input to comprehension surface form faithfully. Thus, the exact stage of learners (i.e. 
whether they are early semi-advanced, semi-advanced or advanced MC learners of English) does not play 
a role. 
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(1) The adaptation of English [e] in MC 
 
i. Mapping 1: [e]  [ei] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. Nobel prize [now.pei. r.(t j )]  promise-treasure-you 

-(prize) 
b. Meg  [mei.k ]     MEI flower-shelf 
c. Reading [lei.tj ]     thunder-strong 
 
ii. Mapping 2: [e]  [ai]  
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. X-(ray) [ai.k .s .( . j n)] ( ) to love-to conquer- 

this-(ray) 
  

b. Della  [tai.la]     black jade-to pull 
c. Leslie  [lai.s .li]     KIND OF HERB-this- 
       interest 
 
iii. Mapping 3: [e]  [j ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. Jessica [t j . i.k a]    outstanding-west- 

to block 
b. Chelsea [t j . r. i]    to cut-you-west 
c. Michelle [mi. j . r]    rice-to rest-you  
 
iv. Mapping 4: [e]  [ ] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. jelly  [t .li]     person-mile 
b. Tess  [t .s ]     special-this 
c. Derek  [t .li.k ]    virtue-inside-to  

conquer 
 
v. Mapping 5: [e]  [i]  
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. Stephanie [s .ti.fu.ni]   this-pedicel-law- 

girlie 
b. Annette [an.ni.t ]    peace-girlie-special 
c. Cedric [ i.t .li.k ]   to grant-virtue-inside- 

to conquer 
 

vi. Mapping 6: [e]  [wo] 
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. Morpeth [mwo.p wo.s ]    not-amber-this 
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b. Melbourne [mwo. r.p n]    ink-you-root 
c. Mexico [mwo. i.k ]    ink-west-elder 
brother 
 
vii. Mapping 7: [e]  [a]  
ENGLISH  MC IPA   CHARACTERS MC GLOSS 
a. hello  [xa.lwo]     to breathe out-net 
 
Before the analysis of the adaptation of English [e] is presented, the chaos filters 
(orthographic and semantic filters, see Chapter 6) will be applied to filter out the 
loanwords that are contaminated, just as in the treatment of the data in Chapter 8.  

In [e]  [ai] mapping data two loanwords, Esperanto and Pepsi-cola, can 
be said to be cases of semantic-association influence. Esperanto is adapted to 
[ai.s .pu.nan.tu]  ‘to love-this-not-difficult-to read’, making people 
associate this word with something that is not difficult to read. Pepsi-cola is 
[pai. .k .l ]  ‘hundred-affairs-able-happy’, showing that drinking cola 
can make every event a happy one. The mapping of English (place name loan) 
Cheshire  [t ai.t y n]  ‘wood-shire’ is partly based on misinterpreted 
orthography: the grapheme <ch> in MC Pinyin is read as [t ]. This case, however, 
is not excluded because the adaptation of [e] is purely phonological. A detailed 
analysis of [e]  [ai] mapping will be presented in subsection 9.2.2.2.  

In [e]  [ ] mapping the loanword index modified to MC [jin.t ]  ‘to 
guide-to get’, is semantically affected. Moreover, 14 out of 19 English [e] cases are 
adapted based on reading adaptation, one of the orthography-strategies. The onsets 
of the 14 cases of [e] include 1 [h], 3 [d] and 10 [t]. For instance, [te] in Tessa is [t ] 

 ‘special’, because the Pinyin form of [t ] is <te>, and [de] in Derek is [t ]  
‘virtue’ due to its orthography <de> is identical to that of the Pinyin form of [t ].  

Table 2 shows the newly obtained data that has been filtered by 
orthographic and semantic chaos filters. Three major mappings remain: [e]  [ei], 
[e]  [ai] and [e]  [j ]. In the next subsections, these mappings will be analyzed 
at the CV- sequence level. The infrequently occurring remaining four mappings are 
considered to be outliers.  
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Table 2 The adaptation of English [e] in MC: before and after filtering 
 

English MC No. (%) Chaos Filters No. (%) 

[ei] 48 (32.43%)  48 (6.64%) 

[ai] 56 (37.84%) 2sem. 54 (41.22%) 

[j ] 16 (10.81%)  16 (12.21%) 

[ ] 19 (12.84%) 14orth.; 1sem. 4 (3.05%) 

[i] 5 (3.38%)  5 (3.81%) 

[wo] 3 (2.03%)  3 (2.29%) 

[e] 

[a] 1 (0.68%)  1 (0.76%) 

Total [ ]  148 (100%)  131 (100%) 

 

9.2.2 Analysis of English [e] adaptation in the corpus 
 
Analyzing the adaptation of English [e] at the CV-sequence level, the onsets of 
English [e] for each mapping pattern are sorted out in Table 3.  
 

Table 3 Mappings of English [Ce] adaptation in MC: after filtering 
 

Mappings Consonants No. (%) 

1. [Ce]  [Cei] [b, p, f, v, w, m, n, h, r]  48 (41.38%) 

2. [Ce]  [Cai] [Ø, d, t, s, , l, k, h, t ] 54 (46.55%) 

3. [Ce]  [Cj ] [d , t , , n] 16 (13.79%) 

Total  116 (100%) 

  
The symbol ‘Ø’ stands for an empty onset. The onsets of mapping 1 consist of 
mainly labial consonants; those of mapping 2 are the empty onset and mainly 
alveolar consonants; the onsets of mapping 3 contain the affricate consonants, post-
alveolar [ ] and [n]. These three mapping patterns will now be analyzed at the CV- 
sequence level.  
 
 
9.2.2.1 Mapping 1: [Ce]  [Cei] 
 
Table 4 presents the data of the mapping [Ce]  [Cei]. The English onsets and the 
modifications, if any, are shown. 6 out of 7 English [ne] cases are adapted to [nei] 
and 1 to [nj ]; this last case will be returned to in Table 6 below, where palatal 
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output will be listed. The onsets of the mapping [Ce]  [Cei] are very similar to 
those of [Ce ]  MC [Cei] (recall Chapter 8, section 8.4). 
  

Table 4 Mapping: English [Ce]  MC [Cei] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[be]  [pei] 16 100% 

[pe]  [p ei] 2 100% 

[fe]  [fei] 1 100% 

[ve]  [wei] 3 100% 

[we]  [wei]/[xwei] 2 100% 

[me]  [mei] 3 100% 

[ne]  [nei] 6 85.71% 

[he]  [xei] 2 40% 

[re]  [lei] 13 100% 

Total 48  

 
English [we] is adapted to [wei] and [xwei]. The former form is found in English 
Westminster   [wei.s .min.s .t ]  ‘power-this-sensitive-this-special’ 
and the latter in English Wellington  [xwei.lj .tw n]  ‘benefit-smart-the 
place of board and lodging’. My guess is that the odd output form [xwei] of 
Wellington may have been adapted by a non-MC native speaker, e.g., a Cantonese 
speaker. Cantonese does not have the [wei] sound and both characters  ‘power’ 
and  ‘benefit’ are pronounced [wai].  

The mapping [Ce]  [Cei] was already analyzed both in scenarios 2 and 7 
in Chapter 3, sections 3.4 and 3.7, respectively, when discussing the adaptation of 
Bell [be ]. Below the analysis of this mapping will be presented again, using English 
[fe] as an example. The adapter, an early semi-advanced MC learner of English, 
maps the input [fe] faithfully to its comprehensive surface form /fe/ on the basis of 
the orthography. The surface form will be stored faithfully as |fe|, which will be 
adapted in phonological production. It will be shown again that the native MC 
phonological grammar can account for the adaptation: the OT analysis is illustrated 
in Tableau 1. See the definitions of the constraints in Chapter 3, section 3.4.3.2 and 
Chapter 8, section 8.2.2. Note that the constraints DEP-coda and MAX-C are not 
listed in the tableaux for the sake of space. 
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Tableau 1 English |fe| adaptation in production, MC phonological grammar 
 

|fe| 
U 
-L 
-S 

Id 
-

co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id 
-V 
ft 

Id 
-V 
hi 

Id 
-V 
op 

Id 
-V 
cl 

DEP
- 

(G) 
V 

Id 
- 

do
r 

Id 
-V 
lo
w 

DE
P- 
V 

(G) 

a. /fi/ *!    *!       

b. /fa/      *!      

c. /fj / *!     *  *    

d. /fei/       *    * 

e. /fai/ *!      *   * * 

f. /fou/    *!   *    * 

g. /f u/ *!   *   *   * * 

h. /fwo/     *!    *    

i. /fu/    *! *       

j. /f / *!   *        

k. /p ei/  *! *(A)    *    * 

l. /wei/   *! (V)    *  *  * 

m. /mei/   
*!* 

(N, V) 
   *    * 

n. /fe/ *!           

  
In Tableau 1, candidates (a), (c), (e), (g), (j) and (n) are ruled out because they 
violate MC phonotactics, in the form of U-L-S. Id-cont rejects candidate (k) due to 
its continuancy. Candidates (l) and (m) are eliminated by Id-LANV, since the voicing 
feature of the former candidate is not identical to that of the input while the nasality 
of the latter candidate is not the same as that of the input. The input vowel is mid 
front. Id-Vft rules out candidates (f), (h) and (i), since the vowels of these candidates 
are not front and Id-Vhi penalizes candidate (a) which has a high vowel. Candidate 
(d) is selected as optimal at the expense of candidate (b). The latter violates Id-Vop 
because its openness is not identical to that of the input. By phonetic implementation 
MC /fei/ will be realized as [fei].  
 
 
9.2.2.2 Mapping 2: [Ce]  [Cai] 
 
Table 5 shows the data of the mapping English [Ce]  MC [Cai]. The English 
onsets and the modifications, if any, are shown. It is crucial that these MC onsets, 
except [l] and [x], share one characteristic, namely none of them can be followed by 
the MC diphthong [ei]. Even though MC [t] can precede [ei], the MC syllable [tei] 
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 ‘must, to have to’, being a grammatical marker, is not available for use in 
loanwords (see detailed discussion in Chapter 8, section 8.5). Thus, this onset is 
grouped together with MC [Ø, t , s, k ] which cannot be followed by the MC 
diphthong [ei].  
 

Table 5 Mapping: English [Ce]  MC [Cai] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[e]  [ai] 30 100% 

[de]  [tai] 4 100% 

[te]  [t ai] 1 100% 

[se]  [sai] 6 100% 

[ e]  [sai] 1 100% 

[le]  [lai] 5 100% 

[ke]  [k ai] 3 100% 

[he]  [xai] 3 60% 

[t e]  [t ai] 1 25% 

Total 54  

 
Recalling Chapter 3, it seems that the consistently adapted form [Cai] is the result of 
scenarios 4 or 6, in which the adapter misperceives English [e] as /ai/. This is 
unlikely, however. First, with the exception of the adaptation of English [le] and [he] 
(which will be discussed below), the mapping [Ce]  [Cai] can be accounted by the 
native MC phonological grammar. Second, the perception experiments that will be 
presented in section 9.4 will show that early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
can perceive English [e, de, te, se] well even without orthography provided. The MC 
learners of English cannot perceive English [ke] significantly better than chance. 
Nevertheless, whether there is misperception or not, English [ke] will always 
become MC [k ai] as a result of either the interlanguage perception grammar or the 
native MC phonological grammar. Given that the adaptation of English [Ce], when 
C is [b, p, f, v, w, m, n, r, Ø, d, t, s], can be accounted for by the native MC 
phonological grammar, there is no reason to assume that the adapter treated [k] 
separately from other onsets in one corpus. Therefore, the argument that the 
perception of English [ke] in the mapping [ke]  [k ai] is faithful is favored. Hence, 
misperception is not the reason why English [Ce] is amended to MC [Cai] when C is 
[Ø, d, t, s, , k]. In what follows, English [se] will be used as an example to analyze 
the mapping English [Ce]  MC [Cai], in which C is a member of the just 
mentioned group. Also, possible explanations will be given of why English [le], [he] 
and [t e] adaptation falls into the mapping [Ce]  [Cai].  
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For the adaptation of English [se], after the adapter maps it faithfully to /se/, 
which will be faithfully stored, the native MC phonological grammar will still lead 
the adapter to the output MC /sai/. The OT analysis is shown in Tableau 2. The 
optimal output is /sai/: other candidates all violate one or more constraints that are 
ranked above the constraint Id-Vcl, whereas /sai/ does not. Crucially, the MC onset 
[s] (also onsets [Ø, t, t , k ]) cannot be followed by the diphthong [ei]. Given that 
the supposedly optimal output */sei/ is an illicit MC syllable, the suboptimal output 
/sai/ will be promoted as the optimal. This output will then be realized phonetically 
as [sai].   
 

Tableau 2 English |se| adaptation in production, MC phonological grammar 
 

|se| 
U 
-L 
-S 

Id 
- 

co
nt 

Id 
- 

LANV 

Id 
-V 
ft 

Id 
-V 
hi 

Id 
-V 
op 

Id 
-V 
cl 

DEP- 
(G) V 

Id 
-

dor 

Id 
-V 
lo
w 

DE
P-V 
(G) 

a. /si/ *!    *       

b. / i/     *!    *   

c. /sa/      *!      

d. /sj / *!     *  *    

e. / j /      *!  * *   

f. /sei/ *!      *    * 

g. /sai/       *   * * 

h. /sou/    *!   *    * 

i. /s u/    *!   *   * * 

j. /swo/     *!    *    

k. /su/    *! *       

l. /s /    *        

m. /pei/  *!     *    * 

n. /mei/   
*!* 

(N, V) 
   *    * 

o. /se/ *!           

  
Having shown how the mapping [Ce]  [Cai] is captured by the native MC 
phonological grammar, let us return to the two exceptional mappings [le]  [lai], 
[he]  [xai] and [t e]  [t ai]. All English [le] cases are adapted to MC [lai]. Out 
of 5 cases of English [he], 3 are modified to MC [xai] and 2 to MC [xei] (see Table 
4). Out of 4 cases of English [t e], 1 is adapted to MC [t ai] and 3 to MC [t j ] 
(see Table 6 below).  
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Given that the corresponding MC onsets [l] and [x] can be followed by the 
diphthong [ei], it would be predicted that, if there is no misperception, MC [lei] and 
[xei] will be the adapted forms according the native MC phonological grammar 
presented in Tableaux 1 and 2. The attested output forms [lai] and [xai] seem to 
suggest that the two mappings are the results of misperception. However, as pointed 
out above, there is no reason why the adapter would only adapt English [le] and [he] 
but not other English [Ce]s based on perception. Thus, the non-misperception 
account is favored and it will be assumed that the perception of English [le] and [he] 
in the corpus is faithful. For English [le], according to the native MC phonological 
grammar, MC [lei] is the optimal output, which is also the predicted adapted form 
for English [re]. Why are the mappings [re]  [lei] (see Table 4) and [le]  [lai] 
(see Table 5) attested in the corpus? Similar to the mappings [re ]  [lei] and [le ] 

 [lai] discussed in Chapter 8, section 8.4, it is again argued that this is because the 
adapters try to minimize the changes for each input. Moreover, by doing so, the 
distinction between English [l] and [r] is also maintained.   

In the current corpus, English onsets [ , k, h] are adapted to MC [k], [k ] 
and [x], respectively. MC onsets [k], [k ] and [x] share the same place of articulation, 
and more importantly they have almost the same phonotactics except that [k ] 
cannot be followed by [ei] while [k] and [h] can. Therefore, it is plausible that the 
adaptations of English [ V, kV, hV] influence each other. English [ e] is not found 
in the current corpus. If it were adapted into MC, it will be predicted to be modified 
to [kei]. Recall that in Chapter 8, section 8.5, the characters that are not usually used 
in loanwords in MC were discussed. One of them is  [kei] ‘to give; PASSIVE 

MARKER’, which is the only character for [kei]. Since this character is not used in 
loanwords, the adapted form of English [ e] will be the sub-optimal output [kai]. 
English [ke] is amended to [k ai] in the corpus due to the alleged optimal output 
[k ei] is not attested in MC. Since [e] in both English [ e] and [k e] is adapted to 
[ai], it is plausible that [e] of English [he] will undergo the same modification. 
However, the influence of English [ e] and [k e] adaptation is not consistent. We 
still find the cases of English [he] adapted to MC [xei], due to the native MC 
phonological grammar (see Table 4). 
 In section 9.2.1 it was pointed out that in Cheshire  [t ai.t y n]  
‘wood-shire’, [t ] is adapted to [t ] based on misinterpreted orthography while [e] 
is amended to [ai] based on phonological grammar. Recall that in Chapter 3, section 
3.4, adaptation scenarios 1 and 2 were discussed. The adaptation of [t ] is a case of 
scenario 1. The written form <ch> is modified to MC Pinyin <ch>, which will be 
mapped to its surface form /t /. English [e] is directly mapped to its surface form /e/. 
As a consequence, the surface form for [t e] is /t e/, which will be stored as |t e|. 
According to the MC phonological grammar illustrated in Tableau 2, the stored form 
|t e| is adapted to /t ai/, whose phonetic form is [t ai].  
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9.2.2.3 Mapping 3: [Ce]  [Cj ] 
 
The English onsets of the mapping [Ce]  [Cj ] are mainly the affricates [d ], [t ] 
and the post-alveolar [ ], see Table 6. The English onsets [d ], [t ] and [ ] are 
mapped to palatals [t ], [t ] and [ ], respectively. Crucially, the MC palatals can 
combine with neither MC diphthong [ei] nor [ai]. The mapping [ne]  [nj ] is 
found in the place name Connecticut [k .nj .ti.k ]  ‘health-to dye 
black-name of minority of northern China-shelf’. This word is a very odd case not 
only because of this mapping but also because the aspirated English plosives [t] and 
[k] are not modified to corresponding MC aspirated plosives [t ] and [k ], but to 
unaspirated plosives [t] and [k], respectively. No plausible explanation suggests 
itself for this mapping, and it will simply be left out of consideration here.  
  

Table 6 Mapping: English [Ce]  MC [Cj ] 
 

Mapping No. % 

[d e]  [t j ] 10 100% 

[t e]  [t j ] 3 75% 

[ e]  [ j ] 2 100% 

[ne]  [nj ] 1 14.29% 

Total 16  

 
The mapping English [Ce]  MC [Cj ] can be accounted for by the native MC 
phonological grammar. The adapter can store a form faithful to the input and the 
adaptation occurs at the production stage similar to the adaptation of English [fe] 
and [se] above. The analysis of English | e| is presented in Tableau 3. The native 
MC phonological grammar presented in this dissertation again guides the adaptation. 
Tableau 3 shows that the sub-suboptimal output [ j ] will become optimal because 
the supposedly optimal *[ ei] and suboptimal *[ ai] are ruled out by U-L-S.2 Note 
that /s/-initial candidates will be eliminated by the constraint Id-pala due to their 
non-identical palatality (recall Chapter 6).   
 

2 The possible output MC [ y ] will be as good as the optimal output [ j ]. The same holds for MC [t y ] 
and [t y ]. However, it seems that MC adapters prefer to keep the inserted glide unrounded when the 
vowel is unrounded. Candidate [ y] will be ruled out by the constraint Id-Vrd, because its roundness is 
not identical to that of the input. This constraint is ranked at the same position as DEP-(G)V as shown in 
Tableau 2 in Chapter 8. For the sake of space, it is not listed in Tableau 3. 
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Tableau 3 English | e| adaptation in MC in phonological production 
 

| e| 
U-
L-
S 

Id-
co
nt 

Id-
LANV 

Id 
-V 
ft 

Id 
-V 
hi 

Id-
V 
op 

Id 
-V 
cl 

DEP
- 

(G) 
V 

Id
- 

do
r 

Id 
-V 
lo
w 

DEP
-V 
(G) 

a. / ei/ *!      *    * 

b. / ai/ *!      *    * 

c. / jou/    *!   * *   * 

d. / j u/    *!   * *   * 

e. / j /      *  *    

f. / wo/ *!   *    *    

g. / i/     *!       

h. / u/  *!   * *       

i. / ja/       *  *  *!  

j. /mei/   *! (N)    *    * 

k. /t j /  *!      *    

l. / e/ *!           

 
According to Tableau 3, English [d e] and [t e] are adapted to MC [t j ] and [t j ], 
respectively. Both the supposedly optimal outputs *[t ei] and *[t ei] and the 
suboptimal outputs *[t ai] and *[t ai] are illicit MC syllables. As a consequence, 
the sub-suboptimal outputs [t j ] and [t j ] will become optimal for English [d e] 
and [t e], respectively. It is also noteworthy that there are no cases of English [je] 
attested in the corpus: it is predicted that English [je] will be mapped to MC [j ]; 
this is because similar to the adapted onsets of English [d ], [t ] and [ ], i.e. MC [t ], 
[t ] and [ ], MC [j] cannot be followed by [ei] and [ai] either.  
 
 
9.2.3 Summary 
 
In this section the data of English [e] adaptation in MC was presented, with an 
analysis executed at the CV-sequence level. For the mappings [Ce]  [Cei] and [Ce] 

 [Cj ] it was argued that the mapping from the orthography of English [Ce] to its 
surface form must be faithful by early semi-advanced MC learners of English. It was 
also suggested that these two mappings are the result of the native MC phonological 
grammar which functions in phonological production. It was argued that the pattern 
[Ce]  [Cai], with the exception of [le] and [he], can be accounted for by the native 
MC phonological grammar. Additionally, it was argued that the exceptions might be 
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due to non-phonological/phonetic considerations by adapters, such as minimizing 
the changes and keeping the contrast between English [l] and [r]. 

The following sections are structured as follows. Section 9.3 reports on an 
adaptation experiment testing the adaptation of English [Ce] by early semi-advanced 
MC learners of English. The different outputs of the corpus and the adaptation 
experiment will be discussed. In section 9.4 two perception experiments are 
presented, aiming to find out what the perceived forms of English [Ce] in the 
AdExp-[Ce] could be. The English level of the MC learners of English is 
comparable to those in the adaptation experiment. Section 9.5 tackles the adaptation 
processes of English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce]. The results of the perception and 
adaptation experiments will be also compared and discussed in details. The 
perception experiments will demonstrate that the accuracy of the perception of [Ce] 
depends on the onset consonant. Both the adaptation and perception experiments 
were conducted at a time when the corpus only consisted of loanwords from the 
Dictionary of Loanwords in Chinese, the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary and 
Place names of the world, so that, regretfully, no cases of [ e], [d e] and [t e] were 
attested. English [ e] was tested in the experiments while [d e] and [t e] were not. 
However, given that the main purpose of the adaptation experiment was to obtain 
speakers’ mapping patterns that could be compared to those of the corpus, the results 
of English [ e] were not included in the analysis of the experiments.  
 
 
 
9.3 English [Ce] adaptation in an adaptation experiment: scenario 4 
 
The adaptation of English [Ce] detected in the adaptation experiment (henceforth, 
the AdExp-[Ce]) presented in this section is covered by scenario 4 in Chapter 3. In 
this scenario, the adapters are non-proficient recipient language learners. In this 
study, they are non-proficient MC learners of English. The input of this scenario is 
purely acoustic.  
 
 
9.3.1 Participants 
 
15 native MC speakers participated in the AdExp-[Ce]. They were all students at 
Utrecht University. The average age of the subjects who took part in this experiment 
was 25.6 and their average IELTS grade was 6.73 (out of 9).3 Their English level 
ranged from competent to good according to the scale of IELTS results, so they 
were considered to be early semi-advanced MC learners of English.  
 
 

3 IELTS score information is from: http://www.ielts.org/pdf/Information_for_Candidates_booklet.pdf.  
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9.3.2 Materials 
 
Nonce words were used to test the adaptation of English [Ce] by the subjects. In this 
experiment, the target English nonce words were all bisyllabics. The syllable 
structures were (C)e.CVC and CV.(C)eC. The onset before the target vowels (in 
bold) were [b, p, f, v, w, m, , k, h, Ø, d, t, s, , l, r, n]. The onset of non-target 
syllables was either [m] or [n], and the coda was either [f] or [s]. The vowel in non-
target syllables was one of [i , , u , ]. For each target syllable, 4 nonce options 
written in Chinese characters were presented on an answer sheet. Half of the number 
of the target syllable (C)e(C) was stressed and half was unstressed. As for the filler 
items, except the vowel [e] which was replaced by the vowel [e ], the fillers had 
exactly the same structures as the target syllables. In the experiment, there were in 
total 68 target nonce words, plus 68 filler words in which the vowel [e] was 
substituted by [e ]. Each stimulus was presented to the subjects over headphones 
only once. The nonce English words were read by a female English native speaker.4 
The complete list of the nonce words in this experiment is presented in Appendix 
K.5  
 
 
9.3.3 Procedure  
 
The experiment was run using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2007) in the phonetic lab 
at UiL-OTS. Participants were sat facing a computer screen wearing a pair of 
headphones. They were issued with a multiple-choice answer sheet before the start 
of the experiment. The instruction was in MC. The participants were told that in this 
experiment they would hear a series of nonce words in English and in front of them 
it was an answer sheet, containing a series of four nonce words written in MC 
characters. Each nonce word in English corresponded to four nonce words in MC. 
Their task in the experiment was each time they heard a nonce word in English they 
had to choose one out of four nonce words in MC on the answer sheet that they 
thought sounded closest to the nonce word they heard. The subjects were also 

4 Two volunteers read the stimuli, one British English and one American English. Since British English [e] 
(F1= 719Hz, F2 = 2063Hz, Deterding 1997) does not differ from American [e] (F1 = 731Hz, F2 = 
2058Hz, James et al. 1995), the stimuli were read by both speakers. The stimuli read by the American 
English speaker were eventually used in these two experiments because of much better quality than those 
of the British speaker.  
5 For English [ve] adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce], the choices listed on the answer sheet were only [f]-
initials, namely MC [fei], [fa], [fu] and [fou]. However, the results of a latter adaptation experiment (the 
AdExp-[ve], will be presented in Chapter 10) show that MC learners of English adapt the English onset [v] 
only to MC [w] even though MC [f] was also presented, suggesting that the results of English [ve] 
adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce] was not reliable. A small adaptation experiment was conducted to test 
English [ve] adaptation again. The design of this experiment was the same as that of the AdExp-[Ce]. 
English [ve, fe, ve , fe ] adaptation were tested, [ve] being the target item and others being fillers. The 
relevant stimuli were the ones used in the AdExp-[Ce]. The choices on the answer sheet were MC [wei], 
[wai], [wa] and [wu]. Another 15 early semi-advanced MC learners of English participated in the AdExp-
[ve], with the average age of 25.07 and the average IELTS grade of 6.7 out of 9. In section 9.5 the results 
obtained from this experiment will be presented. In this chapter, when presenting the results of English 
[ve] adaptation below (see Table 10), they are the results of this experiment.  
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warned that after clicking the box ‘click to start’ on the screen, the experiment 
would immediately start. The subjects were instructed moreover, that only after they 
made a choice for the item they just heard, they could click the box again to hear the 
next one. Trial order was randomized. There was one break opportunity in the 
experiment, which subjects could take upon request.  
  
 
9.3.4 Adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce] vs. corpus 
 
This section presents the adaptation results of the AdExp-[Ce]. Moreover, the 
mappings obtained in the AdExp-[Ce] will be compared to those in the corpus. As 
pointed out in the beginning of section 9.2, in the corpus the adapter type of the 
corpus is assumed to be early semi-advanced MC learners of English and the input 
type is orthography. Scenario-wise, the adaptation process in the corpus matches 
scenario 2 best. On the other hand, the AdExp-[Ce] represents scenario 4, in which 
the adapters are early semi-advanced MC learners of English and the input is 
acoustic. As shown in Chapter 3, different adaptation scenarios have different 
adaptation processes and outputs, based on one example: English Bell [be ]. Thus, 
the prediction will be that the adaptation process and outputs shown in the corpus 
(scenario 2) will be different from the ones attested in the AdExp-[Ce] (scenario 4). 

The investigated English [Ce]s are divided into four groups in the AdExp-
[Ce], see Table 7. The division is based on their mappings attested in the corpus, 
shown in Table 8.   
 

Table 7 Four groups of English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

Group English [Ce] 

1. [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne]  

2. [e, de, te, se, ke] 

3. [ e] 

4. [he, le, re] 

 
Table 8 Mappings of English [Ce] adaptation in the corpus 

 

Mappings Consonants 

1. [Ce]  [Cei] [b, p, f, v, w, m, n, h, r]  

2. [Ce]  [Cai] [Ø, d, t, s, , k, h, l] 

3. [Ce]  [Cj ] [ , n] 
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English [Ce]s in Group 1 correspond to the mapping [Ce]  [Cei], in Group 2 to the 
mapping [Ce]  [Cai] and in Group 3 to [Ce]  [Cj ].6 English [he, le, re] are 
grouped as a separate group because of their special behavior. According to the MC 
phonological grammar, if there is no misperception, English [he] is expected to be 
modified to [xei] and English [le] and [re] both to [lei]. However, in the corpus 
English [he] is adapted to both [xei] and [xai], and English [le] to [lai], English [re] 
to [lei].  
 Below, the behaviors of English [Ce]s in the four groups in the AdExp-[Ce] 
will be presented and compared to those in the corpus.  
 
 
9.3.4.1 Group 1: English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] adaptation  
 
 
9.3.4.1.1 Group 1: corpus vs. the AdExp-[Ce]  
 
The mapping of English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] in the corpus, in scenario 2, are 
represented in Table 9, from earlier section 9.2.2.1 Table 4. Note that the mapping 
[ne]  [nj ] indicated in grey is not treated in the corpus as pointed out in footnote 
5. 
 

Table 9 Scenario 2: English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] adaptation in the corpus 
 

Mappings No. % 

[be]  [pei] 16 100% 

[pe]  [p ei] 2 100% 

[fe]  [fei] 1 100% 

[ve]  [wei] 3 100% 

[we]  [wei]/[xwei] 2 100% 

[me]  [mei] 3 100% 

[ne]  [nei] 6 85.71% 

[ne]  [nj ] 1 14.29% 

 
The adaptation of [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] in the AdExp-[Ce], i.e. in scenario 4, is 
shown in Table 10.   
 

6 1 out of 7 cases of [ne] is adapted to [nj ] (see Mapping 3 in Table 8) as in the place name Connecticut 
[k .nj .ti.k ]  ‘health-to dye black-name of minority of northern China-shelf’. However, this 
case is not treated in the current study due to its very odd behavior. None of the adaptation of the syllables 
in this word could be captured by the MC phonological grammar proposed in the current study as 
explained in 9.2.2.3.  
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Table 10 Scenario 4: English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] adaptation  
in the AdExp-[Ce] 

 

English MC No. % 

[pai] 47 78.33% 

[pei] 10 16.67% 

[pwo] 1 1.67% 
[be] 

[pj ] 2 3.33% 

[p ai] 50 83.33% 

[p ei] 8 13.33% [pe] 

[p wo] 2 3.33% 

[fa] 31 51.67% 

[fei] 28 46.67% [fe] 

[fou] 1 1.67% 

[wai] 37 61.67% 

[wei] 15 25% [ve] 

[wa] 8 13.33% 

[wai] 46 76.67% 

[wei] 11 18.33% [we] 

[wa] 3 5% 

[mai] 48 80% 

[mei] 11 18.33% [me] 

[ma] 1 1.67% 

[nai] 45 75% 

[nei] 11 18.33% 

[n ] 3 5% 
[ne] 

[na] 1 1.67% 

 
Inspecting Tables 9 and 10, it is obvious that the mappings of the corpus and 
AdExp-[Ce] are very different. The mappings of the corpus are much cleaner and 
more consistent than those of the AdExp-[Ce].  

Table 9 shows that these English [Ce]s all follow [Ce]  [Cei], which can 
be accounted for by the native MC phonological grammar, recall Tableaux 1 – 3 of 
this chapter. In comparison, the major mappings attested in the AdExp-[Ce] are [Ce] 
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 [Cai] and [Ce]  [Cei]. Compared to the corpus, it is striking that the mapping 
[Ce]  [Cei] in AdExp only occurs in 18.33% (66 out of 360 cases) whereas the 
mapping [Ce]  [Cai] is attested in 75.83% (273 out of 360 cases).  

Table 9 shows that in the corpus English [fe] follows the major mapping 
English [Ce]  MC [Cei] predicted by the native MC phonological grammar. Table 
10, however, shows very different AdExp-[Ce] results: there, both MC [fa] and [fei] 
are attested in very high percentages. English [fe] is adapted to MC [fei] in 46.67% 
whereas for other English [Ce]s of Group 1 MC [Cei] only occur in the range of 
13.33% – 25%. It seems that the figure for the faithful perception of English [fe] in 
the AdExp-[Ce] is higher than that of other English [Ce]s of Group 1. This will be 
demonstrated to be not the case in the perception experiments reported in section 
9.4.4.1 below. Another striking difference between [fe] and the other [Ce]-cases in 
the AdExp-[Ce] is that the majority the AdExp-[Ce] mapping variant for other 
English [Ce]s is [Cai], but is [fa] for [fe]. 
 
 
9.3.4.1.2 Summary 
 
The mapping for English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] adaptation in the corpus is [Ce] 

 [Cei] (100% of the cases). It is shown that the mapping from the orthographic 
input to the surface form is faithful and the mapping is covered by the native MC 
phonological grammar. The mappings obtained in the AdExp-[Ce], however, are 
more complex. Two major mappings are [Ce]  [Cei] and [Ce]  [Cai] for English 
[be, pe, ve, we, me, ne]. English [fe] is modified to MC [fei] and [fa].  

The corpus data are roughly a case of scenario 2 and the results of the 
adaptation experiments are a case of scenario 4. On the basis of the comparisons of 
the mapping patterns obtained from the corpus and the AdExp-[Ce], this conclusion 
can be drawn: for a particular source language input, say, English [be] whose 
orthography is <be>, when the written form <be> is presented to early semi-
advanced MC learners of English, it will be adapted differently from when the 
acoustic form [be] is presented. This is to say that the adapted forms of scenario 2 
are different from those of scenario 4 when the input type is different. 

In the following section, the adaptation of English [e, de, te, se, ke] will be 
discussed, providing additional evidence supporting the conclusion. 
 
 
9.3.4.2 Group 2: English [e, de, te, se, ke] adaptation 
 
 
9.3.4.2.1 Group 2: corpus vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 
The mappings of English [e, de, te, se, ke] of the corpus are represented in Table 11. 
Only one mapping is obtained: [Ce]  [Cai]. This mapping is different from that of 
Group 1 because the MC onsets corresponding to the English onsets of the current 
class cannot be followed by [ei].7 

7 Even though MC [ei] can follow the onset [t], the character for [tei] is not usually used in loanword 
adaptation, recall Chapter 8, section 8.5.  
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Table 11 Scenario 2: English [e, de, te, se, ke] adaptation in the corpus 

 

Mappings No. % 

[e]  [ai] 30 100% 

[de]  [tai] 4 100% 

[te]  [t ai] 1 100% 

[se]  [sai] 6 100% 

[ke]  [k ai]  3 100% 

 
The mappings obtained from the AdExp-[Ce] (scenario 4) are shown in Table 12. 
The main mappings are shared between the AdExp-[Ce] and the corpus. The 
mappings [Ce]  [C ] and [Ce]  [Ca], however, are only found in the AdExp-
[Ce].  
 

Table 12 Scenario 4: English [e, de, te, se, ke] adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

English MC No. % 

[ai] 59 98.33% 
[e] 

[ ] 1 1.67% 

[tai] 57 95% 

[t ] 2 3.33% [de] 

[ta] 1 1.67% 

[t ai] 47 78.33% 

[t ] 8 13.33% [te] 

[t a] 5 8.33% 

[sai] 54 90% 

[s ] 3 5% [se] 

[sa] 3 5% 

[k ai] 57 95% 

[k ] 1 1.67% [ke] 

[k a] 2 3.33% 

 
Briefly comparing the mapping patterns shown in Tables 11 and 12, it is obvious 
that the adaptation of the corpus is much cleaner and more consistent than that of the 
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AdExp-[Ce]. This is to say that the adaptation that occurred in scenario 2 is different 
from that of scenario 4. However, compared to the adaptations of the earlier [Ce]’s, 
they are strikingly similar.  

Table 11 shows that differently from, in earlier cases, corpus adaption 
mainly to MC [Cei], all cases of English [e], [de], [te], [se] and [ke] are adapted to 
MC [-ai]. This is due to the fact that the predicted optimal output MC [Cei] is an 
illicit MC syllable. MC onsets [Ø, t, t , s, k ] do not combine with the diphthong [ei]. 
Accordingly, the suboptimal output [Cai] will become optimal. Turning to the 
AdExp-[Ce], two major mappings of Table 12 were found: [Ce]  [Cai], and [Ce] 

 [C ]. They occur 93.33% and 5% of the cases, respectively. Based on the figures 
in Table 12, it can be said that for the current onset cases the difference between the 
corpus results and the AdExp-[Ce] is fairly small.  

The mapping [Ce]  [C ] occurs especially when English [Ce] is [te]: 
13.33% of cases in the AdExp-[Ce] gives [t ] as a result. The adapted forms MC 
[ ], [t ], [t ], [s ] and [k ] can be imagined to be the result of orthographic 
influence under faithful perception. The adapters, for instance, faithfully perceive 
English [te] as /te/. But they also know that English [te] is most likely written as 
<te>, which is exactly the Pinyin form for [t ]. So, adapting the input using 
orthography, MC [t ] is what they will end up with. But why is an orthography 
effect larger for [te] than for the other cases?  My hunch is that this is due to the 
frequencies of the characters used in the AdExp-[Ce], and listed in Table 13. Their 
frequencies are obtained from the Modern Chinese corpus of the Center for Chinese 
Linguistics PKU, which contains 477 million characters.8  
 

Table 13 Frequencies of the five characters used in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

MC characters Frequency The AdExp-[Ce] 

 [ ] ‘disaster’ 6,347 1 (1.67%) 

 [t ] ‘virtue’ 284,827 2 (3.33%) 

 [t ] ‘special’ 427,054 8 (13.33%) 

 [s ] ‘color’ 223,216 3 (5%) 

 [k ] ‘to conquer’ 303,708 2 (3.33%) 

 
From the figures in Table 15 the conclusion can be drawn that the frequencies of 
these characters reflect character selection in the AdExp-[Ce].  
 
 
9.3.4.2.2 Summary 
 
The adaptations of English [e, de, te, se, ke] into MC in the adaptation experiment 
were discussed. In comparison to the adaptation of the corpus presented in section 

8 See this link: http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/CCL_CC_Sta_Xiandai.pdf  
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9.2, i.e. scenario 2, the adaptation conducted in the AdExp-[Ce], i.e. scenario 4 is 
different. However, the difference is fairly small.  

In section 9.3.4.1, it was shown that the differences between the corpus 
results and the AdExp-[Ce] for the adaptation of English [Ce]s in Group 1 discussed 
there are rather big. The differences between the mapping patterns of English [e, de, 
te, se, ke], however, are relatively small. Why do we get such a contrast? The most 
straightforward reason is that the perception of English [e, de, te, se] is more faithful 
to English than that of [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne]. This will be shown in the 
perception experiments reported in section 9.4 below.   
 
 
9.3.4.3 Group 3: English [ e] adaptation 
 
 
9.3.4.3.1 Group 3: corpus vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 
The mapping of English [ e] of the corpus, [ e]  [ j ], is represented in Table 14. 
This mapping is different from what was found so far because the MC onset [ ] 
corresponding to the English onsets cannot be followed by [ei] nor [ai]. Table 15 
demonstrates the mappings of [ e] in the AdExp-[Ce].  
 

Table 14 Scenario 2: English [ e] adaptation in the corpus 
 

Mappings No. % 

[ e]  [ j ] 2 100% 

 
Table 15 Scenario 4: English [ e] adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce] 

 

English MC No. % 

[ j ] 40 66.67% 

[ ja] 10 16.67% 

[ y ] 5 8.33% 
[ e] 

[ i] 5 8.33% 

 
In the corpus, English [ e] has only one adapted form, MC [ j ], which can be 
accounted for by the native MC phonological grammar. In comparison, in the 
AdExp-[Ce] adaptation is more complex. There are four adapted forms, see Table 15. 
As in 9.2.2.3, MC [ y ] can be one of the optimal outputs. It is less preferred since 
the feature roundness of the vowel [y] does not match that of the vowel [ ]. 
Apparently, however, roundness harmony can be given up when semantic-
association comes into play. English cigar is adapted to MC [ y .t ja]  ‘snow-
lotus root stem’, in which MC [ y ]  ‘snow’ refers to the ashes of the cigar. Since 
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semantic contribution is very important for MC speakers, it seems highly plausible 
that in the AdExp-[Ce] MC [ y ]  ‘snow’ is selected also because of semantic-
association. Despite the fact that only nonce words were tested in the experiment, 
when the adapters want to show literary talent and grace, they will prefer the 
character  ‘snow’ for MC [ y ] over the character  ‘to rest’ for MC [ j ]. It is 
not clear thought why [ i] is selected in the AdExp-[Ce].  
   
  
9.3.4.3.2 Summary 
 
Summarizing, English [ e] is always adapted to MC [ j ] on the basis of faithful 
mapping from the orthographic input to the surface form in the corpus (scenario 2). 
The native MC phonological grammar covers the mapping. In the AdExp-[Ce] 
(scenario 4), only 66.67% of English [ e] is mapped to MC [ j ]. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that adaptation results in scenario 2 are different from scenario 4.  
 
 
9.3.4.4 Group 4: English [he, le, re] adaptation 
 
 
9.3.4.4.1 Group 4: corpus vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 
The mappings of English [he, le, re] in the corpus and in the AdExp-[Ce] are shown 
in Tables 16 and 17.  
 

Table 16 Scenario 2: English [he, le, re] adaptation in the corpus 
 

Mappings No. % 

[he]  [xei] 2 40% 

[he]  [xai] 3 60% 

[le]  [lai] 5 100% 

[re]  [lei] 13 100% 
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Table 17 Scenario 4: English [he, le, re] adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

English MC No. % 

[xai] 47 78.33% 

[xei] 9 15% [he] 

[x ] 4 6.67% 

[lai] 48 80% 

[lei] 1 1.67% [le] 

[l ] 11 18.33% 

[lai] 37 61.67% 

[lei] 20 33.33% [re] 

[l ] 3 5% 

 
 
[he] input to adaptation 
 
Compared to the corpus data, the mappings in the AdExp-[Ce] are more varied. 
Tables 16 and 17 show that the mappings, [he]  [xei] and [he]  [xai], are attested 
in both the corpus and the AdExp-[Ce]. In the corpus, they occur in 40% and 60% of 
the time, respectively. In the AdExp-[Ce], the former mapping occurs in 15% and 
the latter 78.33%. In 9.2.2.2 the reason was discussed why English [he] does not 
completely conform to the predicted mapping [he]  [xei] in the corpus. Plausibly 
the mapping [he]  [xai] is due to the influence of English [ e] and [ke] adaptation, 
where in both [e] is amended to MC [-ai]. However, the behavior of [he] in the 
AdExp-[Ce] is closer to that of English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] than to that of [ke], 
see Table 18.  
 

 Table 18 English [he], [ke] and [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] adaptation  
in the AdExp-[Ce] 

 

 [C ] [Cei] [Cai] [Ca] 

[he] 4 (6.67%) 9 (15%) 47 (78.33%)  

[ke] 1 (1.67%)  57 (95%) 2 (3.33%) 

[be, pe, ve, we, 
me, ne] 

3 (0.83%) 66 (18.33%) 
273 

(75.83%) 
13 (3.61%) 

 
The remaining adapted form [x ] only occurs in the AdExp-[Ce]. This is likely the 
result of orthographic influence. The adapters heard English [he] faithfully. 
Knowing that this sound is most probably written <he> in English, they decided to 
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follow the orthography, transcribing this written form to Pinyin <he> whose 
phonetic form is [x ].   
 
 
[le, re] input to adaptation 
 
Table 16 shows that the adapted forms for English [le] and [re] from the corpus are 
very different. All the cases of English [le] are modified to MC [lai] and all the cases 
of English [re] are adapted to MC [lei]. However, the AdExp-[Ce] presents a 
different picture, in which both English [le] and [re] have three adapted forms: [lai], 
[lei] and [l ], see Table 17.  
 Since it is assumed that the corpus represents faithful mapping from the 
orthographic input to the surface form, both English [le] and [re] are predicted to be 
adapted to MC [lei] according to the native MC phonological grammar. However, 
English [le] undergoes the mapping [le]  [lai] and [re] undergoes [re]  [lei]. It 
was already argued in 9.2.2.2 that the cause of this is the strategy to minimize 
changes and to maintain the original English [l] - [r] contrast.  
 Different from the corpus, the results of the AdExp-[Ce] incorporate three 
MC adapted forms for both English [le] and [re]: [lai], [lei] and [l ]. Similar to the 
adapted form [x ], it will be assumed that the adapted form [l ] is based on 
orthography but with faithful perception.  
  Looking at the results in more detail, one issue arises: the distribution of the 
three MC adapted forms for English [le] is fairly different from that of English [re]. 
Underpinning this statistically, a Chi-square test shows that English [le] adaptation 
is significantly different from English [re] adaptation in the AdExp-[Ce] ( 2 (1) = 
4.89, p < .05). A simple dependent t-test (see Table 19) shows that the difference 
originates from the adapted form MC [lei]. MC adapters selected [lei] significantly 
more frequently when the input was English [re] than when the input was English [le] 
(t (14) = -3.40 p < .01). This result suggests that in both corpus and the AdExp-[Ce], 
MC [lei] is selected more frequently for English [re] than [le].  
 

Table 19 The mappings of English [le] vs. [re] in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

mappings df t  value p  value 

[le]  [lai] vs. [re]  [lai] 14 1.28 .221 

[le]  [lei] vs. [re]  [lei] 14 -3.40 .004 

[le]  [l ] vs. [re]  [l ] 14 1.59 .135 

 
 
9.3.4.4.2 Summary 
 
In this section it was shown the adaptation of English [he, le, re] of the corpus is 
different from what is found in the AdExp-[Ce]. Even though the mappings [he]  
[xei] and [he]  [xai] are both obtained in the corpus and the AdExp-[Ce], their 
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occurrence rates differ from each other. Moreover, the adaptation variant [x ] is 
only obtained in the AdExp-[Ce] but not in the corpus. English [le] and [re] 
adaptations show entirely different mapping patterns in the corpus: the former maps 
to [lai], the latter to [lei]. In the AdExp-[Ce], English [le] and [re] shared three 
adapted forms: [lai], [lei] and [l ]. Since the corpus is a case of scenario 2 and the 
adaptation experiment is a case of to scenario 4, the contrast between the two results 
again supports my suggestion that different input types have different adaptation 
processes and generate different outputs.  
 
 
9.3.5 Summary 
 
In this section, it has been shown that the prediction that different input types yield 
different outputs is met. The general conclusion that can be drawn from English [Ce] 
adaptation is that the adaptation outputs of the corpus and the AdExp-[Ce] are very 
different. The outputs of the corpus are much cleaner and more consistent than those 
of the AdExp-[Ce].  
 However, two questions still need to be answered. First, given that the 
AdExp-[Ce] was designed in such a way that perception was not checked, it is not 
known based on which perceived forms the adaptation variants are obtained. To 
answer this question, two perception experiments were conducted. The experiments 
are reported on in the next section, section 9.4. Second, it can be observed that 
English [Ce]s of different groups behave differently. Compared to other groups, the 
behavior of English [e, de, te, se, ke] of Group 2 in particular is closer to that of the 
corpus. However, it is not clear why there is such a contrast. To answer this question, 
the adaptation processes of English [Ce]s will be discussed and compared in section 
9.5.  
 
 
 
9.4 The perception of English [Ce] in perception experiments 
 
The perception experiments (henceforth, the PercExps) tested the perception of 
English [Ce] by early semi-advanced MC learners of English. The design and the 
stimuli in both the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce] are the same. The subjects of the 
two experiments are also comparable. Therefore, the perceived forms obtained in the 
PercExps are expected to be comparable to the ones in the AdExp-[Ce]. The target 
English [Ce]s are [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ke, he] in the first perception experiment 
(henceforth, the PercExp 1) and [e, de, te, se, e, le, re, ne] in the second perception 
experiment (henceforth, the PercExp 2).  

One should also keep in mind that perception in the AdExp-[Ce] is not 
exactly the same as that showing up in the PercExps. Notably the two experimental 
tasks were different. In the PercExps pure acoustic input was not accompanied by 
any other cues to the subjects. In contrast, in the AdExp-[Ce] the subjects also were 
given a list of MC adapted forms in an answer sheet. For each stimulus there were 
four MC adapted forms, and the MC onset was always the one predicted for the 
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corresponding English onset. For instance, in the PercExps, English [f] might be 
misperceived as /v/ and /w/. However, in the AdExp-[Ce] the options for English [fe] 
were [fei], [fa], [fwo] and [fou]. Therefore, with the aid of the provided MC words 
on the answer sheet, the misperceptions of English onsets which were attested in the 
PercExps may have vanished in the AdExp-[Ce]s.  
 
 
9.4.1 Participants 
 
10 MC learners of English participated in each perception experiment, each of them 
a student at Utrecht University. They were different subjects from the ones who 
participated in the AdExp-[Ce]. The average age of the subjects taking part in the 
PercExp 1 was 21.7, and their average IELTS grade was 6.55 (out of 9). The 
average age of subjects of the PercExp 2 was 22.1 and the average IELTS grade was 
6.6 (out of 9).9 According to the IELTS Band Score Scale, the English level of the 
subjects was between good (score 6) and competent (score 7). Roughly speaking, 
they were early semi-advanced MC learners of English.    
 
 
9.4.2 Materials 
 
The stimuli in these two experiments were the target items of the AdExp-[Ce], see 
9.3.2 above. The onset before the target vowels (in bold) were [b, p, f, v, w, m, , k, 
h] in the PercExp 1 and [Ø, d, t, s, , l, r, n] in the PercExp 2.  
 
 
9.4.3 Procedure  
 
The procedure was the same for both experiments, using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 
2007) in the phonetic lab at UiL-OTS, Utrecht. Each participant was sat facing a 
computer screen wearing a pair of headphones and was provided with an answer 
sheet on the computer desk before the experiments. The instruction was in MC. The 
participants were told that in the experiment they would hear nonce English words. 
The experiment resembled a dictation task that they had in English lessons at middle 
schools. To start the experiment, they had to click the box ‘click to start’ on the 
computer screen. After clicking, the auditory item would be given. Every time they 
heard a nonce English word, they had to write down the spelling of the nonce word. 
They were encouraged to use the most transparent spellings, for instance, e for [e], 
ay and ei for [e ], i for [a ] in open syllables and [i] in closed syllables, a for [e ] in 
open syllables for [ ] in closed syllables, o for [ ] in open syllables and [ ] (or [ ]) 
in closed syllables.10 The subjects were also told that they should complete writing 

9 Each group had one subject who only had TOEFL grade rather than an IELTS grade. Their grades were 
converted to IELTS based on a conversion chart at the following website: http://study-in-
ohio.nuvvo.com/lesson/11273-toefl-and-ielts-conversion-chart.  
10  Investigating perception based on English spelling may not be the best method because of its 
irregularity. However, subjects were also asked to transcribe the English nonce words they wrote down 
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before clicking the box on the computer screen to hear the next item. Trial order was 
randomized.  
 
 
9.4.4 Results of the PercExps 
 
The target English [Ce]s are divided into four groups as in the AdExp-[Ce], see 
Table 20. Below the perception of the four groups will be discussed one by one. 
There are in total six different perceived forms attested. For simplicity, only the 
faithfully perceived forms /Ce/ and the majority of their misperceived forms, /Cei/, 
/Cai/ and /C / are discussed. They occur in 64.38%, 9.38%, 11.88% and 11.38%, 
respectively. The perceived /C / and /Ci/, occurring in 2.5% of the time, will be left 
out for discussion.  

 
Table 20 Four groups of English [Ce]s in the PercExps 

 

Group English [Ce] 

1. [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne]  

2. [e, de, te, se, ke] 

3. [ e] 

4. [he, le, re] 

 
 
9.4.4.1 Group 1: English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] perception  
 
The results of the perception of the English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] are presented 
in Table 21. Four major perceived forms are obtained: faithfully perceived /Ce/ and 
misperceived /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C /.   

The perception of English [fe], [ve] and [we] turns out to have been much 
more complicated than that of other English [Ce]s. Not just English [e] was 
misperceived but also the onsets [f, v, w, n]. For instance, English [fe] has 
misperceived forms such as /ve/, /we/ and /fai/ etc.  

A one-sample t-test was conducted for each [Ce] sequence. The statistic 
results are presented in Table 22. The degree of freedom (i.e. df) was 9. For each 
target sound sequence, there were four items, so the test value was 2, which was the 
chance. As we can see from Table 22, the early semi-advanced MC learners did not 
faithfully perceive English [Ce] of Group 1 significantly better than chance. It is 
noteworthy that the early semi-advanced MC learners’ performance is particularly 
bad for the perception of [ve]: only 10 out of 40 items were accurately perceived (t 
(9) = -3.00, p < .05).  

into MC characters or Pinyin, which gave the experimenter some extra cues to interpret the results. Also, 
the instructions about the spellings may influence the judgments of the subjects, but without such 
instructions, the results may be even more difficult to interpret.  
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Table 21 The perception of English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne]  

by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
 

 /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

[be] 23 (57.5%) 4 (10%) 6 (15%) 7 (17.5%) 

[pe] 20 (50%) 1 (2.5%) 8 (20%) 11 (27.5%) 

15 (/fe/, 37.5%) 5 (/fei/, 12.5%) 10 (/fai/, 25%) 2 (/f /, 5%) 

4 (/ve/, 10%)    [fe] 

2 (/we/, 5%)  1 (/wai/, 2.5%)  

10 (/ve/, 25%) 2 (/vei/, 5%)  4 (/v /, 10%) 

5 (/fe/, 12.5%) 3 (/fei/, 7.5%) 2 (/fai/, 5%)  [ve] 

5 (/we/, 12.5%)  5 (/wai/, 12.5%)  

20 (/we/, 50%)  6 (/wai/, 15%) 1 (/w /, 2.5%) 
[we] 

4 (/ve/, 10%)   6 (/v /, 15%) 

[me] 20 (50%) 2 (5%) 5 (12.5%) 9 (22.5%) 

25 (62.5%) 1 (2.5%) 4 (10%) 7 (17.5%) 
[ne] 

2 (/me/, 5%)    

 
Table 22 The correct responses of English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne]  

by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
 

 
Correct 

Response 
Mean Std. Deviation t value Sig. 

[be] 23 (57.5%) 2.3 1.49 .64 .541 

[pe] 20 (50%) 2.0 1.83 .00 1.000 

[fe] 15 (37.5%) 1.5 1.58 -1.00 .343 

[ve] 10 (25%) 1.0 1.05 -3.00 .015 

[we] 20 (50%) 2.0 1.70 .00 1.000 

[me] 20 (50%) 2.0 1.49 .00 1.000 

[ne] 25 (62.5%) 2.5 1.08 1.46 .177 
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9.4.4.2 Group 2: English [e, de, te, se, ke] perception 
 
The results of the perception of English [e, de, te, se, ke] are given in Table 23. Also, 
four perceived forms, /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C / are obtained. Similar to the 
perception of English [fe, ve, we] in Group 1, that of English [t] involves 
misperception of onsets, specified in Table 24.  
 

Table 23 The perception of English [e, de, te, se, ke]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 
 /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

[e] 33 (82.5%) 5 (12.5%) 1 (2.5%) 1 (2.5%) 

[de] 33 (82.5%) 4 (10%) 1 (2.5%) 2 (5%) 

32 (80%) 1 (2.5%) 1 (2.5%) 3 (7.5%) 
[te] 

2 (/de/, 5%)    

[se] 32 (80%) 5 (12.5%) 2 (5%) 1 (2.5%) 

[ke] 17 (42.5%) 8 (20%) 1 (2.5%) 14 (35%) 

 
To see whether the early semi-advanced MC learners of English could perceive 
these sound sequences well, one-sample t-tests were carried out for each sound 
sequence. The test value was 2, since each listener was presented four items of each 
target sound sequence. The statistic summary is given in Table 24.  
 

Table 24 The correct responses of English [e, de, te, se, ke]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 

 
Correct 

Response 
Mean Std. Deviation t value p value  

[e] 33 (82.5%) 3.5 .71 6.71 .000 

[de] 33 (82.5%) 3.3 .95 4.33 .002 

[te] 32 (80%) 3.2 .92 4.13 .003 

[se] 32 (80%) 3.2 1.14 3.34 .009 

[ke] 17 (42.5%) 1.7 1.49 -.64 .541 

 
According to Table 25, p values of [e], [de], [te] and [se] are lower than .05 
(indicated in bold), showing that the early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
can faithfully perceive these English sound sequences significantly better than 
chance. In comparison, the correct responses of the perception English [ke] are not 
significantly better than chance.  
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9.4.4.3 Group 3: English [ e] perception 
 
The results of the perception of English [ e] are presented in Table 25. The 
perceived forms are also /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C /. Misperception of onsets is also 
observed: English [ ] is not only perceived as / / but also /t / and /s/ as specified in 
Table 26. The one-sample t-test shows that the perception of English [ e] is not 
significantly better than chance, see Table 26.  
 

Table 25 The perception of English [ e]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 
 /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

20 (50%) 5 (/ ei/, 12.5%) 5 (/ ai/, 12.5%) 2 (/ /, 5%) 

  4 (/sai/, 10%)  [ e] 

3 (/t e/, 7.5%)  1 (/t ai/, 2.5%)  

 
Table 26 The correct responses of English [ e]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 

 
 
9.4.4.4 Group 4: English [he, le, re] perception 
 
The results for the perception of English [he, le, re] are presented in Table 27, 
including again the major four perceived forms. The misperceptions of English 
onsets are specified in Table 27 as well.  
 

Table 27 The perception of English [he, le, re]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 

 /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

[he] 25 (62.5%) 5 (12.5%) 8 (20%) 2 (5%) 

26 (65%)  2 (5%) 1 (2.5%) 

1 (/re/, 2.5%) 1 (/vei/, 2.5%) 1 (/wai/, 2.5%)  [le] 

4 (/ne/, 10%) 1 (/mei/, 2.5%)  1 (/n /, 2.5%) 

[re] 29 (72.5%) 6 (15%) 2 (5%) 3 (7.5%) 

 

 Correct Response Mean Std. Deviation t value p value  

[ e] 20 (50%) 2.0 1.83 .00 1.000 
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The corresponding statistics based on one-sample t-tests are given in Table 28. The 
perception of English [he, le] of MC learners is not significantly better than chance 
level. On the other hand, the perception of English [re] is significantly better than 
chance.  
 

Table 28 The correct responses of English [he, le, re]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 

 

 
Correct 

Response 
Mean Std. Deviation t value Sig. 

[he] 25 (62.5%) 2.5 1.51 1.05 .322 

[le] 26 (65%) 2.6 1.17 1.62 .140 

[re] 29 (72.5%) 2.9 1.20 2.38 .041 

 
 
9.4.4.5 Perception asymmetry of English [Ce] 
 
Above, it was shown that among all the English [Ce]s, only the perception of 
English [e, de, te, se, re] is better than chance by the early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English. This contrast seems to suggest that the early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English have learned English [e] successfully only when the onset of [e] 
is one of the following: [Ø, d, t, s]. But why is there an asymmetry on the perception 
of English [Ce]?   

There are two factors that plausibly affect the perception of English [Ce]. 
One is the place of articulation of the English onsets and the other is the lexicon 
frequency of the English [Ce] sequences. If perception is a matter of place of 
articulation of onsets, the MC learners of English would be expected to perceive 
English [ne] as accurately as [de, te, se], because the onsets of these sound 
sequences are all alveolars. However, the PercExps show that the perception of [ne] 
is significantly worse than that of [de, te, se] ( 2 (1) = 4.03, p <.05). Therefore, place 
of articulation on its own cannot explain these results. Next, the frequency 
explanation was investigated by searching English [Ce] in the CELEX database 
(Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gulikers 1995) using PhonotacTools programmed by 
Adriaans (2006). The frequencies found are presented in Table 29.   
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Table 29 The lexical frequencies of English [Ce] 
 

English #CV Lexical Frequency English #CV Lexical Frequency 

[e] 35308 [be] 3123 

[de] 4327 [pe] 4591 

[te] 10123 [fe] 3592 

[se] 14430 [ve] 4164 

[re] 15466 [we] 10421 

  [me] 10746 

  [ne] 3913 

  [le] 9094 

  [ke] 3660 

  [he] 3748 

  [ e] 1382 

 
Table 29 shows that, except for [de], the lexical frequencies of English [e, de, te, se, 
re] are in general higher than other English [Ce]s. The frequencies of [we] and [me] 
are relatively high compared to other [Ce]s in the same group. This is due to the 
high occurrence of the English words well, men and many. Table 29 suggests that 
the different perception accuracies of English [Ce]s of the early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English in the PercExps reflect the lexical frequencies of English [Ce].  
 
 
9.4.5 Summary  
 
The PercExps show that English [Ce] is perceived as /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C / 
across the board by early semi-advanced MC learners of English. These forms are 
expected to be the ones that were perceived in the AdExp-[Ce]. /Ce/ makes up the 
majority of the perceived forms. What is worth mentioning is that there is a 
perception asymmetry among English [Ce]s: the perception of English [e, de, te, se, 
re] is significantly better than chance whereas that of other English [Ce]s is not.  
  
 
 
9.5 The adaptation processes of English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 
From section 9.4 it can be concluded that the perceived forms of English [Ce]s are 
/Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C / across the board in the AdExp-[Ce]. This section will 
treat the question of why the behaviors of some English [Ce]s are different from 
those of other English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce]. To tackle this question, the 
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adaptation processes of English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce] will be discussed. In order 
to do so, the perception of English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce] is compared to that of 
the PercExps. The distribution of the four perceived forms of [Ce]s of each group 
will be discussed in more detail. The grammar(s) involved in the adaptation of 
English [Ce]s in the AdExp-[Ce] will be analyzed. It will moreover be shown that 
the different adaptations of English [Ce]s are due to perception.  
 As pointed out above, in the AdExp-[Ce]s, it is assumed that there was no 
misperception of English onsets, given that their predicted MC onsets were 
presented in the answer sheet for the subjects. Therefore, in the discussion of the 
perception in the AdExp-[Ce], the perception of the onsets will be ignored. The 
discussion will focus on the perception of English [e].  
 
 
9.5.1 Group 1: the adaptation processes of English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, me, ne] 
 
The results of English [Ce]s adaptation of this group show that English [fe] behaves 
differently from other English [Ce]s (see Table 10 in 9.3.4.1), so it will be discussed 
separately.   
 
 
9.5.1.1 The adaptation processes of English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] 
 
In the PercExps, four perceived forms, /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C / are obtained. As 
argued, they are also the perceived forms in the AdExp-[Ce]. Assuming the faithful 
perception of English onsets, let us focus on the adaptation of English [e] by the 
early semi-advanced learners of MC.  

The detailed acoustic data of English vowels are re-presented in Table 30 
(also Table 14 in Chapter 3). The F1 and F2 values are from Deterding (1997), and 
the duration data are from Gregová (2008).  
 

Table 30 The F1, F2 values and duration of English [e, ]11 
 

 [e] [ ] 

F1 (Hz) 719 1018 

F2 (Hz) 2063 1799 

Duration (ms) 74 94 

 
The F1, F2 values and durations of MC vowels are presented in Table 31 (also Table 
15 in Chapter 3). Since English [e] is a mid front unrounded monophthong, only the 
relevant data of MC mid vowels ([ , , o]) and front unrounded vowels [a, i, ai, ei]) 

11 Two independent readers pointed out that to clearly understand what happened in the experiments, the 
formant values of the acoustic stimuli should be used. I fully agree. The average of the F1 and F2 values 
of [e] in the PercExps are 682Hz and 1890Hz and the average duration is 85.56ms. These values only 
differ slightly from what has been reported in the literature; hence the analysis here will not be affected.
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are given. The MC vowel formants are from Wu (ed. 1986), and the durations of 
monophthongs are from Feng (1985) and those of diphthongs from Shih & Ao 
(1997). 
 

Table 31 The F1, F2 values and duration of MC vowels 
 

 i (j)   (w)o a ai ei 

F1 (Hz) 350 550 700 750 1100 1200 750 

F2 (Hz) 2900 2400 1450 1300 1550 1850 1750 

Duration 
(ms) 

101 128 115 128 131 147 135 

 
The four perceived forms of English [e], /e, ei, ai, /, obtained in the PercExps and 
argued for in the AdExp-[Ce] can be accounted for by the OT grammar in Tableau 4. 
This grammar is the interlanguage perception grammar of early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English. Cue constraints such as */a/ [F2 = 2063Hz] require that an 
auditory F2 of [2063Hz] should not be perceived as the phonological vowel category 
/a/. Candidates /i/, / /, /o/ will be ruled out by the highly ranked F2-related cue 
constraints */i/ [F2 = 2063Hz], */ / [F2 = 2063Hz] and */o/ = F2 = 2063Hz]. For 
the sake of space, these candidates are not listed in the tableau. In Tableau 4, /a/ has 
a violation of */a/ [F2 = 2063Hz]. The faithfulness constraint DEP-(G)V requires no 
insertions of glide before a vowel. Tableau 4 shows that English [e] after onsets [b, p, 
v, w, m, n] will be perceived as /e, ei, ai, /.  
 According to the bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a), the 
perceived forms will be stored as |Ce|, |Cei|, |Cai| and |C |, respectively. The stored 
forms will then be modified to MC forms in production. The adaptation is guided by 
the native MC phonological grammar (recall Tableaux 1 – 3 of this chapter). 
According to this phonological grammar, both |Ce| and |Cai| will be amended to 
/Cei/, |Cai| to /Cai/ and |C | to /Ca/. Their phonetic outputs will be [Cei], [Cai] and 
[Ca], respectively. Both |Ce| and |Cai| result in the adaptation variant [Cei], which 
provides a reason to group them together. [C ] is assumed to be adapted form based 
on faithful perception but with the influence of orthography. It is sorted separately in 
one column: /Ce/ - [C ].  
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Tableau 4 The perception of English [e] after English [b, p, v, w, m, n] in the 
PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce] by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
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Even though the perceived forms are the same in the two experiments, the 
distribution of the perceived forms in the PercExps is surprisingly different from that 
in the AdExp-[Ce], see Table 32. For instance, /Cai/ only occurs in 15% in the 
PercExps whereas it occurs in 75.83% in the AdExp-[Ce]. Let us go through the 
perceived forms one by one. 

 
Table 32 English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] in the PercExps vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 

 

 /Ce/ - [C ] /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

PercExps  
134 

(55.83%) 
13 

(5.41%) 
36 (15%) 

45 
(18.75%) 

AdExp-
[Ce] 

3 (0.83%) 66 (18.33%) 
273 

(75.83%) 
13 (3.61%) 

 
Since the adaptation variant [Cei] can be derived from both /Ce/ and /Cei/, it could 
not be calculated exactly how many /Cei/ cases were adapted based on the perceived 
form /Ce/ and how many based on the perceived form /Cei/. However, even if it is 
assumed that all 18.33% of the adapted [Cei] cases are adapted based on the 
faithfully perceived form /Ce/, compared to what could be expected from the 
PercExps it is significantly less frequently attested in the AdExp-[Ce] ( 2 (1) = 91.13, 
p < .00). This suggests that the accuracy of English [e] perception is reduced 
significantly in the AdExp-[Ce] compared to the PercExps.  
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The misperceived /Cai/ in the PercExps is attested significantly less often 
than can be expected from the AdExp-[Ce]: 15% of the cases ( 2 (1) = 213.4, p 
< .00). Recall that in Chapter 3 section 3.5 it was shown that for monolingual MC 
speakers, the frontness of the vowel is the most important cue to perceive a new 
vowel. The frequent occurrence of /Cai/ in the AdExp-[Ce] suggests that the 
frontness of the vowel is a more important acoustic cue for the learners of English in 
the AdExp-[Ce] than in the PercExps. Compared to the early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English in the PercExps, the learners in the AdExp-[Ce] behave more 
similar to MC monolinguals.  

The misperceived /C / occurs significantly more often in the PercExps 
than the AdExp-[Ce] ( 2 (1) = 37.80, p < .00). The relatively high occurrence of 
/C / in the PercExps indicates that the cue constraint */ / [74ms] is ranked lower 
than DEP-(G)V and */a/ [F2 = 2063Hz] more often in the PercExps than in the 
AdExp-[Ce]. This shows that the learners of English paid more attention to the 
length of English input vowel in the PercExps than in the AdExp-[Ce]. As shown in 
Chapter 3, MC monolinguals consider the frontness of the input vowel a more 
important cue than the length when perceiving a new vowel. Again, the learners of 
English behave more similar to monolingual MC speakers in the AdExp-[Ce] than in 
the PercEpxs.  

For the interlanguage perception grammar in the PercExps, in the view of 
stochastic OT, /e/, /ei/, /ai/ and / / will occur in 55.83%, 5.41%, 15% and 18.75% of 
the time, respectively, when their correspondent cue constraint is ranked lowest. 
However, in the AdExp-[Ce], /ai/ and / / will occur in 75.83% and 3.61% of the 
time, respectively, when their correspondent cue constraint is ranked lowest. 
Regretfully, the chances that /e/ and /ei/ could occur cannot be calculated.  

Based on the detailed comparisons, the general observation can be drawn 
that the interlanguage perception grammar in the AdExp-[Ce] is less advanced 
compared to that of the PercExps, because the faithfully perceived /e/ occurs 
significantly less. The distances among the grammars mentioned are illustrated in 
(2).  
 
(2) English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne]: distances among the grammars 

     

 
According to the schema in (2), the interlanguage perception grammar of early semi-
advanced MC learners of English in the PercExps is closer to their L2 (English) 
perception grammar than that in the AdExp-[Ce]. On the other hand, the 
interlanguage perception grammar in the AdExp-[Ce] is closer to the native MC 
perception grammar than that in the PercExps. 

L1 MC 

grammar 

Interlanguage 

grammar in 

Interlanguage 

grammar in 

PercExps

L2 English

grammar 

AdExp-[Ce]
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9.5.1.2 The adaptation process of English [fe]  
 
The perceived forms of English [fe] are /fe/, /fei/, /fai/ and /f / in both the PercExps 
and the AdExp-[Ce]. The interlanguage perception grammar in Tableau 4 (see above) 
can capture the perception of English [fe]. The perceived forms will be stored as |fe|, 
|fei|, |fai| and |f |. According to the MC native phonological grammar, the stored 
forms |fe|, |fei| and |fai| will be modified to the adaptation variant [fei]. |f | will 
become the adaptation variant [fa]. In the PercExps, the perceived forms /fe/, /fei/, 
/fai/ and /f / will occur 52.5%, 12.5%, 27.5% and 5% of the time, respectively, 
when their correspondent cue constraint is ranked lowest. In the AdExp-[Ce], 
however, there is a complication. Table 33 shows the perceived forms of English [fe] 
in both the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce]. It is not known what the perceived form 
of the adaptation variant [fou], so it is indicated as /fV/.  
 

Table 33 English [fe] in PercExps vs. AdExp-[Ce] 
 

 /fV/ - [fou] /fe/ /fei/ /fai/ /f / 

PercExps  21 (52.5%) 5 (12.5%) 11 (27.5%) 2 (5%) 

AdExp-
[Ce] 

1 (1.67%) 28 (46.67%) 
31 

(51.67%) 
 
Recall that in section 9.3.4.1, it was argued that it is unlikely that the perception of 
English [fe] is somehow more adequate than that of [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] in the 
AdExp-[Ce]. This argument is confirmed by the results of the PercExps. The 
occurrences of /Ce/ in the perception of English [fe] and [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] 
does not differ significantly ( 2 (1) = 0.15, p > .05). But why is the adaptation 
variant [Cei] attested more often for English [fe] than English [be, pe, ve, we, me, 
ne]? This is due to the fact that the syllable [fai] is illicit in MC. The perceived 
forms /fe/, /fei/ and /fai/ all produce the adaptation variant [fei]. This is different 
from English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] for which only two perceived forms, /Ce/ and 
/Cei/, will be adapted to [Cei]. Due to the different distribution of perceived forms 
between the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce], it is impossible to find out how many 
cases of the adaptation variant [fei] are based on faithful perceptions and how many 
are based on misperceptions in the AdExp-[Ce]. 

Inspecting Table 33, it is obvious that the perception of English [fe] in the 
PercExps is different from that of the AdExp-[Ce]. Compared to the AdExp-[Ce], 
the most striking difference is that the occurrence of perceived /C / is reduced 
dramatically in the PercExps, from 51.67% to 5% ( 2 (1) = 23.64, p < .00). 
Compared to the perception of English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne], the occurrence of 
perceived /C / is significantly higher ( 2 (1) =124.8, p < .00). This difference 
appears to be due to the following two reasons. First, the lower hierarchy position of 
constraint */ / [74ms] enables the perceived form /f /. Second, in MC, onset /f/ 
does not combine with rhyme /ai/. When the early semi-advanced learners have not 
(so far) adopted the syllable /fai/ in their interlanguage grammar, this implies a high 
ranking of the structural constraint */fai/.  
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  Tableau 5 presents the interlanguage perception grammar in the AdExp-
[Ce] when the early semi-advanced learners have not adopted */fai/. The optimal 
outputs are /fe/, /fei/ and /f /. The first two will be stored as |fe| and |fei|, 
respectively. Then the stored form |fe| will be adapted to /fei/ in phonological 
production according to the native MC phonological grammar; implementation will 
yield the adaptation variant [fei]. The stored form |fei| will be faithfully produced as 
/fei/, whose phonetic form is [fei]. In the view of stochastic OT, the chance of the 
occurrence of /f / is 51.67%. Regretfully, it is impossible to know the occurrence 
rate of /fe/ and /fei/.  
 

Tableau 5 Scenario 4: the perception of English [fe] in the AdExp-[Ce]  
by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
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 /fe/       * * *       

 /fei/     *       * *   

/fai/ *!     *        * * 

 /f /    *      * *     

/fj /  *!              

/fa/   *!             

 
Comparing the grammar of Tableau 5 to that of Tableau 4, the conclusion can be 
drawn that the interlanguage perception grammar of English [fe] in the AdExp-[Ce] 
is closer to that of MC perception grammar compared to that in the PercExps. The 
closeness is reflected in the high hierarchy position of the constraint */fai/ in the 
interlanguage perception grammar in the AdExp-[Ce].  

The preceding discussion raises the following question as its major issue: 
compared to the interlanguage perception grammar in the PercExps, why is the 
interlanguage perception grammar in the AdExp-[Ce] closer to the native MC 
perception grammar? The reason seems to lie in the different tasks of the two 
experiments. In the PercExps, the early semi-advanced MC learners of English were 
instructed to listen to English nonce words, so they tended to use their knowledge of 
English as much as possible. In other words, they tended to use their L2 English ears. 
Accordingly, their interlanguage grammar will be closer to the English grammar. In 
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contrast, in the AdExp-[Ce] the early semi-advanced MC learners of English were 
instructed to adapt the English nonce words to MC, so the subjects tended to use 
their native ears. As a consequence, their native perception grammar was more 
active in the AdExp-[Ce] than that in the PercExps.
 In the next section, the adaptation processes of English [e, de, te, se, ke] 
will be discussed.  
 
 
9.5.2 Group 2: the adaptation processes of English [e, de, te, se, ke] 
 
In 9.4.4.2, it was shown that the perceived forms of English [e, de, te, se, ke] are 
/Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C /. In this section, English [ke] is discussed separately from 
English [e, de, te, se] because it is the only English [Ce] whose perception is not 
significantly better than chance.  
 
 
9.5.2.1 The adaptation processes of English [e, de, te, se]  
 
The perceived forms /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C / for English [e, de, te, se] in the 
PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce] are captured by the OT grammar of Tableau 4, 
adopted here in Tableau 6. In the view of stochastic OT, the perceived forms in the 
PercExps will occur in 82.5%, 10% and 3.13% and 3.75% of the time, respectively, 
when their correspondent cue constraint is ranked lowest in the ranking. In the 
AdExp-[Ce], only the occurrence of /C / can be known. It occurs in 3.75% of the 
time, when */ / [74ms] is ranked lowest. On the other hand, it is impossible to 
know the occurrences of /Ce/, /Cei/ and /Cai/ in the AdExp-[Ce].  
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Tableau 6 The perception of English [e] after English [Ø, d, t, s] in the PercExps and 
the AdExp-[Ce] by early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
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 /e/      * * *       

 /ei/    *       * *   

 /ai/     *        * * 

 / /   *      * *     

/j / *!              

/a/  *!             

 
The faithfully perceived form /Ce/ will be stored as |Ce| and processed further by the 
native MC phonological grammar. The misperceived forms /Cei/ and /Cai/ will be 
stored as |Cei| and |Cai|, and as /Cai/ according to the native MC phonological 
grammar. /C / will be adapted to [Ca].  
 The comparison of English [e, de, te, se] perception in the PercExps and 
AdExp-[Ce] is illustrated in Table 34. The adaptation variant [C ] is again argued to 
be modified based on the faithful perceived form /Ce/. The three perceived forms, 
/Ce/, /Cei/ and /Cai/, all produce the adaptation variant [Cai], hence the overlapping 
cell in the table.  
 

Table 34 English [e, de, te, se] in the PercExps vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

 /Ce/ - [C ] /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

PercExps  
132 

(82.5%) 
16 (10%) 5 (3.13%) 6 (3.75%) 

AdExp-[Ce] 14 (5.83%) 217 (90.42%) 9 (3.75%) 

 
Different from the English [Ce]s in Group 1, the behavior of English [e, de, te, se] in 
the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce] are fairly similar. Even though it could not be 
calculated exactly how many cases of the adaptation variant [Cai] were obtained 
based either on the perceived form /Ce/ or on the perceived forms /Cei/ and /Cai/, 
the three perceived forms /Ce/, /Cei/ and /Cai/ occur in both the PercExps and the 
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AdExp-[Ce] in about 96% of the time. The misperceived /C / occurs in both 
experiments in 3.75% of the time.  

In Group 1, it has been shown that the interlanguage perception grammar of 
English [Ce] in the PercExps is closer to L2 English grammar than in the AdExp-
[Ce]. The accuracy of English [Ce] perception is reduced dramatically in the AdExp-
[Ce] compared to the PercExps. This tendency is also found in the perception of 
English [Ce]s of other groups (see e.g., section 9.5.2.3). Therefore, it is plausible 
that this tendency also occurs in the perception of English [e, de, te, se]. Since the 
faithful perception of English [e, de, te, se] in the PercExps is between 80% - 82.5%, 
which is better than that of English [Ce]s in Group 1, it is expected that the 
perception of the former in the AdExp-[Ce] is also better than the latter. Regretfully, 
it cannot be known how much better it would be. The schema in (3) gives the 
indications of the distances among the four grammars. It is again expected that the 
interlanguage grammar in the PercExps is more advanced than that in the AdExp-
[Ce].   
 
(3) English [e, de, te, se]: distances among the grammars 
 
 

L1 MC 
grammar 

Interlanguage 
Grammar in 
PercExps

L2 English
grammar 

Interlanguage 
Grammar in 
AdExp-[Ce]  

 
 
9.5.2.2 The adaptation process of English [ke]  
 
The interlanguage perception grammar in Tableau 6 can also account for the 
perceived forms /ke/, /kei/, /kai/ and /k / in both the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce]. 
It is clear that in the PercExps, these outputs occur in 42.5%, 20%, 2.5% and 35% of 
the time, when their correspondent cue constraint is ranked lowest. If adaptation 
were carried out in the PercExps, it is expected that /ke/, /kei/, /kai/ and /k / will be 
stored as |ke|, |kei|, |kai| and |k |, respectively. According to the MC phonological 
grammar, the first three stored forms will all be modified to the adaptation variant 
[k ai], and |k | will be adapted to [k a]. However, it is not straightforward to know 
how many cases of each perceived form occur in the AdExp-[Ce]. As a consequence, 
it cannot be known how many cases of the adaptation variant [k ai] are obtained 
based on each perceived form.  

Table 35 shows the perceived forms of English [ke] in the PercExps and the 
AdExp-[Ce]. Note that /k / is assumed to be obtained based on the perceived form 
/ke/ with the influence of orthography. As illustrated, the faithfully perceived /ke/ 
and misperceived /kei/ and /kai/ will all generate the adaptation variant [k ai]. Hence, 
the overlapping cell in the table. 
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Table 35 English [ke] in the PercExps vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

 /k / /ke/ /kei/ /kai/ /k / 

PercExps  17 (42.5%) 8 (20%) 1 (2.5%) 14 (35%) 

AdExp-[Ce] 1 (1.67%) 57 (95%) 
2 

(3.33%) 
 
The perception of English [ke] in the two experiments is different in two aspects. 
First, the perceived forms /Ce/, /Cei/ and /Cai/ occur in total in 65% of the time in 
the PercExps but occur in 96.67% of the time in the AdExp-[Ce]. It is not clear 
though why in the PercExps the occurrence of the misperceived /Cai/ is particularly 
low. If adaptation were carried out in the PercExps, statistically, the occurrence of 
the adaptation variant [Cai] would be significantly lower than that the AdExp-[Ce] 
( 2 (1) = 17.91, p < .00). Regretfully, it cannot be calculated how many cases of the 
adaptation variant [Cai] in the AdExp-[Ce] are based on /Ce/, /Cei/ and /Cai/, 
respectively. Second, /C / occurs in the PercExps in 35% of the cases but in the 
AdExp-[Ce] in 3.33% of the time. The statistic result shows that in the PercExps the 
misperceived /C /, whose adaptation variant would be [Ca], is attested significantly 
less than the adaptation variant /Ca/ in the AdExp-[Ce] ( 2 (1) = 17.91, p < .00). 
Paying attention to vowel length in the PercExps shows that in the PercExps the 
interlanguage perception grammar is more advanced than in the AdExp-[Ce].  
 
 
9.5.3 Group 3: the adaptation process of English [ e]  
 
According to the PercExps, the perceived forms of English [ e] in the AdExp-[Ce] 
are / e/, / ei/, / ai/ and / /. The four forms can be accounted for by the 
interlanguage perception grammar in Tableau 6. Their stored forms are | e|, | ei|, | ai| 
and | |. The former two will be adapted to / j / and the latter two to / ja/ according 
to the native MC phonological grammar. The produced forms / j / and / ja/ will be 
implemented as [ j ] and [ j ], respectively. In the PercExps, it can be seen that the 
perceived forms / e/, / ei/, / ai/ and / / will occur in 57.5%, 12.5%, 25% and 5% of 
the time, when their correspondent cue constraint is ranked lowest. However, due to 
the design of the AdExp-[Ce], it cannot be known how many cases of / e/ and / ei/ 
produced the adaptation variant [ j ], respectively and how many cases of / ai/ and 
/ / lead to the adaptation variant [ ja]. Table 36 illustrates the perceived forms and 
their occurrence rates in the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce]. It is not clear based on 
which perceived form the adaptation variant [ i] is obtained, hence the perceived 
form / V/ in the table. The statistic result shows that the occurrence rate of /Ce/ and 
/Cei/ together is not different from that in the AdExp-[Ce] ( 2 (1) = 0.30, p > .05). 
The same holds for the occurrence of /Cai/ and /C / together ( 2 (1) = 1.70, p > .05).    
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Table 36 English [ e] in the PercExps vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

 / V/ - [ i] / e/ / ei/ / ai/ / / 

PercExps  23 (57.5%) 5 (12.5%) 9 (25%) 2 (5%) 

AdExp-[Ce] 5 (8.33%) 45 (75%) 10 (16.67%) 

 
However, it cannot be known from the two experiments whether the occurrence of 
each perceived form in the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce] differ from each other. 
 
 
9.5.4 Group 4: the adaptation processes of English [he, le, re] 
 
Based on the PercExps, the perceived forms of English [he, le, re] are /Ce/, /Cei/, 
/Cai/ and /C / in the AdExp-[Ce]. Just as the adaptation of English [be, pe, ve, we, 
me, ne] of Group 1 in section 9.5.1, the four perceived forms can be accounted for 
by the interlanguage perception grammar presented in Tableau 4. /Ce/ and /Cei/ will 
eventually both be adapted to [Cei], /Cai / to [Cai] and /C / to [Ca] according to the 
native MC phonological grammar. Tables 37 – 39 present the results of the 
perception of English [he], [le] and [re] in the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce], 
respectively. The adaptation variant [C ] is again assumed to be adapted based on 
faithful perception, and hence, /Ce/ - [C ] in the tables. In the PercExps, the chances 
that each perceived form of [he], [le] and [re] are shown in the tables. It cannot be 
known, however, how many cases of [Cei] result from /Ce/ and how many from 
/Cei/.   
 

Table 37 English [he] in the PercExps vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

 /Ce/ - [C ] /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

PercExps  25 (62.5%) 5 (12.5%) 8 (20%) 2 (5%) 

AdExp-[Ce] 4 (6.67%) 9 (15%) 
47 

(78.33%) 
 

 
Table 38 English [le] in the PercExps and the AdExp-[Ce] 

 

 /Ce/ - [C ] /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

PercExp: [le]  31 (77.5%) 2 (5%) 3 (7.5%) 2 (5%) 

AdExp-[le] 11 (18.33%) 1 (1.67%) 48 (80%)  
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Table 39 English [re] in the PercExps vs. the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

 /Ce/ - [C ] /Ce/ /Cei/ /Cai/ /C / 

PercExp: [re]  29 (72.5%) 6 (15%) 2 (5%) 3 (7.5%) 

AdExp-[re] 3 (5%) 20 (33.33%) 
37  

(61.67%) 
 

 
Inspecting Tables 37 – 39, just as English [be, pe, ve, we, me, ne] in Group 1, 
English [he, le, re] behave differently in the PercExps from the AdExp-[Ce].  

First, let us assume all cases of the adaptation variant [Cei] are based on 
faithfully perceived /Ce/. The occurrences of /he/, /le/ and /re/ in the AdExp-[Ce] are 
21.67%, 20% and 38.33% of the time, respectively. Compared to the results of the 
two experiments, the occurrences of /he/, /le/ and /re/ are attested significantly more 
in the PercExps than in the AdExp-[Ce]. The statistic results are 2 (1) = 16.99, p 
< .00, for /he/, 2 (1) = 20.21, p < .00 for /le/, and 2 (1) = 11.23, p < .00 for /re/. The 
results indicate that the accuracy of English [e] perception in [he, le, re] is 
significantly better in the PercExps than that in the AdExp-[Ce].  

Second, the statistical result shows that the misperceived forms, /hai/, /lai/ 
and /rai/, occur significantly less in the PercExps than in the AdExp-[Ce], 2 (1) = 
32.98, p < .00 for /hai/, 2 (1) = 50.48, p < .00 for /lai/ and 2 (1) = 43.09, p < .00 for 
/rai/. This suggests that the early semi-advanced MC learners of English in the 
AdExp-[Ce] behave more similar to MC monolinguals, who consider the frontness 
of the input vowel a more important cue.  

Again, the interlanguage perception grammar of early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English in the PercExps is closer to their L2 (English) perception 
grammar than that in the AdExp-[Ce]. On the other hand, the interlanguage 
perception grammar in the AdExp-[Ce] is closer to the native MC perception 
grammar than that in the PercExps. The schema in (2) captures the distances among 
the four grammars.   
 Recall that in the corpus, English [le] is always adapted to MC [lai] and 
English [re] to MC [lei]. Such contrast seems to be found in the AdExp-[Ce] as well. 
Comparing the adaptation of English [le] and [re] in the AdExp-[Ce], the adaptation 
variant [lei] was selected significantly more frequently when the input was English 
[re] ( 2 (1) = 20.84, p < .00). On the other hand, the adaptation variant [lai] was 
chosen significantly more frequently when the input was English [le] ( 2 (1) = 4.88, 
p < .05). Such a difference is not attested in the PercExps, though. The rates of 
faithfully perceived /le/ and /re/, are not significantly different from each other ( 2 (1) 
= 0.27, p > .05). The occurrences of the misperceived /lei/ and /rei/ do not differ 
significantly from each other either ( 2 (1) = 2.22, p > .05). The same holds for the 
misperceived /lai/ and /rai/ ( 2 (1) = 0.21, p > .05). The non-significant differences 
between the corpus and the PercExps or between the AdExp-[Ce] and PercExps 
seem to suggest that the contrast attested in the corpus is not due to perception 
characteristics. It has been assumed that the contrast in the corpus is due to 
minimizing the changes of foreign sounds. 
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9.5.5 Final remark 
 
The results of the PercExps can only be used as an indication because the perception 
taking place in the PercExps is presumably not exactly the same as in the AdExp-
[Ce]. This is due to the fact that the characters of perception in the two kinds of 
experiments were different. In the PercExps except pure acoustic input no extra cues 
were offered to the early semi-advanced MC learners of English. In contrast, in the 
AdExp-[Ce], except the acoustic input, the MC adapters also got a list of MC 
adapted forms in an answer sheet. For each stimulus there were only four MC 
adapted forms, and the MC onset was always the predicted onset for the 
corresponding English onset. For instance, in the PercExp 1, English [fe] was 
misperceived as /ve/ 10% of the time and as /we/ 5% of the time. However, in the 
AdExp-[Ce] the options were [fei], [fa], [fwo] and [fou] for English [fe], so there 
would not be any misperceptions of the onset [fe]. Therefore, with the aid of the 
provided MC words on the answer sheet, the misperceptions of English onsets 
which were attested in the PercExps might have vanished in the AdExp-[Ce]. Since 
the main purpose of using the perception results of the PercExps is to have a general 
idea of how English [Ce] is perceived by early semi-advanced MC learners of 
English, the perception results of the PercExps were still used to show how the 
perception might be in the AdExp-[Ce]. 

The aim of this chapter was to show different input types leading to 
different adaptation processes and outputs, not to address – let alone resolve – the 
issue of what the adapters really perceive in an AdExp-like experiment; the latter 
kind of investigation will be left for further research. 
 
 
 
9.6 Conclusion 
 
The take-home message of this chapter is that in loanword adaptation loanword 
processes differ when the input types are different and the adapter type is the same. 
English [Ce] adaptation in MC was used to illustrate this point. In the current corpus, 
English [Ce] was argued to be adapted based on the orthography of English source 
words by MC learners of English whose L2 English competence is higher than 
intermediate. To make the comparison between the corpus and the adaptation 
experiment, the adapters of the corpus were assumed to be of the same type as in the 
adaptation experiment, i.e. early semi-advanced MC learners of English. This is 
scenario 2 as described in Chapter 3. On the other hand, English [Ce] adaptation was 
carried out by early semi-advanced MC learners of English on the basis of acoustic 
English input in the adaptation experiment, which was scenario 4. It was shown that 
there was a wider range of adapted forms for the majority of investigated English 
[Ce]s in the adaptation experiment compared to the corpus. Based on the differences 
between the corpus and the adaptation experiment, it was shown that in loanword 
adaptation different input types lead to different adaptation processes and outputs. In 
the corpus, the native MC phonological grammar can account for the multiple 
mapping patterns of English [Ce] in MC in phonological production in the model of 
Boersma & Hamann (2009a). In the adaptation experiment, loanword adaptation 
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takes places both in perception and phonological production, depending on how 
advanced the English level of the adapter is. If the adapter has already learned the 
English phonemes, the adaptation process will be the same as the one in scenario 2. 
The native MC phonological grammar determines the adaptation. However, if the 
adapter does not yet (fully) have the English phonemes in her interlanguage 
grammar, then the interlanguage perception grammar will take care of the adaptation 
in perception.  

This chapter also shows that there is asymmetry among the perception of 
English [Ce] by the early semi-advanced MC learners of English in the perception 
experiments. Different from the perception of other English [Ce]s, the perceptions of 
English [e, de, te, se] and [re] are significantly better than chance. This difference 
can be accounted for by their relatively higher lexical frequencies in English.  

The perception experiments show that the perceived form(s) in the 
adaptation experiment are /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C /. However, it is impossible to 
find out based on how many cases of each perceived form the adaptation variants are 
obtained. Comparing the perception results from the perception and the adaptation 
experiments, there is a specific interesting finding that emerges: different 
interlanguage perception grammars were obtained in the perception and adaptation 
experiments. Most interestingly, compared to the interlanguage perception grammar 
obtained in the perception experiments, the interlanguage perception grammar that 
the early semi-advanced learners exhibited in the adaptation experiment is closer to 
the native MC perception grammar. This is because the English knowledge of the 
early semi-advanced MC learners of English is stimulated to a higher degree. The 
L2 learners want to show their ability to perceive English sound(s) well. Such 
stimulation is less likely to be found in the adaptation experiment.  

The next chapter will address the issue of different adapter type yielding 
different adaptation outputs and processes.  
 



CHAPTER 10 
 
 

DIFFERENT ADAPTER TYPES, DIFFERENT ADAPTATION OUTPUTS 
 
 
 
10.1 Introduction 
 
A claim made in Chapter 3 of this dissertation is that depending on different input 
and adapter types, adaptation outputs are different. In Chapter 9, the first part of this 
claim was tested. The adaptation processes of the corpus and the adaptation 
experiment were compared on the basis of a case study: English [Ce] adaptation in 
MC by early semi-advanced MC learners of English. In the corpus the input is 
orthographic and in the adaptation experiment it was acoustic. It was shown that the 
outputs of the experiment are more varied than those of the corpus, leading to the 
conclusion that the adaptation processes of the corpus and the experiment are 
different. In the corpus adaptation is carried out in phonological production and it 
can be accounted for by the native MC phonological grammar presented in this 
dissertation. The adaptation processes in the experiment are more complex. When 
the L2 phonemes have been established in the adapter’s interlanguage, they will be 
perceived and stored faithfully. In this case, the adaptation process is the same as 
that of the corpus. However, when the adapter has not established certain L2 
phonemes in her interlanguage, adaptation will already be carried out in perception. 
The adapter misperceives the input using her interlanguage perception grammar. The 
stored form based on the misperceived form will then be produced using the native 
phonological grammar.  

In the current chapter, it will be tested whether different adapter types will 
lead to different adaptation outputs. To investigate this, a second adaptation 
experiment was conducted, targeting three groups of adapters. They are:  MC 
learners of English, English learners of MC, and Dutch learners of MC. Henceforth, 
they will be called L1 MC adapters, L1 English adapters and L1 Dutch adapters, 
respectively. In this experiment, adapters of all types were treated in the same 
manner; all of them had to manage purely acoustic input. The reason for structuring 
this experiment in the way it is, and especially for targeting these three groups of 
subjects in a single experiment was not just to target different adapters, but also to 
gain insight into whether L1 English adapters’ adaptation is aided or inhibited by 
their native English knowledge when adapting English loanwords into MC; L1 
Dutch adapters are not in that situation because the loans are not from their language. 

This English [ve] adaptation experiment (henceforth, AdExp-[ve]) is a case 
of scenario 4 as discussed in Chapter 3. The reason for selecting the English [ve] 
sequence as the input target of the experiment runs as follows. In Chapter 9, it was 
shown that for English [e, de, te, se, ke], whether there is misperception or not, the 
adapted form will likely be [Cai], which is also the adapted form attested in the 
corpus. That is, for all these English [Ce]s, all L1 MC, L1 English and L1 Dutch will 
adapt to MC [Cai]. Accordingly, it cannot be established whether during the 
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adaptation there is any misperception of English [e] by L1 MC and L1 Dutch 
adapters. English [be, pe, fe, ve, we, he, me, ne, e, le, re] are adapted on the basis of 
heavy misperception by L1 MC learners in the adaptation experiment of Chapter 9. 
From among these English [Ce]s, the case of English [ve] is selected for special 
attention here, because English [v] is the most probable onset to have two adaptation 
variants, i.e. MC [f] and [w]. The former keeps the stridency of the input and the 
latter maintains the voicing. Moreover, no orthography effect is involved. The 
corresponding MC onsets [f] and [w] cannot be followed by [ ] that is written in 
<e> in Pinyin.  

This chapter is structured as follows. The method of the English [ve] 
adaptation experiment, including the participants’ data, the materials and the 
procedure is presented in section 10.2. Section 10.3 presents the results of the 
AdExp-[ve]. Section 10.4 compares the results for the three different adapter types 
and provides OT analyses for them, again using the model of Boersma & Hamann 
(2009a). It will be shown that loanword adaptation of different adapter type is 
determined by different forces at different stages. The concluding summary is given 
in section 10.5. 
 
 
 
10.2 Method of the English [ve] adaptation experiment 
 
 
10.2.1 Participants 
 
In the experiments each adapter type was represented by twelve participants. The L1 
MC adapters were all students at Utrecht University. Their average age was 25.17 
and their average IELTS grade was 6.54 (out of 9).1 This implies these subjects’ 
level of English competence is between good and competent according to the IELTS 
scale. Roughly speaking, the subjects were early semi-advanced MC learners of 
English. The average age of the L1 English adapters was 25.08. Ten of them were 
American English speakers, one an Australian English speaker and one a Canadian 
English speaker. Ten of them were taking MC courses at Beijing Language and 
Culture University. They were students of intermediate level MC classes. The 
remaining two were a computer programmer and a solicitor, both in Beijing; they 
reported that their MC competence could be assessed at intermediate level. With the 
exception of one subject, the L1 English adapters could communicate with the 
experimenter in MC with very few problems. The L1 Dutch adapters were all master 
students at the renowned Sinology Department of Leiden University in the 
Netherlands. Their average age was 23.17. Six of them had taken MC for three years, 
three of them for four years and three of them for five years. The Dutch subjects all 
reported that they had had their one-year internship in MC speaking cities, five in 
Beijing, five in Taiwan and two in Jinan, Shandong Province. To take the master 

1 One subject had a TOEFL grade instead of an IELTS grade. His TOEFL grade was converted to IELTS 
based on a chart on the following website: http://study-in-ohio.nuvvo.com/lesson/11273-toefl-and-ielts-
conversion-chart.  
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program of ‘China Studies’ in Leiden, the MC language requirement is ‘higher than 
HSK 5’, which is comparable to C1 level of the Common European Framework of 
Reference for Languages. Thus, the MC proficiency of the L1 Dutch speakers in the 
experiment was at the advanced level. It is noteworthy that to take this master 
program, except the MC language requirement, the L2 English competence of L1 
Dutch participants must reach IELTS 6.5.2  
 
 
10.2.2 Materials 
 
Bisyllabic nonce words were used in the AdExp-[ve] with syllable structures 
Ce.CVC and CV.CeC. The C that is the onset to [e] was [f, v, w] of which [ve] was 
the target item and [fe, we] were fillers. One half of the number of Ce(C) cases was 
stressed and the other half was unstressed. The intervocalic C was either [m] or [n], 
and the coda was one of the plosives [b, p, d, t, , k]. V was a vowel from the set of 
[e, , , i , , , u ]. Extra filler items have exactly the same syllable structures but 
the vowel of the target syllables of the filler was [ , , i , , , u ] instead of [e]. 
There were in total 4 target nonce words and 80 filler nonce words, giving 84 test 
items. Every stimulus was presented to the subjects via headphones only once. The 
nonce English words were read by a female English native speaker. The complete 
list of the nonce words in these experiments is presented in Appendix M.  
 
 
10.2.3 Procedure 
 
The AdExp-[ve] was carried out in different places. For the L1 MC adapters, the 
experiment was run using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2007) in the phonetic lab at 
the UiL-OTS Research Institute. The L1 English adapters took the experiment in the 
library of Beijing Language and Culture University, and the L1 Dutch adapters took 
their experiment in the Phonetics Lab at Leiden University.  
 The participants were positioned facing a computer screen wearing a pair of 
headphones. Before the start of their experiment, they were given their answer sheet 
which contained multiple choices in the form of MC words represented in characters 
for the L1 MC subjects, and in Pinyin for the L1 English and L1 Dutch subjects. 
These words are listed in Appendix M. Instructions were provided in MC for the L1 
MC subjects, and in both MC and English for the L1 English and L1 Dutch subjects, 
this to make sure they understood the experiment’s procedure. 3 All the subjects 

2 IELTS 6.5 is not officially enforced for Dutch students. They are however required to have a VWO 
certificate, which is equivalent to B2 CEFR level. According to the mapping of the IELTS scale to the 
CEFR (see http://www.ielts.org/researchers/common_european_framework.aspx), IELTS 6.5 is 
equivalent to B2 CEFR level. Therefore, it will be assumed here that Dutch students’ English level was 
equivalent to IELTS 6.5, even though their L2 English competence was not solicited in the experiment.  
3 One independent reader questioned the method that multiple-choice items and the instruction languages 
in the experiment differed between the participants: MC speakers got the items written in characters and 
the instruction was in MC; in contrast, the items were written in Pinyin and the instruction language was 
in English for English and Dutch speakers. He pointed out that a difference in response categories may 
have been responsible for the differences that I attribute to adapter type. I agree with him. However, we 
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were instructed that they would hear nonce English words, each a potential English 
borrowing into MC. For each nonce word, there were five options on the answer 
sheet. Upon hearing a nonce English word, they had to select an option. They were 
asked to choose the MC word that they thought sounded closest to the nonce word 
they heard. They were instructed that after clicking the box ‘click to start’ on the 
computer screen, the experiment would start immediately; and that they were 
expected to first finish selecting an option and only click the box on the computer 
screen to hear the next item. Trial order was randomized. There was one break 
option which subjects could take upon request. 
 
 
 
10.3 Adaptation results of the AdExp-[ve] by three adapter types 
 
Table 1 shows that five different adaptation variants are attested in the experiment’s 
results, of which only the most frequent will be addressed: [wei], [wai] and [fei]. 
The low-frequent forms [wa] and [fa] will be left out of consideration. The results 
are represented in a plot graph in Figure 1.  

The L1 MC adapters select MC [wei] as the adapted form for English [ve] 
significantly less than both L1 English adapters ( 2 (1) = 22.05, p < .01) and L1 
Dutch adapters ( 2 (1) = 8.54, p < .01). L1 English and L1 Dutch adapters, on the 
other hand, do not differ from each other in choosing MC [wei] ( 2 (1) = 3.64, p 
> .05). With respect to the adapted form MC [wai], L1 MC adapters choose it 
significantly more than L1 English ( 2 (1) = 48.97, p < .01) and L1 Dutch adapters 
( 2 (1) = 28.61, p < .01). Interestingly, L1 English adapters select MC [wai] 
significantly less than L1 Dutch ( 2 (1) = 6.01, p < .05). As for the adapted form [fei], 
L1 MC adapters are different from both L1 English ( 2 (1) = 8.73, p < .01) and L1 
Dutch adapters ( 2 (1) = 15.04, p < .01). The latter two groups, however, are not 
different ( 2 (1) = 1.52, p > .05).  
 

Table 1 English [ve] adaptation by L1 MC, L1 English and L1 Dutch adapters 
 

English MC L1 MC L1 English L1 Dutch 

[wei] 12 (25%) 35 (72.92%) 26 (54.17%) 

[wai] 34 (70.83%) 1 (2.08%) 8 (16.67%) 

[fei]  8 (16.67%) 13 (27.08%) 

[wa] 2 (4.17%) 2 (4.17%)  

[ve] 

[fa]  2 (4.17%) 1 (2.08%) 

 
 

can look at the results in an alternative way: if we only compare the results of English and Dutch speakers 
who had exactly the same treatment during the experiments, the conclusion that different adapter types 
lead to different adaptation output will still be valid.  
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Figure 1 English [ve] adaptation by L1 MC, L1 English and L1 Dutch adapters 
 

 
 
Recall that in Chapter 9, section 9.5.1, English [ve] adaptation by L1 MC adapters 
was also investigated in the AdExp-[Ce]. The adaptation results are represented in 
Table 2. 

 
Table 2 English [ve] adaptation by L1 MC adapters in the AdExp-[Ce] 
 

English MC L1 MC 

[wei] 15 (25%) 

[wai] 37 (61.67%) 

[fei]  

[wa] 8 (13.33%) 

[ve] 

[fa]  

 
The statistical results show that English [ve] adaptations in the two adaptation 
experiments are not different. The occurrence of the adaptation variant [wei] in the 
AdExp-[ve] does not differ from that in the AdExp-[Ce] ( 2 (1) = .00, p > .05). The 
same hold for the adaptation variants [wai] ( 2 (1) = .995, p > .05) and [wa] ( 2 (1) = 
2.67, p > .05).  

In what follows, the analyses of the mapping patterns of the three adapter 
groups will be presented. 
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10.4 Analyses of the AdExp-[ve] by three adapter types 
 
 
10.4.1 Adapter type 1: L1 MC adapters 
 
The MC-English interlanguage perception grammar is repeated in Tableau 1. It has 
four outcomes. First, the MC adapter can perceive English [e] faithfully, resulting in 
/e/. Second, the adapter can use F1 as the perception cue and the output will be the 
misperceived form /ei/. Third, the adapter uses F2 in perception and the outcome 
will be the misperceived form /ai/. Fourth, the MC adapter uses the duration as the 
perception cue, resulting in / /. Not to unduly complicate the situation, it will be 
assumed that L1 MC adapters can perceive English [v] faithfully. Therefore, English 
[ve] will have three possible perceived forms, /ve/, /vai/, /vei/ and /v /, which will 
be mapped to the underlying forms |ve|, |vai|, |vei| and |v |, respectively.  
 
Tableau 1 The interlanguage perception grammar of English [e] by L1 MC adapters 
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 /e/      * * *       

 /ei/    *       * *   

 /ai/     *        * * 

 / /   *      * *     

/j / *!              

/a/  *!             

 
The native MC phonological grammar presented in Tableau 2 (repeated from 
Tableau 1 of Chapter 9) will take care of adaptation in production. In the tableau |ve| 
adaptation is used as an example to show what happens in L1 MC adapters. U-L-S 
rejects candidates (a), (c), (g), (i), (j), (m) and (p), since they are not attested as 
syllables in MC. DEP-coda rules out coda-containing candidate (f). Candidate (n) is 
rejected because the continuancy of the onset is different from that of the input onset. 
Candidates (d) and (o) are ruled out by Id-LANV because the former contains a 
voiceless onset and the latter has a nasal onset. Id-Vft eliminates candidates (k) and 
(l) and Id-Vop rules out candidate (b). Candidate (e) is selected as the optimal output 
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at the expense of (h) which violates Id-Vlow. For the /f/-initial candidates only /fei/ 
and /fai/ are listed in the tableau, all others are anyway ruled out by Id-LANV.  
 

Tableau 2 English |ve| adaptation, MC phonological grammar of L1 MC adapters 
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a. /wi/ *!     *       

b. /wa/       *!      

c. /wj / *!      *  *    

d. /fei/    *!(V)    *    * 

e. /wei/        *    * 

f. /w /  *!   *        

g. /fai/ *!       *   * * 

h. /wai/        *   *! * 

i. /wou/ *!    *   *    * 

j. /w u/ *!    *   *   * * 

k. /wo/      *!    *    

l. /wu/     *! *       

m. /w / *!    *        

n. /pei/   *! *(V)    *    * 

o. /mei/    *!(N)    *  *  * 

p. /we/ *!            

  
The same grammar will turn the stored forms |vei|, |vai| and |v | into /wei/, /wai/ and 
/wa/ in phonological production, respectively. These will be implemented as MC 
[wei], [wai] and [wa] at the phonetic implementation stage, respectively.  
 
 
10.4.2 Adapter type 2: L1 English adapters 
 
According to the bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a), English 
adapters use their native English grammar in perception, whereas the grammar in 
production is the English-MC interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 English 
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adapters. In perception, since the input is English, L1 English adapters should have 
minimal misperceptions. L1 English adapters perceive the input English [ve] 
faithfully as /ve/, which will be stored faithfully as |ve|. Compared to the MC-
English interlanguage perception grammar of L1 MC adapters, for instance, the 
vowel-related cue constraints */e/ [74ms], */e/ [F1 = 719Hz] and */e/ [F2 = 2063Hz] 
are ranked lowest in the native English perception grammar. The infrequently 
occurring misperceived /va / and /v / will be stored as |va | and |v |, respectively. 
In production, compared to L1 MC adapters, L1 English adapters do not just pay 
attention to the voicing of the input but also to the stridency. The constraint Id-strid 
plays an important role when the input consonant is a fricative.  

Tableau 3 illustrates the English-MC interlanguage phonological grammar 
of L1 English adapters in phonological production. For the sake of space, candidates 
containing non-front vowels, such as /wo/, /wu/, /fwo/ and /fu/, are not listed. They 
are eliminated by Id-Vft. 

In Tableau 3, candidates (a), (b), (e), (f), (l) and (o) – (q) are ruled out by 
U-L-S, since they are illicit in MC. DEP-coda eliminates coda-ful candidates (i) and 
(j).  Candidates (c) – (d) have a fatal violation of Id-Vop. Id-cont rejects candidate 
(n). Candidate (m) is ruled out because it violates both Id- LANV and Id-strid. The 
optimal outputs are /wei/ and /fei/ at the expense of candidate (k) that violates Id-
Vlow. The constraints Id-strid and Id-LANV rank optionally. When Id-LANV is 
ranked lower, /fei/ is ruled out. On the other hand, /wei/ will be eliminated when Id-
strid outranks Id-LANV. According to the percentages mentioned in Table 1, from 
the stochastic OT perspective, the L1 English adapters rank Id-LANV higher than Id-
strid for 72.92% of the cases. The same grammar will lead to the stored form |va | to 
/wai/, which will then be implemented as MC [wai]. The stored form |v | will be 
modified to /wa/ and /fa/. These will be implemented as MC [wa] and [fa], 
respectively.  
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Tableau 3 The English-MC interlanguage phonological grammar  
of L1 English adapters 
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a. /wi/ *!   *    *      

b. /fi/ *!   *   *       

c. /wa/     *!   *    *  

d. /fa/     *!  *     *  

e. /wj / *!    *   *  *    

f. /fj / *!    *  *   *    

g. /wei/        * *    * 

h. /fei/       *  *    * 

i. /w n/  *! *     *      

j. /f n/  *! *    *       

k. /wai/        * *   *! * 

l. /fai/ *!      *  *   * * 

m. /mei/       * *! *  *  * 

n. /pei/      *! * * *    * 

o. /we/ *!       *      

p. /fe/ *!      *       

q. /ve/ *!             

 
A brief comparison between the English-MC interlanguage phonological grammar 
shown in Tableau 3 and the native MC phonological grammar presented in Tableau 
2 reveals the followings. First, the constraints Id-Vft, Id-Vhi and Id-Vop are ranked 
higher than Id-cont and Id-LANV in the grammar of L1 English adapters; see 
Tableau 3. However, the former are ranked lower than the latter in the grammar of 
L1 MC adapters; see Tableau 2. This contrast indicates that for L1 English adapters 
maintaining vowel quality is more important than maintaining consonant quality, 
whereas L1 MC adapters prefer to first retain the features of consonants and then 
vowel quality. Second, Id-strid is only listed in Tableau 3: it is (comparatively) high-
ranked in this grammar. This reflects the fact that the importance of this constraint 
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does not appear to be the same for L1 MC and L1 English adapters. As shown in 
Tableau 3, Id-strid is ranked optionally with Id-LANV in the English-MC 
interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 English adapters. Accordingly, 
candidates, /wei/ and /fei/ can both be optimal. In contrast, Id-strid must be ranked 
lower than Id-LANV of the MC native phonological grammar; then the candidate 
/wei/ is the only optimal output.  
 
 
10.4.3 Adapter type 3: L1 Dutch adapters 
 
As pointed out in 10.2.1, all L1 Dutch adapters of the experiment have competence 
in English: they are also L2 learners of English. To be precise, MC is their third 
language (L3). The goal of testing L1 Dutch adapters’ adaptation is to see whether 
L1 English adapters’ native knowledge aids or inhibits their adaptation of English 
words into MC. In the results of the adaptation experiment, L1 Dutch adapters 
selected four adapted forms: MC [wei], [wai], [fei] and [fa] (Table 1). These results 
are highly interesting. Differently from L1 MC adapters whose major outputs are 
[wei] and [wai], both L1 English and L1 Dutch adapters select [wei] and [fei] as 
their major outputs. L1 Dutch adapters are still different from L1 English adapters in 
that they have three instead of two major outputs, namely, [wei], [fei] and [wai]. 
Compared to L1 English adapters, L1 Dutch adapters are then closer to L1 MC 
adapters in the sense that both L1 MC and L1 Dutch adapters select MC [wai] as one 
of their major outputs. L1 English adapters, on the other hand, show more similarity 
to L1 MC adapters in selecting the output [wa]. Note, however, that this is just a 
minor output. It seems, therefore, that L1 Dutch adapters behave more like L1 MC 
adapters than do L1 English adapters. To gain more insight into what causes the 
observed differences, the remainder of this section will be devoted to developing the 
different perception and phonological grammars that appear to underlie these 
behaviors.  

First, consider the interlanguage perception grammar of L1 Dutch adapters. 
The conscious instruction that the nonce words in the experiment were English was 
intended to trigger their use of their Dutch-English interlanguage perception 
grammar to perceive the English nonce words. Since English and Dutch share the 
phoneme /v/, it will be assumed that the L1 Dutch adapters can perceive the English 
onset [v] faithfully.4  

Let us then address the perception of English [e] by these participants. 
According to the adaptation results, the L1 Dutch adapters selected MC [wei], [wai] 
and [fei]. 5  What exactly are the perceived forms underlying the adapted vowel 
output [ei] and [ai]? Table 2 contains the acoustic data of Dutch vowels that are non-

4 The two languages share cognate words such as variant, vest, video, over. The assumption of faithful 
perception skirts the issue of the production of Dutch word-initial fricatives, which the literature describes 
as unstable. For instance, in Collins & Mees (1996: 189), it is stated that most standard Dutch speakers 
often make a contrast between words like fee and vee in careful speech but not in relaxed styles of speech.  
5 The adapted variant [fa] might be the result of misperceived /v / that is stored as |v |. According to the 
Dutch-MC interlanguage grammar (see Tableau 5), the stored form |v | will be modified to both /wa/ and 
/fa/, which will be implemented as MC [wa] and [fa] respectively. Since the former is not attested at all 
and the latter only occurs once in the experiment, for simplicity, this output will be left out of discussion.  
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high and front, just as English input [e]. These are from Adank et al. (2004). The F1 
and F2 values of English [e] are from Deterding (1997) and the duration figures are 
from Gregová (2008).  
 

Table 2 The acoustics of Dutch vowels and English [e] 
 

 Dutch English 

 [a] [ ] [ i] [e ] [e] 

F1 912 535 659 442 719 

F2 1572 1990 2097 2343 2063 

Duration 214 101 199 177 74 
 
If L1 Dutch adapters have created a category for English [e] in their Dutch-English 
interlanguage grammar, they will faithfully perceive English [e] as /e/. However, if 
they have not established English [e], there will be two possibilities. One possibility 
is that when the perception cue is based on the duration of English [e], then Dutch 
/ / will be the optimal perceived output. The other possibility is that they will use F1 
and/or F2 values. Dutch / i/ will be the optimal perceived output of English [e] 
because its F1 and F2 values are the closest to those of English [e]. Tableau 4 
illustrates the interlanguage perception grammar of English [e] of L1 Dutch adapters. 
According to this tableau, the optimal outputs are /e/, / / and / i/. 
 

Tableau 4 The Dutch-English interlanguage perception grammar of L1 Dutch adapters 
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Using the Dutch-English interlanguage perception grammar shown in Tableau 4, L1 
Dutch adapters not only perceive English [e] as /e/ but also as Dutch / i/ and / /. 
Together with the onsets, this will give the three perceived forms /ve/, /v / and /v i/, 
which will be in turn stored as |ve|, |v | and |v i|.  

It is assumed that the perception of English [v] is faithful by all three 
groups of adapters. For L1 English adapters, perception of [e] is also faithful. The 
comparison between the perceived forms of L1 English adapters and those of the 
other two groups of adapters show that they share one form, namely the faithful 
form /ve/. However, L1 MC and L1 Dutch adapters, in addition to this form, have 
different misperceived forms. The former group misperceives English [ve] as /vei/ 
and /vai/ whereas the latter does so as /v / and /v i/. In sum, the perception 
grammars of the three adapter groups are different from each other, yielding 
different perceived forms. Let us now review the phonological grammar of L1 
Dutch adapters to show that that grammar also differs from those of L1 MC and of 
L1 English adapters.   

Given that the task of the L1 Dutch adapters in the experiment was to adapt 
the English nonce words into MC, the outputs must be legal in MC. Thus the 
interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 Dutch adapters in production must be the 
Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar. As for English [v] adaptation, the 
Dutch-MC interlanguage grammar of L1 Dutch adapters is different from the MC-
English interlanguage grammar of L1 MC but similar to the English-MC 
interlanguage grammar of L1 English adapters. The experiment has already shown 
that English [v] is not only modified to MC [w] but also to MC [f], which is similar 
to what L1 English adapters select. The constraints Id-cont and Id-LANV are 
outranked by the vowel-wise constraints, Id-Vft, Id-Vhi and Id-Vop. The constraint 
Id-strid is also ‘active’ in the Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 
Dutch adapters. Given that in the results of the L1 Dutch adapters MC [fei] is chosen 
in 27.08% of the cases, from the stochastic OT point of view, the chance that Id-strid 
outranks Id-LANV is 27.08%. Regarding English [ve] adaptation, the Dutch-MC 
interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 Dutch adapters differs from both 
versions of that grammar for the other two groups of adapters. Keeping the non-
lowness of the vowel is more important for L1 Dutch adapters than for the other two 
groups: they rank Id-Vlow above Id-Vop.  

As an illustration of English [ve] adaptation by L1 Dutch adapters, let us 
look in detail into the adaptation of the three stored forms |ve|, |v | and |v i|. Tableau 
5 below illustrates the Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar using the 
adaptation of the stored form |v | as an example. Candidates (a), (b), (e), (f), (l) and 
(o) – (q) are not legal MC syllables, so they are ruled out by U-L-S. Candidates (i) 
and (j) contain a coda that is not present in the input, so they are eliminated by DEP-
coda. Candidates (c), (d) and (k) are rejected because their vowel height differs from 
that of the input. Candidate (n) is eliminated by Id-cont. Candidate (m) is ruled out 
because it has violations of both Id-LANV and Id-strid. As a result, candidates (g) 
and (h) are optimal outputs.  
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Tableau 5 |v | adaptation, the Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 
Dutch adapters  
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a. /wi/ *!   *     * *    

b. /fi/ *!   *    *  *    

c. /wa/     *!    *     

d. /fa/     *!   *      

e. /wj / *!        *  *   

f. /fj / *!       *   *   

g. /wei/      *   * *   * 

h. /fei/      *  *  *   * 

i. /w n/  *! *   *   *     

j. /f n/  *! *   *  *      

k. /wai/      *! *   * *   * 

l. /fai/ *!    * *  *  *   * 

m. /mei/      *  * *! *  * * 

n. /pei/      * *! * * *   * 

o. /w / *!        *     

p. /f / *!       *      

q. /v / *!             

 
The same grammar will cause the stored form |ve| to be modified to MC /wei/ and 
/fei/, and these forms will become [wei] and [fei], respectively, in phonetic 
implementation. In principle, the third stored form |v i| is also predicted to be 
adapted to /wei/ and /fei/ by the same grammar.  

However, as shown in Table 1 in section 10.3, not only [wei] and [fei] but 
also [wai] are attested for English [ve] by L1 Dutch adapters. At first glance, this 
form seems to be hard to account for. Before this conclusion is drawn, however, the 
relevant properties of the Dutch diphthong [ i] are worth looking into. Traditionally, 
Dutch [ i] is considered a mid front diphthong (e.g. Collins & Mees 1996). However, 
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more recent studies show that Dutch [ i] is subject to a change (Stroop 1998; van 
Heuven et al. 2002, Jacobi 2009). For instance, the study of van Heuven et al. (2002: 
69) shows that ‘the phonetic characterization of / i/ in the emerging avant-garde 
variety of standard Dutch is that it has a lowered onset. …the onset of the new / i/ 
variety [ai] has the phonetic quality of a low front vowel, close to or even identical 
to the Dutch tense monophthong /a/…’.  

The change was originally noticed among younger highly educated women. 
Since the majority of the subjects in the current adaptation experiment consisted of 
young well-educated women (8 out of 12), it does not seem implausible that their [ i] 
is in fact the [ai]-like variant. Accordingly, in the experiment L1 Dutch adapters 
misperceive English [ve] as /vai/ which in turn is stored as |vai|. Tableau 6 
demonstrates the adaptation of the stored form |vai| to the optimal output /wai/.  
 

Tableau 6 |vai| adaptation, the Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar  
of L1 Dutch adapters  

 

|vai| 
U-
L-
S 

D
EP
- 

co 
da 

I
d
-
V 
ft 

I
d 
-
V 
h
i 

Id 
-V 
lo
w 

Id-
V 
op 

Id-
co
nt 

I
d
-
L
A

N

V 

Id-
str
id 

Id 
-V 
cl 

DEP
- 

(G)
V 

I
d
- 
d
o
r 

D
EP
-V 
(G) 

a. /wi/ *!   * *    *     

b. /fi/ *!   * *   *      

c. /wa/      *!   * *    

d. /fa/      *!  *  *    

e. /wj / *!    * *   * * *   

f. /fj / *!    * *  *  * *   

g. /wei/     *!    *     

h. /fei/     *!   *      

i. /w n/  *! *  *    * *    

j. /f n/  *! *  *   *  *    

k. /wai/          *     

l. /fai/ *!       *      

m. /mai/        * *!   *  

n. /pai/       *! * *     

o. /vai/ *!             
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To sum up, L1 Dutch adapters perceive English [ve] as /ve/, /v / and /vai/ (the 
variant of /v i/), which are stored as |ve|, |v | and |vai|, respectively. The first two 
stored forms will be amended to MC /wei/ and /fei/ and the third stored form |vai| 
will be adapted to MC /wai/. The phonetics of the produced forms /wei/, /fei/ and 
/wai/ will be implemented to MC [wei], [fei] and [wai], respectively.  
 Inspecting the grammars of Tableaux 2, 3, and 5, it can be seen that 
differently from L1 MC adapters, both L1 English and L1 Dutch adapters prefer first 
maintaining the input’s vowel quality and then consonant quality. Also, they both 
consider it important to keep the input’s stridency. Thus, the constraint Id-strid is co-
ranked with Id-LANV, whereas it must be ranked low in the native MC phonological 
grammar (at least lower than Id-LANV). The constraint Id-low is ranked higher in the 
Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar than it is in the grammar of the L1 
English adapters. This indicates that the interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 
English adapters is closer to the native MC phonological grammar than that of the 
L1 Dutch adapters. Recall that the L2 MC level of the L1 Dutch adapters is more 
advanced than that of their L1 English counterparts in this study. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the source of the results of these experiments must lie, not in the 
competence of MC, but in English knowledge, and that L1 English adapters’ 
adaptation is aided by their native knowledge when adapting English words into MC.   
 
 
 
10.5 Conclusion 
 
The purpose of the current chapter was to make the point that if the input type is the 
same and if adapter types are different, loanword adaptation processes will be 
different as well. The case study was examined of English [ve] adaptation into MC 
carried out by L1MC, L1 English and L1 Dutch adapters in an adaptation 
experiment. These groups of speaker-learners were selected because by examining 
them it can be seen whether the English knowledge of the L1English adapters helps 
or inhibits their adaptation of English words into MC. 

In the experiment, the three types of adapters were all provided with 
acoustic input, as in scenario 4. The adaptation processes of the three types of 
adapters were analyzed in the model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a). It was shown 
that both loanword adaptations of L1 MC and L1 Dutch adapters were carried out 
both in perception and phonological production. When L1 MC adapters perceive and 
store the English input faithfully, adaptation will be done in phonological production 
regulated by the native MC phonological grammar. In contrast, adaptation is 
conducted already in perception guided by the MC-English interlanguage perception 
grammar when the adapters misperceive the English input. For L1 Dutch adapters, 
under faithful perception, adaptation will be done in phonological production just as 
done by L1 MC adapters. However, adaptation is governed by the interlanguage 
phonological grammar of Dutch-MC. When the perception of English input by L1 
Dutch is not faithful, the adaptation is conducted in perception regulated by the 
Dutch-English interlanguage perception grammar. With respect to L1 English 
adapters, since the input is English, misperception occur only minimally. Thus, 
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loanword adaptation by this type of adapters will be mostly done in phonological 
grammar, governed by the English-MC interlanguage phonological grammar.  
 One additional finding of this chapter is that, at least for the case in hand, 
the interlanguage phonological grammar of L1 English adapters is closer to the 
native MC phonological grammar compared to that of L1 Dutch adapters, despite 
the fact that the MC level of the latter group is more advanced than that of the 
former. This finding shows that the native knowledge of L1 English adapters helps 
them behave more MC-like when adapting English words into MC. On the other 
hand, L1 Dutch adapters are less MC-like given that they are hindered by their less 
proficient L2 English.   
 



CHAPTER 11 
 
 

CONCLUDING SUMMARY 
 
 
 
11.1 Summary 
 
This dissertation addressed two fundamental questions in loanword phonology: are 
there any general patterns of loanword adaptation, and if so, which forces drive the 
process(es) that result in these patterns. The focus was on the roles of input and 
adapter types in loanword adaptation. The investigation was carried out on the basis 
of a loanword phonology study in which Mandarin Chinese (MC) is the recipient 
language (the RL) and English is the source language (the SL). Two large data sets 
were analyzed and compared: a large corpus of loanwords borrowed from English 
into MC, and results obtained from several adaptation experiments. 
 In this chapter, the main findings of this dissertation will be summarized. 
Section 11.1 will provide the summary of loanword adaptation scenarios. Section 
11.2 will summarize and interpret the findings regarding the adaptation of the corpus 
data in MC. Section 11.3 will present the summary and the interpretation of the 
adaptation experiments.  
 
 
11.1.1 Loanword adaptation scenarios 
 
The discussion of relevant studies in Chapter 2 showed that two views on loanword 
adaptation could be distinguished, namely the ‘phonological view’ and the ‘phonetic 
view’. However, few of these studies mentioned the effects of two factors in 
adaptation: input type and adapter type. In this dissertation, three types of input and 
three types of adapter were distinguished. The former covers orthographic input, 
acoustic input and combined orthographic and acoustic input. The latter includes RL 
monolingual speakers, non-proficient bilinguals of RL and SL, and proficient 
bilinguals of RL and SL. Chapter 3 of this dissertation showed preliminary evidence 
of the effects of the two factors by a comparison of adaptation patterns resulting 
from seven different adaptation scenarios. The seven scenarios were illustrated by 
testing the adaptation of English Bell [be ] into MC in a series of small scale 
adaptation experiments. The adaptation patterns obtained from the experiments 
suggested different input types and different adapter types affect the process of 
adaptation.  

Adaptations carried out on the basis of purely orthographic input by MC 
monolingual speakers and early semi-advanced MC learners of English are cases of 
scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. It was shown that the adapted forms attested in 
scenario 1 are highly variable: the input mid front vowel [e] becomes high front, 
high back or low vowels; the coda [ ] is mostly adapted through vowel insertion ([l ] 
or [lu]). In comparison, the adapted forms of scenario 2 are very consistent: English 
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[be] is always modified to MC [pei] and the coda to MC [ r]. The two scenarios on 
the one hand are similar to each other in the absence of the relevance of genuine 
perception. On the other hand, they are different in how adaptation is performed. It 
was argued that monolinguals in scenario 1 use Type I orthographic constraints,  
requiring that an orthographic input <x> should not be written as an orthographic 
output <y>, to map the written English input to MC Pinyin forms. These forms are 
then mapped to their surface forms in comprehension by Type II orthographic 
constraints, requiring a written input <x> should not be mapped to the surface form 
/y/. It was demonstrated that non-proficient bilinguals map the orthographic input to 
the surface form in comprehension accurately based on their L2 English knowledge. 
Only Type II orthographic constraints are used. In this case, the adaptation was 
argued to be conducted in the phonological production governed by the native RL 
phonological grammar. 

MC monolingual speakers and early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
performing adaptations on the basis of purely acoustic input are cases of scenarios 3 
and 4, respectively. Monolinguals in scenario 3 tend to have more variable outputs 
than early semi-advanced MC learners of English in scenario 4. In scenario 3, four 
outputs ([ai, ei, a, j ]) were attested for English [e] and three ([ou, u, r]) for 
English [ ], whereas in scenario 4, two outputs [ei, ai] were obtained for English [e] 
and three ([ou, u, r]) for English [ ]. It was argued that the adaptation in scenario 
3 takes place at the perception stage governed by the MC native perception grammar. 
Regarding the adaptation in scenario 4, it was argued that faithful perception is 
allowed to a certain extent, depending on the level of the development of the 
interlanguage perception grammar of MC learners of English. The misperceived 
English phonemes will be amended in comprehension, but the English phonemes 
that are accurately perceived but do not exist in MC, will only be adapted in 
phonological production.  

MC monolingual adapters in scenario 5 and early semi-advanced MC 
learners of English in scenario 6 are presented with both orthographic and acoustic 
input. The former is a mixture of scenarios 1 and 3, and the latter of scenarios 2 and 
4. It was shown that in mapping the orthographic input to the surface form the 
elimination of certain perceived surface forms takes place. For instance, English [be] 
was modified to /pu/ written <bu> in MC Pinyin and /pi/ written <pi> in scenario 1. 
In scenario 5, these two forms are eliminated and only MC /pai/ and /pei/ survive as 
perceived surface forms, which eventually become MC [pai] and [pei] in production. 
It was shown that in scenario 5 some monolingual adapters insist on modifying the 
foreign word solely based on orthography, ignoring the acoustics, as in the adapted 
form <l> [l ] for English [ ]. However, some others carry out adaptation only based 
on the acoustic input. In this case, it was argued that the adaptation occurs at the 
perception stage, covered by the MC native perception grammar. Similar to scenario 
4, the adaptation of scenario 6 was argued to be governed by the L2 learner’s MC-
English interlanguage grammar. If the adapter has successfully created English 
phonemes /b/, /e/ and / / in her MC-English interlanguage grammar, she will 
perceive these phonemes faithfully and map to their surface forms accurately as well. 
In this case, loanword adaptation will only take place in phonological production. 
Conversely, if the adapter has no English /b/, /e/ or / / in her interlanguage grammar, 
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the adaptation will occur already at the perception stage just as in the case of the 
monolinguals in scenarios 1, 3 and 5.   

Regarding scenario 7, it was argued that no matter which type the input is, 
the perception of proficient bilinguals is faithful and the adaptation is only carried 
out in phonological production governed by the native RL phonological grammar.  
 
 
11.1.2 Analyzing MC loanword phonology based on a corpus study 
 
After the introduction in Chapter 4 of the languages investigated in this dissertation, 
Chapter 5 provided the overview of the current corpus data. It also discussed the 
issue of the input and the adapters of English loanwords in MC. It was suggested 
that in the process of the adaptation of foreign words into MC, the orthographic 
form of the foreign words is present whereas the acoustic form is not (always) 
present. The typical adapters of loanwords are MC learners of English whose L2 
English level is higher than intermediate. Scenario-wise, the corpus is a case of 
scenario 2.  

Inspecting the corpus data, it was found that the adaptation patterns were 
very intricate. Chapters 6 and 7 argued that before analyzing adaptation patterns in a 
phonology/phonetic fashion, two approaches have to be taken. The first approach 
introduced in Chapter 6 was to use chaos filters, filtering out the output resulting 
from extra-linguistic factors such as misinterpreted orthography and semantic-
association. English [ ] is adapted to MC [ ], [ ], [t ], which are written in Pinyin 
as <x>, <sh> and <ch> respectively. It was argued that the adapted variants [ ] and 
[t ] are due to misinterpreted orthography. Their written forms in English, <sh> 
and <ch>, are read as if they are MC Pinyin. This case study showed that after 
filtering out the loanwords that are affected by the misinterpreted orthography, 
English [ ]  MC [ ] mapping can be accounted for by the MC native phonological 
grammar alone. Similarly, a case study, English [z] adaptation, demonstrated that 
removing the loanwords that are influenced by semantic-association allows us to 
account for the remaining loanword data by purely phonological grammar, viz. the 
native MC phonological grammar. Previous studies such as Miao (2006) 
intermingled these factors into a phonological analysis and tried to obtain a 
phonological grammar that predicts outputs resulting from both phonological 
grammar and external factors. As a consequence, and arguably disadvantageously, 
the phonological grammar had to tolerate considerable numbers of unexpected and 
seemingly deviating output forms.  

Chapter 7 addressed the second approach: analyzing MC adaptation at the 
CV(N)-sequence level. [s], [w] and [i] are attested both in English and MC, so a 
one-to-one mapping of these sounds between English and MC could be expected. 
This is not the case, however: English [s] is adapted to MC [s], [ ] and [ ]; English 
[w] is adapted to MC [w]; English [i] is adapted to MC [i] and [ei]. In the phonemic 
analyses of Miao (2006) and Lin (2008), there are optimal and suboptimal outputs. 
For English [s], MC [s] is optimal but [ ] and [ ] are suboptimal. Similarly, for 
English [i], MC [i] is optimal and [ei] is suboptimal. However, this analysis may end 
up with syllables that do fit the MC syllable structure template but are not attested in 
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the language. In the current analysis, to penalize adaptations that would imply 
structurally-legal but empirically absent syllables, constraints such as IDENT-LEX 
(Wu 2009) and USE-LISTED-SYLLABLE (U-L-S, Hsieh et al. 2009) are used to rule 
out the alleged optimal outputs *[si] and *[wi] for English [si] and [wi], respectively. 
As a consequence, the suboptimal outputs MC [ i] and [wei] will be appear as 
optimal. Therefore, analyzing adaptation at the CV(N)-sequence level is crucial in 
MC loanword phonology.  

Chapter 8 followed up on the issues of the two approaches distinguished by 
presenting three fully worked out case studies. It focused on the adaptation of 
English CV sound structures and the important role of U-L-S. The three case studies 
are the adaptations of English [Ci, C ], [C ] and [Ce ] in MC. After removing the 
cases that appear to be contaminated by misinterpreted orthography and semantic-
association by using chaos filters, it was found that English [Ci, C ] are mostly 
adapted to MC [Ci] and [Cei]; English [C ] is mainly adapted to MC [C ], [Cwo], 
[Cu] and [Cj ], and English [Ce ] has three major adaptation variants, viz. [Cei], 
[Cai] and [Cj ]. One unified OT grammar, i.e. the native MC phonological grammar, 
was proposed to account for English CV-sequence adaptations in production. U-L-S 
is top-ranked in this grammar, rejecting outputs that have no corresponding syllables 
or characters in MC. For instance, English [Ce ] is amended to MC [Cei] when the 
correspondent MC onsets can be followed by [ei] as in [be ]  [pei]. The originally 
suboptimal outputs [Cai] and [Cj ] become optimal outputs when the correspondent 
onsets cannot be followed by [ei] as in [te ]  [t ai] and [ e ]  [ j ]. The alleged 
optimal output [t ei] and [ ei] are ruled out by U-L-S because they are not attested 
in MC.  
 In Chapter 8, it was also found that in the corpus some English syllables 
such as [de ] and [m ] are not modified to their predicted optimal outputs MC [tei] 
and [m ] but to suboptimal outputs [tai] and [mwo], respectively. It was argued that 
these ‘odd’ mappings occur because the corresponding characters of the predicted 
optimal output syllables are marked as not used in loanwords. These marked 
characters are grammatical words for question-words, particles, sentence-final 
particles, interjections, grammatical markers and modal verbs. As a consequence, 
the suboptimal outputs will be promoted and become optimal. MC adapters seem to 
be aware of the fact that these grammatical words are typically not used in loanword 
adaptation.  
 
 
11.1.3 Phonological view vs. phonetic view in loanword adaptation 
 
Chapters 9 and 10 investigated the role of input and adapter types in loanword 
adaptation based on two case studies.  

Chapter 9 examined the role of input type. The adaptations of English [Ce] 
obtained from two data sets, namely the corpus and adaptation experiment, were 
compared and discussed. The adapters in the corpus were assumed to be of the same 
type as those in the adaptation experiment, i.e. early semi-advanced MC learners of 
English. It was demonstrated that the processes and outputs are different when the 
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input types are different. In the corpus, it was argued that the input of adaptation is 
purely orthographic. An adaptation experiment tested English [Ce] adaptation based 
on purely acoustic input. It was shown that compared to the corpus, the adapted 
variants are more variable. It was moreover demonstrated that in the two data sets, 
adaptation occurs at different stages and is governed by different grammars. In the 
corpus, the native MC phonological grammar accounts for the multiple mapping 
patterns of English [Ce] in MC in phonological production. In the adaptation 
experiment, loanword adaptation takes places both in perception and phonological 
production, depending on how advanced the English level of the adapter is. If the 
adapter has already learned the English phonemes, the adaptation process will be the 
same as in the corpus. The native MC phonological grammar determines the 
adaptation. On the other hand, if the adapter does not yet (fully) have the English 
phonemes in her interlanguage grammar, then the interlanguage perception grammar 
will take care of the adaptation in perception.  

Perception experiments carried out showed that the perceived form(s) in the 
adaptation experiment were /Ce/, /Cei/, /Cai/ and /C /. Comparing the perception 
results from the perception and the adaptation experiments, revealed an interesting 
finding: different interlanguage perception grammars were obtained in the 
perception and adaptation experiments. Most interestingly, compared to the 
interlanguage perception grammar obtained in the perception experiments, the 
interlanguage perception grammar that the early semi-advanced learners exhibited in 
the adaptation experiment was closer to the native MC perception grammar. This is 
because the English knowledge of the early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
is stimulated to a higher degree. The L2 learners want to show their ability to 
perceive English sound(s) well. This kind of motivation is less likely to be found in 
the adaptation experiment.  

A perception asymmetry was observed in the perception experiments. 
Different from the perception of other English [Ce]s, the perceptions of English [e, 
de, te, se] and [re] were significantly better than chance. This difference can be 
accounted for by the relatively higher lexical frequency of these sequences in 
English.  

Chapter 10 investigated the role of adapter type in loanword adaptation. It 
showed that different adapter types lead to different adaptation processes and 
outputs. In the case study, the input was purely acoustic but three different adapter 
groups were targeted. They were L1 MC/L2 English, L1 English/L2 MC and L1 
Dutch/L2 MC adapters in an adaptation experiment. It was shown that both L1 MC 
and L1 Dutch adapters carried out adaptation both in perception and phonological 
production. When they have not acquired the target English phonemes, adaptation is 
conducted in perception guided by the MC-English interlanguage perception 
grammar for L1 MC adapters and by the Dutch-English interlanguage perception 
grammar for L1 Dutch adapters. When they have established the target English 
phonemes in their L2, they can perceive and store them faithfully. It was argued that 
in this case, adaptation is carried out in phonological production governed by the 
native MC phonological grammar for L1 MC adapters and by Dutch-MC 
interlanguage phonological grammar for L1 Dutch adapters. It was shown that L1 
English adapters have minimal misperception of their native phonemes. Their 
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adaptation is carried out in phonological production governed by the English-MC 
interlanguage phonological grammar.   

It was also found that at least for the case at hand, despite the fact that the 
MC level of L1 English adapters is less advanced than that of L1 Dutch adapters, the 
interlanguage phonological grammar of the former group is closer to the native MC 
phonological grammar compared to that of the latter group. This finding shows that 
the native knowledge of L1 English adapters helps them behave more MC-like to 
adapt English words into MC. On the other hand, L1 Dutch adapters are less MC-
like given that they are inhibited by their less proficient L2 English.   
 
 
 
11.2 Contributions 
 
 
11.2.1 One model for all 
 
The bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a) with the addition of 
possible orthographic input and output was used to account for the adaptation 
patterns obtained from different adaptation scenarios. It can not only account for the 
adaptation process of the seven scenarios but also adaptation performed by L2 
learners of RL, English learners of MC, for instance. In contrast, inspecting some 
previous studies, it can be noticed that they only accounted, or in fact only tried to 
account, for sub-domains of the complete domain of loanword adaptation. For 
instance, the adaptation treated by Paradis & LaCharité (1997, 2008) was assumed 
to be carried out by proficient bilinguals. Peperkamp et al. (2008) only assumed the 
input is acoustic.  
 This dissertation also integrates orthography into the bidirectional model. 
Two orthographic constraint types were proposed to formalize how an orthographic 
input results in its surface form in comprehension. Type I maps an SL written form 
to RL written form. Type II maps the SL orthographic input to its surface form in 
comprehension.  
 
 
11.2.2 Corpora  Adaptation experiments 
 
This dissertation showed that depending on input and adapter types, adaptation in 
corpora can be very different from offline adaptation experiments, recall Chapter 9. 
This sheds doubts on the method that treats loanword adaptation in corpora and 
adaptation experiments on a par (e.g., Peperkamp 2005, Peperkamp et al. 2008). 
Trying to interpret adaptation in a corpus, one should first know what the input and 
adapter types are. Also, adaptation in adaptation experiments can reflect the 
adaptation in corpora only if the input and adapter types are comparable. Moreover, 
adaptation in corpora is not only affected by different grammars but also by some 
external factors, such as misinterpreted orthography and semantic-association, as 
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. It was shown that these factors complicate the 
adaptation of loanwords into MC to a considerable extent. To filter out the 
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complexity which results from these external factors, this dissertation proposed a 
device – chaos filters.  
 
 
11.2.3 Perception in perception experiments  perception in adaptation 
experiments 
 
Proponents of the perception-only view of loanword adaptation take the adaptation 
process to occur in perception (see, e.g., Peperkamp et al. 2008). This dissertation, 
on the other hand, has demonstrated that perception is not a unified phenomenon: 
the perception of English sounds of early semi-advanced MC learners of English 
was less accurate in the adaptation experiment than in the perception experiment, 
even though the two experiments had the same design. The results of the 
experiments suggest that MC learners tended to use their native ears to perceive 
English sounds in the adaptation experiment while they tended to use their L2 ears 
in the perception experiment. This entails that an analysis that posits that adaptation 
takes place in perception is too coarse-grained in the sense that it should be further 
specified which type of perception is referred to: perception per se or perception as 
part of the process of borrowing loanwords.   
 
 
11.2.4 Analyzing at CV(N)-sequence level  
 
Only looking at the adaptation at the phonemic level, as done in Miao (2006) and 
Lin (2008), causes two problems. One will end up with illicit MC syllables that have 
no written forms in MC. And multiple outputs will have to be allowed for one input. 
This dissertation argued for the analysis carried out at CV(N)-sequence level to 
avoid this problem. In the adaptation of a foreign form not just foreign phonemes are 
modified, but it must also be ensured that in the process the combination of the 
selected MC phonemes obeys the phonotactic rules of MC syllable structure. This is 
more pertinent in adaptation in a language such as MC in which syllables are 
expressed as characters. Loaning words to MC, the selected MC syllables must be 
expressible also as an MC written form, i.e. as a character. In the formal analysis 
proposed in this dissertation, this is accounted for by the top-ranked constraint U-L-
S, requiring that every output must have a corresponding written form in MC. This 
constraint promotes the suboptimal output when the supposedly optimal output is a 
non-existing MC syllable that has no corresponding written form in MC. In 
comparison to the originally alleged optimal output, the suboptimal output often 
contains a less faithful phoneme. From a phonemic mapping point of view, the less 
faithful phoneme is considered suboptimal. As a consequence, there will be faithful 
and less faithful outputs for one input. However, from a CV(N)-sequence mapping 
point of view, the less faithful output is also optimal, since the supposedly optimal 
output has already been ruled out by U-L-S. 
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11.3 Conclusion 
 
This dissertation has the goal of contributing to the debate of whether there are any 
general patterns of loanword adaptation, and if so, which forces drive the process(es) 
that result in these patterns. It argued that two factors, input type and adapter type 
that had not received much attention in the field, play an important role in loanword 
adaptation. On the one hand it showed that intricate adaptation patterns attested in a 
large corpus of MC loanwords from English can be accounted for by the native MC 
phonological (production) grammar. On the other hand, based on extensive results 
obtained from several adaptation experiments, it showed that besides the native MC 
phonological grammar, other grammars such as the native MC perception grammar, 
the MC-English interlanguage perception grammar, the English-MC interlanguage 
phonological grammar, and the Dutch-MC interlanguage phonological grammar can 
also guide and affect loanword adaptation, depending on what the input and adapter 
types are. Throughout, the bidirectional model of Boersma & Hamann (2009a) 
turned out to be a fruitful theoretical tool for describing the phenomena at hand in 
this dissertation.     
  
 
 



APPENDICES 
 
 
 

Appendix A  
 
 

Loanwords from the Dictionary of Loanwords in Chinese (Liu et al. 1984) 
 
 
Symbols used for the Transcription (Jones et al. eds., 2003, 17th edition)  
 
Non-phonemic symbols 
 A superscript shwa as in ‘angel’ / e n.d l/: vowel may be pronounced, or may be 
omitted with the following consonant becoming syllabic.  
 
Prosodic marks 
 (primary stress) as in ‘alpha’ / l.f / 
 (secondary stress) as in ‘Coca-cola’ / k .k k .l / 
. (syllable division) as in ‘Anna’ / n. / 
 
Italic symbols 
Italic symbols are optimal sounds, which may be pronounced or omitted.  
 
 
A note on brackets 
 
1. When a loan consists of more than one word and one of these words is literally 
translated into MC, this word and its corresponding MC word are both indicated by 
brackets, as in ‘X-(ray)  ( ) <ai4.ke4.si1.(she4.xian4)>’, (she4.xian4) 
meaning ‘ ray’. 
2. When the prefix or suffix of a loanword is literally translated into MC, it is 
indicated by brackets, as in ‘Dada(ism)  ( ) <da2.da.(zhu3.yi4)>. The 
MC word in brackets is the MC translation of the suffix ‘–ism’.   
3. When a loanword is adapted into MC with an extra element added, this added 
element in MC characters and Pinyin is indicated by brackets as in ‘AIDS  
( ) <ai4.zi1.(bing4)>’. The added elements often indicate the meaning of a 
loanword: ( ) <bing4> in ‘ ( ) <ai4.zi1.(bing4)>’ means ‘disease’, indicating 
the loanword is related to diseases.  
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 English IPA Characters MC Pinyin 

1 ace  Ai4.si1 

2 AIDS ( ) Ai4.zi1.(bing4) 

3 
Alois 
Alzheimer ( ) 

A1.er3.ci2.hai3. 
mo.(bing4) 

4 alpha particle 
(

) 
A1.er3.fa3. 
(li4.zi3) 

5 amoeba   A1.mi3.ba1 

6 ampere  An1.pei2 

7 angel  An1.qi2.er3 

8 Anglo-Saxon 
 

Ang4.ge2.lu3. 
sa4.ke4.xun4 

9 Angora ( ) An1.ge1.la1.(ni2) 

10 Anna  An1.na4 

11 aspirin  A1.si1.pi3.lin2 

12 bandage '  Beng1.dai4 

13 banjo ' ( ) Ban1.zhuo2.(qin2) 

14 bar  Ba1 

15 barge /b :d / ( ) Bo2.(chuan2) 

16 baroque  
(

) 
Ba1.luo2.ke4. 
(yi4.shu4) 

17 bass  Ba1.si1 

18 bass (voil) 
 

Bei4.si1. 
(ti2.qin2) 

19 bassoon  Ba1.song1 

20 bel  Bei4.er3 

21 benzene '  Ben3 
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22 benzene '  Ben3.jing1 

23 beret ' ( ) Bei4.lei2.(mao4) 

24 beta (particle) ' ( ) Bei4.ta3.(li4.zi) 

25 (Big) Ben /ben/ ( ) ( ) (da4).ben4.(zhong1) 

26 bikini '  Bi3.ji1.ni2 

27 bilge /  Bi3 

28 bit  Bi3.te4 

29 blues /bl :z/  Bu4.lu3.shi4 

30 Boston /'b s.t n/ ( ) Bo1.si1.dun4.(wu3) 

31 bowling ' ( ) Bao3.ling2.(qiu2) 

32 brandy  Bai2.lan2.di4 

33 
Brownian 
(movement) 

/'bra .ni. n/ ( ) 
Bu4.lang3. 
(yun4.dong4) 

34 Browning /'bra .n /  Bo2.lang3.ning2 

35 Byzantine 
(

) 
Bai4.zhan4ting2. 
(yi4.shu4) 

36 cacao /ka'ka /  Ke3.ke3 

37 caffein /   Ka1.fei1.yin1 

38 calorie /'k l. r.i/  Ka3.lu4.li3 

39 Calvin /'k l.v n/ ( ) 
Jia1.er3.wen2. 
(jiao4) 

40 canon /'k n. n/  Ka3.nong2 

41 canon /'k n. n/  Jia1.nong2 

42 car /k :r/ ( )  (che1).ka3 

43 carat /'k r. t/  Ke4.la1 

44 card /k :d/ ( ) Ka3.(pian4) 
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45 carnation /k :'ne . n/  Kang1.nai2.xin1 

46 cartel /k :'tel/  Ka3.te4.er3 

47 cartoon /k :'tu:n/  Ka3.tong1 

48 cashmere /'k .m r/  Kai1.si1.mi3 

49 casino /k 'si:.n /  Ka1.xi1.nuo4 

50 cassette /k 'set/ (
) 

Ka3.(shi4.lu4. 
yin1.dai4) 

51 celluloid /'sel.j .l id/  Sai4.lu4.luo4 

52 
Celsius 
(thermometer) 

/'sel.si. s/ (
) 

She4.shi4. 
(wen1.du4.ji1) 

53 cha-cha /'t :.t :/ ( ) Qia4.qian4.(wu3) 

54 champagne / m'pe n/ ( ) Xiang1.bin1.(jiu3) 

55 chauvinism /' .v .n .z m/ ( ) 
Sha1.wen2. 
(zhu3.yi4) 

56 chiffon /' f. n/ ( ) Xue3.fang3.(chou2) 

57 chloroform /kl :.r .f :m/ ( )  (Lü4).fang3 

58 chloroform /kl :.r .f :m/  Ge1.luo2.fang1 

59 chocolate /'t k. l. t/  Qiao3.ke4.li4 

60 cigar /s ' :r/ 
 

Xue3.jia1.(yan) 

61 clone /kl n/  Ke4.long2 

62 Coca-cola  / k .k k .l /  Ke3.kou3.ke3.le 

63 cocaine /k 'ke n/  Ke3.ka3.yin1 

64 cocoa /'k .k /  Ke3.ke3 

65 cologne (spirit) /k 'l n/ ( ) 
Ke1.long2. 
(xiang1.shui3) 

66 conga /'k . / ( ) Kang1.jia1.(wu3) 

67 copy /'k p.i/  Kao3.bei4 
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68 cortisone /'k :.t .z n/  Ke3.di4.song1 

69 crown /kra n/   Ke4.lang3 

70 curry /'k r.i/ ( ) Ga1.li2.(fen2) 

71 cyclamen /'s k.l .m n/  Xian1.ke4.lai2 

72 cylinder /'s l. n.d r/  Xi1.lin2 

73 Dada(ism) /'d :.d :/ ( ) 
Da2.da2. 
(zhu3.yi4) 

74 Dalton /'d :l.t n/   Dao4.er3.dun4 

75 Davis (cup) /'de .v s/ ( ) Dai4.wei2.si1.(bei1) 

76 DDT / di:.di:.'ti:/    Di1.di1.ti4 

77 dengue (fever) /'de . i/ ( )  Deng1.ge2.(re4) 

78 derby /'d :.bi/  De2.bi3 

79 dinar /'di:.n :r/  Di4.na4.er3 

80 disco /'d s.k /  Di2.si1.ke1 

81 Dominic /'d m. .n k/ 
 

( ) 
Duo1.mi3.ni2. 
jia1.(jiao4.pai4) 

82 domino /'d m. .n /  Duo1.mi3.ruo4 

83 Donald (duck) /'d n. ld/ ( ) Tang2.(lao3.ya1) 

84 dopamine /'d .p .mi:n/   Duo1.ba1.an1 

85 
Dorothy 
(Perkins) 

/'d r. . i/ (
) 

Tao2.le4.sai4. 
(qiang2.wei1) 

86 
Downing 
(street) 

/'da .n / ( ) Tang2.ning2.(ji1) 

87 dozen /d z. n/  Da3 

88 dumdum /'d m.d m/ ( ) Da2.mu3.(dan4) 

89 dumping /'d m.p /  Tun2.bing4 

90 
Edison (storage 
battery) 

(
) 

Ai4.di2.sheng1. 
(xu4.dian4.chi2) 
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91 email /'i:.me l/  Yi1.mei4.er3 

92 Emmy ( ) Ai4.mei3.(jiang3) 

93 emu /'i:.mju:/  Er3.miao2 

94 engine /'en.d n/  Yin3.qing2 

95 Eskimo 
( ) 

Ai4.si1.ji1. 
mo2.(ren2) 

96 Esperanto  
 

Ai4.si1.bu4. 
nan2.du2 

97 ether /'i:. r/  Yi3.tai4 

98 eucalyptus / ju:.k l' p.t s/  You3.jia1.li4 

99 
Fahrenheit 
(scale) 

/'f r. n.ha t/ (
) 

Hua2.(shi4.wen1. 
du4.ji4) 

100 fair play / fe r 'ple /  Fei4.e4.po1.lan4 

101 fascism /'f . .z m/  Fa3.xi1.si1 

102 flannel /'fl n. l/ ( ) Fa3.lan2.(rong2) 

103 Fokker /'f k. r/  
( ) 

Fu2.ka3. 
(shi4.fei1.ji1) 

104 freon  / fri . n/  Fu2.li4.ang2 

105 fugue /fju: / ( )  Fu4.ge2.(qu3) 

106 gallon /' l. n/  Jia1.lun2 

107 galop /' l. p/  Jia1.luo4.pu3 

108 gamma /' m. /  Ga1.ma3 

109 gauss / a s/  Gao1.si1 

110 gene /d i:n/  Ji1.yin1 

111 
georgette 
(crepe) 

/d :'d et/ ( ) Qiao2.qi2.(sha1) 

112 gin /d n/ ( ) Jin1.(jiu3) 

113 GINI ( ) Ji1.ni2.(xi4.shu) 
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114 
Golgi 
apparatus 

/ / ( ) Gao1.er3.ji1.(ti3) 

115 Gothic /' . k/ ( ) Ge1.te4.(yi4.shu4) 

116 
Gram-
(positive) 

/ r m/ (
) 

Ge2.lan2.(shi4. 
yang2.xing4) 

117 Grammy /' r m.i/ ( ) 
Ge2.lan2.mei3. 
(jiang3) 

118 Greenwich /' ren. d /  Ge2.lin2.ni2.zhi4 

119 Greenwich /' r n.w t /  Ge2.lin2.wei1.zhi4 

120 guitar / 't :r/  Ji2.ta1 

121 Gypsy /'d p.si/  Ji2.pu3.sai4 

122 hacker /'h k. r/  Hei1.ke4 

123 hacker /'h k. r/  Hai4.ke4 

124 
Halley(’s 
comet) 

/'h l.i/ ( ) 
Ha1.lei2. 
(hui4.xing1) 

125 hamburger /'h m.b :. r/ ( ) Han4.bao2.(bao1) 

126 hello /hel' /  Ha1.luo2 

127 Henry /'hen.ri/  Heng1.li4 

128 heroin /'her. . n/  Hai3.luo4.yin1 

129 hertz /h :ts/  He4.zi1 

130 hippie /'h p.i/  Xi1.pi2 

131 hippies /'h p.iz/  Xi1.pi2.shi4 

132 Hollywood /'h l.w d/  Hao3.lai2.wu1 

133 hormone /'h :.m n/  He4.er3.meng2 

134 house /ha s/  Hao2.si1.pai2 

135 Huguenot /'hju:. .n /   Hu2.ge2.nuo4 

136 hula (hoop) /'hu:.l / ( ) Hu1.la1.(quan1) 
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137 humor /'hju:.m r/  You1.mo4 

138 hysteria /h 'st .ri. /  Xie1.si1.di3.li3 

139 Inca / .k /  Yin.jia1 

140 index /' n.deks/  Yin3.de2 

141 Inter(net) /' n.t .net/ ( ) Yin1.te4.(wang3) 

142 Inuit /' n.u. t/ ( ) 
Yin1.niu3.te4.(ren2) 

143 jacket /'d k. t/  Jia3.ke4 

144 jam /d m/  Zhan4 

145 jazz (dance) /d z/ ( ) Jue2.shi4.(wu3) 

146 jeep /d i:p/ ( ) Ji2.pu3.(che1) 

147 jelly (powder) /'dZel.i/ ( ) Zhe3.li2.(fen3) 

148 joule /d u:l/  Jiao1.er3 

149 Jurassic /d 'r s. k/ ( ) Zhu1.luo2.(ji4) 

150 Kelvin /'kel.v n/  Kai1.er3.wen2 

151 ketone ketone  Tong2 

152 khaki /'k :.ki/  Ka3.ji1 

153 khaki /'k :.ki/  Ka3.qi2 

154 kiwi  ( ) Ji1.wei2.(niao3) 

155 koala /k ' :.l /  Kao3.la1 

156 Kodak /'k .d k/  Ke1.da2 

157 Koran /k r' :n/ ( ) Ke3.lan2.(jing1) 

158 Koran /k r' :n/ ( ) Gu3.lan2.(jing1) 

159 Kremlin /'krem.l n/ 
( ) 

Ke4.li3.mu3.lin2. 
(gong1) 
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160 Latin /'l t. n/  La1.ding1 

161 leica /'la k /  Lai2.ka3 

162 lemon /'lem. n/  Ning2.meng2 

163 Lima (bean) /li:.m / ( ) Li4.ma3.(dou4) 

164 lime /la m/ 
 

Lai2.mu3.(guo3) 

165 lira /'l .r /  Li3.la1 

166 loan /l n/  Lu2.mu3 

167 logic /'l d . k/  Luo2.ji 

168 (long) ton /t n/ ( )  (chang2).dun1 

169 Lysol /'la .s l/   Lai2.su1.er3 

170 mambo /'m m.b / ( ) Man4.bo1.(wu3) 

171 mammoth /'m m. /  Meng3.ma3 

172 mandolin / m n.d l' n/  Man4.tuo2.lin2 

173 mango /'m . /  Mang2.guo3 

174 marathon /'m r. . n/  Ma3.la1.song1 

175 martini /m :'ti:.ni/  Ma3.ti2.ni2 

176 Maxwell /'m k.sw l/  Mai4.ke4.si1.wei3 

177 
Maya 
(civilization) 

/'ma . / ( ) 
Ma3.ya3. 
(wen2.ming2) 

178 mazurka /m 'z :.k /  Ma3.zu3.ka3 

179 model /'m d. l/  Mo2.te4.er3 

180 modern /'m d. n/  Mo2.deng1 

181 mohair /'m .he r/  Ma3.hai3 

182 Molasses /m 'l s. z/ ( ) Mo2.li4.(ceng2) 
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183 Mormon(ism) /'m :.m n/ ( ) Mo2.men2.(jiao4) 

184 Morse (code) /m :s/ 
(

) 
Mo4.er3.si1. 
(dian4.ma3) 

185 motor /'m .t r/  Muo2.tuo1 

186 mousse /mu:s/  Mo2.si1 

187 mousse /mu:s/  Mu4.si1 

188 Negro /'ne . r / (
) 

Ni2.ge2.luo2. 
(ren2.zhong3) 

189 neon (lamp) /'ni:. n/ ( ) Ni2.hong2.(deng1) 

190 Ness(ie) /'nes/ ( ) Ni2.si1.(hu2.guai4) 

191 Newton /'nju:.t n/  Niu2.dun4 

192 nicotine /'n k. .ti:n/  Ni2.gu3.ding1 

193 Nobel (prize) /n 'bel/ (
) 

Nuo4.bei4.er3. 
(jiang3.jin1) 

194 nylon /'na .l n/  Ni2.long2 

195 ohm / m/  Ou1.mu3 

196 Olympia   Ao4.lin2.pi3.ya4 

197 Olympic  Ao4.lin2.pi3.ke4 

198 omega (meson) 
(

) 
Ao4.mi3.jia1. 
(jie4.zi3) 

199 opium /' .pi. m/  Ya1.pian4 

200 Oscar  Ao4.si1.ka3 

201 ounce   Ang4.si1 

202 panama ( ) 
Ba1.na2.ma3. 
(mao4.zi) 

203 
Pandora(’s 
box) 

/p n'd :.r / (
) 

Pan1.duo1.la1. 
(bao3.he2) 

204 Parkinson /'p :.k n.s n/ ( ) 
Pa4.jin1.sen1. 
(bing4) 

205 Pascal /'p s'k l/  Pa4.si1,ka3 
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206 pence /pents/  Bian4.shi4 

207 penicillin / pen. 's l. n/  Pan2.ni2.xi1.lin2 

208 penny '  Bei3.nei4 

209 Pepsi-cola   Bai3.shi4.ke3.le4 

210 peso '  Bi3.suo3 

211 Pharisee /'f r. .si:/ ( ) Fa3.li4.sai4.(ren2) 

212 pie /pa /  Pai2 

213 pizza '  Bi3.sa4 

214 pony /'p .ni/ ( ) Bo1.ni2.(ma3) 

215 port /p :t/ ( ) Bo1.da3.(jiu3) 

216 pound ( )  (Ying1).Bang4 

217 pound  Bang4 

218 pudding /'p d. /  Bu4.ding1 

219 pump  Beng4 

220 quark /kw :k/  Kua1.ke4 

221 quart /kw :t/  Kua1.tuo1 

222 quinine /'kw n.i:n/  Kui1.ning2 

223 radar /'re .d :r/  Lei2.da2 

224 rally /'r l.i/ ( ) Ka1.li4.(sai4) 

225 rand /r nd/  Lan2.te4 

226 rem /rem/  Lei2.mu3 

227 
Reuters (News 
Agency) 

/'r .t rs/ ( ) Lu4.tou4.(she4) 

228 Ricketts /'r k. ts/ ( ) Li4.ke4.ci4.(ti3) 

229 rifle /'ra .fl/ ( ) Lai2.fu4.(qiang1) 
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230 rococo /r 'k .k / (
) 

Luo4.ke3.ke3. 
(yi4.shu4) 

231 roentgen /ren.t n/ ( ) 
Lun2.qin2. 
(she4.xian4) 

232 romance /r 'm nts/  Luo2.man4.shi3 

233 romantic /r 'm n.t k/  Luo2.man4.di4.ke4 

234 romantic /r 'm n.t k/  Lang4.man4 

235 Rorschach(test) /'r :. :k/ ( ) 
Luo4.xia4. 
(shi4.yan4) 

236 rum /r m/ ( ) Lang3.mu3.(jiu3) 

237 rumba /'r m.b / 
 

Lun2.ba1.(wu3) 

238 rupee /ru:'pi:/  Lu2.bi3 

239 salad /'s l. d/  Sha1.la1 

240 salad (oil) /'s l. d/ ( ) Se4.la1.(you2) 

241 salami /s 'l :mi/ (
) 

Se4.la1.mi3. 
(xiang1.chang2) 

242 salami /s 'l :mi/ (
) 

Sa4.la1.mi3. 
(xiang1.chang2) 

243 Salmonella /,s l.m 'nel. / ( ) 
Sha1.men2. 
(shi4.jun1) 

244 samba /'s m.b / ( ) Sang1.ba1.(wu3) 

245 Sapph(ism) /'s f. .z m/ ( ) Sa4.fu2.(zhu3.yi4) 

246 sardine /s :'di:n/ ( ) Sha1.ding1.(yu2) 

247 Satan /'se .t n/  Sa1.dan4 

248 
sauna 
(bathroom) 

/'s :.n / ( ) 
Sang1.na4. 
(yu4.shi4) 

249 saxophone /'s k.s .f n/ ( ) Sa4.ke4.si1.(guan3) 

250 Scotland (yard) /'sk t.l nd/ ( ) 
Su1.ge2.lan2. 
(chang3) 

251 shampoo / m'pu:/  Xiang1.bo1 

252 Shangri-La / . ri'l :/  Xiang1.ge2.li3.la1 
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253 sherry /' er.i/ ( ) Xue3.li4.(jiu3) 

254 shilling /' l. /  Xian1.ling4 

255 shirt / 3:t/ ( ) Xu4.(shan1) 

256 shock / k/  Xiu1.ke4 

257 show / / ( )  (mo2.fang3).xiu4 

258 Siciliana /s 's l.j n. / 
 

Xi1.xi1.li3.ya4.na4 

259 Sikh(ism) /si:k/ ( ) Xi1.ke4.(jiao4) 

560 soda /'s .d /  Su1.da3 

261 solar (oil) /'s .l / ( ) Suo1.la1.(you2) 

262 sonar /'s .n :r/  Sheng1.na4 

263 sphinx /sf ks/  Si1.fen1.ke4.si1 

264 St. Martin /s nt'm :.t n/ ( ) 
Sheng4.ma3. 
ding1.(jie2) 

265 Stoic /'st . k/ ( ) Si1.duo1.ge3.(pai4) 

266 Sudan /su:.'d :n/  Su1.dan1 

267 sunburn /'s n.b :n/  Shai4.ban1 

268 sundae /'s n.de /  Sheng4.dai4 

269 T.N.T / ti:.en'ti:/  Ti1.en1.ti1 

270 taboo /t 'bu:/  Ta3.bu4 

271 taffeta /'t f. .t / ( ) Ta3.fu1.(chou2) 

272 tango /'t . /  Tan4.ge1 

273 tank /t k/ ( )   Tan3.ke4.(che1) 

274 tannin /'t n. n/  Dan1.ning2 

275 tart /t :t/  Ta1 
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276  tart /t :t/  Ta3 

277 tin /t n/  Ting1 

278 toast /to st/  Tu3.si1 

279 tony (awards) /'t .ni/ ( ) Tang2.ni2.(jiang3) 

280 topology /t p' l. .d i/ ( ) Ta4.pu3.(xue2) 

281 Tory /'t :.ri/ ( ) Tuo1.li4.(dang3) 

282 totem /'t .t m/  Tu2.teng2 

283 Troy /'tr  
(

) 
Te4.luo4.yi1. 
(mu4.ma3) 

284 trust /tr st/  Tuo1.la1.si1 

285 turbine /'t :.ba n/ ( ) Tou4.ping2.(ji1) 

286 typhoon /ta 'fu:n/  Tai2.feng1 

287 tyre /t r/ ( )  (che1).tai1 

288 UFO / ju:.ef' /  You1.fu2 

289 ultimatum  
(  

Ai1.di4.mei3. 
dun1.(shu1) 

290 (Uncle) Sam /s m/ ( ) 
Shan1.mu3. 
(da4.shu1) 

291 utopia /ju:'t .pi. /  Wu1.tuo1.bang1 

292 Venus /'vi:.n s/  Wei2.na4.si1 

293 vermouth /'v :.m /  Wei4.mei3.si1 

294 Vesuvi(an) /v 'su:.vi. n/ ( ) 
Wei2.su1. 
wei1.(shi1) 

295 vitamin /'v t. .m n/  Wei2.ta1.ming4 

296 volt /v lt/  Fu4.te4 

297 Voltaire /v l'te r/ ( ) Fu2.er3.tai4.(pai4) 

298 wafer /'we .f r/ ( ) Wei1.fa3.(bing3) 
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299 waffle /'w f.l/ ( ) 
Hua1.fu1. 
(bing3.gan1) 

300 Wall (street) /w :l/ ( ) Hua2.er3.(jie1) 

301 waltz /w lts/  Hua2.er3.zi1 

302 watt /w t/  Wa3.te4 

303 Whig /hw / ( ) Hui1.ge2.(dang3) 

304 whisky /'hw s.ki/  Wei1.shi4.ji4 

305 X-(ray) 
 

( ) 
Ai4.ke4.si1. 
(she4.xian4) 

306 Yankee /'j .ki/  Yang1.ji 

307 yo-yo /'j .j /   You1.you1 

308 yuppies /'j p.iz/  Ya3.pi2.shi4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix B  
 
Loanwords from the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary (2005, 5th edition), edited by 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Research Institute of Language Department of 
Dictionary.  
 

 English IPA Characters MC Pinyin 

1 bacon  Pei2.gen1 

2 Broadway  Bai3.lao3.hui4 

3 cool  Ku4 

4 Disney  Di1.si1.ni2 

5 Dowling paper ( ) Dao4.lin2.(zhi3) 

6 encore  An1.ke3 

7 fans  Fen3.si1 

8 Labrador  La1.bu4.la1.duo1 

9 lace  Lei1.si1 

10 media  Mei2.ti3 

11 mug  Ma3.ke4 

12 poker  Pu1.ke4 

13 pop  Po1.pu3 

14 punk  Peng2.ke4 

15 simmons  Xi2.meng4.si1 

16 snooker  Si1.nuo4.ke4 

17 yahoo  Ya3.hu3 

 
 
 



Appendix C  
 
 

Loanwords from Place Names of the World (Zhou et al. eds. 2006) 

 

 English IPA Characters MC Pinyin 

1 Adelaide  A1.de2.lai2.de2 

2 Alaska  A1.la1.si1.jia1 

3 Alabama  Ya4.la1.ba1.ma3 

4 Albany  Ao4.er3.ba1.ni2 

5 Arizona  Ya4.li4.sang1.na4 

6 Arkansas  A1.ken3.se4 

7 Atlanta  Ya4.te4.lan2.da4 

8 Auckland  Ao4.ke4.lan2 

9 Augusta  Ao4.gu3.si1.ta3 

10 Austin  Ao4.si1.ting4 

11 Australia  Ao4.da4.li4.ya4 

12 Aylesburg 
 

Ai4.er3.si1. 
bo2.li3 

13 Ayr  Ai4.er3 

14 Bank  Ban1.ke4 

15 Barking  Ba1.jin1 

16 Barnet  Ba1.ni2.te4 

17 Barnsley  Ba1.en1.si2.li4 

18 Bath  Ba1.si1 

19 Baton Rouge  Ba1.tun1.lu3.ri4 
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20 (Bay of) Plenty 
( ) 

Pu3.lun2.di4. 
(wan1) 

21 Bedford  Bei4.de2.fu2.de2 

22 Belfast 
 

Bei4.er3.fa3. 
si1.te4 

23 Berk(shire) ( ) Bo2.ke4.(jun4) 

24 Beverley  Bei4.fu2.li4 

25 Bexley  Bei4.ke4.si1.li4 

26 Birmingham  Bo2.ming2.han4 

27 Bismarck  Bi3.si1.mai4 

28 Blackburn  Bu4.lai2.ke4.ben3 

29 Blackpool  Bu4.lai2.ke4.pu3 

30 Boise  Bo2.yi1.xi1 

31 Bolton  Bo2.er3.dun4 

32 Bootle  Bu4.te4.er3 

33 Bournemouth  Bo2.en1.mao2.si1 

34 Bracknell 
 

Bu4.la1.ke4. 
nei4.er3 

35 Bradford 
 

Bu4.la1.de2. 
du2.de2 

36 Brent  Bu4.lun2.te3 

37 Bridgend  Bu4.li3.zhen1.te4 

38 Brighton  Bu4.lai4.dun4 

39 Brisbane  Bu4.li3.si1.ban1 

40 Bristol 
 

Bu4.li3.si1. 
tuo1.er3 

41 Buckingham  Bai2.jin1.han4 

42 Bury  Bei4.li3 
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43 California 
 

Jia1.li4.fu2.ni2.ya4 

44 Camden  Ka3.mu3.deng1 

45 Canberra  Kan1.pei2.la1 

46 Canterbury  Kan3.te4.bo2.lei2 

47 Carlisle  Ka3.lai2.er3 

48 Carson (City) ( ) Ka3.sen1.(cheng2) 

49 Charleston  Cha2.er3.si1.dun4 

50 Chelmsford 
 

Qie4.mu3.si1. 
fu2.de2 

51 Chelsea  Qie4.er3.xi1 

52 Che(shire) ( ) Chai2.(jun4) 

53 Chester  Qie4.si1.te4 

54 Cheyenne  Xia4.yan2 

55 Chichester  Qi2.qie4.si1.te4 

56 Cleveland  Ke4.li4.fu1.lan2 

57 Colorado  Ke1.luo2.la1.duo1 

58 Columbia  Ge1.lun2.bi3.ya4 

59 Columbus  Ge1.lun2.bu4 

60 Concord  Kang1.ke1.de2 

61 Connecticut  
Kang1.nie4. 
di2.ge2 

62 Cornwall  Kang1.wo4.er3 

63 Coventry  Kao3.wen2.chui2 

64 Croydon  
Ke4.luo2. 
yi1.deng1 

65 Cumbria  Kan3.bu4.li3.ya4 
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66 Dagenham  Da2.ge2.na4.mu3 

67 Dakota  Da2.ke1.ta1 

68 Darlington  Da2.ling2.dun4 

69 Darwin  Da2.er3.wen3 

70 Delaware  Te4.la1.hua2 

71 Denver  Dan1.fo2 

72 Derby  De2.bi3 

73 Des Moines  De2.mei2.yin1 

74 Devon  De2.wen2 

75 Doncaster  Tang2.ke4.si1.te4 

76 Dorchester  Duo1.qie4.si1.te4 

77 Dorset  Duo1.sai4.te4 

78 Dover  Duo1.fo2 

79 Durham  Da2.le4.mu3 

80 Ealing  Yi1.ling2 

81 Elgin  Ai1.er3.jin1 

82 Enfield  En1.fei1.er3.de2 

83 Essex  Ai1.sai4.ke4.si1 

84 Exeter  Ai1.ke4.sai4.te4 

85 Falkirk  Fu2.er3.ke1.ke4 

86 Florida  Fo2.luo2.li3.da2 

87 Frankfort  Fa3.lan2.ke4.fu2 

88 Fulham  Fu4.le4.mu3 

89 Gateshead  Gai4.ci2.hei1.de2 
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90 Georgia  Zuo3.zhi4.ya4 

91 Gloucester  Ge2.luo4.si1.te4 

92 Greys  Ge2.lei2.si1 

93 Hackney  Ha1.ke3.ni2 

94 Halifax 
 

Ha1.li4.fa3. 
ke4.si1 

95 Hamlet  Ha1.mu3.lei2.te4 

96 Hammersmith 
 

Ha1.mo4.shi3. 
mi4.si1 

97 Hamp(shire) ( ) Han4.pu3.(jun4) 

98 Harrisburg  Ha1.li3.si1.bao3 

99 Harringey  Ha1.ling2.gai4 

100 Harrow  Ha1.luo2 

101 Hartford  Ha1.te4.fu2.de2 

102 Hartlepool  Ha1.te4.er3.pu3 

103 Havering  Hei1.fu2.ling2 

104 Hawaii  Xia4.wei1.yi2 

105 Hawke’s (Bay) ( ) Huo4.ke4.(wan1) 

106 Hillingdon  Xi1.ling2.deng1 

107 Helena  Hai2.lun2.na4 

108 Hereford  He4.li3.fu2.de2 

109 Hertford   He4.te4.fu2.de2 

110 Hobart  Huo4.ba1.te4 

111 Honolulu  Huo3.nu2.lu3.lu3 

112 Hounslow  Hao2.en1.si1.luo4 
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113 Hove  Huo4.fu1 

114 Hugh (Town) ( ) Xiu1.(zhen4) 

115 Hull  Ha4.er3 

116 Huyton  Hai3.dun4 

117 Idaho  Ai4.da2.he2 

118 Illonois  Yi1.li4.nuo4.yi1 

119 Indiana  Yin4.di4.an1.na4 

120 (Indiana)polis  Bo1.li4.si1 

121 Iowa  Ai4.ao4.wa3 

122 Ipswich 
 

Yi1.pu3.si1. 
wei1.qi2 

123 Isle of Wight  Huai2.te4 

124 Islington  
Yi1.si1.ling2. 
dun4 

125 Jackson  Jie2.ke4.xun4 

126 Jefferson (City) 
( ) 

Jie2.fei3.(cheng2) 

127 Juneau  Zhu1.nuo4 

128 Kansas  Kan1.sa4.si1 

129 Kensington  Ken3.xin1.dun4 

130 Kent  Ken3.te4 

131 Kentucky  Ken3.ta3.ji1 

132 Keynes  Kai3.en1.si1 

133 Kinross  Jin1.luo2.si1 

134 Kingston  Jin1.si1.dun4 

135 Kirkless  Ke1.ke4.li4.si1 
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136 Lambeth  Lan2.bei4.si1 

137 Lancashire  Lan2.kai1.xia4 

138 Lansing  Lan2.xin1 

139 Las Vegas / l s ve .g s/ 
 

La1.si1.wei2. 
la1.si1 

140 Leeds  Li4.zi1 

141 Leicester  Lai2.si1.te4 

142 Lewes  Liu2.yi4.si1 

143 Lewisham  Liu2.yi4.she3.mu3 

144 Lincoln  Lin2.ken3 

145 Liverpool  Li4.wu4.pu3 

146 London  Lun2.dun1 

147 Louisiana 
 

Lu4.yi4.si1. 
an1.na4 

148 Luton  Lu2.dun4 

149 Madison  Mai4.di2.xun4 

150 Maidenhead  
Mei2.deng1. 
hei1.de2 

151 Maidstone  Mei2.de2.si1.tong1 

152 Maine  Mian3.yin1 

153 Manchester  Man4.che4.si1.te4 

154 Maryland  Ma3.li3.lan2 

155 Massachusetts  Ma3.sa4.zhu1.sai4 

156 Matlock  Ma3.te4.luo4.ke4 

157 Medway  Mei2.de2.wei3 

158 Melbourne  Mo4.er3.ben3 
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159 Merton  Mo4.dun4 

160 Michigan   Mi4.xie1.gen1 

161 Middlesbrough 
 

Mi3.de2.er3.si1 
bo2.le4 

162 Milton  Mi3.er3.dun4 

163 Minnesota  Ming2.ni2.su1.da2 

164 Mississippi  Mi4.xi1.xi1.bi3 

165 Missouri  Mi4.su1.li3 

166 Montana  Meng2.da4.na2 

167 Montgomery  
Meng3.ge1. 
ma3.li4 

168 Montpelier  Meng3.bi3.li4.ai1 

169 Moray  Ma3.li3 

170 Morpth  Mo4.po4.si1 

171 Nashville  Na4.shi2.wei2.er3 

172 Nevada  Nei4.hua2.da2 

173 Newcastle  Niu3.ka3.si1.er3 

174 Newham  Niu3.han4 

175 Norfolk  Nuo4.fu2.ke4 

176 Northallerton  Nuo4.sa4.le4.dun4 

177 (North)ampton 
( )

 
(bei3).an1.pu3. 
dun1 

178 
(North) 
Carolina 

( )
 

(bei3).ka3.luo2. 
lai2.na4 

179 Northumberland  
Nuo4.sen1. 
bo2.lan2 

180 Norwich  Nuo4.li3.qi2 

181 Nottingham  Nuo4.ding1.han4 
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182 
(New) 
Hampshire 

( )
 

(xin1).han4.bu4. 
Shi2.er3 

183 Newport  Niu3.bo1.te4 

184 (New) Jersey ( )  (xin1).ze2.xi1 

185 (New) Mexico 
( )

 
(xin1).mo4.xi1.ge1 

186 New York  Niu3.yue1 

187 (New) Zealand ( )  (xin1).xi1.lan2 

188 Oakham  Ao4.ke4.mu3 

189 Ohio  E2.hai4.e2 

190 Oklahoma 
 

E2.ke4.la1. 
he2.ma3 

191 Oldbury 
 

Ao4.er3.de2. 
bo2.li3 

192 Oldham  Ao4.er3.de2.mu3 

193 Omagh  Ao4.ma3 

194 Oregon  E2.le4.gang1 

195 Otago  Ao4.ta3.ge1 

196 Pennsylvania 
 

Bin1.xi1. 
fa3.ni2.ya4 

197 Perth  Po4.si1 

198 Peterborough  Bi3.de2.bo3.le4 

199 Phoenix  Fei1.ni2.ke4.si1 

200 Pierre  Pi2.er3 

201 Plymouth  Pu3.li4.mao2.si1 

202 Poole  Pu3.er3 

203 Portsmouth  Pu3.ci4.mao2.si1 

204 Preston  Pu3.lei2.si1.dun4 
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205 Providence 
 

Pu3.luo2.wei2. 
deng1.si1 

206 Raleigh  Luo2.li4 

207 Reading  Lei2.ding1 

208 Redbridge 
 

Lei2.de2. 
bu4.li3.qi2 

209 Redcar  Lei2.de2.ka3 

210 Rhode (Island) ( ) Luo2.de2.(dao3) 

211 Richmond  Li3.shi4.man3 

212 Rochdale  Luo2.qi2.dai3.er3 

213 Rotherham  Luo2.se4.le4.mu3 

214 Rutland  La1.te4.lan2 

215 Sacramento 
 

Sa4.ke4.la1. 
men2.tuo2 

216 Salem  Sai4.le4.mu3 

217 Salford  Suo3.er3.fu2.de2 

218 Santa Fe  Sheng4.fei1 

219 Scilly  Xi1.li4 

220 Scunthorpe  Si1.ken3.suo3.pu3 

221 Sefton  Sai4.fu1.dun4 

222 Sheffield  Xie4.fei1.er3.de2 

223 Shields  Xi1.er3.zi1 

224 Shorp(shire) 
( ) 

Shi2.luo2.pu3. 
(jun4) 

225 Shrewsbury 
 

Shi2.lu3.si1. 
bo2.li3 

226 Slough  Si1.lao2 

227 Solihull  Suo3.li4.ha1.er3 
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228 Somerset  Sa4.mo2.sai4.te4 

229 Southwark  Sa4.se4.ke4 

230 Springfield 
 

Si1.pu3.lin2.fei1. 
er3.de2 

231 St. Paul  Sheng4.bao3.luo2 

232 Stafford  Si1.ta3.fu2.de2 

233 Stockport 
 

Si1.tuo1. 
ke4.bo1.ke4 

234 Stockton  Si1.tuo1.ke4.dun4 

235 Stoke  Si1.tuo1.ke4 

236 Stretford 
 

Si1.te4.lei2.te4. 
fu2.de2 

237 Strood  Si1.te4.lu3.de2 

238 Suffolk  Sa4.fu2.ke4 

239 Sunderland  Sen1.de2.lan2 

240 Surrey  Sa4.li3 

241 Sussex  Sa4.sai4.ke4.si1 

242 Sutton  Sa4.dun4 

243 Swindon  Si1.wen1.deng1 

244 Sydney  Xi1.ni2 

245 Tallahassee  Ta3.la1.ha1.xi1 

246 Tasmania 
 

Ta3.si1. 
ma3.ni2.ya4 

247 Taunton  Tang1.dun4 

248 Tees  Di4.si1 

249 Telford  Te4.er3.fu2.de2 

250 Tennessee  Tian2.na4.xi1 
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251 Texas  De2.ke4.sa4.si1 

252 Thames  Tai4.wu3.shi4 

253 Thornbury  Sang1.bo2.li3 

254 Topeka  Tuo1.pi2.ka3 

255 Torbay  Tuo1.bei4 

256 Torquay  Tuo1.ji1 

257 Trafford  Te4.la1.fu2.de2 

258 Trenton  Te4.lun2.dun4 

259 Trowbridge 
 

Te4.luo2. 
bu4.li3.qi2 

560 Truro  Te4.lu3.luo2 

261 Tyneside  Tai4.en1.sai4.de2 

262 Utah  You2.ta1 

263 Veblen   Wei3.bu4.lun2 

264 Vermont  Fo2.meng2.te4 

265 Vesper /   Wei3.si1.po4 

266 Vevay  /   Wei3.wei3 

267 Victoria  Wei2.duo1.li4.ya4 

268 Virginia  Fu2.ji2.ni2.ya4 

269 Wakefield 
 

Wei3.ke4.fei1. 
er3.de2 

270 Wales  Wei1.er3.shi4 

271 Wallasey  Wo4.le4.xi1 

272 Wallsend  Wo4.er3.sen1.de2 

273 Walsall  Wo4.er3.suo3.er3 
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274 Waltham  Wo4.er3.se4.mu3 

275 Wandsworth  Wang4.zi1.wo4.si1 

276 Warrington  Wo4.ling2.dun4 

277 Warwick  Wo4.li3.ke4 

278 Washington  Hua2.sheng4.dun4 

279 Wellington  Hui4.ling2.dun4 

280 Westminster 
 

Wei1.si1.min3. 
si1.te4 

281 Widnes  Wei1.de2.ni2.si1 

282 Wigan  Wei1.gen1 

283 Wilt(shire) 
( ) 

Wei1.er3.te4.(jun4) 

284 Windsor  Wen1.sha1 

285 Wirral  Wei1.le4.er3 

286 Wisconsin  
Wei1.si1. 
kang1.xing1 

287 Wokingham  Wo4.jin1.e4.mu3 

288 Wolverhampton 
 

Wu3.er3.fu2. 
han4.pu3.dun4 

289 Worcester  Wu3.si1.te4 

290 Wrekin  Li3.jin1 

291 Wyoming  Huan2.e2.ming2 

292 York  Yue1.ke4 



Appendix D 
 
 

Loanwords from Common first names in Appendix 6 of the Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s English-Chinese Dictionary (Wehmeier et al. eds., 2004, 6th edition) 

 
 
Part 1: Female names 
 

 English IPA Characters MC Pinyin 

1 Abigail / b. e / A1.bi3.gai4.er3 

2 Ada / e d / Ai1.da2 

3 Agatha / / A1.jia1.sha1 

4 Aggie / i/ A1.ji2 

5 Agnes / s/ A1.ge2.ni1.si1 

6 Alex / l. ks/ Ya4.li4.ke4.si1 

7 Alexandra / l. z dr / Ya4.li4/.shan1.de2.la1 

8 Alexis / lek.s s/ Ya4.li4.ke4.xi1.si1 

9 Alice / l. s/ Ai4.li4.si1 

10 Alison / l. s n/ Ai4.li4.sen1 

11 Amanda / m n.d / A1.man4.da2 

12 Amy / e mi/ Ai1.mi3 

13 Angela / n.d l. / An1.jie2.la1 

14 Angie / n.d i/ An1.ji2 

15 Anita / ni .t / A1.ni2.ta3 

16 Ann / n/ An1 

17 Annabel / n. bel/ An1.na4.b ei4.er3 
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18 Annette / net/ An1.ni2.te4 

19 Annie / n.i/ An1.ni2 

20 Anthea / nt. i. / An1.xi1.ya4 

21 Antonia / n t ni. / An1.dong1.ni2.ya4 

22 Audrey / dri/ Ao4.de2.li4 

23 Ava / e v / Ai1.wa2 

24 Babs /b bz/ Ba1.bu4.si1 

25 Barbara / b b r. / Ba1.ba1.la1 

26 Basil / b z. l/ Ba1.zi1.er3 

27 Beatrice / b tr s/ Bi3.a1.te4.li4.si1 

28 Becky / bek.i/ Bei4.ji1 

29 Belinda /b l n.d / Bi3.lin2.da2 

30 Bernadette / b n det/ Bo2.na3.dai4.te4 

31 Beryl / ber. l/ Bei4.li3.er3 

32 Betsy / bet.si/ Bei.qi2 

33 Betty / bet.i/ Bei4.di4 

34 Bid /b d/ Bi3.de2 

35 Brenda / bren.d / Bu4.lun2.da2 

36 Bridget / br d t/ Bu4.li3.qi2.te4 

37 Candice / k n.d s/ Kan3.di2.si1 

38 Carla / k l / Ka3.la1 

39 Carol / k r. l/ Ka3.luo2 

40 Caroline / k r. l.a n/ Ka3.luo2.lin2 

41 Carrie / k r.i/ Ka3.li4 
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42 Cathy / k i/ Kai3.xi1 

43 Cecilia /s si li. / Sai4.xi1.li4.ya4 

44 Cecily / ses. .li/ Sai4.xi1.li4 

45 Celia / si li. / Xi1.li4.ya4 

46 Charlene / li n/ Cha2.lun2 

47 Charlotte / l t/ Xia4.luo4.te4 

48 Chloe / kl i/ Ke4.luo4.yi1 

49 Chris /kr s/ Ke4.li3.si1 

50 Chrissie / kr s.i/ Ke4.li3.xi1 

51 Christina /kr sti .n / Ke4.li3.si1.di4.na4 

52 Christine / kr s.ti n/ Ke4.li3.si1.ting2 

53 Cindy / s n.di/ Xin1.di2 

54 Clare/Claire /kle / Ke4.lai2.er3 

55 Claudia / kl di. / Ke4.lao3.di2.ya4 

56 Cleo / kli / Ke4.li4.ao4 

57 Connie / k n.i/ Kang1.ni2 

58 Constance / k nt.st nts/ Kang1.si1.tan3.si1 

59 Cynthia / s nt. i. / Xin1.xi1.ya4 

60 Daisy / de zi/ Dai4.xi1 

61 Daphne / d f.n / Da2.fu1.ni2 

62 Dawn /d n/ Tang2 

63 Deb /d b/ Dai4.bu4 

64 Debbie/Debby / deb.i/ Dai4.bi3 

65 Deborah / deb. r. / De2.bo2.la1 
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66 Deirdre / d dri/ Di2.er3.de2.li4 

67 Delia / di li. / Di2.li4.ya4 

68 Della / del. / Dai4.la1 

69 Denise /d ni z/ Dan1.ni2.si1 

70 Diana /da n. / Dai4.an1.na4 

71 Diane /da n/ Dai4.an1 

72 Dolly / d l.i/ Duo1.li4 

73 Dora / d r / Duo1.la1 

74 Doreen/Dorene / d ri n/ Duo1.lin2 

75 Doris / d r. s/ Duo1.li4.si1 

76 Dorothy / d r. i/ Duo1.luo2.xi1 

77 Dot /d t/ Duo1.te4 

78 Dottie / d t.i/ Duo1.di4 

79 Edith / i d / Yi1.di2.si1 

80 Edna / ed.n / Ai1.de2.na4 

81 Eileen / a li n/ Ai4.lin2 

82 Elaine / le n/ Yi1.lai2.en1 

83 Eleanor / el. n / Ai1.li4.nuo4 

84 Eleanora / el. n r / Ai1.li4.nuo4.la1 

85 Eliza / la z / Yi1.lai2.zha1 

86 Elizabeth / l z. b / Yi1.li4.sha1.bai2 

87 Ella / el. / Ai1.la1 

88 Ellen / el. n/ Ai1.lun2 

89 Ellie / eli/ Ai1.li4 
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90 Elsie / el.si/ Ai1.er3.xi1 

91 Emily / em. li/ Ai1.mi3.xi1 

92 Emma / em. / Ai1.ma3 

93 Erica / er. k / Ai1.li3.ka3 

94 Ethel / l/ Ai1.sai4.er3 

95 Eunice / ju n s/ You2.ni2.si1 

96 Eve /i v/ Yi1.wa2 

97 Evelyn / i v.l n/ Yi1.fu1.lin2 

98 Fay /fe / Fei4.yi1 

99 Felicity /f l s. ti/ Fei4.li4.xi1.di4 

100 Fiona /f n / Fei1.ao4.na4 

101 Flo /fl / Fu2.luo4 

102 Flora / fl r / Fu2.luo4.la1 

103 Florence / fl r. nts/ Fu2.luo4.lun2.si1 

104 Florrie / fl r.i/ Fu2.luo4.li3 

105 Fran /fr n/ Fu2.lang3 

106 Frances / fr nt.s s/ Fu2.lang3.xi1.si1 

107 Frankie / fr .ki/ Fu2.lang3.ji1 

108 Freda / fri d / Fu2.lei2.da2 

109 Georgia / d d / Qiao2.zhi4.ya4 

110 Georgina / d d i n / Qiao2.zhi4.na4 

111 Geraldine / d er ldi n/ Jie2.la1.er3.ding1 

112 Germaine /d me n/ Jie2.man4 

113 Gertie / ti/ Ge2.di4 
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114 Gertrude / tru d/ Ge2.te4.lu3.de2 

115 Gillian / d l.i. n/ Ji2.li4.en1 

116 Gladys / l d. s/ Ge2.la1.di2.si1 

117 Glenda / len.d / Ge2.lun2.da2 

118 Gloria / l ri. / Ge2.luo4.li4.ya4 

119 Grace / re s/ Ge2.lei2.si1 

120 Gracie / re si/ Ge2.lei2.xi1 

121 Gwendolen / wen.d l n/ Ge2.wen1.de2.lin2 

122 Hannah / h n. / Han4.na4 

123 Harriet / h r.i. t/ Ha1.li4.ya3.te4 

124 Hazel / he z  l/ Hei1.zi1.er3 

125 Heather / he / Hei2.se4 

126 Helen / hel. n/ Hai3.lun2 

127 Henrietta / hen.ri et. / Heng1.li3.ai1.ta3 

128 Hilary / h l. r.i/ Xi1.la1.li3 

129 Hilda / h l.d / Xi1.er3.da2 

130 Ida / a d / Ai4.da2 

131 Ingrid / r d/ Ying1.ge2.li3.de2 

132 Irene / a ri n/ Ai4.lin2 

133 Iris / a r s/ Ai4.li4.si1 

134 Isabel / z. bel/ Yi1.sha1.bei4.er3 

135 Isabella / z. bel. / Yi1.sha1.bei4.la1 

136 Ivy / a vi/ Ai4.wei2 

137 Jackie / d k.i/ Jie2.ji1 
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138 Jacqueline / d k. l n/ Jie2.kui2.lin2 

139 Jane /d e n/ Jian3 

140 Janet / d n. t/ Zhen1.ni2.te4 

141 Janey / d e ni/ Zhen1.ni2 

142 Janice / d n. s/ Jia3.ni2.si1 

143 Jean /d i n/ Qiong2 

144 Jennifer / d en. f / Zhen1.ni2.fu2 

145 Jenny /d en.i/ Zhen1.ni2 

146 Jessica / d es k / Jie2.xi1.ka3 

147 Jill /d l/ Ji2.er3 

148 Jilly / d l. / Ji2.li4 

149 Joan /d n/ Qiong2 

150 Joanna /d n. / Qiao2.an1.na4 

151 Jocelyn / d s.l n/ Qiao2.si1.lin2 

152 Jody / d di/ Qiao2.di2 

153 Joyce /d s/ Qiao2.yi1.si1 

154 Judith / d u d / Zhu1.di2.si1 

155 Julia / d u .l / Zhu1.li4.ya4 

156 Julie / d u li/ Zhu1.li4 

157 Juliet / d u li. t/ Zhu1.li4.ye4 

158 June /d u n/ Qiong2 

159 Karen / k r. n/ Ka3.lun2 

160 Kate /ke t/ Kai3.te4 

161 Katherine / k r n/ Kai3.se4.lin2 
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162 Kim /k m/ Jin1 

163 Kirsten / k st n/ Ke1.er3.si1.teng2 

164 Kitty / k t.i/ Ji1.di4 

165 Laura / l r / Lao2.la1 

166 Lauretta, Loretta /l ret. / Luo4.lei2.ta3 

167 Lesley / lez.li/ Lai2.si1.li4 

168 Libby / l b.i/ Li4.bi3 

169 Lilian /Lillian / l l.i. n/ Li4.lian2 

170 Lily / l l.i/ Li4.li4 

171 Linda / l n.d / Lin2.da2 

172 Lisa / li s / Li4.sa4 

173 Livia / l v.i. / Li4.wei2.ya4 

174 Liz /l z/ Li4.zi1 

175 Liza / la z / Li4.sha1 

176 Lois / l s/ Luo4.yi1.si1 

177 Lorna / l n / Luo4.na4 

178 Louisa /lu i z / Lu4.yi4.sha1 

179 Louise /lu i z/ Lu4.yi4.si1 

180 Lucia / lu si. / Lu4.xi1.ya4 

181 Lucy / lu si/ Lu4.xi1 

182 Lucinda /lu s n.d / Lu4.xin1.da2 

183 Lydia / l d.i. / Li4.bi3.ya4 

184 Lyn /l n/ Lin2.en1 

185 Mabel / me b  l/  Mei2.bu4.er3 
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186 Madeleine / m d. l. n/ Ma3.de2.lin2 

187 Madge /m d / Ma3.qi2 

188 Maisie / me zi/ Mei2.xi1 

189 Mandy / m n.d / Man4.di2 

190 Marcia / m si. / Ma3.xi1.ya4 

191 Margaret / m r. t/ Ma3.ge2.li4.te4 

192 Margery / m d ri/ Ma3.jie2.li3 

193 Margie / m d i/ Ma3.ji2 

194 Maria /m ri / Ma3.li4.ya4 

195 Marian  
 

Ma3.li3.an1 
(ma3.li3.en1) 

196 Marie /m ri / Ma3.li4 

197 Marlene / m li n/ Ma3.lin2 

198 Martha / m / Ma3.sha1 

199 Martina /m ti n /  Ma3.ding1.na4 

200 Mary / me ri/ Ma3.li4 

201 Maud /m d/ Mo4.de2 

202 Maureen / m ri n/ Mo4.lin2 

203 Mavis / me v s/ Mei2.wei2.si1 

204 Meg /me / Mei2.ge2 

205 Melanie / mel. ni/ Mei2.la1.ni2 

206 Melinda /m l n.d / Mei2.lin2.da2 

207 Michelle /m el/ Mi3.xie2.er3 

208 Mildred / m l.dr d/ Mi3.er3.de2.li3.de2 
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209 Millicent / m l. nt/ Mi3.li4.sen1.te4 

210 Miranda /m r n.d / Mi3.lan2.da2 

211 Miriam / m r.i. m/ Mi3.li3.ya4.mu3 

212 Moira / m r / Mo4.yi1.la1 

213 Molly / m l.i/ Mo4.li4 

214 Monica / m n. k / Mo4.ni2.ka3 

215 Muriel / mj ri. l/ Miu4.li4.er3 

216 Nadia / n di. / Na4.di2.ya4 

217 Nancy / n nt.si/ Nan2.xi1 

218 Naomi / ne mi/ Nei4.ao4.mi3 

219 Natalie / n t. l.i/ Na4.ta3.li4 

220 Natasha /n t / Na4.ta3.sha1 

221 Nell /n l/ Nei4.er3 

222 Nelly / nel.i/ Nei4.li4 

223 Nicky / n k. / Ni2.ji1 

224 Nicola / n k. l. / Ni.gu3.la1 

224 Nora / n r / Nuo4.la1 

225 Norma / n m / Nuo4.er3.ma3 

226 Olive / l. v/ Ao4.li4.fu1 

227 Olivia / l v.i. / Ao4.li4.wei2.ya4 

228 Pam /p m/ Pa4.mu3 

229 Pamela / p m. l. / Pa4.mei2.la1 

230 Pat /p t/ Pa4.te4 

231 Patience / pe nts/ Pei4.xing1.si1 
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232 Patricia /p tr / Pa4.te4.li3.xia4 

233 Patty / p t.i/ Pa4.di4 

234 Paula / p l / Bao3.la1 

235 Pauline / p li n/ Bo1.lin2 

236 Peg /pe / Pei4.ge2 

237 Peggy /p i/ Pei4.ji2 

238 Penelope /p nel. pi/ Pei4.nei4.luo4.pu3 

239 Penny / pen.i/ Peng2.ni2 

240 Philippa / f l. p / Fei1.li4.pa4 

241 Phoebe / fi bi/ Fei1.bi3 

242 Phyllis / f l. s/ Fei1.li4.si1 

243 Poll /p l/ Bo1.er3 

244 Polly / p l.i/ Bo1.li4 

245 Priscilla /pr s l. / Pu3.li3.xi1.la1 

246 Prudence / pru d nts/ Pu3.lu3.deng1.si1 

247 Rachel / re t l/ Lei2.qie4.er3 

248 Rebecca /r bek. / Li4.bei4.ka3 

249 Rhoda / r d / Luo2.da2 

250 Rita / ri t / Li4.ta3 

251 Roberta /r b t / Luo2.bo2.ta3 

252 Robin / r b. n/ Luo2.bin1 

253 Rosalie / r z l.i/ Luo2.sha1.li4 

254 Rosalind / r z. l. nd/ Luo2.sha1.lin2.de2 

255 Rosalyn / r z. l. n/ Luo2.sha1.lin2 
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256 Rose /r z/ Luo2.si1 

257 Rosemary / r z.m r.i/ Luo2.si1.ma3.li4 

258 Ruth /ru / Lu3.si1 

259 Sal /s l/ Sa4.er3 

260 Sally / s l.i/ Sa4.li4 

261 Sam /s m/ Sa4.mu3 

262 Samantha /s m nt. / Sa4.man4.sha1 

263 Sandra / s dr / Sang1.de2.la1 

264 Sandy / s n.di/ Sang1.di2 

265 Sarah / s r / Sa4.la1 

266 Sharon / r. n/ Sha1.lun2 

267 Sheila / i l / Xi1.la1 

268 Shirley / li/ Xue3.li4 

269 Silvia / s l.vi. / Xi1.er3.wei2.ya4 

270 Sonia / s n.j / Suo3.ni2.ya4 

271 Sophia /s fi . / Suo3.fei1.ya4 

272 Sophie / s fi/ Suo3.fei1 

273 Stella / stel. / Si1.te4.la1 

274 Stephanie / stef. n.i/ Si1.di4.fa3.ni2 

275 Sue /su / Su1 

276 Susanna /su z n. / Su1.shan1.na4 

277 Suzanne /su z n/ Su1.shan1 

278 Suzy / su zi/ Su1.xi1 

279 Sybil / s b. l/ Xi1.bi3.er3 
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280 Teresa /t ri z / Te4.li3.sa4 

281 Tess /tes/ Te4.si1 

282 Tessa / tes. / Te4.sa4 

283 Thelma / el.m / Sai4.er3.ma3 

284 Tina / ti n / Di4.na4 

285 Toni / t ni/ Tuo1.ni2 

286 Tracy / tre si/ Te4.lei2.xi1 

287 Tricia / tr / Te4.li3.xi1.ya4 

288 Trudy / tru di/ Te4.lu3.di2 

289 Ursula / sj l / E4.xiu1.la1 

290 Val /v l/ Wa3.er3 

291 Valerie / v l. r.i/ Wa3.lai2.li4 

292 Vanessa /v nes. / Wa3.nei4.sa4 

293 Vera / v r / Wei1.la1 

294 Veronica /v r n. k / Wei2.lang3.ni2.ka3 

295 Vicky / v k.i/ Wei2.ji1 

296 Viola / va l / Wei2.ao4.la1 

297 Violet / va l t/ Wa3.ao4.lai3.te4 

298 Vivien / v v.i. n/ Wei2.wei2.en1 

299  Wendy / wen.di/ Wen1.di2 

300 Winifred / w n. fr d/ Wei1.ni2.fu2.lei2.de2 

301 Winnie / w n.i/ Wei1.ni2 

302 Yvonne / v n/ Yi1.feng2.na4 

303 Zoe / z i/ Zuo1.yi1 
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Part 2: Male names 
 

 English UK Characters MC Pinyin 

1 Abe /e b/ A1.bei4 

2 Abraham / e br h m/ Ya4.bo2.la1.han4 

3 Adam / d. m/ Ya4.dang1 

4 Adrian / e dri. n/ A1.de2.li3.an1 

5 Al / l/ A1.er3 

6 Alan / l. n/ Ai4.lun2 

7 Albert / l.b t/ Ai4.bo2.te4 

8 Alec / l. k/ Ya4.li4.ke4 

9 Alexander / l. z d / Ya4.li4.shan1.da4 

10 Alf / lf/ A1.er3.fu1 

11 Alfie / l.fi/ A1.er3.fei1 

12 Alfred / l.fr d/ Ai4.er3.fu2.lei2.de2 

13 Alvin / l.v n/ A1.er3.wen2 

14 Andrew / n.dru / An1.de2.lu3 

15 Angus / s/ An1.ge2.si1 

16 Anthony / n.t ni/ An1.dong1.ni2 

17 Archibald / t b ld/ A1.qi2.bo2.er3.de2 

18 Arnold / n ld/ A1.nuo4.de2 

19 Arthur / / A1.se4 

20 Auberon / b r n/ Ao4.bo2.lun2 

21 Aubrey / bri/ Ao4.bu4.li3 
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22 Barnaby / b n bi/ Ba1.na4.bi3 

23 Barry / b r.i/ Ba1.li3 

24 Bartholomew /b l. mju / Ba4.sai4.luo4.miu4 

25 Benjamin / ben.d m n/ Bei3.jie2.ming2 

26 Bernard / b n d/ Bo2.na4.de2 

27 Bernie / b ni/ Bo2.ni2 

28 Bert /b t/ Bo3.te4 

29 Bill /b l/ Bi3.er3 

30 Billy / b l.i/ Bi3.li4 

31 Bob /b b/ Bao4.bo2 

32 Boris / b r. s/ Bao4.li3.si1 

33 Brad /br d/ Bu4.la1.de2 

34 Bruce /bru s/ Bu4.lu3.si1 

35 Bryan / bra n/ Bu4.lai4.en1 

35 Bud /b d/ Ba1.de2 

36 Carl /k l/  Ka3.er3 

37 Cecil / ses. l/ Sai4.xi1.er3 

38 Cedric / sed.r k/ Xi1.de2.li3.ke4 

39 Charles /t lz/ Cha2.er3.si1 

40 Charlie / t li/ Cha2.li4 

41 Chris /kr s/ Ke4.li3.si1 

42 Christopher / kr s.t f / Ke4.li3.si1. 
tuo1.fu2 

43 Clarence / kl r. nts/ Ke4.la1.lun2.si1 

44 Clark /kl k/ Ke4.la1.ke4 
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45 Claude /kl d/ Ke4.lao2.de2 

46 Clement /klem. nt/ Ke4.lai2.men2.te4 

47 Cliff /kl f/ Li4.li4.fu1 

48 Clifford / kl f. d/ Ke4.li3.fu2.de2 

49 Clint /kl nt/ Ke4.lin2.te4 

50 Clive /kla v/ Ke4.lai2.fu1 

51 Clyde /kla d/ Ke4.lai2.de2 

52 Colin / k l. n/ Ke1.lin2 

53 Craig /kre / Ke4.lei2.ge2 

54 Curt /k t/ Ke1.te4 

55 Cyril / s r. l/ Xi1.li3.er3 

56 Dale /de l/ Dai4.er3 

57 Daniel / d n.j l/ Dan1.ni2.er3 

58 Darrell / d r. l/ Da2.lei2.er3 

59 Darren / d r. n/ Da2.lun2 

60 Dave /de v/ Dai4.fu1 

61 David / de v d/ Dai4.wei2 

62 Dean /di n/ Di1.an1 

63 Dennis / den. s/ Dan1.ni2.si1 

64 Derek / der. k/ De2.li3.ke4 

65 Desmond / dez.m nd/ De2.si1.meng2.de2 

66 Dick /d k/ Di2.ke4 

67 Dirk /d k/ De2.ke4 

68 Dominic / d m. n k/ Duo1.mi3.ni2.ke4 
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69 Donald / d n. ld/ Tang2.na4.de2 

70 Douglas / d l s/ Dao4.ge2.la1.si1 

71 Duane /dwe n/ Du4.an1 

72 Dudley / d d.li/ Da2.de2.li4 

73 Duncan / d k n/ Deng4.ken3 

74 Dustin / d s.t n/ Da2.si1.ting2 

75 Dwight /dwa t/  De2.huai2.te4 

76 Ed / d/ Ai1.de2 

77 Eddy / ed.i/ Ai1.di2 

78 Edgar / ed. / Ai1.de2.jia1 

79 Edmund / ed.m nd/ Ai1.de2.meng2 

80 Edward / ed.w d/ Ai4.de2.hua2 

81 Edwin / ed.w n/ Ai1.de2.wen1 

82 Elmer / el.m / Ai1.er3.mo4 

83 Elroy / el.r / Ai1.er3.luo2.yi1 

84 Enoch / i n k/ Yi1.nuo4.ke4 

85 Eric / er. k/ Ai1.li3.ke4 

86 Ernest / n st/ Ou1.nei4.si1.te4 

87 Errol / er. l/ Ai1.luo2.er3 

88 Eugene /ju d i n/ You2.jin1 

89 Felix / fi l ks/ Fei4.li4.ke4.si1 

90 Ferdinand / f d .n nd/ Fei4.di2.nan2.de2 

91 Floyd /fl d/ Fu2.luo4.yi1.de2 

92 Francis / fr nt.s s/ Fu2.lang3.xi1.si1 
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93 Frank /fr k/ Fu2.lan2.ke4 

94 Frankie / fr ki/ Fu2.lan2.ji1 

95 Frederick / fred. r. k/ Fu1.lei2.de2. 
li3.ke4 

96 Gabriel / e bri. l/ Jia1.bu4.li3. 
ai1.er3 

97 Gary / r.i/ Jia1.li3 

98 Gavin / v. n/ Jia1.wen2 

99 George /d d / Qiao2.zhi4 

100 Gerald / d er. ld/ Jie2.la1.er3.de3 

101 Gerard / d er. d/ Jie2.le4.de2 

102 Gilbert / l.b t/ Jie2.er3.bo2.te4 

103 Giles /d a lz/ Jia3.er3.si1 

104 Glen / l n/ Ge2.lun2 

105 Godfrey / d.fri/ Ge1.fu2.lei2 

106 Gordon / d n/ Ge1.deng1 

107 Graham / re m/ Ge2.lei2.e4.mu3 

108 Gregory / re r.i/ Ge2.lei2.ge1.li3 

109 Guy / a / Gai4.yi1 

110 Hal /h l/ Ha1.er3 

111 Hank /h k/ Han4.ke4 

112 Harold / h r. ld/ Ha1.luo2.de2 

113 Harry /h r.i/ Ha1.li3 

114 Herb /h b/ He4.bu4 

115 Herbert / h b t/ He4.bo2.te4 

116 Horace /h r. s/   Huo4.le4.si1 
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117 Howard /ha d/ Huo4.hua2.de2 

118 Hubert / hju b t/ Xiu1.bo2.te4 

119 Hugh /hju / Xiu1 

120 Hugo / hju / Yu3.guo3 

121 Humphrey / h mp. fri/ Han4.fu2.lai2 

122 Ian / i n/ Yi1.en1 

123 Isaac / a z k/  Ai4.sa4.ke2 

124 Ivan / a v n/ Yi1.fan2 

125 Ivor / a v / Ai4.fu2 

126 Jack /d k/ Jie2.ke4 

127 Jake /d e k/ Jie2.ke4 

128 James /d e mz/ Zhan1.mu3.si1 

129 Jason / d e s n/ Jia3.sen1 

130 Jasper / d s.p / Jia3.si1.po4 

131 Jeff /d ef/ Jie2.fu1 

132 Jeffrey / d ef.ri/ Jie2.fu2.li3 

133 Jeremy / d er. mi/ Jie2.li3.mi3 

134 Jerome /d r m/ Jie2.luo2.mu3 

135 Jerry / d r.i/ Jie2.li3 

136 Jim /d m/ Ji2.mu3 

137 Jimmy / d m.i/ Ji2.mi3 

138 Joe /d / Qiao2 

139 Jon /d n/ Qiao2.en1 

140 Jonathan / d n. n/ Qiao2.na4.sen1 
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141 Julian / d u li. n/ Zhu1.li4.an1 

142 Justin / d s.t n/ Jia3.si1.ting2 

143 Keith /ki / Ji1.si1 

144 Ken /k n/ Ken3 

145 Kenneth / ken. / Ken3.ni2.si1 

146 Kev /k v/ Kai3.fu1 

147 Kevin / kev. n/ Kai3.wen2 

148 Kirk /k k/ Ke1.ke4 

149 Lance /l nts/ Lan2.si1 

150 Larry / l r.i/ La1.li3 

151 Laurence / l r. nts/ Lao2.lun2.si1 

152 Laurie / l r.i/ Lao3.li3 

153 Len /l n/ Lai2.en1 

154 Lenny / len.i/ Lun2.ni2 

155 Leo / li / Li4.ao4 

156 Leonard / len. d/ Lun2.na4.de2 

157 Leslie / lez.li/ Lai2.si1.li4 

158 Lester / les.t / Lai2.si1.te4 

159 Lewis / lu s/ Lu4.yi4.si1 

160 Lionel / la n l/ Lai2.ang2.nei4.er3 

161 Luke /lu k/ Lu2.ke4 

162 Malcolm / m l.k m/ Ma3.er3.ke1.mu3 

163 Mark /m k/ Ma3.ke4 

164 Martin / m t n/ Ma3.ding1 
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165 Marty / m ti/ Ma3.di4 

166 Matt /m t/ Ma3.te4 

167 Matthew / m ju / Ma3.xiu1 

168 Maurice/Morris / m r. s/ Mo4.li3.si1 

169 Max /m ks/ Ma3.ke4.si1 

170 Mervyn / m v n/ Mo4.wen2 

171 Michael / ma k l/ Mai4.ke4.er3 

172 Mickey / m k.i/ Mi3.ji1 

173 Miles /ma lz/ Mai4.er3.si1 

174 Mitch /m t / Mi3.qi2 

175 Mitchell / m t l/ Mi3.qie4.er3 

176 Mort /m t/ Mo4.te4 

177 Nat /n t/ Na4.sen1 

178 Nathan / ne n/ Nei4.sen1 

179 Nathaniel /n n.j l/ Na4.sa4.ni2.er3 

180 Ned /ned/ Nei4.de2 

181 Neddy / ned.i/ Nei4.di2 

182 Neil /ni l/ Ni2.er3 

183 Nicholas / n k. l. s/ Ni2.gu3.la1.si1 

184 Nick /n k/ Ni2.ke4 

185 Nicky / n k.i/ Ni2.ji1 

186 Nigel / na d l/ Nai4.jie2.er3 

187 Noel / n l/ Nuo4.ai1.er3 

188 Norm /n m/ Nuo4.mu3 
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189 Norman / n m n/ Nuo4.man4 

190 Oliver / l. v / Ao4.li4.fu2 

191 Ollie / l.i/ Ao4.li4 

192 Oswald / z.w ld/ Ao4.si1.wa3. 
er3.de2 

193 Owen / n/ Ou1.wen2 

194 Oz / z/ Ao4.zi1 

195 Ozzie / z.i/ Ao4.qi2 

196 Paul /p l/ Bao3.luo2 

197 Percy / p si/ Po4.xi1 

198 Pete /pi t/ Pi2.te4 

199 Peter / pi t / Bi3.de2 

200 Phil /f l/ Fei1.er3 

201 Philip / f l. p/ Fei1.li4.pu3 

202 Quentin / kwen.t n/ Kun1.ting2 

203 Ralph /r lf/ La1.er3.fu1 

204 Randolph / r n.d lf/ Lun2.dao4.fu1 

205 Randy / r n.di/ Lan2.di2 

206 Raphael / r f.e l/ La1.fei2.er3 

207 Raymond / re m nd/ Lei2.meng2.de2 

208 Reg /red / Lei2.ji2 

209 Reginald / r d n ld/ Lei2.jin1.na4.de2 

210 Rex /reks/ Lei2.ke4.si1 

211 Richard / r t d/ Li3.cha2.de2 

212 Rick /r k/ Li3.ke4 
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213 Ricky / r k.i/ Li3.ji1 

214 Ritchie / r t i/ Li3.qi2 

215 Rob /r b/ Luo2.bu4 

216 Robbie / r b.i/ Luo2.bi3 

217 Robert / r b. t/ Luo2.bo2.te4 

218 Robin / r b. n/ Luo2.bin1 

219 Rod /r d/ Luo2.de2 

220 Roderick / r d. r. k/ Luo2.de2.li3.ke4 

221 Rodge /r d / Luo2.ji2 

222 Rodney / r d.ni/ Luo2.de2.ni2 

223 Roger / r d / Luo2.jie2 

224 Ron /r n/ Luo2.en1 

225 Ronald / r n. ld/ Luo2.na4.de2 

226 Ronnie / r n.i/ Long2.ni2 

227 Roy /r / Luo1.yi1 

228 Rudolf / ru d lf/ Lu3.dao4.fu1 

229 Rufus / ru f s/ Lu3.fu2.si1 

230 Rupert / ru p t/ Lu3.po4.te4 

231 Russ /r s/ La1.si1 

232 Russell / r s. l/ La1.sai4.er3 

233 Sam /s m/ Sa4.mu3 

234 Sammy / s m.i/ Sa4.mi3 

235 Samuel / m.ju l/ Sai4.miu4.er3 

236 Scott /sk t/ Si1.ke1.te4 
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237 Seb /seb/ Sai4.bu4 

238 Sebastian /s b s.ti. n/ Sai4.ba1.si1. 
di4.an1 

239 Sid /s d/ Xi1.de2 

240 Simon / sa m n/ Xi1.meng2 

241 Stanley / st n.li/ Si1.tan3.li4 

242 Stephen / sti v n/ Si1.di4.fen1 

243 Stewart /stju t/ Si1.tu2.er2.te4 

244 Ted /ted/ Te4.de2 

245 Teddy / ted.i/ Te4.di2 

246 Tel /tel/ Te4.er3 

247 Terence / ter. nts/ Te4.lun2.si1 

248 Terry / ter.i/ Te4.li3 

249 Theo / i / Xi1.ao4 

250 Theodore / i d / Xi1.ao4.duo1 

251 Thomas / t m. s/ Tuo1.ma3.si1 

252 Tim /t m/ Di4.mu3 

253 Timmy / t m.i/ Di4.mi3 

254 Timothy / t m. i/ Di4.mo4.xi1 

255 Toby / t bi/ Tuo1.bi3 

256 Tom /t m/ Tang1.mu3 

257 Tommy / t m.i/ Tang1.mi3 

258 Tony / t .ni/ Tuo1.ni2 

259 Trevor / trev. / Te4.lei2.fu2 

260 Vic /v k/ Wei2.ke4 
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261 Victor / v k.t / Wei2.ke4.tuo1 

262 Vince /v nts/ Wen2.si1 

263 Vincent / v nt.s nt/ Wen2.sen1.te4 

264 Viv /v v/ Wei2.fu1 

265 Vivian / v v.i. n/ Wei2.wei2.an1 

266 Wally / w li/ Wo4.li4 

267 Walter / w l.t / Wo4.er3.te4 

268 Warren / w r. n/ Wo4.lun2 

269 Wayne /we n/ Wei3.en1 

270 Wilbur / w l.b / Wei1.er3.bo2 

271 Wilfred / w l.fr d/ Wei1.er3.fu3. 
li3.de2 

272 Will /w l/ Wei1.er3 

273 William / w l.j m/ Wei1.lian2 

274 Willy / w l.i/ Wei1.li4 



Appendix E 
 
 

Phonemic-semantic loanwords1 
 
 

Table 1 Phonemic-semantic loanwords with deviation 
 

 English Characters MC Pinyin Gloss 

1 bandage   Beng1.dai4 to draw tight-belt 

3 benzene  Ben3.jing1 
a character created 
for benzene-spirit 

4 bowling  Bao3.ling2.qiu to protect-age-(ball) 

5 Byzantine  Bai4.zhan4.ting2 
to worship-to 
occupy-imperial 

6 carnation  Kang1.nai3.xin1 
Health-to be-
pervasive fragrance 

7 champagne ( ) Xiang1.bin1.jiu3 
aroma-a kind of apple 
tree-(alcohol) 

8 cigar  Xue3.jia1 snow-lotus stem 

9 cyclamen  Xian1.ke4.lai2 
immortal-guest-to 
come 

10 Dorothy   Tao2.le4.sai4 peach-happy-match 

11 dumping  Tun2.bing4 
to assemble-
altogether 

12 engine  Yin3.qing2 to pull-to support 

13 Esperanto  
Ai4.si1.bu4. 
nan2.du2 

to love-this-not-
difficult-to read 

14 fans  Fen3.si1 rice noodles 

15 hacker  Hei1.ke4 Black-guest 

16 hacker  Hai4.ke4 astonishing-guest 

17 index  Yin3.de2 to cite-to get 

1 The phonemic-semantic loanwords listed here are taken from the Dictionary of Loanwords in Chinese 
(Liu et al. 1984) and the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary (2005, 5th edition), edited by the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences, Research Institute of Language Department of Dictionary. More examples 
can also be found in the other two dictionaries, i.e. Appendices C and D.  
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18 lemon  Ning2.meng2 
a kind of tree-a 
character created for 
lemon 

19 mammoth  Meng3.ma3 
strong dog-a 
character created for 
mammoth  

20 media  Mei2.ti3 
matchmaker- 
substance 

21 neon (lamp) ( ) Ni2.hong2 rainbow-(lamp) 

22 Pepsi-cola  Bai3.shi4.ke3.le4 
hundred-business-
able-happy 

24 pump  Beng4 
A character created 
for pump 

25 pound  bang4 a measure of weight 

26 pound ( )  (Ying1).Bang4 
(England)-a measure 
of money 

27 Reuters ( ) Lu4.tou4.(she4) 
road-transparent-
(agency) 

28 shampoo  Xiang1.bo1 aroma-wave 

29 simmons  Xi2.meng4.si1 
matress-dream-to 
think 

30 sonar  Sheng1.na4 sound-to accept  

31 sunburn  Shai4.ban1 
(of the sun) shine 
upon-spot 

32 sundae  Sheng4.dai4 sacred-to replace 

33 totem  Tu2.teng2 picture-to rise 

34 turbine ( ) Tou4.ping2.(ji1) 
transparent-flat-
(machine) 

35  utopia  Wu1.tuo1.bang1 
nothing-to support-
country 

36 vermouth  Wei4.mei3.si1 
taste-beautiful-to 
think 

37 Wall (street) ( ) Hua2.er3.(jie1) 
prosperous-you-
(street) 

38 waltz  Hua2.er3.zi1 gorgeous-you-now 
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Table 2 Phonemic-semantic loanword without deviation 
 

 English Characters MC Pinyin Gloss 

1 gene  Ji1.yin1 basic-reason 

2 hippie  Xi1.pi2 to play-naughty 

3 hippies  Xi1.pi2.shi4 
to play-naughty-
person 

4 vitamin  Wei2.ta1.ming4 to maintain-he-life 

5 UFO  You1.fu2 conceal-float 

 



Appendix F 
 
 

The adaptation of English onset consonants in MC 
 
 

Table 1 The adaptation of English plosive onsets [b, p, d, t, , k] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[p-] 132 (97.78%) 
[b-] 

[p -] 3 (2.22%) 

Total [b-]  135 (100%) 

[p-] 29 (34.18%) 
[p-] 

[p -] 50 (65.82%) 

Total [p-]  79 (100%) 

[t-] 144 (92.90%) 
[d-] 

[t -] 11 (7.10%) 

Total [d-]  155 (100%) 

[t-] 44 (30.56%) 
[t-] 

[t -] 100 (69.44%) 

Total [t-]  144 (100%) 

[k-] 49 (79.03%) 
[ -] 

[t -] 13 (20.97%) 

Total [ -]  62 (100%) 

[k-] 7 (4.27%) 

[k -] 123 (75%) 

[t -] 31 (18.90%) 

[t -] 2 (1.22%) 

[k-] 

[x-] 1 (0.61%) 

Total [k-]  164 (100%) 
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Table 2 The adaptation of English fricative onsets [f, v, s, , , h] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[f-] [f-] 59 (100%) 

Total [f-]  59 (100%) 

[f-] 14 (24.56%) 

[w-] 42 (73.68%) [v-] 

[xw-] 1 (1.75%) 

Total [v-]  57 (100%) 

[s-] 124 (66.31%) 

[ -] 49 (26.20%) [s-] 

[ -] 14 (7.49%) 

Total [s-]  187 (100%) 

[s-] 17 (60.71%) 

[ -] 7 (25%) 

[ -] 3 (10.71%) 
[ -] 

[t -] 1 (3.57%) 

Total [ -]  28 (100%) 

[ -] [s-] 1 (100%) 

Total [ -]  1 (100%) 

[x-] 59 (85.51%) 

[ -] 9 (13.04%) [h-] 

[ -] 1 (1.44%) 

Total [h-]  69 (100%) 
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Table 3 The adaptation of English affricate onsets [d , t ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[t -] 46 (54.12%) 

[t -] 19 (22.35%) 

[ts-] 2 (2.35%) 
[d -] 

[t -] 18 (21.18%) 

Total [d -]  85 (100%) 

[t -] 12 (63.16%) 

[t -] 6 (31.58%) [t -] 

[t -] 1 (5.26%) 

Total [t -]  19 (100%) 

 
Table 4 The adaptation of English nasal onsets [m, n] in MC 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[m-] [m-] 161 (100%) 

Total [m-]  161 (100%) 

[n-] [n-] 137 (100%) 

Total [n-]  137 (100%) 

 
Table 5 The adaptation of English liquid onsets [l, r] in MC 

English MC No. (%) 

[l-] 221 (99.55%) 
[l-] 

[n-] 1 (0.45%) 

Total [l-]  222 (100%) 

[l-] 268 (99.26%) 

[n-] 1 (0.37%) [r-] 

[Ø] 1 (0.37%) 

Total [r-]  270 (100%) 

 
Note: the symbol ‘Ø’ stands for deletion. 
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Table 6 The adaptation of English glide onsets [w, j] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[w-] 43 (79.63%) 
[w-] 

[xw-] 11 (20.37%) 

Total [w-]  54 (100%) 

[j-]/[i] 20 (80%) 
[j-] 

[y] 1 (4%) 

 [u] 4 (16%) 

Total [j-]  25 (100%) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



Appendix G 
 
 

The adaptation of English coda consonants in MC 
 
 

Table 1 The adaptation of English plosive codas [b, p, d, t, , k] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[-b] [pV] 7 (100%) 

Total [-b]  7 (100%) 

[pV] 1 (8.33%) 

[p V] 8 (66.67%) [-p] 

[Ø] 3 (25%) 

Total [-p]  12 (100%) 

[tV] 41 (71.93%) 

[t V] 1 (1.75%) [-d] 

[Ø] 15 (26.32%) 

Total [-d]  57 (100%) 

[tV] 1 (1.85%) 

[t V] 39 (72.22%) [-t] 

[Ø] 14 (25.93%) 

Total [-t]  54 (100%) 

[kV] 5 (62.5%) 

[k V] 1 (12.5%) [- ] 

[Ø] 2 (25%) 

Total [- ]  8 (100%) 

[k V] 51 (83.61%) 
[-k] 

[Ø] 10 (16.39%) 

Total [-k]  61 (100%) 
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Table 2 The adaptation of English fricative codas [f, v, s, z, , ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[-f] [fV] 6 (100%) 

Total [-f]  6 (100%) 

[-v] [fV] 6 (100%) 

Total [-v]  6 (100%) 

[sV] 66 (95.65%) 

[ V] 2 (2.90%) [-s] 

[Ø] 1 (1.45%) 

Total [-s]  69 (100%) 

[sV] 23 (74.19%) 

[ V] 6 (19.35%) [-z] 

[tsV] 2 (6.45%) 

Total [-z]  31 (100%) 

[sV] 9 (90%) 
[- ] 

[Ø] 1 (10%) 

Total [- ]  10 (100%) 

[- ] [sV] 1 (100%) 

Total [- ]  1 (100%) 
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Table 3 The adaptation of English affricate codas [d , dz, ts] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[t V] 2 (28.57%) 

[t V] 4 (57.14%) [-d ] 

[t V] 1 (14.29%) 

Total [-d ]  7 (100%) 

[-dz] [tsV] 1 (100%) 

Total [dz]  1 (100%) 

[t V] 3 (60%) 
[-ts] 

[tsV] 2 (40%) 

Total [-ts]  5 (100%) 

 
 

Table 4 The adaptation of English nasal codas [m, n, ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[mV] 23 (41.82%) 

[-n] 22 (40%) [-m] 

[- ] 10 (18.18%) 

Total [-m]  55 (100%) 

[-n] 202 (72.92%) 

[- ] 74 (26.71%) [-n] 

[mV] 1 (0.36%) 

Total [-n]  277 (100%) 

[-n] 18 (37.5%) 
[- ] 

[- ] 30 (62.5%) 

Total [- ]  48 (100%) 
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Table 5 The adaptation of English liquid codas [l, r] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[lV] 2 (1.61%) 

[ r] 105 (84.68%) [-l] 

[Ø] 17 (13.71%) 

Total [-l]  124 (100%) 

[-r] [ r] 6 (100%) 

Total [-r]  6 (100%) 

 
Note: English coda [r] is mostly not adapted, since the input is argued to be British 
English. However, there are 6 cases (shown in Table 5) in which the coda [-r] is 
adapted to MC [ r]. These cases might be adapted based on American English. 

 
 



Appendix H 
 
 

The adaptation of English vowels in MC 
 
 

Table 1 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[a] 64 (95.52%) 

[ ] 2 (2.99%) [ ] 

[wo] 1 (1.49%) 

Total [ ]  67 (100%) 

 
Table 2 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[a] 88 (84.62%) 

[ai] 12 (11.54%) 

[ ] 3 (2.88%) 

[ei] 1 (0.96%) 

[ ] 

[wo] 1 (0.96%) 

Total [ ]  104 (100%) 

 
Table 3 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[a] 21 (77.78%) 

[ai] 2 (7.41%) 

[  2 (7.41%) 

[u] 1 (3.70%) 

[ ] 

[ u] 1 (3.70%) 

Total [ ]  27 (100%) 
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Table 4 The adaptation of English vowel [u, ] in MC 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[u] 44 (93.62%) 
[u, ] 

[wo] 3 (6.38%) 

Total [u, ]  47 (100%) 

 
Table 5 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 

 
 

 
Table 6 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[wo] 55 (59.14%) 

[ u] 20 (21.51%) 

[ ] 7 (7.53%) 

[u] 5 (5.38%) 

[a] 5 (5.38%) 

[ ] 

[ou] 1 (1.08%) 

Total [ ]  93 (100%) 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[wo] 49 (67.12%) 

[ u] 13 (17.81%) 

[ ] 6 (8.22%) 

[a] 2 (2.74%) 

[u] 2 (2.74%) 

[ ] 

[ ] 1 (1.37%) 

Total [ ]  73 (100%) 
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Table 7 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[ai] 31 (83.78%) 

[a] 4 (10.81%) 

[ei] 1 (2.70%) 
[a ] 

[i] 1 (2.70%) 

Total [a ]  37 (100%) 

 
Table 8 The adaptation of English vowel [a ] in MC 

 

English MC No. (%) 

[a ] [ u] 4 (100%) 

Total [a ]  4 (100%) 

 
 

Table 9 The adaptation of English vowel [ ] in MC 
 

English MC No. (%) 

[wo] 43 (48.31%) 

[ u] 15 (16.85%) 

[ ] 15 (16.85%) 

[u] 9 (10.11%) 

[ou] 4 (4.49%) 

[a] 2 (2.25%) 

[ ] 

[ja] 1 (1.12%) 

Total [ ]  89 (100%) 



Appendix I 
 
 

Questionnaires 
 
 

Questionnaire for Chinese subjects 
 
 

 
 
        

1
 

 
1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
7   
8   

 
 

Questionnaire 
 
Hello! Thanks for participating in this experiment. Before you do the experiment, please 
fill in this questionnaire which takes about 1 minute. The information you provide will 
be very helpful for the analysis of the results. Thanks again for your cooperation! 

 
1  Name  
2  Gender  
3  Date of birth  
4  Place of birth  
5  Email  
6  IELTS grade  
7  Are you a student? If so, please indicate your university and major.  
8  Except Mandarin Chinese, do you speak any other dialects of Chinese? 
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Questionnaire for English and Dutch subjects 
 
 
Questionnaire 

 
Hello! Thanks for participating in this experiment. Before you do the experiment, please 
fill in this questionnaire which takes about 1 minute. The information you provide will 
be very helpful for the analysis of the results. Thanks again for your cooperation! 
 

 
1  Name  
2  Gender  
3  Date of birth  
4  Place of birth  
5  Email  
6  HSK level  
7  How long have you learned Mandarin Chinese?  

 



Appendix J 
 
 

Identification experiment:   
English plosives in [plosive+i/ ] sequences, presented in Chapter 8 

 
Stimuli 
 
Target stimuli 
 

[binef] [bil s] [bim v] 
[bi, b ] 

[nab f] [m b v] [leb s] 

[pimev] [pin f] [pil s] 
[pi, p ] 

[n p v] [l p s] [mep f] 

[dilef] [dim v] [din s] 
[di, d ] 

[l d s] [n d f] [med v] 

[tinef] [til v] [tim s] 
[ti, t ] 

[n t f] [m t s] [let v] 

[ imev] [ in f] [ in s] 
[ i, ] 

[n s] [l v] [meg f] 

[kilef] [kim v] [kin s] 
[ki, k ] 

[l k s [n k f] [mek v] 

 
Fillers 
 

[bV] [mib f] [nibev] [b n f] [bel s] 

[pV] [mip v] [lipes] [p n f] [pem v] 

[dV] [nid f] [lidev] [d l s] [dem v] 

[tV] [nit s] [mitev] [t l s] [ten f] 

[ V] [liges] [mig v] [ m s] [gen f] 

[kV] [lik s] [nikef] [k m v] [kel f] 

 



Appendix K 
 
 

English [Ce] adaptation and perception experiments, presented in Chapter 9  
 
Stimuli 
 
Target stimuli: English [Ce] 
 

[be] [bemu s] [ben f] [ni bes] [m bef] 

[pe] [penu s] [pem f] [mi pes] [n pef] 

[me] [memu f] [men s] [ni mef] [m mes] 

[fe] [fenu f] [fem s] [mi fef] [n fes] 

[ve] [vemu s] [ven f] [ni ves] [m vef] 

[we] [wenu s] [wem f] [mi wes] [n wef] 

[ e] [ emu f] [ en s] [ni ef] [m ges] 

[ke] [kenu f] [kem s] [mi kef] [n kes] 

[he] [hemu s] [hen f] [ni hes] [m hef] 

[e] [enu f] [em s] [mi ef] [n es] 

[de] [denu s] [dem f] [mi des] [n def] 

[te] [temu f] [ten s] [ni tef] [m tes] 

[se] [senu f] [sem s] [mi sef] [n ses] 

[ e] [ enu f] [ em s] [mi ef] [n es] 

[le] [lenu s] [lem f] [mi les] [n lef] 

[re] [remu f] [ren s] [ni ref] [m res] 

[ne] [nemu s] [nen f] [ni nes] [m nef] 
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Fillers: English [Ce ] 
 

[be ] [be mu s] [be n f] [ni be s] [m be f] 

[pe ] [pe nu s] [pe m f] [mi pe s] [n pe f] 

[me ] [me mu f] [me n s] [ni me f] [m me s] 

[fe ] [fe nu f] [fe m s] [mi fe f] [n fe s] 

[ve ] [ve mu s] [ve n f] [ni ve s] [m ve f] 

[we ] [we nu s] [we m f] [mi we s] [n we f] 

[ e ] [ e mu f] [ e n s] [ni e f] [m ge s] 

[ke ] [ke nu f] [ke m s] [mi ke f] [n ke s] 

[he ] [he mu s] [he n f] [ni he s] [m he f] 

[e ] [e nu f] [e m s] [mi e f] [n e s] 

[de ] [de nu s] [de m f] [mi de s] [n de f] 

[te ] [te mu f] [te n s] [ni te f] [m te s] 

[se ] [se nu f] [se m s] [mi se f] [n se s] 

[ e ] [ e nu f] [ e m s] [mi e f] [n e s] 

[le ] [le nu s] [le m f] [mi le s] [n le f] 

[re ] [re mu f] [re n s] [ni re f] [m re s] 

[ne ] [ne mu s] [ne n f] [ni ne s] [m ne f] 
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Answer sheet of English [Ce] adaptation experiment 
 

    Sheet 1 

1 A.  B.  C.  D.  

2 A.  B.  C.  D.  

3 A.  B.  C.  D.  

4 A.  B.  C.  D.  

5 A.  B.  C.  D.  

6 A.  B.  C.  D.  

7 A.  B.  C.  D.  

8 A.  B.  C.  D.  

9 A.  B.  C.  D.  

10 A.  B.  C.  D.  

11 A.  B.  C.  D.  

12 A.  B.  C.  D.  

13 A.  B.  C.  D.  

14 A.  B.  C.  D.  

15 A.  B.  C.  D.  

16 A.  B.  C.  D.  

17 A.  B.  C.  D.  

18 A.  B.  C.  D.  

19 A.  B.  C.  D.  

20 A.  B.  C.  D.  

21 A.  B.  C.  D.  

22 A.  B.  C.  D.  

23 A.  B.  C.  D.  
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24 A.  B.  C.  D.  

25 A.  B.  C.  D.  

26 A.  B.  C.  D.  

27 A.  B.  C.  D.  

28 A.  B.  C.  D.  

29 A.  B.  C.  D.  

30 A.  B.  C.  D.  

31 A.  B.  C.  D.  

32 A.  B.  C.  D.  

33 A.  B.  C.  D.  

34 A.  B.  C.  D.  

35 A.  B.  C.  D.  

36 A.  B.  C.  D.  

37 A.  B.  C.  D.  

38 A.  B.  C.  D.  

39 A.  B.  C.  D.  

40 A.  B.  C.  D.  

41 A.  B.  C.  D.  

42 A.  B.  C.  D.  

43 A.  B.  C.  D.  

44 A.  B.  C.  D.  

45 A.  B.  C.  D.  

46 A.  B.  C.  D.  

47 A.  B.  C.  D.  

48 A.  B.  C.  D.  

49 A.  B.  C.  D.  
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50 A.  B.  C.  D.  

51 A.  B.  C.  D.  

52 A.  B.  C.  D.  

53 A.  B.  C.  D.  

54 A.  B.  C.  D.  

55 A.  B.  C.  D.  

56 A.  B.  C.  D.  

57 A.  B.  C.  D.  

58 A.  B.  C.  D.  

59 A.  B.  C.  D.  

60 A.  B.  C.  D.  

61 A.  B.  C.  D.  

62 A.  B.  C.  D.  

63 A.  B.  C.  D.  

64 A.  B.  C.  D.  

65 A.  B.  C.  D.  

66 A.  B.  C.  D.  

67 A.  B.  C.  D.  

68 A.  B.  C.  D.  

    Sheet 2 

1 A.  B.  C.  D.  

2 A.  B.  C.  D.  

3 A.  B.  C.  D.  

4 A.  B.  C.  D.  

5 A.  B.  C.  D.  

6 A.  B.  C.  D.  
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7 A.  B.  C.  D.  

8 A.  B.  C.  D.  

9 A.  B.  C.  D.  

10 A.  B.  C.  D.  

11 A.  B.  C.  D.  

12 A.  B.  C.  D.  

13 A.  B.  C.  D.  

14 A.  B.  C.  D.  

15 A.  B.  C.  D.  

16 A.  B.  C.  D.  

17 A.  B.  C.  D.  

18 A.  B.  C.  D.  

19 A.  B.  C.  D.  

20 A.  B.  C.  D.  

21 A.  B.  C.  D.  

22 A.  B.  C.  D.  

23 A.  B.  C.  D.  

24 A.  B.  C.  D.  

25 A.  B.  C.  D.  

26 A.  B.  C.  D.  

27 A.  B.  C.  D.  

28 A.  B.  C.  D.  

29 A.  B.  C.  D.  

30 A.  B.  C.  D.  

31 A.  B.  C.  D.  

32 A.  B.  C.  D.  
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33 A.  B.  C.  D.  

34 A.  B.  C.  D.  

35 A.  B.  C.  D.  

36 A.  B.  C.  D.  

37 A.  B.  C.  D.  

38 A.  B.  C.  D.  

39 A.  B.  C.  D.  

40 A.  B.  C.  D.  

41 A.  B.  C.  D.  

42 A.  B.  C.  D.  

43 A.  B.  C.  D.  

44 A.  B.  C.  D.  

45 A.  B.  C.  D.  

46 A.  B.  C.  D.  

47 A.  B.  C.  D.  

48 A.  B.  C.  D.  

49 A.  B.  C.  D.  

50 A.  B.  C.  D.  

51 A.  B.  C.  D.  

52 A.  B.  C.  D.  

53 A.  B.  C.  D.  

54 A.  B.  C.  D.  

55 A.  B.  C.  D.  

56 A.  B.  C.  D.  

57 A.  B.  C.  D.  

58 A.  B.  C.  D.  
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59 A.  B.  C.  D.  

60 A.  B.  C.  D.  

61 A.  B.  C.  D.  

62 A.  B.  C.  D.  

63 A.  B.  C.  D.  

64 A.  B.  C.  D.  

65 A.  B.  C.  D.  

66 A.  B.  C.  D.  

67 A.  B.  C.  D.  

68 A.  B.  C.  D.  

 



Appendix L 
 
 

English [ve, fe, ve , fe ] in the adaptation experiment, presented in Chapter 9, footnote 4 
 
 
Stimuli 
 
Target stimuli 
 

[ve] [ven f] [vemu s] [m vef] [ni ves] 

[fe] [fenu f] [fem s] [mi fef] [n fes] 

[ve ] [ve n f] [ve mu s] [m ve f] [ni ve s] 

[fe ] [fe nu f] [fe m s] [mi fe f] [n fe s] 

 
Fillers 
 

[v ] [v n f] [v mu s] [m v f] [ni v s] 

[f ] [f nu f] [f m s] [mi f f] [n f s] 

[v ] [v n f] [v mu s] [m v f] [ni v s] 

[f ] [f nu f] [f m s] [mi f f] [n f s] 

[v ] [v n f] [v mu s] [m v f] [ni v s] 

[f ] [f nu f] [f m s] [mi f f] [n f s] 

[m ] [m n s] [m mu f] [m m s] [ni m f] 
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Answer sheet of this experiment 
 
 

1 A.  B.  C.  D.  

2 A.  B.  C.  D.  

3 A.  B.  C.  D.  

4 A.  B.  C.  D.  

5 A.  B.  C.  D.  

6 A.  B.  C.  D.  

7 A.  B.  C.  D.  

8 A.  B.  C.  D.  

9 A.  B.  C.  D.  

10 A.  B.  C.  D.  

11 A.  B.  C.  D.  

12 A.  B.  C.  D.  

13 A.  B.  C.  D.  

14 A.  B.  C.  D.  

15 A.  B.  C.  D.  

16 A.  B.  C.  D.  

17 A.  B.  C.  D.  

18 A.  B.  C.  D.  

19 A.  B.  C.  D.  

20 A.  B.  C.  D.  

21 A.  B.  C.  D.  

22 A.  B.  C.  D.  

23 A.  B.  C.  D.  

24 A.  B.  C.  D.  
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25 A.  B.  C.  D.  

26 A.  B.  C.  D.  

27 A.  B.  C.  D.  

28 A.  B.  C.  D.  

29 A.  B.  C.  D.  

30 A.  B.  C.  D.  

31 A.  B.  C.  D.  

32 A.  B.  C.  D.  

33 A.  B.  C.  D.  

34 A.  B.  C.  D.  

35 A.  B.  C.  D.  

36 A.  B.  C.  D.  

37 A.  B.  C.  D.  

38 A.  B.  C.  D.  

39 A.  B.  C.  D.  

40 A.  B.  C.  D.  

41 A.  B.  C.  D.  

42 A.  B.  C.  D.  

43 A.  B.  C.  D.  

44 A.  B.  C.  D.  

 



Appendix M 
 
 

Adaptation experiment: English [ve] adaptation (presented in Chapter 10)  
 
 
[ve] stimuli (in bold) were the target in this experiment.  
 

[ve] [ven d] [vem k] [mi vet] [nu ve ] 

[fe] [fen d] [fem p] [m fet] [ni fe ] 

[we] [wen ] [wem b] [mu wep] [n wed] 

[v ] [v n b] [v m ] [mev p] [n v k] 

[f ] [f n b] [f mu ] [mi f k] [nef p] 

[w ] [w nu p] [w m t] [m w d] [ni w b] 

[v ] [v nu d] [v m t] [m v k] [ni v ] 

[f ] [f n d] [f m p] [mef t] [n f k] 

[w ] [w n g] [w mu b] [mi w t] [new d] 

[vi ] [vi n b] [vi me ] [m vi p] [n vi k] 

[fi ] [fi neb] [fi m ] [mu fi k] [n fi p] 

[wi ] [wi n ] [wi m t] [m wi d] [nu wi b] 

[vu ] [vu ni d] [vu m k] [m vu t] [n vu ] 

[fu ] [fu n d] [fu met] [m fu p] [n fu k] 

[wu ] [wu ne ] [wu mi d] [m wu p] [n wu t] 

[v ] [v neb] [v mi ] [mu v p] [n v k] 

[f ] [f ni b] [f m t] [m f ] [nu f p] 

[w ] [w n k] [w meg] [m w d] [n w t] 

[v ] [v n b] [v mu ] [m v p] [nev k] 

[f ] [f nu b] [f mi ] [m f k] [n f p] 

[w ] [w ni k] [w mu ] [mew d] [n w b] 
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Answer sheet of English [ve] adaptation experiment for MC learners of English  
 
 

1 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

2 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

3 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

4 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

5 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

6 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

7 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

8 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

9 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

10 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

11 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

12 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

13 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

14 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

15 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

16 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

17 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

18 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

19 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

20 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

21 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

22 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  
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23 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

24 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

25 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

26 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

27 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

28 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

29 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

30 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

31 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

32 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

33 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

34 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

35 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

36 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

37 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

38 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

39 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

40 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

41 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

42 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

43 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

44 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

45 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

46 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  
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47 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

48 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

49 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

50 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

51 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

52 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

53 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

54 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

55 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

56 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

57 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

58 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

59 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

60 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

61 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

62 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

63 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

64 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

65 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

66 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

67 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

68 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

69 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

70 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  
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71 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

72 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

73 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

74 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

75 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

76 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

77 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

78 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

79 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

80 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

81 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

82 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

83 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  

84 A.  B.  C.  D.  E.  
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Answer sheet of English [ve] adaptation experiment 
 for English and Dutch learners of Mandarin Chinese  

 
 

1 A. fa nei bo B. fei nei bo C. wei nei bo D. wa nei bo E. wai nei bo 

2 A. fa ma ke B. fei ma ke C. wei ma ke D. wa ma ke E. wai ma ke 

3 A. fa mo te B. fu mo te C. wo mo te D. wa mo te E. wu mo te 

4 A. fa na de B. fei na de C. wei na de D. wa na de E. wai na de 

5 A. fa ma ge B. fu ma ge C. wo ma ge D. wa ma ge E. wu ma ge 

6 A. fa mu bo B. fei mu bo C. wei mu bo D. wa mu bo E. wai mu bo 

7 A. fa na bo B. fei na bo C. wei na bo D. wa na bo E. wai na bo 

8 A. fa mo te B. fu mo te C. wei mo te D. wa mo te E. wai mo te 

9 A. fei mu ge B. fa mu ge C. wo mu ge D. wa mu ge E. wai mu ge 

10 A. fa nuo de B. fei nuo de C. wei nuo de D. wa nuo de E. wai nuo de 

11 A. fa mu ge B. fu mu ge C. wo mu ge D. wa mu ge E. wai mu ge 

12 A. fa mi de B. fu mi de C. wo mi de D. wa mi de E. wu mi de 

13 A. fa nu bo B. fu nu bo C. wo nu bo D. wa nu bo E. wai nu bo 

14 A. fa ma ke B. fu ma ke C. wo ma ke D. wa ma ke E. wu ma ke 

15 A. fa mei ge B. fei mei ge C. wo mei ge D. wa mei ge E. wai mei ge 

16 A. fa na de B. fu na de C. wo na de D. wa na de E. wu na de 

17 A. fa mi ge B. fu mi ge C. wo mi ge D. wa mi ge E. wai mi ge 

18 A. fa ma te B. fei ma te C. wei ma te D. wa ma te E. wai ma te 

19 A. fa ni bo B. fei ni bo C. wei ni bo D. wa ni bo E. wai ni bo 

20 A. fa mei ge B. fei mei ge C. wei mei ge D. wa mei ge E. wai mei ge 

21 A. fa ma bo B. fei ma bo C. wei ma bo D. wa ma bo E. wai ma bo 
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22 A. fa ma ge B. fei ma ge C. wei ma ge D. wa ma ge E. wai ma ge 

23 A. fa na de B. fei na de C. wei na de D. wa na de E. wai na de 

24 A. fa nu pu B. fu nu pu C. wo nu pu D. wa nu pu E. wai nu pu 

25 A. fa mo pu B. fei mo pu C. wei mo pu D. wa mo pu E. wai mo pu 

26 A. fa nuo bo B. fu nuo bo C. wo nuo bo D. wa nuo bo E. wai nuo bo 

27 A. fa na ge B. fu na ge C. wo na ge D. wa na ge E. wai na ge 

28 A. fa mu ge B. fu mu ge C. wei mu ge D. wa mu ge E. wai mu ge 

29 A. fa nu de B. fu nu de C. wei nu de D. wa nu de E. wai nu de 

30 A. fa ni ke B. fu ni ke C. wo ni ke D. wa ni ke E. wai ni ke 

31 A. fa ma pu B. fu ma pu C. wo ma pu D. wa ma pu E. wai ma pu 

32 A. fa na bo B. fu na bo C. wo na bo D. wa na bo E. wai na bo 

33 A. fa nai ge B. fu nai ge C. wo nai ge D. wa nai ge E. wu nai ge 

34 A. fa mi ge B. fu mi ge C. wo mi ge D. wa mi ge E. wu mi ge 

35 A. fa ni de B. fu ni de C. wo ni de D. wa ni de E. wu ni de 

36 A. fa nu ke B. fei nu ke C. wo nu ke D. wa nu ke E. wai nu ke 

37 A. fa mai te B. fu mai te C. wo mai te D. wa mai te E. wu mai te 

38 A. fa nai bo B. fu nai bo C. wo nai bo D. wa nai bo E. wai nai bo 

39 A. fa na ge B. fei na ge C. wei na ge D. wa na ge E. wai na ge 

40 A. fa ma te B. fei ma te C. wei ma te D. wa ma te E. wai ma te 

41 A. fa na bo B. fei na bo C. wei na bo D. wa na bo E. wai na bo 

42 A. fa nuo ge B. fei nuo ge C. wei nuo ge D. wa nuo ge E. wai nuo ge 

43 A. mu fa ke B. mu fei ke C. mu wei ke D. mu wa ke E. mu wai ke 

44 A. nu fa ge B. nu fei ge C. nu wei ge D. nu wa ge E. nu wai ge 

45 A. ma fa de B. ma fei de C. ma wo de D. ma wa de E. ma wai de 
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46 A. ma fa te B. ma fei te C. ma wei te D. ma wa te E. ma wai te 

47 A. na fa ke B. na fu ke C. na wo ke D. na wa ke E. na wai ke 

48 A. mi fa te B. mi fu te C. mi wei te D. mi wa te E. mi wai te 

49 A. mi fa ke B. mi fu ke C. mi wei ke D. mi wa ke E. mi wai ke 

50 A. ni fa ge B. ni fu ge C. ni wo ge D. ni wa ge E. ni wai ge 

51 A. mai fa de B. mai fu de C. mai wo de D. mai wa de E. mai wai de 

52 A. mai fa te B. mai fei te C. mai wo te D. mai wa te E. mai wai te 

53 A. nai fa ke B. nai fu ke C. nai wo ke D. nai wa ke E. nai wai ke 

54 A. ma fa pu B. ma fu pu C. ma wo pu D. ma wa pu E. ma wu pu 

55 A. ma fa ke B. ma fu ke C. ma wo ke D. ma wa ke E. ma wu ke 

56 A. nu fa ke B. nu fu ge C. nu wo ge D. nu wa ge E. nu wu ge 

57 A. ma fa de B. ma fei de C. ma wo de D. ma wa de E. ma wai de 

58 A. ma fa pu B. ma fu pu C. ma wo pu D. ma wa pu E. ma wai pu 

59 A. na fa ke B. na fu ke C. na wo ke D. na wa ke E. na wai ke 

60 A. ma fa de B. ma fei de C. ma wei de D. ma wa de E. ma wai de 

61 A. mo fa ge B. mo fei ge C. mo wei ge D. mo wa ge E. mo wai ge 

62 A. nuo fa ke B. nuo fei ke C. nuo wei ke D. nuo wa ke E. nuo wai ke 

63 A. mu fa pu B. mu fei pu C. mu wei pu D. mu wa pu E. mu wai pu 

64 A. na fa pu B. na fei pu C. na wei pu D. na wa pu E. na wai pu 

65 A. mi fa te B. mi fei te C. mi wei te D. mi wa te E. mi wai te 

66 A. ni fa bo B. ni fu bo C. ni wo bo D. ni wa bo E. ni wai bo 

67 A. ni fa ge B. ni fei ge C. ni wei ge D. ni wa ge E. ni wai ge 

68 A. mai fa pu B. mai fu pu C. mai wo pu D. mai wa pu E. mai wai pu 

69 A. na fa de B. na fei de C. na wei de D. na wa de E. na wai de 
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70 A. nai fa pu B. nai fu pu C. nai wo pu D. nai wa pu E. nai wai pu 

71 A. ma fa ke B. ma fu ke C. ma wo ke D. ma wa ke E. ma wai ke 

72 A. na fa bo B. na fu bo C. na wo bo D. na wa bo E. na wai bo 

73 A. na fa ke B. na fu ke C. na wo ke D. na wa ke E. na wai ke 

74 A. ma fa pu B. ma fu pu C. ma wo pu D. ma wa pu E. ma wai pu 

75 A. na fa te B. na fu te C. na wo te D. na wa te E. na wu te 

76 A. na fa pu B. na fu pu C. na wo pu D. na wa pu E. na wu pu 

77 A. mo fa te B. mo fu te C. mo wo te D. mo wa te E. mo wu te 

78 A. na fa te B. na fu te C. na wo te D. na wa te E. na wai te 

79 A. nuo fa ke B. nuo fu ke C. nuo wo ke D. nuo wa ke E. nuo wu ke 

80 A. mu fa pu B. mu fu pu C. mu wo pu D. mu wa pu E. mu wai pu 

81 A. nu fa bo B. nu fei bo C. nu wei bo D. nu wa bo E. nu wai bo 

82 A. nu fa pu B. nu fei pu C. nu wei pu D. nu wa pu E. nu wai pu 

83 A. ma fa pu B. ma fei pu C. ma wei pu D. ma wa pu E. ma wai pu 

84 A. na fa de B. na fei de C. na wei de D. na wa de E. na wai de 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING 
 
 
 
1 Inleiding 
 
 
1.1 Kadering binnen de literatuur 
 
Het proces van leenwoordadaptatie en zijn vele intrigerende aspecten is een snel 
groeiend gebied van taalkundig onderzoek. De twee belangrijkste vragen die 
terugkeren in de literatuur van leenwoordstudies zijn: (i) zijn er algemene patronen 
van leenwoordadaptatie, en zo ja, (ii) welke krachten drijven het/de proces(sen) die 
leiden tot deze patronen. Twee verschillende visies kunnen onderscheiden worden in 
deze studies naargelang perceptie relevant geacht wordt of niet. In de eerste visie, 
ook gekend als de ‘fonologische visie’, wordt betoogd dat het de 
productiegrammatica van de doeltaal is die de adaptatiepatronen bepaalt 
(bijvoorbeeld Hyman 1970; Danesi 1985; Paradis & LaCharité 1997, 2008; Paradis 
& Prunet 2000; Jacobs & Gussenhoven 2000; LaCharité & Paradis 2000, 2005; 
Paradis & Tremblay 2009). In deze visie wordt aangenomen dat perceptie slechts 
een beperkte rol speelt. Dit wil zeggen dat, in het algemeen, de woorden in de 
brontaal correct worden waargenomen door doeltaalsprekers en dan specifiek door 
de sprekers van de doeltaal die een goed beheersingsniveau van de brontaal bereikt 
hebben. 

De tweede visie staat bekend als de 'fonetische visie' waarin wordt 
aangenomen dat perceptie een cruciale rol speelt in het proces van 
leenwoordadaptatie (Silverman 1992; Yip 1993, 2002, 2006; Takagi & Mann 1994; 
Rose 1999; Gbéto 2000; Steriade 2001; Kim & Curtis 2002; Kang 2003; Kenstowicz 
2003, 2005, 2010; Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006; Peperkamp & Dupoux 2001, 2003; 
Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp et al. 2008;. Broselow 2004, 2009; Iverson & Lee 
2006; Smith 2006; Adler 2006; Davidson 2007; Boersma & Hamann 2009a). Hoe 
groot de rol van perceptie is varieert nog wel tussen de voorstanders van deze 
opvatting. Één groep auteurs is van mening dat adaptatie alleen wordt uitgevoerd in 
perceptie. Deze groep wordt het best vertegenwoordigd door Peperkamp en 
collega’s die betogen dat bijna alle adaptatie het gevolg is van perceptie. De andere 
groep is van mening dat verschillende stappen kunnen worden onderscheiden bij 
leenwoordadaptatie en dat perceptuele adaptatie slechts één van deze stappen is. 
Deze groep wordt vertegenwoordigd door o.a. Silverman (1992), Yip (2006), 
Kenstowicz (2003, 2005), Broselow (2009) en Boersma & Hamann (2009a).  

Dit proefschrift behandelt de twee bovenstaande vragen op basis van een 
leenwoordstudie waarbij het Mandarijn Chinees de doeltaal is. Er wordt specifiek 
ingezoomd op twee factoren die binnen de leenwoordfonologie slechts zelden 
behandeld worden, nl. (i) het type input (orthografische input, akoestische input of 
een combinatie van beide), (ii) het type adapter (eentalige sprekers van de doeltaal, 
L2 leerders met een goed beheersingsniveau van de brontaal en tweetaligen met een 
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perfecte beheersing van de brontaal). De verschillende combinaties van deze 
factoren leiden tot de volgende scenario’s:  
 

Tabel 1 Zeven scenario’s in leenwoordadaptatie 
 

Factor 1 Factor 2 
Scenario 

Inputtype Adaptertype 

1 Ééntaligen van de doeltaal 

2 
Orthografische input L2 leerders met een goed 

beheersingsniveau van de 
brontaal 

3 Ééntaligen van de doeltaal 

4 
Akoestische input L2 leerders met een goed 

beheersingsniveau van de 
brontaal 

5 Ééntaligen van de doeltaal 

6 

Orthografische +  Akoestische 
input 

L2 leerders met een goed 
beheersingsniveau van de 

brontaal 

7 

Orthografische input / 
Akoestische input / 

Orthografische +  Akoestische 
input 

Tweetaligen met een 
perfecte beheersingvan de 

brontaal 

 
 
1.2 Empirische gegevens en doelstellingen 
  
De empirische gegevens die deze dissertatie onderzoekt bestaan uit twee grote sets: 
een groot corpus van leenwoorden met het Engels als brontaal en het Mandarijn 
Chinees (MC) als doeltaal, en resultaten van een groot aantal adaptatie-experimenten. 
De doelstellingen van het onderzoek naar de twee datasets zijn:  

 
1)  het voorstellen van een analyse van MC leenwoordfonologie die in staat is 

om de ingewikkelde patronen die we in het corpus vinden te voorspellen 
2) het beargumenteren van de stelling dat, afhankelijk van het type input en 

adapter, één of meer van de volgende grammatica’s een rol spelen in 
leenwoordadaptatie: de native doeltaal fonologische productiegrammatica, 
de native doeltaal waarnemingsgrammatica, de bron-/doeltaal intertaal 
fonologische productiegrammatica en de bron-/doeltaal intertaal 
fonologische perceptiegrammatica.  
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1.3 Theoretisch framework 
 

De analyses in dit proefschrift worden gepresenteerd in Optimaliteitstheorie (OT; 
McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; Prince & Smolensky 1993; Kager 1999; McCarthy 
2002) en stochastische Optimaliteitstheorie (StOT, Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma & 
Hayes 2001).  
 
 
 
2 Doelstelling 1: een analyse van MC leenwoordfonologie op basis van een 
corpusstudie  
 
Net als bij de corpusgegevens die worden gebruikt in eerdere studies, zoals Miao 
(2005) en Lin (2008), vertonen de corpusgegevens die deze dissertatie onderzoekt 
een nogal chaotisch beeld van de adaptaties. Een Engelse klank wordt vaak 
toegewezen aan verschillende MC klanken. Wat Engelse onsets betreft zijn er 
slechts drie die een één-op-één match hebben in het MC, nl. [f, m, n]. Alle andere 
onsets hebben minstens twee corresponderende klanken in het MC. Met betrekking 
tot coda’s zijn er ook slechts enkele die een duidelijk één-op-één match hebben in 
het MC, nl. [f, v].  Alle andere coda's hebben meer dan één uitgang. Bovendien heeft 
geen van de Engelse klinkers een één-op-één match. Zo heeft de Engelse [e] 
bijvoorbeeld zes verschillende matches en [ ] heeft er zelfs zeven. Om orde te 
brengen in deze schijnbare chaos wordt er gebruik gemaakt van twee methodes.  

De eerste methode erkent dat factoren die niet direct te maken hebben met 
fonetiek en fonologie een belangrijke rol in leenwoordadaptatie spelen. De 
meerderheid van recente leenwoordstudies benaderen leenwoordadaptatie vanuit een 
fonologisch/ productie en/of fonetisch/perceptie perspectief, maar factoren extern 
aan deze kunnen ook van invloed zijn (zie bijvoorbeeld Vendelin & Peperkamp 
2006, Smith 2006, Miao 2005 en Friesner 2009). In dit proefschrift komen twee 
externe factoren aan bod, nl. spelling en semantische associatie. Typische 
voorbeelden beïnvloed door de eerste factor zijn <ou> in Plymouth  [p u.li.m u.s ] 

 ‘algemeen-interesse-dakstro-dit’ en <ch> in Charlene  [t a.lw n]  
‘checken-volgorde’. De uitspraak van <ou> in Plymouth is / / maar bij de adaptatie 
is aangenomen dat <ou> in Plymouth / / wordt uitgesproken net als in mouth en 
south. In Charlene wordt <ch> als / / uitgesproken maar in het Chinese 
Pinyinsysteem wordt <ch> als /t / uitgesproken en dit is de uitspraak die terugkomt 
in de MC versie van Charlene. Een typisch voorbeeld beïnvloed door de tweede 
factor is sonar [ .na]  ‘geluid – aanvaarden’. Het karakter  [ ] is 
geselecteerd, omdat de betekenis ervan wordt in verband gebracht met die van het 
Engelse woord in de brontaal ook al zijn er wellicht kandidaten die 
fonetisch/fonologisch dichter bij het Engelse [s ] liggen, zoals [sou]  'oude man'. 
In deze studie, wordt de output als gevolg van deze externe factoren onderscheiden 
van de meer aannemelijk fonetisch-fonologische output. Om dit te doen, worden 
'chaos filters' voorgesteld om te filteren op de complexiteit die het gevolg is van 
externe factoren, zoals de genoemde. 
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De tweede methode die tot doel heeft om orde te brengen in de 
ogenschijnlijke chaos van de corpusdata is om MC leenwoorden te analyseren op het 
niveau van CV (N)-clusters, in plaats van (enkel) op het niveau van individuele 
fonemen. Dit is relevant voor het MC waarin de adapter niet enkel op zoek moet 
gaan naar individuele klanken maar ook de juiste karakters moet vinden die de 
uitdrukking kunnen zijn van clusters van klanken. Zo wordt aangevoerd dat de 
geselecteerde MC lettergrepen ook uitgedrukt moeten kunnen worden als een MC 
schriftelijke vorm, dit wil zeggen als een karakter. In voorgaande MC leenwoord 
studies wordt sporadisch naar dit soort voorwaarde verwezen en wordt ze 
geformaliseerd als een OT constraint (IDENT-LEX in Wu 2006 en USE-LISTED-
SYLLABLE in Hsieh et al. 2009). Een dergelijke constraint speelt een belangrijke rol 
wanneer een zogenaamd optimale output lettergreep geen overeenkomstige 
lettergreep heeft in het MC. Als dat zo is, kan de vermeende 'optimale' lettergreep 
niet langer optimaal zijn en zal een voorheen niet-optimale lettergreep optimaal 
worden.  

Door het toepassen van de twee voornoemde methodes – het gebruiken van 
chaosfilters en het analyseren op het CV(N)-niveau –  verkrijgen we een dataset die 
geanalyseerd kan worden op basis van één enkele OT grammatica waar één input 
gelinkt wordt aan één output. Er wordt voorgesteld dat deze grammatica komt 
overeenkomt met de MC fonologische productiegrammatica.  
 
 
 
3 Doelstelling 2: de fonologische vs. de fonetische visie in leenwoordadaptatie 
 
In sectie 2 lijkt het erop dat de corpusstudie bewijs levert voor de fonologische visie 
op leenwoordadaptatie. Echter, de zeven adaptatiescenario's genoemd in sectie 1 
geven aan dat leenwoordfonologie gevoelig ingewikkelder is dan wat het corpus laat 
zien. Om te zien of de fonologische visie ook wordt ondersteund in andere 
adaptatiescenario's, is een reeks adaptatie-experimenten uitgevoerd. Een eerste reeks 
kleinere experimenten die hebben geleid tot de zeven scenario’s en de volgende 
voorspellingen: (i) verschillende inputtypes leiden tot verschillende outputs, en (ii) 
verschillende adaptertypes leiden tot verschillende outputs. Deze voorspellingen zijn 
gecheckt in een reeks grote adaptatie-experimenten waaruit twee casestudies in het 
proefschrift besproken worden.  

Als eerste casestudy wordt de adaptatie van het Engelse [Ce] gebruikt om 
de eerste voorspelling te testen. In het corpus hadden we te maken met scenario 2: 
het inputtype is orthografisch en de adapters zijn L2 leerders met een goed 
beheersingsniveau van het Engels. Het adaptatie-experiment is opgezet als een geval 
van scenario 4: de input is akoestisch en het beheersingsniveau van de adapters is 
vergelijkbaar met dat van de adapters in het corpus. De voorspelling is dat er 
duidelijke verschillen zouden zijn tussen de outputs van het corpus en die van het 
adaptatie-experiment. Deze voorspelling komt uit. De data van het corpus kunnen 
verklaard worden op basis van de native fonologische productiegrammatica maar de 
data van het experiment zijn complexer. Om de experimentele data te analyseren 
wordt voorgesteld om aan te nemen dat niet alle fonemen uit de L2 al zijn 
vastgelegd in de intertaalgrammatica van de L2 leerder. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat 
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bepaalde fonemen wel en andere niet correct zullen worden waargenomen en als 
dusdanig opgeslagen. Hier speelt dus niet alleen de native productiegrammatica een 
rol maar ook de intertaal perceptiegrammatica.  

De tweede casestudy waarin de adaptatie van het Engelse [Ve] onderzocht 
wordt is ontworpen om de tweede voorspelling te testen. De adaptatie in deze 
casestudy richt zich op drie groepen adapters. Dit zijn: MC L2 leerders met een goed 
beheersingsniveau van het Engels, Engelse L2 leerders van het MC en Nederlandse 
L2 leerders van het MC. De input was voor alle deelnemers enkel akoestisch. Ook 
hier kwam de voorspelling uit: verschillende typen adapters genereren verschillende 
outputs. Om de experimentele data te analyseren zijn de volgende aannames 
gemaakt. Voor MC adapters vinden er adaptaties plaats zowel in hun MC-Engels 
tussentaal perceptiegrammatica als in hun MC fonologische productiegrammatica. 
Engelse adapters hebben naar alle waarschijnlijkheid geen problemen in perceptie en 
hun adaptaties worden dan ook enkel geleid door hun Engels-MC tussentaal 
fonologische productiegrammatica. Voor de Nederlandse adapters vinden adaptaties 
plaats in hun Nederlands-Engels tussentaal perceptiegrammatica en in het Engels 
geluiden aan te passen in de waarneming, en dan gebruiken ze in hun Nederlands-
MC tussentaal fonologische productiegrammatica. 

Op basis van de twee case studies kan worden geconcludeerd dat de twee 
voornoemde voorspellingen uitkomen. De algemene conclusie is dan ook dat 
leenwoordadaptatie geleid wordt door de fonologie en fonetiek en dat de rol van 
beide afhankelijk is van input en adaptertype.  
 
 
 
4 Specifieke bijdragen 
 
 
4.1 Één model 
 
In sectie 3 werd al duidelijk dat – afhankelijk van het type adapter en het type input 
– verschillende grammatica’s een rol spelen binnen het leenwoordadaptatieproces. 
Dit wil zeggen dat enkel een model dat al deze grammatica’s integreert in staat is om 
een volledige analyse te geven van leenwoordadaptatie. In dit proefschrift wordt 
voorgesteld dat een licht aangepaste versie van het bidirectionele model van 
Boersma en Hamann (2009a) hiertoe in staat is.  
 
 
4.2 Corpora  Adaptatie-experimenten 
 
Dit proefschrift laat zien dat – afhankelijk van het type adapter en het type input – 
leenwoordadaptatie in corpora heel anders kan zijn dan adaptatie in offline 
experimenten. Dit roept vragen op over de leenwoordliteratuur waarin corpora en 
offline experimenten soms op één lijn worden geplaatst. Naast variatie in adapter- en 
inputtype, krijgen we in corpora ook te maken met externe factoren, zoals verkeerd 
geïnterpreteerde spelling en semantische associatie. Er wordt aangetoond dat deze 
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factoren de adaptatie van leenwoorden in MC in aanzienlijke mate beïnvloeden. Om 
te filteren op de complexiteit die het gevolg is van deze externe factoren, worden er 
chaosfilters voorgesteld. 
 
 
4.3 Perceptie in perceptie-experimenten  perceptie in adaptatie-experimenten 
 
Dit proefschrift laat zien dat perceptie in perceptie-experimenten verschilt van 
perceptie in adaptatie-experimenten. De resultaten van de uitgevoerde experimenten 
suggereren dat deelnemers – afhankelijk van hun opdracht – anders omgaan met 
input. Dit betekent dat perceptie-experimenten niet gebruikt kunnen worden om de 
rol van perceptie in leenwoordadaptatie te bestuderen. 
 
 
4.4 Analyseren op CV (N)-reeks niveau 
 
Dit proefschrift pleit voor een analyse van MC leenwoorden waarin niet enkel naar 
het fonemische niveau maar ook naar het CV(N)-niveau gekeken wordt. Dit is een 
cruciaal inzicht dat overgenomen wordt van Wu (2006) en Hsieh et al. (2009) en 
systematisch wordt toegepast in dit proefschrift. Niet alleen laat het toe om tot een 
analyse te komen die niet overgenereert maar ook laat het toe om een één-op-één 
relatie te creëren tussen input en output, een basisprincipe in OT.  
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